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ABSTRACT
The main purpose of this dissertation is to assess ontological issues of information acquisition,
focusing on information overload from an integrative perspective of two theoretical foundations,
which links two perspectives of consumer behavior in information acquisition: foraging theory in
behavioral ecology and information processing theory in marketing. Applying to the integrative
investigation, the current research primarily emphasizes the infusion of ecological rationality (i.e.,
Darwinian Theory) into normative rationality (i.e., Newtonian Theory), but it is not alternative
but complementary to each other. Ecological rationality, which is rooted in Darwinism,
emphasizes that human behavior has developed through adaptation and natural selection as the
human minds interact with environments. The current study consists of five chapters: the
philosophical foundation of the rationalities, exploratory study, proposed hypotheses, empirical
tests, and general discussion. A summary of the contents of each chapter is:
The first chapter aims to provide an integrative framework of consumer information acquisition
in order to explore ontological issues in information overload paradigm, attempting to synthesize
different approaches in marketing and behavioral ecology. To explore, the current study
emphasizes an integrative perspective between two theories for information acquisition (foraging
and information processing), which are based on different philosophical foundations of the
rationality (ecological and normative). Along with the process of the information acquisition, this
study provides relevant consequences (decision-related responses and decision-related
alternatives) after the information acquisition process and influential factors in temporal and
psychological dimensions (time and motivation). Then, the conceptual study provides conclusion
and the current research scope.
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The second chapter aims to examine the efficacy of the current study’s theoretical integration in
the process of consumer information foraging so as to approach an ontological issue in
information overload paradigm: more information is better vs. less information is better (i.e.,
information processing theory and foraging theory under an information overload paradigm).
Therefore, this study explores and examines what can be appropriate information structures to
describe the ontological issue in the process of consumer information foraging. To formulate the
adequate information structure, this study attempts to utilize an integrative perspective between
marketing and behavioral ecology. This study examines consumers’ online activities sequentially
from a broad to detail approach, based on the categories of goods and services. The result, by and
large, suggests a necessity of an integrative perspective to view a holistic information structure,
including quantity, quality, and environment components. These structural components
interactively communicate with minds when shaping the process of the consumer information
foraging, which are likely to involve in the degree of information overload. Moreover, results
demonstrate rather higher variation of strategic information foraging but emphasize some
important communality in the initial stage of information foraging, such as the role of search
engine and interpersonal communication. In addition, categories of goods and services affect
shaping the pattern of strategic information foraging. Then, the conclusion of the study provides.
The third chapter aims to propose a hypothetical model, based on the theoretical backgrounds in
Chapter 1 and the findings of the exploratory study in Chapter 2. In addition, the pilot study was
conducted to provide a concrete framework of the empirical study by checking the manipulation
of holistic information structures. The manipulation of the structures includes the total quantity
of information, the quality of information, and environmental information. Those structures
measured on several resultant consequences, using the patch concepts (within-patch and
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between-patch). Controversially, in general, consumers tend to prefer more information rather
than less information only when arranged information provides; otherwise, this preference
attenuates. This controversial result also has conflicting variations, depending on the types of
patches. Overall, the comparison in the within-patch and between-patch through displaying
heterogeneous information structures suggests that holistic information structures are a more
important factor than the mere quantity or quality of information.
The fourth chapter empirically tests the theory-based hypothetical frameworks to assess the
ontological issues in information overload paradigm using the integrative perspective of the two
information acquisition theories. The findings of the empirical study suggest that the real-world
information overload is not simply determined by a single dominant factor (e.g., quantity), but by
the interplay of intricately intertwined factors. The factors are the following: information
structures (three unarranged and four arranged information structures, including quantity, quality
and environment), item categories (durables, nondurables and services), and time constraints
(time pressure vs. no time pressure). The interwoven complexity implies that paradigmatic
change of perspectives in relation with information overload though integrating two important
conceptual factors between domain-specific dependency and universality. Moreover, the
information overload begins with the browsing stage of acquiring the necessary information, not
with the searching stage, suggesting the view of browsing-searching continuum that underscores
the important role of the patch concept. As a whole, the conclusive findings suggest an
integrative perspective between Darwinism and Non-Darwinism as a prerequisite of providing a
better comprehension of the issues of the information overload paradigm.
The fifth chapter is the section of general discussion including major findings, theoretical,
methodological and empirical implications, limitations, and conclusive statement.
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CHAPTER 1. PHILOSOPHICAL FOUNDATIONS OF THE CURRENT STUDY
Abstract
This study aims to provide an integrative framework of consumer information acquisition in
order to explore ontological issues in information overload paradigm, attempting to synthesize
different approaches in marketing and behavioral ecology. To explore, the current study
emphasizes an integrative perspective between two theories for information acquisition (foraging
and information processing), which are based on different philosophical foundations of the
rationality (ecological and normative). Along with the process of the information acquisition, this
study provides relevant consequences (decision-related alternatives and decision-related
responses) after the information acquisition process and influential factors in temporal and
psychological dimensions (time and motivation). Then, the conceptual study provides conclusion
and the current research scope.
Introduction
The currently, virtually unlimited information environment results in, conscious or unconscious
receipt of nearly endless information everyday (e.g., the Internet). This informational inundation
causes an overload from handling diverse informational forms, which affect cognition and
emotion, and/or from the immediate informational environment. For instance, if a consumer
intends to buy a laptop computer, accesses a web browser, and uses a favorite search engine with
a keyword “laptop.” The search engine provides countless informational sources that would not
provide adequate, relevant reviews within a reasonable amount of time. Consequently, handling
the presented information and acquiring necessary insight to render, ultimately, a “good” choice
becomes problematic. During the information-acquisition process, the consumer may become
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overwhelmed, cognitively or emotionally, by the informational overload regarding a particular
item category. Perhaps this informational overload situation is due to the quantity of information
and informational conflicts of the particular products or restriction of informational accessibility
within a given surrounding. If the situation represents informational overload, then diagnosing
the cause, a person’s internal capabilities and/or external environments, becomes necessary.
From an evolutionary framework, all factors within an immediate environment are naturally
prerequisites in our ecosystems, and people acquire necessary information adaptively during a
given immediate environment to maximize the fitness of that situation (Todd, Hertwig, &
Hoffrage, 2005). From an ecologically “hostile” information environment (e.g., inundant
digitalized information environments), requires consideration of the issue of “survival” in that
environment, such as how to handle the information and to reduce hostility of information
(Vossen, 2012). From an epigenetic perspective, people attempt to acquire better information
through navigating selectively diverse sources to maximize decisional fitness within an
immediate environment (i.e., belonging in the environment now) rather than maximizing
normative utility based on traditional economics (e.g., Saad, 2007, p. 31). For the decisional
fitness, behavioral ecology, particularly human behavioral ecology (HBE) that studies human
behavior from an adaptive perspective, places greater weight on the epigenetic perspective
(Nettle, Gibson, Lawson, & Sear, 2013). The rudiment of HBE is humans’ adaptedness of
immediate environments. This fundamental aspect has its basis in evolutionary theories like a
foraging theory (Hantula, 2012). As an example of epigenetic evidence, Kaminsky et al. (2008)
argued that identical twins can be different in behavioral traits and diseases, and Kaminsky et al.
found that the epigenetic (i.e., phenotypic) difference exists between monozygotic twins in risktaking behavior as differing phenotypic environments of the twins (a journalist who has risk-
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seeking characteristic vs. a lawyer who has risk-averse characteristic) (for further reading, see
Bjornsson, Daniele Fallin, & Feinberg, 2004; Fawcett, Hamblin, & Giraldeau, 2013; Portela &
Esteller, 2010). This example suggests integration of human’s internality and environmental
externality as prerequisite conditions rather than as disjoined conditions. This refers to
“ecological rationale” emphasizing a concurrent interaction of human minds and environments
(Todd & Gigerenzer, 2007). Since the information overload paradigm has had study according to
normative results and disjunctive environmental perspectives of human behavior, the current
study provides an integrative perspective as an alternative approach, applying an evolutionary
framework to a non-evolutionary framework (Kock, 2010b; Todd et al., 2005). Therefore, this
study applies an integration of two dominant theories in marketing (non-evolutionary framework)
and behavioral ecology (evolutionary framework) to explain the phenomenon of the information
overload paradigm – i.e., information processing theory and foraging theory respectively. The
integrative perspective of the current study is conceptually depicted in Figure 1.1.
Figure 1.1 Conceptual Framework of the Current Research
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The initial discussion encompasses ontological issues of the information overload paradigm and
raises questions that attempt to respond to the issue. A subsequent review considers two different
philosophical foundations that contrast the rationalities of normative and ecological frameworks,
which have bases in non-evolutionary and evolutionary paradigms, respectively. In detail, the
study explicates two general theories of activities for acquiring information (i.e., informational
processing theory in marketing and foraging theory in behavioral ecology) and links them as a
conceptually integrative form named ecological information foraging. Along with the process of
information acquisition, the discussion considers influential factors from temporal and
psychological dimensions, as prerequisite conditions (i.e., time and motivation), that
ubiquitously affect consumer behavior. Next, the study considers completed acquisitional
consequences, which are likely elicitations from emotions in everyday life (decision-related
alternatives and decision-related responses). The last considerations are conclusions drawn from
proposing the integrative perspective of information acquisition and suggestions for further
studies.
Information Overload Paradigm: Need for an Integrative Perspective of Theories
The information overload paradigm, in the context of decisions and choices, has had wide study
in various disciplines in attempts to explain humans’ behavior. The term information overload is
“the state that occurs when the amount or intensity of environmental stimuli exceeds the
individual’s processing capacity, thus leading to an unconscious or subliminal disregard of some
environmental information.” In other words, information overload represents psychologically
overwhelming situations that afflict searchers during acquisition of information to achieve fitness
for particular goals – including cognition, perception, and/or emotion. The attempt at acquisition
lies beyond an individual’s knowledge and requires concurrent communication (browsing and
4

searching) for immediate data and within immediate environments, during a certain period, to
collect necessary information. Rethinking information overload can suggest that the information
overload perspective may simultaneously account for the relationship between humans’ minds
and immediate environments during communication of knowledge. This relationship, perhaps,
suggests a Darwinian perspective of environmental adaptations interwoven with human natures
(e.g., epigenetic properties).
The overload paradigm includes multiple terms, such as choice overload (Iyengar & Lepper,
2000), cognitive overload (Fayol, Largy, & Lemaire, 1994), color overload (Alton & Manining,
2012), media equivocality (Daft, Lengel, & Trevino, 1987), feature fatigue (Thompson,
Hamilton, & Rust, 2005), information overload (Jacoby, Speller, & Kohn, 1974), mental
overload (Juris & Velden, 1977), sensory overload (Lipowski, 1975) and so forth (for further
review, see Eppler & Mengis, 2004). The gist of the pluralistic definitions is to deal with
communication within a variety of informational structures in an immediate environment
associated with minds, not solely with cognitive processing (e.g., informational quantity only) or
cognitive outcomes. These pluralistic terms may suggest that universally relevant information
does not exist in the ecosystem of information because of the multidimensionality of information
in real world. Nonetheless, the limit of the traditional information overload paradigm seems to be
cognitive procedures and normative resultant outcomes from accessing information, particularly
in marketing, which restricts the solution of the phenomenon to fractional explanations, although
those results are relevant and fruitful to a certain point.
Prior research, throughout various disciplines, have considered the amount of information as the
most important factor in processing information (Eppler & Mengis, 2004; Scheibehenne,
Greifeneder, & Todd, 2010; Vossen, 2012), and this issue has engendered debates in terms of
5

humans’ cognitive capabilities and abilities (e.g., Miller, 1956; Simon, 1974). Moreover, the
amount of information determines the overload situation due to bounded cognitive capability
(e.g., quantitative framework of information processing) (Vossen, 2012). Particularly in
marketing, much research investigates the influence of many attributes or alternatives affecting
information loads on the consequence of decisional accuracy (e.g., dysfunctionality or err in
terms of a quantitative viewpoint) (Fasolo, McClelland, & Todd, 2007; Haynes, 2009; Jacoby,
1984; Jacoby et al., 1974; Keller & Staelin, 1989; Malhotra, 1982, 1984; Russo, 1974; Wilkie,
1974). Two major aspects have encountered debates in terms of the potential occurrence of
information overload (i.e., the overload will be or can be) and the amount of information (i.e.,
more information is better vs. less information is better), which can determine the likelihood or
the possibility of information overload (Greifeneder, Scheibehenne, & Kleber, 2010;
Scheibehenne et al., 2010). Regarding the possibility of overload, a largely agreed belief is that
the overload can occur as information increases, not will occur (for the debate for this issue, see
Jacoby, 1984; Malhotra, 1984). This difference conjectures the role of other factors affecting
information overload in association with the amount of information (e.g., what factors determine
overload or not). Moreover, an issue of the amount of information is still under discussion as one
of ontological issues (Scheibehenne et al., 2010).
In terms of information structure, in many cases, a traditional treatment of information focuses
on the amount of information. Those studies accentuated the amount of information with itemspecific attributes (e.g., features of product/service), not including environmental attributes.
Along with the amount of information, those studies mostly focused on humans’ internal
dimensions (e.g., cognitive ability), overlooking another internal dimensions (e.g., emotional
response) and excluding or isolating humans’ external dimensions (e.g., immediate
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environments). Furthermore, those studies have emphasized the normative decisional accuracy,
which overlooks humans’ emotional consequences (e.g., satisfaction). These somewhat limited
views may not provide sufficient explanation for the ontological issue of information overload
and thereby necessitate an alternative explanation to approach the issue. For example, a recent
meta-analytic study investigated a different perspective to explain the ontological issue in the
information overload framework (Scheibehenne et al., 2010). Scheibehenne et al. (2010)
investigated whether or not more information is better or less information is better through sixtythree conditions from fifty experiments with a sample of 5,036 participants. From and extensive
review, the arguable conclusion is that the effect size is “virtually zero but considerable variance
between studies,” which indicates no sufficient identifiable conditions may exist to provide a
reasonable outcome for solving the ontological issue. To respond to this conclusion,
Scheibehenne et al. suggested some fruitful directions for future studies to examine this
ontological issue. Scheibehenne et al. mainly emphasize three aspects: 1) application of
ecological rationality (e.g., interaction of minds and surroundings); 2) concurrent consideration
of both information quantity and quality (e.g., information structures), and 3) emphasis on
different aspects of dependent variables (e.g., emotional decision accuracy like satisfaction).
From the results of prior literature, several questions arise to direct consideration for
investigating the ontological issues of the information overload to obtain better explanation and
prediction:
1) If the information overload phenomenon is a matter of decisional difficulty, is it only
a cognitive matter? What is the role of minds and environments? What procedure do
consumers employ to acquire necessary information with an immediate environment
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in a sequential decision process (e.g., consideration of an ecological framework in a
procedural perspective)
2) Is information overload always a quantitative matter? If information overload
coincides with the amount of information, how can the overload be reduced? If it is
not, what is the role of quality and environment in terms of ecological information
structure? (e.g., consideration of more naturalistic information structures)
3) When evaluating or judging decisional accuracy from information overload, should
evaluation of the accuracy occur according to the objectivity of ordinary decisions?
Does any other perspective exist for evaluating overload situations? (e.g.,
consideration of other decision-related responses according to the subjectivity of
ordinary decisions)
4) If information overload occurs, what can consumers do? Must they make one choice?
Are other decisions possible? (e.g., consideration of freedom on decisions and choices)
These questions are important to comprehending consumers’ acquisition of information and
demonstrating the ecological perspective’s contribution to explaining the unsolved ontological
issue in association with traditional marketing. Considerations of the ecological perspective
represent naturalistic procedures from everyday life, which can demonstrate how consumers,
individually, employ epigenetic characteristics (i.e., phenotypic properties) in order to reduce the
overload of information (e.g., emotional decision accuracy).
The next section discusses two dominant rationalities to elucidate analysis of human behavior
(e.g., a machine in normative perspective or an organism in ecological perspective).
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Rationality in Human Behavior: Normative vs. Ecological Perspectives
Herbert A. Simon’s “bounded rationality” (Simon, 1955, 1956, 1957) has had application in a
variety of human behavioral research, including anthropology, biology, ecology, economics,
marketing, psychology, sociology, and so forth (for further review, see Conlisk, 1996). To a
certain degree, bounded rationality implies the most important aspect: biological limitations of
human responses to the immediate environment that require an evolutionary view containing an
concurrency between humans and the environment; nonetheless, marketing has broadly
overlooked this view of the concurrency (Griskevicius & Kenrick, 2013; Hantula, 2012; Saad,
2008, 2011b, 2013). For example, according to Saad and colleagues (Saad, 2008, 2011b; Saad &
Gill, 2001; Stenstrom, Stenstrom, Saad, & Cheikhrouhou, 2008), biological limitations do not
mean ideological drivers (e.g., racism) but indicate sexual or social limitations due to different
biological norms in particular environments (e.g., mating) (Saad, 2007, 2011b). These biological
limitations imply that the basis for humans’ rationality is not a universal module but domainspecific modules, interweaving with human minds and immediate environments; these represent
the foundation of ecological rationality, based on evolutionary theories (Gigerenzer, Todd, &
Group, 1999; Goldstein & Gigerenzer, 2002; Saad, 2007; Todd & Gigerenzer, 2007). According
to Gigerenzer and Todd (1999), According to Gigerenzer and Todd (1999), ecological rationality
is the “rationality that is defined by its fit with reality (p.5),” implying issues of survival and
reproduction in particular environments to explain mind-world interactions underlying good
decision-making (Todd & Gigerenzer, 2007, p.167). This interactive concurrency suggests a
rethinking of bounded rationality in liaison with immediate environments’ domain-specific
satisfaction in real-life decisions and/or choices.
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From the normative (i.e., non-evolutionary) perspective, Conlisk (1996) encouraged use of
bounded rationality through reviewing extensive literature review among various disciplines and
argued four reasons to consider bounded rationality: 1) abundant empirical evidence; 2) proof by
a model of bounded rationality; 3) unconvincing proof of unbounded rationality, and 4)
incurrence of costs of deliberation. One of the major differences between the two rationalities
(bounded vs. unbounded) is differing perspectives of human nature and achievement of rational
behavior, such as cognitive limitations for choices. Bounded rationality essentially represents
humans’ limited choices under inter-relational conditions of human capabilities and
environments (Alchian, 1950). Humans' limited choices under inter-relational condition implies
that humans behave adaptively toward satisficing rather than toward a universal optimality
(Simon, 1956). Among economists and psychologists, bounded rationality provokes many
arguments countering unbounded rationality to substantiate any disproof of traditional axioms of
economics (e.g., violations of independence and preference intransitivity) (Capra & Rubin, 2011;
Einhorn & Hogarth, 1986; Foxall, Wells, Chang, & Oliveira-Castro, 2010; Herrnstein, 1990;
Herrnstein & Prelec, 1991; Kahneman & Tversky, 1979; Thaler, 1980; Tversky & Thaler, 1990).
Although the paradigm of bounded rational choice has a relatively long history, numerous
behavioral studies restricted the term “rationality” in a normative paradigm, thereby following
such laws as these of physics such as Newtonian Theory that has difficulty explaining human
behavior (Herrnstein, 1990; Mayr, 1983). For example, Mayr (1983) argued that the method of
evolutionary biology is very different from physical sciences in some ways explaining
adaptationists’ perspectives underlying Darwinian Theory of natural selection. Moreover, the
Mayr’s argument implies that human behavioral research is likely to fit the explanation of human
decision-making processes according to Darwinism rather than Newtonism.
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Normative rationality indicates that humans might maximize choices through a universal
optimality according to their bounded abilities and capabilities, despite some cases implicating
absoluteness (e.g., machinery systems). This aberration indicates normative rationality is
necessary in some hardcore computational situations (e.g., mathematical calculation) but not
always for ordinary situations (e.g., choosing a meal) (Herrnstein, 1990; Winterhalder & Kennett,
2006). If all ordinary choices are normative (arguably, a valid proposition), explaining humans’
sub-maximizing behavior in choices rather than one unified maximizing behavior becomes
problematic from the perspective of Homo economicus. If human behavior does deviate from
normative criteria, then a question of behavior’s fallacy or irrationality arises. This study argues
that one is different from the other, not one wrong the other correct, in terms of Homo sapiens
(e.g., Saad, 2007, particularly Chapter 2). To support this perspective, the choice among
electronic gadgets is a useful example (e.g., Apple iPhone 5s vs. Samsung Galaxy S IV). In this
cell phone, no such a universal optimal statement exists "one is a normatively optimal choice
over the other in the real world (e.g., in terms of informational attributes)," instead, a particular
immediate environment makes a structure of an individual’s information set (e.g., service
providers or countries). This normative perspective seems to overlook science’s positivistic view
of human nature that is an important consideration for consumer behavior research (Gigerenzer,
1996; also, see Hunt, 2002). Similarly, Shelby D. Hunt, a pioneering marketing theorist, argued
that many marketing theories have a normative basis (e.g., rational or systematic choices) rather
than a positive basis (e.g., empirical or predictable choices); however, good normative theories is
based on good positive theory (e.g., empirically law-like generalizations) to provide better
understanding through explaining and predicting mundane phenomena (Hunt, 2002, pp. 236239). One explanation may simply be humans’ limited cognitive abilities or subjective utilities.
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However, another argument in ordinary choices is that humans cannot not pursue a globally
optimal choice but rather seek a “good enough” or “rule of thumb” choice (i.e., satisficing). The
perspective of satisficing implies a necessity of ecological rationales as a prerequisite for a
framework of human behavior’s nature, such as a cost-benefit framework that accounts for
survival – benefits from certain amounts of cost in order to adapt immediately to confront
environments (Todd & Gigerenzer, 2000; Todd et al., 2005; Winterhalder & Kennett, 2006).
Therefore, this perspective suggests that, at least, ordinary human behavior does not sufficiently
function as normative bases for examining behavior during processing of information, and
subsequent decisions and choices (Herrnstein, 1990; Mayr, 1983; Schwartz, 2000; Todd et al.,
2005). For example, when an individual wants to buy a cell phone, calculations for a decision do
not include all attributes at normative optimality but rather satisfice the decision at an acceptable
level beyond individual’s satisfied criteria in order to fit an individual’s surroundings. In other
words, the context of purchasing an item includes selective information processing with some
preferred or considered features (e.g., recognition heuristics and tunnel visioning), not a fully
normative information processing with all available attributes (e.g., mathematical calculation)
(Gigerenzer & Goldstein, 2011; Goldstein & Gigerenzer, 2002; Posavac, Kardes, & Brakus,
2010; Sanbonmatsu, Vanous, Hook, Posavac, & Kardes, 2011). This example implies that when
consumers render a purchasing decision, the basis for their processing behavior tends toward an
ecological rationale rather than a normative rationale, due to selective concern for attributes.
Thus, they do not considering all accessible or available attributes. The result is intentional
ignorance as a mirror of immediate environment derived from the human biological limitation
for acquiring information (e.g., information in a foreign language, albeit good information)
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(Todd et al., 2005). That is, consumers are prone to decisions which interplay emotional costbenefit values and nominal cost-benefit values of products or services, not exclusively either.
Assuming that decisions and choices occur at the "good enough" level, fundamental questions of
information acquisition arise: What kinds of acquisition processes result in obtaining goodenough information? When does the acquisition of information cease? What sources help
confirm choices? What are the indicators of feelings of satisfaction or dissatisfaction, or regret?
These questions interplay with mental and environmental factors because consumers’ choices
occur when the information satisfactorily meets an individual’s emotions in an adaptive way that
repeatedly encounters the target product/service in immediate environments (e.g., Tooby &
Cosmides, 2005). For example, Häubl and Trifts investigated pre-purchase information search on
the formation of consideration sets’ size and quality, and purchase decision quality. Häubl and
Trifts found that both product comparison among selected alternatives and recommendations in
the immediate environment online simultaneously influence consumers’ decisions and the
formation of consideration sets. Particularly the recommending agent – frequently containing
agents’ emotional statements, such as repetition of attributes like relative price as a feature –
plays a role for increasing purchase decision quality while decreasing the size of consideration
sets. This result implies a substantial effect of an interaction between minds and immediate
environments to stimulate an individual’s achieving a satisfactory emotional level (c.f., website
environment in consumer decision-making: Chen, Lin, Yen, & Linn, 2011; Stenstrom et al.,
2008; Stevenson, Bruner, & Kumar, 2000; Yang, Chen, & Hong, 2003). Figure 1.2 shows a
chronological overview of rationality in consumer behavior. This overview has partial basis in
the advent of paradigmatic criticisms before a revolution as described by Kuhn (1970), not
according to the exact time period of a theoretical emergence.
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Figure 1.2 Chronological Overview of Perspectives in Modern Human Behavior

Note: The timeline for terms reflects the impact of a particular perspective's shift as an alternative, not an origin per se.
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From a series of debates on the rationality of human choices, an evolutionary paradigm has
currently emerged to apply Darwinism, the cornerstone of ecological rationality. This paradigm
argues that normative mechanisms innately have a limitation for describing the nature of human
behavior (Herrnstein, 1990). Hence, researchers who espouse Darwinism postulate “ecological
rationality” to explain humans’ choices (i.e., the adaptation of decision-making processes
incorporating mind and environment) (Capra & Rubin, 2011; Gigerenzer, Todd, & the ABC
Research Group 1999; Hantula, 2012; Todd & Gigerenzer, 2000, 2007). This concept reveals
that boundaries for humans’ activities include not only minds, but also surroundings. This
implication arises, perhaps, from Darwin’s emphasis on natural selection within a given
environment, and ultimately explains human behavior (Cosmides & Tooby, 1987, 1996; Kock et
al., 2008; Mayr, 1983; Saad, 2006, 2008; Stenstrom et al., 2008; Symons, 1992). Saad (2008)
stipulated “most scientists agree that evolutionary theory is one of the three most important
intellectual breakthroughs in the history of human thought (p.425)” – i.e., Newton (Newtonian
theory), Einstein (Theory of Relativity), and Darwin (Darwinian Theory) (c.f., Hagen, 2005;
Saad, 2007: Chapter 1). Saad (2008) emphasized that Darwinism only has theoretical application
to any discipline without hindrance. Furthermore Saad criticized marketing’s failure to consider
Darwinian origins of Homo Consumericus (p. 426) in natural selections. Notably, Homo
Consumericus emanates from Homo sapience, not Homo economicus (also, see Saad, 2007,
Chapter 2 and 7). Although this interaction between human and environment in natural selection
is an important premise, numerous researchers among many disciplines have overlooked this
interactional relationship. For instance, when marketing researchers of consumer behavior
explore issues of information overload, they seem to the limit research to agendas such as
cognitive processes that respond to product/service-specific attributes while ignoring emotional
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and environmental contributions. In addition, they seem to consider human factors and
environmental factors as operating independently, rather than holistically, and generally pursue,
a universal optimality based on the normative perspective in static environmental contexts – e.g.,
blank-slate view of the mind (Tooby & Cosmides, 2005). This fractional view leaves insufficient
explanation for the ontological issues of the overload paradigm. Based on this study’s review, the
two dominant rationalities divide to constitute three perspectives for consumer decisions and
choices: Rational choice, Heuristics and Biases, and Ecological choice (Table 1.1).
Table 1.1 Consumer Decision Making: Major Perspectives of Rationalities
Rational Choice
Theory Newtonian theory

Heuristics & Biases
Newtonian theory

Behavioral Ecology
Darwinian theory

Cognitive Psychology

Evolutionary theory

Descriptive

Descriptive

Reasoning Deductive

Deductive

Inductive

Rationality Normative

Normative

Ecological

Emotion is error

Emotion is information

Heuristics are applicable to
low cognition

Heuristics are ways to
achieve decisional
efficiencies

Compare choice to
normatively rational model
and catalog errors

Analyze choice as
adaptation

People are foolish

People are ameliorators

Behavior of Consumers are passive
Consumers

Consumers are responsive

Consumers are proactive

Focal Commodities’ demand
Component and supply

Human’s ability

Human minds and
immediate environments

Discipline Economics
Focus Prescriptive

Role of Emotion Emotion ignored
Application of Heuristics overlooked
Heuristics
Research Develop rules for
Program universally optimal
choice
View of People are irrational
Humanity

Note: The source is a modification of Hantula (2012, p. 552). In addition, the current study adopts Goldstein and
Gigerenzer (2002) conceptual definition of heuristics from the standpoint of an ecological rationale rather than
Tversky and Kahneman (1974) conceptual definition.
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The demarcation in Table 1.1 forms the bases for different assumptions of humans’ rationality in
terms of how each school describes humans and environments and considers humans’ processing
to accomplish ultimate decisional optimization. A primary difference between normative and
ecological rationalities, perhaps, has bases in the different philosophical perspectives of whether
or not physical law (e.g., see humans as machines) or biological evolution (e.g., see human as
organisms) influences human behavior. That is, normative rationality seeks a global optimality
while ecological rationality pursues sub-optimizations that permit consumers’ behavioral
deviations, providing a basis for importance for consumers’ freedom of choice in natural
environments (Schwartz, 2000). For example, Tooby and Cosmides (2005) argued that the
assumption of the standard social science model (SSSM) – the traditional conceptual framework
of social and behavioral science (i.e., domain-general context independency) – is erroneous
because its assumption ignores fundamental human nature (i.e., domain-specific context
dependency) (p.6).
Recent studies of the evolutionary framework on ecological rationality of human behavior
provide insight into the state of mind of humans associated with environment in such disciplines
as agriculture (Winterhalder & Kennett, 2006), anthropology (Winterhalder & Kennett, 2009),
consumer behavior (Hantula, Brockman, & Smith, 2008; Hantula & Wells, 2010), ecology
(Bolhuis, Brown, Richardson, & Laland, 2011), economics (Kanazawa, 2006; Levine & Kurzban,
2006), human behavioral ecology (Cronk, 1991; Nettle et al., 2013), organizational studies (Saad
& Vongas, 2009; Wine, Gilroy, & Hantula, 2012), politics (McDermott, Fowler, & Smirnov,
2008), and psychology (Goldstein & Gigerenzer, 2002; Haselton & Nettle, 2006; Todd &
Gigerenzer, 2007). These studies emphasize an evolutionary viewpoint of ecological rationality
and two mainstreams (foraging and heuristics) directed at achieving an ecological efficiency in
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humans’ choices (for further referring to Darwinian-based discipline, see Saad, 2007: Chapter 2).
Despite the attention to an ecological rationality, an application of Darwinian-based perspective
remains as an unexplored research area in marketing (Hantula, 2012; Wells, 2012).
The next section reviews activities, including information processing theory from a normative
perspective, and foraging theory and heuristics from an ecological perspective, for acquiring
information as related to informational overload.
Information Acquisition Activity in a Normative Perspective
Information Processing Theory
Research of information processing considers the process of acquiring information, including
searching and browsing in pre-decision phases and is an inevitable element for achieving an
ultimate decision (e.g., a choice) (Xia & Monroe, 2005; also, see Bettman 1979, p.105). Early
studies of information processing primarily focus on humans’ cognitive ability in terms of the
amount of information humans can handle to reach a decision in association with cognitive errors
in terms of calculative accuracy (e.g., Miller, 1956; Simon, 1974), and those studies, dominantly,
seem to consider a human as a machine (e.g., explanation of cognitive activities using machine
metaphor) (for argument of machine metaphor, see Neisser, 1963). A prevalence of this
perspective is perhaps due to a dominant view of humans as Home economicus – rational
economic man (Saad, 2007, p.31). In marketing, James R. Bettman (1979) theorized the
paradigm of information processing as the information processing theory of consumer choice in
his book title. Despite the existence of early conceptualizations of processing information for
consumers’ choices, Bettman views information processing as a series of circulative behaviors
for consumer decision-making, such as the “evoked set” that forms the “consideration set” in the
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later (Belonax & Mittelstaedt, 1978; Howard & Sheth, 1969), “information overload” (Jacoby,
1975; Jacoby et al., 1974; Wilkie, 1974, 1975), and “the role of memory” (Simon & Newell,
1971). Researchers who examined consumer information processing mainly highlight cognitive
abilities in terms of amount, memory, cognitive load, and interpretations of formation of
consumer choices. Consumer information processing is an indispensable component, integrated
into a final choice in the sequential decision-making process (Bettman, 1979). More importantly,
Bettman (1979) emphasizes two significant points: 1) the decision making process is not a single
sequential process but a circulating process and 2) environmental factors influence consumer
cognitive processes. These two points imply that consumers are adaptively processing
information and actively interacting with immediate environments as does the ecological
rationality perspective, although consumer information processing theory follows normative
rationality and emphasizes cognition while this theory still overlooks human minds (e.g.,
emotion). In other words, the consumer information processing is a cumulative set of the
information processing that includes prior activities as well as present activities, suggesting that
the study of consumer behavior should take Darwinian perspective to examine their information
processing.
From the perspective of information processing theory, some marketing researchers model the
stage of the information processing as shaping consideration sets and choices, applying
economic concept like a “cost-benefit” relationship (Hauser & Wernerfelt, 1990; Ratchford,
1982). To explain this cost-benefit relationship, most economists assume that consumers have
perfect information along with unlimited time (Stigler, 1961). Although some economists allow
for individuals' incompleteness of information and psychological factors (e.g., subjective
preference) in choice behavior (Alchian, 1950; Tintner, 1941), early modern economists, by and
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large, tend to overlook humans' psychological factors when explaining optimal choices, resulting
in the prevalence of unbounded and normative rationality. This cost-benefit framework is crucial
to information processing in many cases because this cost-benefit framework provides criteria
are inclusive at consumers’ tendency to consider benefits against costs (Bettman, 1979, Chapter
5). For example, when consumers search for information to buy a product/service, if the cost for
searching is higher than the ultimate benefit, and termination of the search is likely, despite later
choice. Thus, the cost-benefit framework might be inapplicable for some cases because the
framework is inattentive to automatic or habitual information acquisition (e.g., a daily item in the
same store).
In summary, consumer information processing theory has some remarkable implications. First,
consumer information processing theory attends to processing behavior rather than behavioral
outcome. The study to explain consumer behavior shifts from a prescriptive explanation of
consumer behavior to a descriptive explanation account. Second, information processing
behavior focuses specifically on consumer behavior in association with psychological factors,
which results in better predictability and explanatory power for human behavior compared to the
traditional information theory in economics.
For information processing behavior, the majority of research streams about information
acquisition have overemphasized information searching while overlooking information browsing
although both activities occur concurrently during processes of information acquisition.
Regarding this short-sighted notion, Xia and Monroe (2005) argued that this processing behavior
toward acquisition has two classifications (i.e., search and browse) but both activities should
represent a continuum of consumer information processing (Table 1.2).
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Table 1.2 Dimensions of the Browsing-Searching Continuum
Browsing
Motivation Abstract/general goaldimension motivated; more susceptible to
external influence; more
recreational

<=====>

Searching
Specific goal–motivated; more
susceptible to internal influence;
more functional

Behavior Casual skimming
dimension

<=====>

Focused examining

Process Less effortful, automatic
dimension process; engage in more
perceptual processing

<=====>

Effortful, conscious information
process and integration; engage in
more conceptual processing

<=====>

Registered with explicit memory
and exert influence on decisionmaking; enhance performance on
tasks that rely more on conceptual
processing/retrieval

Consequence Influence subsequent decisiondimension making through implicit
memory; enhance performance
on tasks that rely more on
perceptual processing/retrieval

Note: The source is taken from Xia and Monroe (2005, p.135).

Similarly, Bettman (1979) argued that information acquisition is a superstructure and occurs by
seeking or by confronting, and therefore is not equivalent to information search (p.105). As
described by Xia and Monroe (2005), searching activity’s characteristics are more goal-oriented,
intentional, motivational, and effortful in order to acquire information than browsing activity. In
other words, consumers are likely to implement deliberative processing through searching for
information than through browsing for it (Table 1.2). Information searching entails deliberative
thinking for a specific goal while browsing involves recreational or exploratory intent. As a
result, the continuum of information acquisition suggests that the behavior consists of both
searching and browsing activities, whether those are characteristically sequential or concurrent.
Importantly, both activities of information processing ostensibly occur during a certain time and
in a particular place, both of which determine the characteristics of the activities (e.g., brick-andmortar or online shopping). That is, whether or not the acquisition is conscious or unconscious,
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acquisition of information inevitably involves an interaction with the given environment;
consumer information processing always has limited temporal and spatial extents during
decision-making. These two conditions are analogous to currency and constraint assumptions
that are the fundamental premises in foraging theory in behavioral ecology (Hantula, 2012).
Taken together, consumer information processing includes searching and browsing activities for
acquiring information as integral components in the ongoing decision process of consumers. This
indicates the interaction between human and environment in decisions and choices, affects the
properties of the activities (Bettman, Johnson, & Payne, 1991; Goldstein & Gigerenzer, 2002;
Johnson & Goldstein, 2003). To extend informational processing research for provide, at least,
an alternative avenue for research, a series of reviews of consumer information processing
suggests that a Darwinian-based framework is clearly applicable to understanding the behavior
of consumer information acquisition. Therefore, the next section introduces two applicable
evolutionary-based ecological perspectives: foraging theory that originated from behavioral
ecology (Stephens & Krebs, 1986) and heuristics, a positivist view (Gigerenzer, 1991). The
philosophical foundation of those two frameworks follows an ecological rationality and attempts
to describe a symbiotic relationship between organisms and environments (i.e., adaptation and
natural selection).
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Information Acquisition Activity in an Ecological Perspective
Foraging Theory
Foraging represents a descriptive and inductive framework that follows an ecological rationality
for biobasic behavior (Hantula, 2010). The concept of foraging derives from the foundations of
behavioral ecology to explain predators’ strategic prey-searching and prey-exploiting behavior in
response to the immediate environment (e.g., optimal foraging strategies: see Charnov, 1976;
Nettle et al., 2013). Hantula (2012) argued that the best conceptualization of foraging is an
“economic theory” to determine the how and why of decisions by “looking not inside the
organism but outside in the environment,” and considering foraging behavior involves
acquisition and exchange, not simply and exclusively searching or feeding (e.g., environmental
cost-benefit relationship). That is, foraging is beyond a metaphor, which indicates management
of naturally selected surroundings (Hantula, 2012) and which allows variation in behavioral
strategies that humans employ to maximize their inclusive fitness (i.e., adaptedness) in the
specific environment (e.g., phenotypic variation) (Cronk, 1991; Rosenzweig, 2007). This
conceptualization suggests that foraging follows elaborate organismic decision rules (i.e.,
strategic rule) to acquire targets and organismic behavior to explain humans’ acquisition
activities (Goldstein, 1939; Hantula, 2012). Goldstein (1939) defined human as the highest and
most complex organism, and argued that the highest organisms (i.e., humans) demonstrate
reflexive behavior more frequently than the lower organisms (i.e., non-human), implying
adaptedness in human behavior. This reflexive behavior is humans’ real performance that has
positive characteristics and complies with confronted environment. That is, the main argument is
that the organismic behavior of humans has an adaptive form through interplay between minds
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and surroundings, implying reciprocal behavior appropriate for an immediate environment (e.g.,
survival).
The early studies of foraging focus on modeling non-humans’ adaptive behaviors based on
consumption patterns, such as time allocation, to optimize foraging in the surroundings (Charnov,
1976; Stephens & Charnov, 1982). This optimization assumes that the relationship between
foraging strategy and obtaining optimal prey indicates the best trade-off decision within a
particular environment of a patch (e.g., habitat). For example, classical foraging studies
concentrate on optimal strategies in terms of an organism’s foraging for prey according to the
patch model, the marginal value theorem (e.g., Abarca & Fantino, 1982; Charnov, 1976; Iwasa,
Higashi, & Yamamura, 1981; McNamara, 1982; Stephens & Charnov, 1982), and on matching
relationships between relative rates of responses and relative rates of reinforcement, the
matching law (e.g., Fantino, 1969; Herrnstein, 1961, 1970; Lea, 1979; Taylor, Woiwod, & Perry,
1978). These classical studies attempt to explicate the inclusive fitness of immediate
environment. The foraging model, based primarily on patch-prey relationships, accounts for a
relationship of optimal patch-exploitation associated with time duration and energy consumption
(Giraldeau & Caraco, 2000; Stephens & Krebs, 1986). The term patch denotes “any bounded
spatial or temporal co-location of prey items” (Hantula, 2012). The patch includes two types of
areas: within-patch and between-patch. The within-patch involves searching activities to find
prey (e.g., searching for target information within a source) while the between-patch entails
browsing activities to scan for variety of sources (e.g., scanning for possible and accessible
sources). The patch-prey relationship is easily applicable to human behavior as humans (a
predator) seek food (prey) to consume in a given habitation. The foraging model is applicable not
only to non-human species exercising predator-prey relationships, but also humans exercising
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hunter-food or cost-benefit relationships (Hantula, 2012; Winterhalder & Kennett, 2006). For
example, Winterhalder and Kennett (2009) described a socioeconomic change in agriculture
through a farmer-domestication relationship, arguing that this socioeconomic change entails a
societal transition from primitive foraging to modern cultivation, which is called hunter-gatherer
relationships. This example is a clear explanation of humans’ abilities to adapt from reflections
of the past to behavior in the present. Analogously, the patch concept equivalently portrays
simultaneous browsing and searching activities of consumers’ informational processing, such as
online and offline shopping that entails iterations of behavior, which switches between browsing
among stores – between-patches, and searching for items within a targeted store – within-patch.
David W. Stephens and John R. Krebs systemically theorized and modeled this foraging concept
as foraging theory, based on economic models (Stephens & Krebs, 1986). According to Hantula
(2012), foraging theory has two critical assumptions: 1) currency assumption, that is spending
time and energy on acquiring an item (e.g., deliberation costs), and 2) constraint assumption
which represents foraging activities occurring within a forager’s physical abilities and habitats
(e.g., immediate environment) (Stephens & Krebs, 1986). Synthetically, the assumptions imply
two important analogies for application to consumers’ processing behavior. First, investment of
time and energy to forage for value (currency assumption) are ubiquitous in consumer behavior
as a form of the cost-benefit relationship (e.g., Saad, 2007). Second, consumers’ processing
capabilities and surroundings (constraint assumption) interactively affect foraging behavior to
accomplish subjectively optimized outcomes (e.g., Todd & Gigerenzer, 2007).
In a series of studies of consumption, Donald A. Hantula, a behavioral economist, introduced
foraging theory into business disciplines to establish a foundation for ecological rationality
(DiClemente & Hantula, 2003a, 2003b; Hantula, 2012; Hantula et al., 2008; Hantula & Bryant,
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2005; Rajala & Hantula, 2000; Smith & Hantula, 2003, 2008). Hantula and co-authors primarily
argued that consumers’ consumption behavior in everyday life shows similar patterns to
wildlife’s foraging behavior. Current research argues that animal studies are helpful in
explaining human decision-making in biology, neuroscience, and economics, from the
ethological perspective (Biernaskie, Walker, & Gegear, 2009; Kalenscher & van Wingerden,
2011; Rosati, Stevens, Hare, & Hauser, 2007; Saad, 2008; Santos & Chen, 2009). For example,
Saad (2008) emphasized the ability of Darwinism to explain a singular process of the evolution
between mosquito, lion, and man. Furthermore, Bruce Winterhalder, an anthropologist and
philosopher, applied foraging theory to human behavior, like the hunter-gatherer relationship, in
investigating the relationship between primitive agricultural and industrial eras and has argued
that foraging theory can successfully explain humans’ adaptive behavior (e.g., domestication)
within the context of a given environmental change (Winterhalder & Kennett, 2006, 2009).
These studies suggest that the foraging concept provides a holistic approach to integrate various
perspectives or theories. Existing studies that apply foraging theory cover various research fields
in order to explain human behavior regarding choice, and those studies include the so called
matching law (Herrnstein, 1990; Herrnstein, Loewenstein, Prelec, & Vaughan, 1993; Herrnstein
& Prelec, 1991), risk-sensitive adaptive selection in the hunter-gatherer relationship
(Winterhalder & Kennett, 2009; Winterhalder, Lu, & Tucker, 1999), human foraging in patch
models (Hutchinson, Wilke, & Todd, 2008; Wilke, Hutchinson, & Todd, 2004; Wilke,
Hutchinson, Todd, & Czienskowski, 2009), and information foraging theory (Pirolli, 2005, 2007;
Pirolli & Card, 1999). Currently, studying human behavior ecology (HBE) has incrementally
advanced social and life sciences, suggesting that HBE can not only help link natural and social
sciences but also integrate interdisciplinary approaches (e.g., foraging and maladaptive behavior
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in everyday life) (Nettle et al., 2013). Nevertheless, Wells (2012) asserted a rarity of application
of the foraging concept in marketing. This current review of research suggests the presence of
ample niches for applying foraging theory in the study of consumer behavior although Well
(2012) argued that its application might be limited to the environment of online marketing.
Heuristics
The perspective of heuristics has two lines of argument (adaptive toolbox vs. heuristics-andbiases) with the major difference being, perhaps, whether or not the view of heuristics is positive
or negative when applied to humans’ decisions and choices (for review, see the debate between
Gigerenzer, 1996; and Kahneman & Tversky, 1996, e.g., Linda problem). That is, although the
dichotomy may not be a complete explanation, the perspective is in the realm of whether or not
advantageous features of heuristics are elicited in the decision-making processes. The difference
of viewpoints arises from theoretically different origins of rationality (normative vs. ecological).
From the negative, normative anomalies – biases or fallacies – are the result of humans’ not
being fully rational but somewhat irrational due to cognitive illusions (Kahneman & Tversky,
1996). The espousers of heuristics’ rather negative viewpoint underscore that humans’ choices
inevitably include systematic biases, errors or fallacies from judgments based on a generalized
normative standard, yet they acknowledge heuristics’ positive characteristics of subjectivity and
high-performance, in some cases. This perspective implies that inference from heuristics seems
to pursue a physical law (i.e., Newtonian perspective) to explain human behavior with limits to
its application being simple tasks (e.g., low-cognition) (for review, see Kahneman & Tversky,
1984; Kahneman & Tversky, 1996; Tversky & Kahneman, 1974). Although the contributions of
heuristics-and-biases perspective have extensive recognition among disciplines, major criticisms
exist (for excellent references, see Gilovich, Griffin, & Kahneman, 2002; Kahneman, Slovic, &
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Tversky, 1982). For example, the espousers describe humans from a negative view that may
assume very limited processing ability leading to good decisions (e.g., Cohen, 1981; Einhorn &
Hogarth, 1981; Gigerenzer, 1991; Lopes, 1991) and they attempt to find the reasoning for
rationality within humans’ cognitive processes while excluding interaction with environment
(e.g., Gigerenzer, 1996; Hardman, 2000; Hertwig, 2000; Hoffrage, 2000). Such exclusion
induces ecologically irrational consumer choices that emphasize the reasoning or rationality from
outside of humans (Hantula, 2012). The current study prefers a positive approach, because
humans historically have developed to accommodate with the natural environments through
reconciling biobasic behavior (e.g., cognition, emotion, perception, etc.) into dynamically
varying environments, constituting a Darwinian-based approach. For example, humans recognize
the requirements for survival and reproduce the necessities from ancestors’ evolutionary
decision-making, such as meliorative tools, evolving from hunting to domestications, and so
forth. These evolutionary ameliorations show humans to be sufficiently intelligent to adapt and
utilize immediate habitats through frequency-based decisions or selections, which cannot be
explained by calculative cognitive processing. Therefore, the current research focuses on the
positive perspectives of heuristics and identifies the useful aspects of heuristics in consumer
information foraging. However, the positive focus does not imply a pejorative attitude toward the
negative approach because both perspectives have limitation, and more importantly, integration
of the two perspectives is helpful for providing improved explication of consumers’ processing
behavior.
Proponents for the positive approach emphasize that human decisions choices are not necessarily
normative by questioning the necessity of humans’ behavior coinciding with a generalized
normative criterion. These proponents mainly argue that heuristics are ecologically precise for
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explaining humans’ ordinary decision-making behavior through interaction of minds and
surroundings. Further, this school of thought views that the use of a normative rationality drives
heuristics as systematic reasoning errors (i.e., biases and fallacies). Instead, these scholars
consider ecological rationality that allows for human decision making to occur in natural settings,
because humans innately include their minds and the surroundings associated with targeted items’
attributes when processing information and decision-making. Gerd Gigerenzer, a psychologist,
raised the issue through examplifying the limitation of cognitive theories in cognitive psychology
and postulated a tools-to-theories heuristic, that is, “scientists’ tools for justification provide the
metaphors and concepts for their theories” (Gigerenzer, 1991). Gigerenzer emphasized that the
tools-to-theories heuristic is based on the theory of mind and the relative frequencies in
probability theory. This emphasis follows the Darwinian framework that represents frequencyrate based decision-making from human nature interplaying with immediate environments (e.g.,
recognition heuristics). For example, Tooby and Cosmides (2005) criticized the “blank-slate
view of the mind” of the SSSM (Standard Social Science Model) as wrong and a misconception
because its basis includes faulty assumptions, such as “human psychological architecture consists
predominantly of learning and reasoning mechanisms that are general purpose, contentindependent, and equipotential” (p.6). In other words, humans’ instincts (e.g., minds) play a role
for easily inferring and selecting decisions, a form of frequency-dependent selection for survival
and reproduction (i.e., adaptation) (Tooby & Cosmides, 2005). The positive perspective views
the mind as not being a normative mathematician but rather an intuitive statistician in order to
proffer heuristic reasoning (Gigerenzer, 1991). Consequently, this perspective implies that
emphasis on ecological human nature allows some degree of ignoring information (Todd et al.,
2005) and allows interaction with immediate environments, as opposed to classical statistical
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optimization of human instincts (Gigerenzer, 2008; Tooby & Cosmides, 2005). Moreover,
researchers who espouse the ecological rationale from the Darwinian perspective believe that the
basis for humans’ decision-making plausibility of decisions at the good-enough level, and that
an ecological model provides considerably precise explanations for human behavior in many
cases (Erdfelder, Küpper-Tetzel, & Mattern, 2011; Gigerenzer & Brighton, 2009; Gigerenzer &
Gaissmaier, 2011; Goldstein & Gigerenzer, 2002; Hutchinson & Gigerenzer, 2005; Kruglanski &
Gigerenzer, 2011; Marewski & Schooler, 2011; Todd & Gigerenzer, 2000; Volz et al., 2006; see
Gigerenzer and Goldstein 2011 for review; see Oppenheimer 2003 for critique). Gigerenger
(2008) identified six-misconceptions regarding heuristics: second-best, inability, simplicity,
incapability, labeling, and amount of information (Table 1.3). Gigerenger argued that heuristics
are not always second-best strategies but can be ecologically best strategies through adapting to
immediate environments, based on recognition that follows a frequency-rate based framework.
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Table 1.3 Six Common but Erroneous Beliefs about Heuristics
Six Common Misconceptions
1. Heuristics produce second-best results;
optimization is always better.

Clarifications
In many situations, optimization is impossible (e.g.,
computationally intractable) or less accurate because of
estimation errors (i.e., less robust; see investment example,
pp.22-23).

2. Our minds rely on heuristics only
because of our cognitive limitations.

Characteristics of the environment (e.g., computational
intractability) and of the mind make us rely on heuristics.

3. People rely on heuristics only in
routine decisions of little importance

People rely on heuristics for decisions of both low and high
importance. See investment and organ donation examples
(pp. 22-23).

4. People with higher cognitive capacities
employ complex weighting and
integration of information; those with
lesser capacities use simple heuristics
(related to Misconception 1).

Not supported by experimental evidence (e.r., Bröder, 2003).
Cognitive capacities seem to be linked to the adaptive
selection of heuristics and seem less linked to the execution
of a heuristic. See also the Markowitz example in this article
(pp. 22-23).

5. Affect, availability, causality, and
representativeness are models of
heuristics.

These terms are mere labels, not formal models of heuristics.
A model makes precise predictions and can be tested, such
as in computer simulations.

6. More information and computation is
always better.

Good decisions in a partly uncertain world require ignoring
part of the available information (e.g., to foster robustness).
See the investment example in this article.

Note: The source is taken from Gigerenzer (2008, p.21).

To summarize different perspectives of heuristics, a congruence of heuristics studies, regardless
of perspective, suggests that both allocation of time and rapid search in the temporal dimension
are the means of achieving behavioral optimization through reducing deliberation costs. Table
1.4 tabulates frequently considered heuristics that can be useful from the positive perspective.
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Table 1.4 Various Types of Useful Heuristics in the Decision Process
Strategies
Bandwagon effect
(BWE)

Rules
Give higher value to prevailing
alternatives by numerous people

Task Objects
Politics, opinion

Application
Opinion and policy
underlying social and
political issues

Research
Leibenstein (1950); Simon
(1954)

Conjunctive (CONJ)

Set minimum cutoff; then consider
alternatives beyond cutoff as
acceptable ones

Electronic
resistor, Car

Cutoff with negative data
under time pressure

Wright (1975)

Categorization by
Elimination (CBE)

Consider several categories using a
few successive (motion) cues until
one category remains

Multi-featured
items (wine, iris,
mushroom)

Judgments of an item with
multi-features; judge others’
intentions in categorical
dimensions

Berretty et al. (1997);
Gigerenzer et al.(1999)

Default (DEF)

Set a default option; then evaluate
alternatives

Organ donation

Cultural differences with
default situation

Johnson & Goldstein (2003)

Elimination by aspects
(EBA)

Choose the most important one;
then, set cut-off level to eliminate
those below the threshold

Dots, college
choice, and
gambling

Advertisement

Tversky (1972); Payne et al.
(1988)

Elimination by aspect
plus Weighted additive
(EBA+WADD)

Minimize alternative sizes using
EBA rule, then use WADD

Gambling

Poor alternatives exist in an
initial stage

Payne et al. (1988); Bettman
et al. (1991)

Elimination by aspect
plus Majority of
confirming dimension
(EBA+MCD)

Use EBA rule, then use MCD

Microwave,
gambling

Brand comparisons with
prior knowledge and
experience

Bettman & Park (1980);
Payne et al. (1988)

Endowment (EDM)

Give higher values for own items
than others’ items

Mug and wine vs.
Money

Comparison between
willingness-to-pay vs.
willingness-to-accept

Thaler (1980); Tversky &
Kahneman (1991)

Equally Weight
(EQW)

Examine all alternative and attribute
values ignoring weight

Gambling,
financial
portfolio

Choice in investment and
insurance

Einhorn & Hogarth (1975);
Thorngate (1980); Payne et
al. (1988)
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Table 1.4 Various Types of Useful Heuristics in the Decision Process (Continued)
Strategies
Fast-and-Frugal (F&F)

Rules
Similar to SAT but decision-making
with one-reason at a time,
sequentially

Task Objects
Friendship,
mating, love

Application
Priceless and emotional
choice conditions

Research
Gigerenzer et al.(1999);
Todd & Gigerenzer (2000)

Frequency of good and
bad features (FRQ)

Consider all available shallow
information; then evaluate
alternatives based on frequency

Advertisement,
bicycle, camera,
car

Low motivation or ability to
compare alternatives

Alba & Marmorstein (1987)

Habitual (Simplifying)

Similar to FQR but unique
information is needed

Electronic
resistor

Situations in differential
weighting as binary
condition

Wright (1975)

Lexicographic (LEX)

Give ordering importance from
highest to lowest; then compare all
alternatives

Electronic
Attribute-based evaluation
resistor, gambling in common cases

Wright (1975); Payne et al.
(1988)

Lexicographic semiorder (LEXSEMI)

Similar to LEX but items have
noticeable differences

gambling

Attribute-based evaluation
with existence of noticeable
differences

Tversky (1969); Payne et al.
(1988)

Majority of confirming
dimensions (MCD)

Compare binary choices for all
alternatives; then choose the best one

Multiple
dimensional
binary strategies

Pairwise comparison with
small alternative sets

Russo & Dosher (1983)

Random choice (RAN)

Choose alternatives randomly
without searching

gambling

Most choices are good
enough situations

Payne et al. (1988)

Recognition (REC)

Similar concept of FRQ, but choose
one with ignorance-driven
recognition of the past salience in
binary comparison conditions

City, Brand

Choices from recognizable
brand in ambiguous, higher
similarity situations

Gigerenzer et al.(1999);
Goldstein & Gigerenzer
(2002); Gigerenzer &
Goldstein (2011)

Satisficing (SAT)

Consider one alternative at a time
based on cutoff criteria; then
compare and remove alternatives
falling below-cutoff level

gambling, mating

Ordinary choices with
relatively lower risky
situation

Simon (1955);
Payne et al. (1988);
Gigerenzer et al.(1999)
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Table 1.4 Various Types of Useful Heuristics in the Decision Process (Continued)
Strategies
Scarcity (SCA)

Rules
Give higher value based on scarcity
among alternatives

Task Objects
Death,
pornographic
material

Application
Collection (e.g., limited
edition); Concert ticket
(e.g., sold-out)

Research
Cialdini (1987); Ditto &
Jemmott (1989); King et
al.(2009)

Similarity (SIM)

Judge similarity among alternatives
using perceptional feeling

Picture, Graphic

Linguistic similarity in
communication or
advertisement

Read & Grushka-Cockayne
(2011)

Take-the-best (TTB)

A series of one-reason decisions in a
pairwise comparison

Election

Situation with scarcity of
information and in lack of
ability to distinguish

Gigerenzer & Goldstein
(1996); Todd & Gigerenzer
(2000); Hogarth & Karelaia
(2006)

Quick Estimation
(QUE)

Estimate rankings from the most
common objects; then sort quickly
conveying objects to each stage until
one remains

City

Information search where
knowledge is scarce

Gigerenzer et al.(1999);
Todd & Gigerenzer (2000)

Weight additive
(WADD)

Hardcore computation for all values
in response to weight (or probability)

Most unbounded
rational choice

Mathematical ideal points

Payne et al. (1988)

Note: Since the purpose of the current study is an integration of two paradigmatic perspectives, the description of heuristics follows the positive perspective that
would be useful to make ecologically plausible decisions, and thus does not distinguish between the two perspectives (bias-and-fallacy and adaptive-toolbox). In
addition, the types of detailed heuristics of the adaptive-toolbox perspective appear in Gigerenger (2008, p.24). This table does not include all heuristics in
existing studies nor contain the currently named heuristics, but instead draws the heuristics from those that have repetitively theoretical, empirical support from
the previous studies.
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That is, an optimized behavior requires the concept of ecological efficiency, which is “heuristics”
that are fast and frugal ways from the standpoint of deliberation costs for decision-making
(Gigerenzer, 2008; Gigerenzer, Hoffrage, & Goldstein, 2008). Some cases need normative
standards for decisions (e.g., mathematical computation); however, equally true, most ordinary
cases do not require consumers’ excessive calculations in the decision-making process (e.g.,
daily choices of products or services). Indeed, no obligation exists to follow normative standards
in consumers’ ordinary decision-making. That is, heuristics are predominant in ordinary choice
situations and these can be useful in many natural selections, such as those underlying the
Darwinian Theory (Gigerenzer & Brighton, 2009; Gigerenzer & Gaissmaier, 2011). A good
example is a cell phone choice. Do many consumers use demanding computations for ordinary
choices, based on the standardized normative value between Brand A and B (e.g., Apple iPhone
5s vs. Samsung Galaxy IV)? The answer is “maybe not”, because the normative or objectively
excellence between two brands hardly exists without emotion and because consumers cannot
know and calculate all technological, functional attributes of the cellphones (e.g., incompleteness
of information). Instead, consumers choose a cellphone using the heuristic path (e.g., service
provider’s reputation in an individual’s mind interacting with environmental coverage) with
selectively some calculation (e.g., monthly costs depending on service providers). That is,
consumers do not inquisitively complain when every single attribute lacks a demanding
calculation for measurement because they are adaptively capable of decision-making for what
attribute is more important to me in daily life (i.e., not perfectly but sufficiently intelligent).
Therefore, this research accepts that heuristics (e.g., rule of thumb) are more likely to be useful
for decisions to accomplish an ecological optimization because heuristics are prevalent in
foraging behavior in ordinary decisions and choices and are strategically efficient and effective
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according to ecological cost-benefit relationships (Gigerenzer, 2008; Gigerenzer & Brighton,
2009; Gigerenzer & Gaissmaier, 2011). This theoretical reasoning, grounded in behavioral
ecology integrated with marketing, helps plausibly explain consumers’ strategic information
foraging as a form of integration between evolutionary and non-evolutionary perspectives
(Flavián, Gurrea, & Orús, 2012; Kock, 2010b). The theoretical and empirical evidence in this
section suggests that the two concepts – i.e., foraging and heuristics – contribute to explaining,
more plausibly, consumer behavior for acquiring information in the circular decision-making
process through integrating two theoretical backgrounds: non-evolutionary and evolutionary
paradigms (i.e., normative and ecological) as suggested by Kock (2010b). The current study
expects that this integration is likely to provide more plausible, efficient path for resolving the
debatable issue (i.e., information overload) and surrounding the consumer behavior of
information acquisition.
The next section integrates two different perspectives in the dimension of philosophical
foundations through linking information processing and foraging theories, underlying the
consumer information acquisition.
Infusion of Ecological Perspective to Marketing
Integration of evolutionary theory with non-evolutionary theory may explain consumer behavior
for acquiring information as a unified theoretical form. This section first elucidates the
application of foraging theory to consumer behavior through reviewing prior literature.
Subsequently, the discussion demonstrates the possibility of integrating the two theories into a
single theoretical format. Finally the section provides conceptual models of the integrated
perspective along with heuristics from a holistic view of consumer behavior for acquiring
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information. This theoretical integration concentrates on the online environment that has become
ubiquitous to consumer information processing for transaction involving products and services.
The offline environment remains relevant, and therefore, no restriction applies to consideration
of human foraging behavior.
Foraging Theory into Our Everyday Behavior
Foraging is a concept of organisms’ decision-making rules, achieved by theoretical proposition
and empirical validities which explain human and non-human behavior (Hantula, 2012). The
potential benefit from using the foraging concept is transferrable among organisms, as suggested
by Saad (2008) and Hantula (2012) who addressed the usefulness of Darwinian-based theories
for understanding consumers’ behavior. Moreover, previous literature suggested the existence of
reasonable analogical inferences between human behavior and animal behavior (Biernaskie et al.,
2009; Kalenscher & van Wingerden, 2011; McKerchar et al., 2009; Rosenzweig, 2007; Santos &
Chen, 2009). A series of recent studies applying the foraging theory have received attention for
exploring processes, including artificial intelligence, consumer studies, information science,
library science, organization studies, and psychology, for human decision making (Duggan &
Payne, 2009; Flavián et al., 2012; Fu & Pirolli, 2007; Hantula et al., 2008; Hantula & Wells,
2010; Hutchinson et al., 2008; Kock et al., 2008; Payne, Duggan, & Neth, 2007; Pirolli, 2005;
Puvathingal & Hantula, 2012; Rode, Cosmides, Hell, & Tooby, 1999; Sandstrom, 1994, 1999;
Weber, Shafir, & Blais, 2004; Wilke et al., 2004; Wilke et al., 2009; Wine et al., 2012;
Winterhalder et al., 1999). These studies applied the foraging concept to explain human behavior,
such those for decisions and choices, communication, consumption, risk sensitivity, and
information processing. The empirical results from existing studies plausibly support theoretical
propositions of the foraging theory, originating from behavioral ecology, to examine inclusive
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fitness of organisms. Although much of research of humans uses the foraging concept, two
research avenues on foraging theory are currently dominant for application to consumer behavior:
the behavioral ecology of consumption and information foraging (Hantula, 2010; Pirolli & Card,
1999). These two aspects’ focus is the online environment, rather than offline circumstances,
occurring major transaction activities and providing information-enrichment environment
(Jansen, Booth, & Spink, 2008; Jansen & Spink, 2006). The environmental characteristic of
foraging suggests that the theory assists unveiling consumers’ behavioral phenomena
(consumption or information foraging), and accompanying existing marketing frameworks, as a
complementary method (Kock, 2009, 2010b).
The behavioral ecology of consumption mainly deals with foragers’ preferred consumption
within uncertain environments through implementing temporal discounting and intertemporal
preferences for choices, thereby following the matching law prevalent in innate human behavior
(DiClemente & Hantula, 2003b; Hantula et al., 2008; Hantula & Bryant, 2005; Rajala & Hantula,
2000; Smith & Hantula, 2008; Wine et al., 2012). Consumption research describes foragers as
time-sensitive and profit-seeking financiers, and portrays the investment-profit relationship
pursed with temporal constraints (Hantula, 2010, 2012). For example, in a theory-based foraging
study, Rajala and Hantula (2000) concluded that consumers’ purchasing rates are hyperbolically
sensitive and negatively related to time delays according to feedback, despite immediate
availability or unavailability. Consecutive studies of consumption, Hantula and colleagues
empirically enhanced and confirmed the result of consumers’ time sensitivity for delayed
responses (DiClemente & Hantula, 2003a, 2003b; Hantula & Bryant, 2005). Closely related with
consumers’ consumption behavior, contemporarily, some anthropologists attempted to apply the
classical foraging concept to changes in humans’ consumption patterns from the hunting-
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gathering relationship to the domesticating-harvesting relationship to explain agricultural
development (Winterhalder & Kennett, 2006, 2009). Those anthropologists mainly perceived
humans as having biological origins from an ethological perspective and emphasized the concept
of natural selection using economic concepts (opportunity costs and risk-sensitive foraging
behaviors) (Winterhalder & Kennett, 2006; Winterhalder et al., 1999). Winterhalder and
colleagues formulized models of risk-sensitive adaptation in the context of natural selection, and
ascertained that various organisms show risk-sensitive behavioral characteristics (Winterhalder
et al., 1999). For example, in a study of agricultural development, Winterhalder and Kennett
(2006) argued that humans attempt to domesticate animals from hunting wild animals (i.e.,
hunter-gatherer) in order to reduce environmental risk (e.g., deadly animals). In addition,
Winterhalder and Kennett (2009) underscored the role of foraging in order to explain humans’
socioeconomic changes from the pre-industrial era to the industrial era. Although a different
perspective of rationality (ecological vs. normative) exists, the result from both rationalities
appear equivalent to humans’ risk-sensitive and risk-averse behavior because both perspectives
accentuate the role of perceived risks in terms of behavioral changes responding risks that affect
consequences (e.g., Kahneman & Tversky, 1979; Tversky & Kahneman, 1991; Winterhalder et
al., 1999; Winterhalder & Smith, 2000).
Information foraging considers the predator-prey relationship as an “informavores” relationship,
regarding acquisition of information (Pirolli, 2007; Pirolli & Card, 1999). According to the
information foraging theory, humans (informavores) seek and acquire necessary information
through simultaneously browsing and searching patches of information and then selecting the
final information through efforts to determine trade-offs (time and energy) against information’s
value (a rate of return on information). The foraging concept ostensibly delineates the ecological
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cost-benefit relationship (Hantula, 2012). That is, consumers forage for information at the level
that deliberation cost (time and energy) does not exceed the information value, because
consumers are competent financiers, and thus, are not likely to invest time and energy beyond
the value received (Hantula, 2010). This analogy can also apply to consumer behavior in that
consumers find information for choosing goods and services (prey) in stores (patches). In other
words, the relationship of foragers-prey-consumption, among patches, plausibly represents that
of consumers-information-decision, among sources, in accordance with the information
processing theory.
As a subordinate to foraging theory, Peter Pirolli and Stuart Card, industrial researchers,
considered processing behavior of online information by linking minds and environment, and
coined the term, information foraging theory (Pirolli & Card, 1999). The theory accounts for the
functional similarity of foragers and people seeking information online. According to Pirolli and
Card (1999), the information foraging theory is an approach to understanding “how strategies
and technologies for information seeking, gathering, and consumption are adapted to the flux of
information in the environment” (p. 643). For humans, as informavores, longing for increased
information (Dennett, 1991, p. 181), the theory includes three models to enhance foraging and
exploiting information with maximum rates of return for information gained in an adaptive
manner (i.e., ecological cost-benefit relationship). Pirolli and Card (1999) proposed three models
for achieving ecological optimization in information foraging processes: information patch
model, information scent model, and information diet model (also, see Pirolli, 2007). First, the
patch is a source for any information for an item (e.g., websites that contain information).
Second, the scent is a proximal cue that interacts with surroundings of provided information (e.g.,
textual information with vivid pictures). Third, the diet is streamlined informative data aiding
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repetitive foraging via browsing and searching (e.g., summarized informative data from abundant
sources). These models reciprocally interact during processing of information according to time
allocation both within and between patches, during deliberations of cost for selection, gathering
relevant information using proximal cues in patches, and optimizing rate of return for
information’s relevance from information scents. Notably, this optimized foraging is
distinguishable from the normative optimality model, because the optimization model focuses on
adaptive, corrective tendencies, for efficiency of foraging for information, not pursuing a global
optimal state (e.g., an existence of inevitable ignorance of information) (Pirolli & Card, 1999,
p.6). For example, Pirolli and Card (1999) suggested that people do not need every piece of
information; instead, they tend to ignore much of information, regardless of relevance and
capture necessary information selectively during a certain time, as animals do in the wild (for the
Darwinin-based psychology examples, see Todd et al., 2005).
Integration of Foraging and Information Processing Theories into Consumer Behavior of
Information Acquisition
The theoretical integration of evolutionary and non-evolutionary theories covers the four
mandatory preconditions suggested by Kock (2010b): 1) Theories should refer to the same
general type of task. 2) Theories should refer to the same general type of technology. 3) Theories
should comprise similar theoretical constructs. 4) Theories should complement each other. In
other words, the theoretical integration between foraging theory and information processing
theory satisfies those four mandatory preconditions according to: 1) processing behavior for
acquiring information; 2) similar technological environments for consumers; 3) similar
measuring constructs for consumption and acquisition of information, and 4) reciprocal
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perspectives for acquiring information in terms of philosophical and theoretical frameworks for
explaining the ontological issues of the information overload.
Both theories appear to be very similar in terms of information acquisition, so integration
enhances understanding of consumer behavior for acquiring information through
complementarily reconciling each theory’s shortcomings. In accordance with information
processing theory (Bettman, 1979), foraging theory has similar assumptions: First, both theories
assume that humans, in general, attempt to gather information using a variety of sources, not one
source (e.g., informavores), and includes browsing and searching as a continuum in a decisionmaking process. Second, constraints for consumer information processing occur in immediate
environments in association with individuals’ processing capabilities as synchronized, bilateral
communications (e.g., ecological rationality). Third, when acquiring information, consumers use
adaptive decision-making processes, which indicate repeated, circular modification and
correction of received information, during updates (e.g., ameliorators). Fourth, humans
implement various heuristics to acquire targeted information until attaining a level of “good
enough” in association with some constructive processing (e.g., homo heuristicus). Last, a
certain degree of information ignorance (i.e., incompleteness of information) exists in the
information acquisition process when reaching a quality decision (e.g., satisficer). These
similarities among assumptions represent what Kock (2010b) clearly emphasized as important
requirements for evolutionary and non-evolutionary theories, and arise from Kock’s research to
integrate two theories of information richness theory and information naturalness theory.
Moreover, one of the primary purposes of theoretical integration is to provide a better
explanation of an unsolved phenomenon in descriptive data (also, see Fantino, 1985; Flavián et
al., 2012; Yadav, 2010). From this perspective, in conjunction with the information processing
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framework, the behavioral ecology of foraging has several advantages for comprehending
consumer behavior during acquisition of information. First, the foraging concept can help
explain the browsing and searching continuum through utilizing the patch framework, which Xia
and Monroe (2005) claimed overemphasized search behavior during information acquisition.
The patch framework provides a different perspective for information structure in terms of the
amount of data as a combination of within-patch and between-patch, thereby covering the issue
of the browse-search continuum to explain issues of amount for information overload. (e.g.,
Detlor, Sproule, & Gupta, 2003). Second, the patch concept considers inevitable informational
ignorance during information acquisition to achieve informational optimization through reducing
overload. Third, human minds’ emotional characteristic clarifies the behavior of information
processing linked with cognition, such as ignoring information, which consumers confront and,
kinds of information structures in association with quantities of data. Fourth, immediate
environments provide insight into new reasons for information overload by considering outside
environments, instead within organisms, during consumer information acquisition. In a broad
sense, this integrative perspective provides some pivotal answers for adaptive techniques to
survive in an information-rich environment. Table 1.5 summarizes the juxtaposed, capsulated
theories.
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Table 1.5 Two Dominant Theories of Consumer Information Acquisition
Information Processing

Foraging

Based Theory

Theory of choice

Foraging theory

Origin of
Discipline

Marketing/Cognitive psychology

Behavioral ecology

Focus

Descriptive

Descriptive

Reasoning

Deductive

Inductive

Rationality

Normative

Ecological

Role of Learning

Learning is mandatory

Learning is not necessarily mandatory

Inevitability of
Ignorance

Not assumed

Assumed as a mandatory

View of
Environment

Independent structure of information as
situational condition

Interactive structure of information as a
prerequisite condition

View of
Heuristics

Shortcomings to achieve an optimal
decision in the information processing

Advantage to achieve an optimized
decision in the information processing

Driver of
Heuristics

Heuristics is from memory

Heuristics is from minds and
surroundings

Research
Program

Analyze information as hierarchical
adaptation

Analyze information as naturally-selected
adaptation

View of Human

Processor of information

Biobasic informavore

Behavior of
Human

Goal driven processor as a cognitive
machine

Goal driven informavore as an organismic
animal

Focal
Component

Human processing capacity

Interaction of minds and surroundings

Search and
Browse

Emphasis of search behavior

Emphasis of both search and browse
behavior

Note: The bases for comparison are perspectives of Bettman (1979) and Pirolli (2007), and interpretations adjusted
for the purpose of the current study.

This section describes foraging theory as integrated with information processing theory, and
symbiotically represents consumer information acquisition to provide a reasonable explanation
of the debate surrounding the information overload paradigm. Accordingly, the current study
adopts the concept of foraging theory in behavioral ecology, and links the foraging concept with
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information processing theory. Combining two theoretical foundations of marketing and
behavioral ecology (information processing and foraging), creates the concept of ecological
information foraging to examine informational structural issues arising in information overload.
The perspective identifies consumers as inforagers – information foragers – seeking to acquire
necessary information in the informational ecosystem through achieving ecological cost-benefit
efficiency within individuals’ emotional states for decisional accuracy. The description of the
two theoretical paradigms presents a conceptual overview of ecological information foraging and
decision making (Figure 1.3).
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Figure 1.3 A Procedure of Ecological Information Foraging and Decision Making

Note: Solid-lined arrows generally involved in the process of consumer information foraging and decision making; wide-dot-lined arrows occur when postponing
a final decision with forming a consideration sets in a certain time; and narrow-dot-lined arrow occurs when no choice is a final decision, resulting in
demotivation for making a choice. Assuming that heuristics activates in the whole process of information foraging. The rationale is based on Bettman (1979) who
argues that consumers strategically utilize various heuristics in different stages of decision processes (particularly, see Chapter 7).
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Scatter-Gather behavior for Information Diet in Ecological Information Foraging
Along with Figure 1.3, information acquisition assumes that inforagers commonly navigate
several sources to acquire necessary information through a trade-off between deliberation costs
and optimized decisions (i.e., ecological optimization). As suggested by Pirolli (2007), this tradeoff framework is structured through a series of scatter-gather processes, recursive process and
ecologically strategic process, to acquire necessary information until inforagers feel satisfied
sufficiently to make a decision. Importantly, the necessary information can be either relevant or
irrelevant in a normative perspective, but it should be relevant in terms of an ecological
perspective. It is because consumers tend to select the personally relevant information only
throughout the scatter-gather behavior, and automatically keep that specific information to
complete the later decision process. Notably, any decision can be either deferred until later (e.g.,
exhausted now), compose a consideration set (e.g., some items remain in mind), or make a
choice or not (e.g., decision now). Before deciding, inforagers increase searching activities
through browsing sources, and then, narrowing gathered data to a streamlined set during a certain
time, and repeating this process, until reaching satisfaction beyond enough criteria, as depicted in
Figure 1.4.
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Figure 1.4 Recursive Scatter-Gather Processes in Ecological Information Foraging

Note: Any website can be information patches. Particular websites are the set of within-patch that mainly entails both searching activities (e.g., focused
examining) and browsing activities (e.g., casual skimming). Search engines play an intermediation role between a within-patch and another within-patch,
involving browsing activities via information scents.
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Explaining this process in detail requires assuming several points suggested by both foraging and
information processing frameworks. First, based on an ecological cost-benefit relationship,
inforagers always favor saving time and effort for decisional efficiency. Second, inforagers
attempt to acquire essential information using information scents (i.e., proximal cues in response
to surroundings) in the scatter-gather processes that is terminated upon reaching the criteria for
sufficiency (e.g., good enough). Notably, information cues and scents differ in terms of not only
the level of abstraction level (i.e., information cues have a higher level of abstraction than
information scents), but also if a reciprocal interaction with surroundings (i.e., cues focus more
on internal schema-like memory while scent interweave with informational surroundings). Third,
inforagers conduct a scatter-gather process to acquire necessary information. This process is
recursive and selective, based on information scents, and includes both browsing and searching
activities (i.e., browsing information between patches and searching for particular information
within patches, based on the intensity of information scents). However, if a forager has one
particular item in mind, skipping the scatter-gather process is possible due to completion of this
process during an early period or due to strong retention of characteristics of the particular item.
Fourth, searching for information is likely to occur within a particular patch while browsing for
information likely occurs between patches (i.e., searching activities require more deliberative
foraging than browsing activities). This contrast arises from searching behavior’s tendency to be
more elaborate than browsing behavior like hunting animals as an example (e.g., browsing an
abundant prey patch and then searching a target prey). Fifth, information diet is a funneling
process, which completes foraging process after terminating the scatter-gather processes, and the
eventual acquisition of necessary information occurs at the last pre-decisional phase. The
information after the diet process forms the selection of useful information to affect inforagers’
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decision-making, such as a choice, consideration sets, or deferring the decision. In other words,
inforagers’ decisions are not always one choice, caused by immediate environmental conditions
such as informational equivocality, somatic and/or mental fatigue, and financial restriction
within a certain period.
For instance in the online context, an inforager initially retrieves various keywords for a given
task (schema-like cue), navigates search engines to gather targeted information (browsing for a
patch’s existing higher level of information scents; proximal cue like heuristics), and accesses a
particular information patch (searching for informative data within a patch). An inforager
attempts to integrate and streamline the selected informational sets into a whole (information
diet), then acquires the necessary information and completes the foraging process. This
information gathering repeats in some information patches until the "good enough" criterion
requires no more information (end of scatter-gather process with using rule-of-thumb). This stop
rule’s basis is an inforager’s time and energy consumption, which cannot exceed negative
somatic and mental states. Finally, an inforager confronts a decision phase and determines one of
the three courses (choose one, form consideration sets, or defer a choice), depending upon the
degree of satisfaction with the information acquired. If an inforager does not make “a choice” as
a final decision, the information foraging repeats, partly, or begins again adaptively during a
certain time. Notably, new information plays a crucial role in reconstituting the renewed foraging
structure with an only-if condition (e.g., a new product launched today or selected products onsale now). If an inforager’s final decision is “no choice”, this final decision is regarded as a
completed decision, caused either by personally demotivated consequences or personally
optimized consequences. As a result, no choice differs from choice deferral and a new process of
information foraging will begin only if motivation newly stimulates consumers’ interest.
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Influential Pressures in the Ecological Information Foraging
Along with ecological information foraging, behavioral studies in decision-making among
various disciplines widely suggest two pervasive, influential pressures from temporal and
psychological dimensions: time and motivation. Ecological information foraging must cease
arranging and adjusting acquired information within a certain amount of time to permit
completing an integrated decision (Bettman, 1979; Pirolli & Card, 1999). Accordingly, the time
per se restricts unlimited browsing and searching (Hantula, 2010, 2012), while motivation would
increase the time-spent seeking additional information (Wu & Lin, 2012). Particularly,
theoretical and empirical evidence with the two pressures supports both foraging theory and
information processing theory. For example, the information processing theory considers time as
an external factor for consumers’ (a situational factor) different choices, and motivation is an
internal factor for consumers’ (an exerting factor) composing of one of the major concepts of the
processing (Bettman, 1979). Similarly, the foraging theory accounts for time and motivation as
fundamental elements for shaping the foraging process. The theory assumes that foragers have
finite time and somatic energy to acquire items (Hantula, 2012), and therefore, efficiently
allocating the energy within the limited time is necessary. According to foraging theory, any
specie intakes energy (e.g., physical or psychic energy, or both) at maximum within a certain
amount of time and then terminates the energy intake due to physiological limitations.
Application implies that consumers are more likely to allot efforts efficiently (DiClemente &
Hantula, 2003a, 2003b). That is, a motivational level determines the degree of energy expended
to acquire an item within the limitation of time. This interdependent relationship occurs because
the foraging theory assumes time is an irretrievable resource, while energy is recursively
replenished over time (Hantula, 2010). Based on the emphasis of the two theories, the conceptual
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structure of time and energy is interchangeable with time and motivation as fundamental
components affecting the shape of ecological information foraging. For example, those temporal
and psychological factors relate to the optimization of foraging issues, such as how foragers
allocate limited time to sequential foraging processing (time pressure) and how much energy
foragers exert to gather targeted data (motivational pressure). The concept of time relates
significantly with effort with regard to the amount of time consumers spend acquiring targeted
information, determined by the degree of motivation (e.g., the degree of attention or involvement)
(Wu & Lin, 2012). From the perspective of motivation, both time and effort relatively constrain,
contrary to traditional unbounded rationality, consumer behavior when searching for information
(Conlisk, 1996; Gigerenzer et al., 1999; Todd & Gigerenzer, 2000). The reason for considering
physiological constraints is that consumers do not know all things nor compute all available
alternatives in their decision-making processes. The interchangeability of conceptual frameworks
between evolutionary and non-evolutionary perspectives provides a sufficient condition to
integrate the two theories as a plausible form of interdisciplinary research, as suggested by Kock
(2010b) who accentuated a similar theoretical constructs as one of important preconditions for
theoretical integration of evolutionary and non-evolutionary paradigms (also, see Flavián et al.,
2012).
Time Pressures
Consumers inevitably encounter a certain degree of time pressure during any decision-making
process (Puvathingal & Hantula, 2012). Moreover, the temporal dimension has consideration as
one important constraint of human behavior, including time pressure, time discounting, time
allocation, and so forth. Particularly, combined with the two foraging and information
processing theories, time pressure, spotlighted in the behavioral studies (Bettman, 1979; Duggan
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& Payne, 2009; Hendy, Liao, & Milgram, 1997; Lipshitz, Klein, Orasanu, & Salas, 2001; Okada
& Hoch, 2004; Payne et al., 1988; Scheibehenne et al., 2010), assert that changes occur in
shaping the decision process, even for a single individual in a single situation. For instance, Ben
Zur and Breznitz (1981) showed different strategies for informational filtering in accordance
with time pressure, and argued that significant pressure causes respondents to focus mainly on
negative dimensions, while eased time pressure induces them to concentrate on the positive
aspects. In addition to the shaping process, some studies argued that significant time pressure
causes improper behavior resulting in poor outcomes, like a choice overload (Haynes, 2009). In
contrast, other studies argued that people can act to render reasonably satisfactory outcomes
(Lipshitz et al., 2001). For example, Lipshitz et al. (2001) suggested the importance of time
pressure in naturalistic decision-making and instantiated a condition of extreme time pressure in
which humans reasonably make a plausible decision without sufficient deliberation or analysis
(for the case of experts in artificial intelligence, see Puvathingal & Hantula, 2012).
Since consumers’ decision-making commonly entails the naturalistic condition, its importance is
useful when considering ordinary decision processes, because the decision processes are
responsive to time pressure, and thus, consumers, of necessity must acquire timely relevant
information. Otherwise, they tend to consider expenditure of time to be a cost with a result
opposite to gratification (Hantula, 2010). For example, previous literature emphasized the
importance of time spent as a cost (e.g., a deliberation cost or opportunity cost) in terms of costbenefit relationships (Conlisk, 1996; Pingle, 2006; Winterhalder & Kennett, 2006). Moreover,
Hantula (2012) addressed ecological costs and benefits of an organism's activity, and highlighted
that “time” is an irreversible resource for foragers. Since consumers are sensitive to the cost,
time plays an important role for consumers’ informational foraging when seeking affirmative
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outcomes (e.g., satisfaction). Consequently, researchers commonly agree that time pressure
changes the shaping of consumer foraging patterns (e.g., use of heuristics); nonetheless, an
argument contends that consumers’ decisional consequences are either poor or plausible (e.g.,
negativity vs. positivity with heuristics). In this argument, the former investigates time pressure
by emphasizing cognitive capability to deal with data, while the latter examines time pressure by
focusing natural fitness in response to the immediate environment of information. The presence
of the philosophical competition implies that integrative research would provide a fruitful result
to understand the ontological debates in information overload. To achieve a better
comprehension of the behavioral consequence, Scheibehenne et al. (2010) suggested the
necessity of an ecological perspective that indicates an interaction between human minds and
environments and suggested an investigation of time pressure as a future research direction.
Motivational Pressure
As a major psychological component, motivation represents a determinant of the degree of effort
consumers allocate to gathering information for decision-making (e.g., the degree of involvement
and/or attention when searching for information) (Bettman, 1979; McGuire, 1976; Srinivasan,
1990). For example, Bettman (1979) argued that motivation is “a crucial concept in any theory of
choice” because choices are purposive for achieving a particular goal (particularly, Chapter 3).
Particularly in the activity of acquiring information, the degree of motivational pressure is likely
to determine whether consumers will search for information or browse for information, because
the two behavioral concepts represent different degrees of effort in the initial phase of foraging
(Xia & Monroe, 2005). In addition, information processing theory emphasizes motivation as a
stimulus to conduct information processing and supports the notion that different levels of
motivation occur at the initial stage of information processing (Bettman, 1979). From a similar
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angle, Wyer (2008) emphasized that whatever criteria (e.g., attention) happens to be salient at
the time becomes a motivation for purchasing decisions. As a result, such motivational pressure
likely determines the degree of needed information in sequential foraging to allow determination
of a beginning point for gathering information (Lu & Yuan, 2011; Wu & Lin, 2012). Therefore,
the motivational pressure entails the degree of time and effort spent for browsing and searching
activities, resulting in heterogeneous structures of information foraging processes. This
consequence provides evidence that motivation is equivalent to energy in terms of temporality
for concentrating a forager's effort, represented by the degree of somatic energy. That is,
consumers allocate fully available energy in the transactional information foraging between
browsing, searching and acquiring activities during an irreversible period (Hantula, 2012).
In conclusion, the prior evidence suggests that temporal and motivational pressures prevail in the
decisional environment and the degree of those pressures play equivalently important roles in
daily information foraging as deliberation costs. Notably, various disciplines also suggest a
variety of potential components exerting pressures in decision-making, such as budget, expertise,
personality, physical condition, and so forth (for review, see Conlisk, 1996; Xia & Monroe,
2005). However, the current study restricts the two pressures as influential pressures because
those variables have common acceptance in both theories as pivotal factors to shape the
consumers’ ecological information foraging (e.g., achievement of cross-validation in terms of
generalizability) (Kock, 2010b). Contrastingly, other potential components may encounter
difficulty with generalizable criteria due to consumers’ idiosyncratic perceptions (e.g., budget or
expertise). An example is the concept of expertise, which identifies an expert for a particular
product/service, is problematic to establish a generalizable standard for determining expertise
(e.g., knowledge or skill according to an item). Obviously, defining an expert is difficult due to
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diverse and arguable criteria. Although a good classification for dimensions of expertise exists
(Alba & Hutchinson, 1987), the application of expertise may have restrictions in a domainspecific expertise rather than in a universal expertise (Shanteau, 1992; Shanteau, Weiss, Thomas,
& Pounds, 2002). For support, prior research stipulated that weighing importance of product
features is highly contingent upon an individual’s subjective beliefs, rather than on normative
facts (Thompson et al., 2005), suggesting that the too many aspects and multi-criteria render
judging consumers’ ordinary decision-making inappropriate. Therefore, time and motivational
pressures are appropriate for the current research’s goal which seeks to bridge informational
processing and informational foraging theories into an integrated view.
Consequences of Information Structure on Information Foraging
The current study reviews information structures and consequences. A recent meta-analytic study
argued that information structures in the information overload paradigm extensively focus on the
amount of information and showed that the effect size among studies is nearly zero
(Scheibehenne et al., 2010). This result suggests that researchers consider other possibilities for
determining the reasons for the issues of information overload, because information is bilateral
communication with a variety of structures in the immediate environment associated with minds,
not solely with numeric processing (e.g., informational quantity) of cognitive consequences (e.g.,
the degree of computing mistakes as that of dysfunctionality). In this respect, this result implies
that consequences, previously considered controversial, are attributable not only to the quantity
of information but also to the quality of information and the environmental information, as
components of information structure. Moreover, the ecological perspective emphasizes
environmental factors that affect consumer decision-making as prerequisite conditions (e.g.,
currency and constraint assumption in foraging theory) (Hantula, 2010, 2012; Hantula & Wells,
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2010). To some degrees, Scheibehenne et al. (2010) supported this notion and suggested an
assortment structure (information structure) and satisfaction (emotional consequence). The
current study defines information structure as the holistic structure of information, including
quantity and quality of information, and environmental information, encompassing a particular
item (product or service) that influences evaluation and judgment of the item (c.f., Chen, Cribbin,
Kuljis, & Macredie, 2002; Furnas, 1997; Lurie, 2004; Meyer, Shamo, & Gopher, 1999). This
definition’s bases are two assumptions of foraging theory (currency and constraint assumptions).
Particularly, consumers usually confront these three components forming information structure
in online contexts when foraging for information, yet the components extend in offline contexts.
Next, this study reviews the effect of each information structure (quantity, quality and
environment) on the consequences (decision-related alternatives and decision-related responses),
after consumer information foraging.
Decision-Related Responses and Alternatives in Marketing
Ecological information foraging competes with information processing in much the same fashion
as consumer decision making after gathering sufficient information. Notably, numerous studies
of consumer decision making imposed a must-choose context, although decisions do not mean
that consumers must make a choice, which is inconsistent with most case in real life (e.g., no
choice option; Dhar, 1997). Marketing literature corroborates the evidence that three different
types of decision making occur in the final phase after information foraging, including a choice,
choice deferral through forming consideration sets (Hauser, Toubia, Evgeniou, Befurt, &
Dzyabura, 2010; Hauser & Wernerfelt, 1990; Punj & Moore, 2009; Ratchford, 1982), and no
choice (Dhar, 1997; Dhar & Nowlis, 1999, 2004; Parker & Schrift, 2011) (refer to Figure 1.3).
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Determination of the type of decision is basically according to the degree of perceived risks that
indicate decisional difficulty in a goal-oriented condition (e.g., informational equivocality) (Daft
& Macintosh, 1981). For example, while consumers tend toward one choice if clear criteria (e.g.,
preferred brand) for the satisfactory decision for choosing a specific item exists, consumers are
unlikely to choose without the clear criteria due to competing or ambiguous information with the
item, or to no satisfied item (Dhar, 1997). This example indicates that the provided information
affects the decision-related alternatives and responses, based on the degree of perceived risks.
Previous studies of decision-making suggested these different types of decision-making
influence ultimate consequences; that is, decision-related responses as forms of emotional states
like satisfaction, dissatisfaction, or regret (or disappoint) in the post-purchase phase (Inman,
Dyer, & Jia, 1997; Inman & Zeelenberg, 2002; Loomes & Sugden, 1982; Lynch & Zauberman,
2007; Mick, Broniarczyk, & Haidt, 2004; Reutskaja & Hogarth, 2009; Su, Chen, & Zhao, 2009;
Thaler, 1980; Thompson et al., 2005; Tsiros, 1998; Tsiros & Mittal, 2000; Zeelenberg, van Dijk,
Manstead, & vanr de Pligt, 2000). Those studies primarily viewed emotional states as ultimate
decisional consequences after completing a decision making and emphasized “choice experience,”
which provide a causal relationship from choices (decision-related alternatives) to emotional
states (decision-related responses) in the decision process (i.e., measuring post-purchase
emotional state). Although many studies examined choosing on decision-related responses at the
post-purchase phase after choosing decision-related alternatives, arguably, the effect on decisionrelated responses and alternatives also appears as “foraging experience” after information
foraging phases (e.g., processing experience; Creyer & Ross, 1999). In other words, the foraging
is an individual’s experience from the process of acquiring for information, and thus, this
foraging experience affects evaluation or judgment for acquired information. In this case, the
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causal relationship has an inverse relationship from choices to emotional state. That is, the
experience from information foraging determine an individual’s emotional state as a decisional
accuracy that forms satisfaction, dissatisfaction or regret (decision-related responses from the
foraging experience). Then, the determined emotional state accounts for the final decision related
to the options of choices such as a choice, choice deferral or no choice (decision-related
alternatives from the level of emotional accuracy).
Quantity of Information and Consequences
Associated with the amount of information, some researchers suggested increasing amounts of
information cause consumers to incur greater uncertainty, resulting in negative decision-related
responses (Garner & Hake, 1951). For the negative perspective of increasing amounts of
information, previous studies argued that consumers tend toward dissatisfaction or regret as
assortments of choice increase (Iyengar & Lepper, 2000; Mogilner, Rudnick, & Iyengar, 2008;
Schwartz, 2000). Moreover, the emotional states through information acquisition process are
likely to affect the decision-making phase, resulting in different decision-related alternatives: one
choice, shaping consideration sets, decisional deferral, or foregoing the decision altogether. For
example, consumers are likely to make no choose or choice deferral when products include
highly ambiguous information and large assortment of products among sources, because
confidence in a correct choice declines (Wang & Shukla, 2013). The consequence implies that
unfavorable decision-related responses lead to greater demotivation for choosing in response to
an increase for undesirable self-responsibility (Diehl & Poynor, 2010; Iyengar & Lepper, 2000;
Klein, Bhatt, & Zentall, 2005; Russo, Meloy, & Medvec, 1998). In the contexts of high
uncertainty, consumers have a tendency to invest relatively more time and effort in searching,
resulting consumers’ propensity to perceive an unfairness from the demands, and consequently
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reduces satisfaction in the post-purchase phase (Thirkell & Vredenburg, 1982; van Dijk, van der
Pligt, & Zeelenberg, 1999).
From a positive perspective, an increase in information from a wide range of brands is likely to
provide greater satisfaction if consumers have prior preferences or recognize those brand names
(Chernev, 2003a, 2003b; Mogilner et al., 2008). In early studies of this dilemmatic issue, Russo
(1974), through replicating Jacoby et al. (1974), argued that more information is better to
improve choice accuracy in terms of informational completeness. For example, related to the
number of a product’s attributes, consumers tend to ascribe more weight to many attributes when
considering an initial choice of a product to provide satisfaction (Thompson et al., 2005).
Furthermore, larger sizes of assortments can be preferable when organized and/or categorized
well, resulting in greater recognition; otherwise, the larger assortments may produce the opposite
effect (Diehl, 2005; Diehl, Kornish, & Lynch, 2003). Similarly in the study of consideration sets,
consumers tend to compose larger consideration sets from a wide range of available brands to
prevent an incorrect decision or minimize an inadvertent exclusion of the best choices
encountering greater uncertainty, characterized by lower recognition (Lapersonne, Laurent, & Le
Goff, 1995; Ratchford, 1982). A series of studies implied that the effect of more-is-better is
likely to be affirmative when consumers recognize particular brands or believe more information
help reduce decisional risk and uncertainty. With a large amount of information, the logic of
recognition-based decision-making as a useful heuristics helps make quality decisions,
particularly in the context of great ambiguities but not in all the situations (Gigerenzer &
Goldstein, 2011).
The controversial consequences regarding the amount of information imply that consumers’
decision-related responses rely on the perception of information structures associated with
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particular decision-making contexts (Scheibehenne et al., 2010), such as idiosyncratic
information structures (e.g., the degree of equivocality and uncertainty from given information
sets and the perception of the quality of information from heterogeneous sources) (Pierro,
Mannetti, Kruglanski, Klein, & Orehek, 2012). In other words, from the issue of numbers of
attributes within a patch and/or alternatives between patches, consumers are prone to express
negative decision-related responses as a form of dissatisfaction or regret when processing
information exceeds perceptional criteria; otherwise, consumers are likely to maintain positive
decision-related responses. Accordingly, this controversy may suggest that the amount of
information clearly leads decision-related alternatives after completion of foraging, although no
apparent normative terminal point exists to determine a universal standard for more or less
information. Therefore, when consumers implement information foraging, as exchanges between
information providers and receivers, consumers, as the receivers, are likely to accept information
proactively and to interpret information based on prior beliefs or knowledge (Kettinger & Li,
2010; Miranda & Saunders, 2003). The perspective of information exchange implies that
information simultaneously provides objective and subjective meanings (e.g., fact and belief),
when consumers interpret, at the subjective level of self-satisfaction, information for justification
or determination (Cardozo, 1965; Schwartz, 2000). In this regard, highly recognizable items
contain clear-cut information of attributes less likely to exist in ordinary situations; the amount of
information, as a risk factor, has a negative relationship with decision-related alternatives (i.e.,
increasing choice sizes) and decision-related responses (i.e., inclining to dissatisfaction or regret).
As a result, an increase of the quantity of information causes a stimulation of negative emotional
states, resulting in increasing greater degrees of choice deferral or engendering no choice.
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Quality of Information and Consequences
Scheibehenne et al. (2010) found that the effect of quantity in information overload is nearly zero,
and suggested another information structure such as arrangement of information as qualitative
information. The suggestion regarding arranged informational structure implies that the quality
of information may be more important than the quantity of information although both are crucial
to the effects of information overload. Some early studies also noted that both quantity and
quality of information consist of information structures whose factors have an effect on
information overload (Keller & Staelin, 1987; Lurie, 2004). Moreover, Keller and Staelin (1987)
argued that quality of information has positive characteristics for improving decisional
effectiveness but that quantity of information has negative characteristics for promoting
effectiveness. Furthermore, Lurie (2004) argued that simple accounting of the amounts of
information is inappropriate for explaining information overload in the online context; instead, a
structural approach for measuring information, that includes levels of attributes and distribution
of those levels among attributes in alternative sets, provides more effective explication of
information overload. This result implies that by holding the amount of information as constant,
a well-arranged structure of information (i.e., quality) provides a better understanding of
information overload. In addition, consumers may interpret the presented information from
various angles during foraging, which indicates communicational exchanges perceived through
quality of information, when consumers, based on the degree of ambiguity of attributes or
alternatives, evaluate products (Hoch, 2002). The existing studies with the quality of information
suggested that a perceptual subjectivity is a critical factor when consumers evaluate that quality
of information from the perspective of information exchange (Kettinger & Li, 2010). This
evidence implies that information quality affects information equivocality, resulting in decision-
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related responses and alternatives according to the degree of equivocality. In other words, as the
information equivocality increases, consumers are likely to increase the size of consideration sets
or defer a choice, which derives from negative decision-related responses (dissatisfaction, or
regret or disappointment). For example, imagine that information foraging contexts between
categories of computers and daily foods. Consumers may expect a complex information foraging
for purchasing a computer more than for daily food because information structures for computers
seems to be complicated in terms of the quantity of competitive information among attributes,
resulting in great conflict (i.e., high equivocality). However, the structures for those two
categories of products can lead to an opposite equivocality level in some cases when considering
nutritional information of foods in terms of the quality of information compared to computers
(e.g., multivitamins). This reversal is due to the informational uncertainty from nutritional
terminologies, resulting in great ambiguity (i.e., high equivocality). In many cases, the
information for purchasing foods contains unknown (or unreadable) data regarding nutritional
effects in terms of the quality of information, such as calories, ingredients and fats. In turn,
food’s information is likely to lead a greater effort necessary for a decision although few amount
of information includes. To determine the degree of equivocality, consideration should include
not only the number of attributes or alternatives, but also the quality of information, which
influence the decision-related responses and alternatives after foraging for information.
Accordingly, the quality of an information structure consists of two components: the degree of
targeted information easily recognized (Cain, Vul, Clark, & Mitroff, 2012; Pirolli, 2007) and the
degree of arrangement for ease of comparison (Mogilner et al., 2008; Scheibehenne et al., 2010).
Those two components of information quality are more likely to determine the information
structure from a within-patch, because the listed information consists of information for a
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particular product or service. The rationale for this phenomenon arises from which of these
conditions leads to less searching effort to obtain targeted information, and therefore, consumers
likely perceive the information structure to be less equivocal, resulting in achieving ecological
optimization. For support, some visual studies emphasized frequency of appearance of targeted
data to reflect the quality of information in an optimal foraging model. The higher frequency of
appearance of visual targets in within-patch (i.e., higher quality) the lower the rates for
overlooking foraging targets (i.e., better performance). To the contrary, higher rates for
overlooking targets result when a patch contains lower visual frequency of targets along with
numerous ambiguous targets (e.g., blur or similar targets) (Cain et al., 2012; Fleck, Samei, &
Mitroff, 2010). The results imply that if consumers easily and frequently recognize the targeted
information (e.g., clearly differentiated features), decision-making occurs lower deliberation
costs for foraged targets (e.g., time and/or effort). In other words, the high quality of targeted
information based on the frequency is likely to help consumers reduce the degree of
informational ambiguity, which results in reducing perceived uncertainties (Flavián et al., 2012),
and thereby, engenders a positive feeling and a clear final choice. This implication proffers
evidence that if consumers frequently find recognizable information, they are likely to obtain
necessary information with higher rates of return on foraging investment through adapting
cumulative experiences with the link of the information from past to current sources (Fu &
Pirolli, 2007; Pirolli & Card, 1999). Similarly, the literature considering brand assortments in a
retail context suggests that consumers prefer the presence of many recognizable brands (e.g.,
targeted brands) and result in an experiential satisfaction, conjecturing lower equivocality
regarded as a high quality of information (Chernev, 2003a, 2003b; Mogilner et al., 2008). The
implication is that better decision-making entails higher quality information, regardless perhaps,
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of the mere quantity of information. That is, the easily recognizable information indicates high
quality information and thus tends to lead to reduced information overload. Along with rates of
appearance of targeted information, Chakravarti and Janiszewski (2003) examined the effect of
information arrangement (i.e., well-organized attributes or alternatives, or not) in the formation
of consideration sets. The result provided evidence that consumers favor forming consideration
sets from well-organized product information, which provides ease of comparison of attributes
(Mogilner et al., 2008). This result implies that well-organized information structure is more
likely to reduce equivocality, resulting in smaller sizes of consideration sets that help increase
the likelihood of making a choice. In this respect, the results indicate that consumers prefer wellorganized information structure to ill-organized information structure, regardless of the mere
quantity of information (Chakravarti & Janiszewski, 2003; Mogilner et al., 2008). Therefore,
when consumers perceive the immediate structure of information as high quality information (i.e.,
the information structure with highly-recognizable and well-arranged information), the resultant
consequences (i.e., decision-related responses and alternatives) are likely to be affirmative.
Environmental Information and Consequences
Foraging aims to find processes and reasons for decision-making through investigating outside of
organisms in the immediate environments (Hantula, 2012), and ecological rationality pursues an
interaction between human minds and surroundings to find reasoning for decision-making (Todd
& Gigerenzer, 2007). As a prerequisite, the environmental information includes both quantity
and quality dimensions in composing of the information structure. Nonetheless, environmental
information as another dimension composing the information structure has been overlooked in
the information overload paradigm, such as collateral information associated with information
sources (e.g., policies of retailers and reviews). For example, when consumers forage for the
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necessary information, they consider not only item-specific attributes that directly relates with an
item’s attributes but also immediate environments according to an item that involves in
information sources (Hantula & Bryant, 2005; Häubl & Trifts, 2000; Stenstrom et al., 2008). In
naturalistic contexts of informational acquisition (e.g., everyday decisions for purchasing items),
the information structure consists not only of item-specific attributes (e.g., item’s features) but
also of adscititious environmental attributes (e.g., seller’s policy). For example, based on
foraging theory, Hantula and Bryant (2005) examined the effect of delay discounting in
consumers’ online consumption, and suggested that the delivery cost depending on time-delay
hyperbolically influences online buyers’ preference when making a purchase decision. Moreover,
a recent study suggested that well-designed websites tend to help understand information in site
from well-considered organization of information (Chen et al., 2011), leading to an implied
decrease in time and energy costs and tending to increase positive decision-related responses in
terms of the cost-benefit relationship. In a study of online hunting and gathering, Stenstrom et al.
(2008) argued that website design recommendations affect consumers’ navigation paths. In line
with web design, in a study of online advertisement, formation of positive attitudes for a website
relies on the types of webpage backgrounds, and result showed that simpler webpage
backgrounds are more effective than complex ones (Stevenson et al., 2000). Furthermore, in the
decision process, the prior literature emphasized the role of reviews as environmental
information and suggested that the review is an integral factor in the process of information
acquisition, resulting in different shapes of decision-related responses and alternatives. For
example, Häubl and Trifts (2000) argued that consumers’ informational acquisition includes the
process of an interaction between direct, item-related factors through comparison of alternatives
and indirect, related-factors such as review of recommendation (e.g., Mudambi & Schuff, 2010;
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Park & Park, 2013). Consequently, a series of previous studies suggested that the dimension of
environmental information is a prerequisite factor to consist of information structure in
association with the dimensions of the quantity and quality of information, determining the
degree of information overload during information foraging.
Taken together, this proposes three dimensions for information structures as antecedents for the
resultant consequences in order to provide better understanding of the information overload
paradigm. As some studies argued, the mere quantity of information is not sufficient to provide
plausible answers to solve ontological issues of information overload. The review with an
integrative perspective between evolutionary and non-evolutionary frameworks suggests a
holistic information structure and provides some evidence that this theoretical integration helps
identify the phenomena of information overload through information foraging.
Conclusion
A recent article in Journal of Marketing emphasized the importance of a conceptual study to
provide implicative frameworks for knowledge development (Yadav, 2010). Yadav (2010)
analyzed thirty years, from 1978 to 2007, of publications in major marketing journals, found that
conceptual papers have declined for thirty years, and argued for revitalization of the conceptual
articles. To develop a new theory, Yadav underscored the distinction between the context of
discovery (e.g., the creative synthesis of existing ideas) and the context of justification (e.g.,
testing plausibility and acceptability of the synthesized idea). As a response, the current study
suggests an integration of information acquisition theories between information processing
theory and foraging theory. This theoretical integration is important for identifying more
accurate, plausible consumer behavior according to the information overload paradigm through
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complementing the narrowness of each perspective (Kock, 2010b). Particularly, this theoretically
conceptual integration for activities of information acquisition has foundation in two dominant
philosophical paradigms: evolutionary theory (Darwinism) and non-evolutionary theory
(Newtonism). The current study extensively reviews prior literature from various disciplines
related to information acquisition activities in the decision process. The focus has been on the
importance of the integrative perspective to explain the ontological issue of information overload
through juxtaposing two philosophical foundations (ecological and normative rationalities) and
two information acquisition theories (information processing and foraging theories). To integrate
the two theories containing different perspectives, the emphasis is a reciprocal complementation
between the ecological perspective and the normative perspective and a proposal of theoretically
integrated conceptual models for exploring information overload in the decision process with
viewing consumers as inforagers. In detail, this study provides commonly applicable two
pressures in the temporal and psychological dimensions, the pressures of time and motivation,
which influence the behavioral pattern of ecological information foraging and thus determine the
degree of information overload (e.g., Scheibehenne et al., 2010). In the decision phase, this study
demonstrates the two resultant consequences from foraging before making a particular decision:
decision-related responses (emotional decision accuracy) and alternatives (three types of final
decisions: a choice, choice deferral and no choice). In addition, a patch concept, including
within-patch and between-patch, applies to explain two different types of informational
equivocality derived from the information within a source and between sources.
Information is a communication between minds and immediate environments from an
organismic perspective, indicating that the information differs from the nominal fact-based data.
To consumers, this view suggests that the information is an important medium to communicate
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between sellers and buyers to create positive marketing activities, and therefore, this theoretical
integration between evolutionary-based and non-evolutionary-based frameworks improves an
explanation power for providing better understating of information overload in the decision
process. As complementary, not alternatives each philosophical, theoretical viewpoint is useful
for delineating consumer foraging behavior and very new theories are unnecessary to clarify this
behavior. Rather, revised understanding of the implications of existing, older theories is
necessary. The implication is an adaptive ability of instincts gained from ancestral, historical
precedents.
Research Scope of the Current Study
As suggested by Yadav (2010), the Chapter 1 focused on the context of discovery, which
integrates the two information acquisition theories from the two different philosophical
perspectives. The follow-up studies in the Chapter 2 and 3 will concentrate on both contexts of
discovery and justification, which conduct an exploratory study (Chapter 2) to provide bases of
hypotheses through conducting a series of exploratory studies. These exploratory studies include
both qualitative and quantitative methods. Then, in the Chapter 3, relevant hypotheses will be
proposed, based on the interdisciplinary review and exploratory studies, to assess the ontological
issues of information overload in a sequential decision process. Next, the Chapter 4 is the phase
of the context of justification, which validates the synthesized framework through testing the
proposed hypotheses empirically. Finally, the Chapter 5 will proffer the results from the
empirical examinations in the Chapter 4, and address the remained issues as future directions of
the current study.
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Figure 1.5 Overview of the Current Research Framework

Note: The procedure of the current study follows Yadav (2010)'s suggestion: two contrast contexts to develop a conceptual article.
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CHAPTER 2. EXPLORATORY STUDIES OF ONLINE FORAGING ACTIVITIES
Abstract
This study aims to examine the efficacy of the current study’s theoretical integration in the
process of consumer information foraging so as to approach an ontological issue in information
overload paradigm: more information is better vs. less information is better (i.e., information
processing theory and foraging theory under an information overload paradigm). Therefore, this
study explores and examines what can be appropriate information structures to describe the
ontological issue in the process of consumer information foraging. To formulate the adequate
information structure, this study attempts to utilize an integrative perspective between marketing
and behavioral ecology. This study examines consumers’ online activities sequentially from a
broad to detail approach, based on the categories of goods and services. The result, by and large,
suggests a necessity of an integrative perspective to view a holistic information structure,
including quantity, quality, and environment components. These structural components
interactively communicate with minds when shaping the process of the consumer information
foraging, which are likely to involve in the degree of information overload. Moreover, results
demonstrate rather higher variation of strategic information foraging but emphasize some
important communality in the initial stage of information foraging, such as the role of search
engine and interpersonal communication. In addition, categories of goods and services affect
shaping the pattern of strategic information foraging. Then, the conclusion of the study provides.
Introduction
Online behavioral research has spotlighted as emerged online activities. Consumers confront
virtually unlimited amounts of information when they gather information to make purchase
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decisions in an online environment. Despite this attention, few studies have focused on the
behavioral pattern of information acquisition to reduce information overload. Those studies that
are limited by particular conditions under a normative perspective (e.g., humans’ cognitive
limitation oriented toward item specific information). An improvement may be a “holistic
approach” that allows freedom of information acquisition and includes an ecological perspective,
which emphasizes an interaction between minds and immediate environment (Cosmides &
Tooby, 1996; Todd & Gigerenzer, 2007). This holistic view allows concurrent genotypic and
phenotypic behavior, that is, consumers’ natural behavior in the online environment. Particularly
in the information overload paradigm, many studies have emphasized on a quantity dimension of
information structure (Eppler & Mengis, 2004; Lurie, 2004; Scheibehenne et al., 2010) even
though some studies emphasize the role of different dimensions like a quality dimension (Keller
& Staelin, 1987) or mental workload (Owen, 1992). To approach the ontological issues of
information overload, the notion of different dimension is important to understand consumer
behavior in sequential decision process as prerequisite conditions. However, the traditional
research has concentrated on directly item-specific information as attributes, and overlooked in
non-item-specific information (e.g., environmental information).
The current study argues that it is necessary to look at information structures as a holistic
perspective, including both item-specific and environmental attributes, to provide plausible
answers for the ontological question – more information is better vs. less information is better.
For example, prior research suggests that environmental factors concurrently affect online
information foraging to complete purchase decision, such as delivery fee, recommendation, and
website’s design (Hantula & Bryant, 2005; Häubl & Trifts, 2000; Stenstrom et al., 2008).
Moreover, a recent meta-analytic study proposes the necessity of different approches so that a
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better answer provides the ontological issues (Scheibehenne et al., 2010). Scheibehenne and
collegues (2010) conclude that the effect size among previous studies is nearly zero with large
variance and suggest that different approach proffer a better answer for the issue in information
overload, emphasizing an ecological perspective and information structures. Therefore, the
current study examines the following four questions to investigate how consumers establish
information structures through online information foraging.
1) What kinds of activities consumers typically do online, particularly related to
information foraging for purchase decisions?
2) What kinds of items are frequently purchased and what factors importantly affect
purchase decisions? (e.g., Directly item specific factors only or other factors)
3) What kind of strategic information foraging will be used to acquire relevant
information? (e.g., Patterns of information foraging)
4) How consumers perceive decisional difficulty? (e.g., Same or different decisional
difficulty across various items)
To explore the questions above, this exploratory study fundamentally followed inductive and
descriptive procedures through scrutinizing characteristics of behavioral pattern; however, if
necessary, the post hoc approaches applied in order to crystallize explanations of findings.
This study aimed mainly to determine the efficacy of the current theoretical integration under the
same paradigm in the Chapter 1 (i.e., information processing theory and foraging theory under an
information overload paradigm). To achieve the purpose, this study investigates online
information structures through understanding the process of consumer information foraging,
which attempts to demonstrate a necessity of ecological perspective (Hantula, 2010, 2012) in
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association with information processing theory (Bettman, 1979). Accordingly, the study explores
patterns of consumer information foraging in order to approach an ontological issue in
information overload paradigm – the question of more is better vs. less is better – through
capturing appropriate information structures that consumers establish and consider in the online
context.
The procedure of the study follows a sequential process from broad to detail investigations. First,
the study explores general behavioral tendencies of online activities through examining
demographics, and ordinary and purchase activities online. Second, the study provides an
overview of general tendencies of online behavior among goods and services to look into item’s
category-specific foraging activities online. Third, the study investigate the process of consumer
information foraging in the online context, including two perspectives: strategic process of
consumer information foraging, and general patterns of strategic information foraging including
travelling sources and time, and relevant sources and initial points. Last, the study investigates
decisional difficulty of specific goods and services, consisted of four products and two services.
Conclusions of the research provided in the end. Then, the conclusion provides.
General Behavioral Tendencies of Online Activities
General Characteristics of Consumers in the Online Context
After executed a pretest, the current study employed an online survey limiting the US samples
and provided $2 reward per individual (For the questionnaire of the exploratory study, see
Appendix A). The online survey was conducted in Amazon Mechanical Turk (Mturk) that
allows researchers to obtain high-quality data with minimum monetary reward (Buhrmester,
Kwang, & Gosling, 2011; Little, Chilton, Goldman, & Miller, 2009). One hundred thirty six
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individuals participated in the study but thirteen individuals eliminated due to incomplete or
inadequate answers. Thus, the study captured 123 individuals and retained to use in analyses.
The brief demographics and the Internet use are capsulated in Table 2.1(see Appendix A. Part I).
Table 2.1 Demographics and the Internet Use
Measurements
Gender

Descriptive Statistics
Male (n = 65, 53%); Female (n = 58, 47%)

Age

- Median = 3 (25–34 year-old category)
- 78% of individuals fell in 20 to 40 years old categories.

Yearly income

- Median = 3 ($30,000–$39,999 range)
- 78% of individuals were $20,000 to $ 59,999 ranges.

Monthly spending

- Mean = $1,024 (SD = 823.1)
- 94% of individuals spent money less than $2,500.

Daily Internet use

- Mean = 6.73 hours (SD = 3.18)
- 92% of individuals use the Internet ranged from more than 2 hour to less
than 10 hours.

Frequency of
online purchase

- Mean = 3.37 (SD = 1.19)
- 76% of individuals relatively frequently shopped through the online.

Experience of
online purchase

- Mean = 3.55 (SD = 1.92, )
- 79% of individuals had an experience of online purchase within a month.

Note: N=123; SD = standard deviation.

Individuals demonstrated a relatively balanced gender composition (Male= 53% vs.
Female=47%) and their age ranged between 20 year-old and 40 year-old mostly (78%), which
may indicate that the sample had reasonably represented major users of the Internet. On average,
they spent 6.73 hours per day using the Internet (58%) and 92% of them used the Internet less
than 10 hours per day, which surmises that online users use the Internet for satisfying a variety of
their needs involving particular purposes. This result would represent a rather higher average of
the US samples compared to 5.71 hours per day in 2011. However, the European Travel
Commission, an association of national tourism organizations, acknowledged that the daily use of
the Internet kept increasing approximately 20 percent every year. In addition, their yearly
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income showed a similar average income in the US in 2011 ($41,560, source from the U.S.
Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis), and their average money spending for
shopping was $1,024 per month (fixed costs excluded, such as housing, insurance) and 94%
individuals spent less than $2,500. Remarkably, most individuals had an intention of online
purchase. For example, the data showed that seventy-six percent of individuals frequently
shopped online and had done son within the immediate month (79%). These results indicated
that online shopping is prevailed in the current market environment and suggested that exploring
online activities are unavoidable to understand consumers’ behavioral patterns online,
particularly the processes of information acquisitions in purchase decisions. That is, “how
consumers forage for information online so as to complete purchase decisions.” To answer this
important question, the next section investigated ordinary foraging activities of consumer in the
online context.
Ordinary Foraging Activities of Consumers in the Online Context
Nowadays, consumers do a variety of activities through navigating the Internet. To understand
the process of information foraging, a fundamental question about online behavior is “what kinds
of activities do online users.” Particularly for consumers, “what kinds of products or services
consumers generally intend to purchase online,” and “what attributes do they consider as
important features to make purchase decisions when they browse and search for the information
online.” To answer these three questions above, this study conducted exploratory data analysis
to provide a basis for the hypothesis testing in the current study, which focused on descriptive
explanations through three parts of open-ended questions with asking five answers for each
question (see Appendix A. Part I). One noted that the questions asked five answers but proffered
“not applicable (N/A)” option in order to guarantee freedom of choices following ecological
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rationale (Dhar, 1997; Schwartz, 2000). The first part asked about ordinary online activities to
explore how much portion of the activities are related with information foraging (i.e., what kind
of activity do you generally do on the Internet). The second part included questions about
frequently purchased items and important consideration in purchase decisions (i.e., what kinds of
products or services do you usually buy online, and what are the most important considerations
when you are shopping online).
As a qualitative study, this section included the manual intercoder-reliability-check coding
schemes for the open-ended questions, which is widely used in content analysis to ensure
reliability (Tinsley & Weiss, 1975). In the questions, this study provided some examples of
“how to answer” to respondents as much as they can make clear and short answers (see the openended questions in Appendix A. Part I). For example, for the major activities, this study
provided some examples such as “visit blog,” “go shopping,” and “browse or search for
information about something.” To conduct classification procedures, this study hired three PhD
students as coders and made them individually doing manual coding of verbatim records in order
to achieve relatively higher quality of coding (i.e., inter-coder reliability check through reading
and applying codes to the same responses). Then, the individually coded of verbatim records
collected and met together to make an agreement to give a numbering for each coded-category.
The brief instruction for the procedure of the manual coding scheme was as follows:
1) Read all the responses to familiarize them with the range of themes mentioned.
2) Create a codebook based on the familiarized themes using verbatim records, individually.
3) Calculate the count of responded words or phrases in the answers from the higher
frequencies to the lower frequencies.
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4) Use the words or phrases that frequently reported directly by participants are classified
into the verbatim codes as much as applicable if those words or phrases can be classified
into common categories to represent particular activities or items (e.g., laptop, shopping,
price, etc.).
5) Discuss the remained unclear responses together to code and manually impute to the
existing verbatim codes and/or generate new verbatim codes if it is applicable, based on
agreements.
6) Impute disagreed words or phrases into “others,” if any, based on consensus.
7) Quantify the codes on consensus toward assigning a series of numbering (i.e.,
categorization through a dummy coding).

Along with this manual coding, another coding scheme was applied to categorize the specified
goods in the ordinary purchasing activities through benchmarking generalizable terms from
online shopping malls (e.g., Amazon, ebay, and Expedia), which likely proffers a basis of the
least debatable to complete categorizations. The results of the ordinary online activities and
purchase activities are tabulated in Table 2.2.
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Table 2.2 Online Activities: Ordinary and Purchase Activities
General Online Activities
Major online
activities
(N/A= 0.2%)

1. Works & Tasks (online job and
education, doing homework) (19.4%)
2. Browsing and searching for general
information (News) (16.7%)
3. Social media (Facebook, twitter, blog)
(15.3%)
4. Communication (Email, Online chat,
VoIP) (13.8%)

5. Online contents for entertainment
(streaming movie and music, online
game) (13%)
6. Online shopping (purchasing goods or
services (11.4%)
7. Browsing or searching for information
about goods or services (10.2%)

Online purchase
activities
(N/A= 2.1%)

1. Fashion items (Clothing &
accessories) (17.7%)
2. Travel services (booking hotels,
flights, transportations) (13.2%)
3. Computer-related & tablets (laptop,
PC, tablets, e-readers, HDD, RAM)
(12.4%)
4. Online contents for entertainment
(streaming movie and music, online
game) (11.4%)
5. Books & e-books (10.6%)
6. Health & personal care products
(Vitamin & supplement, hygiene
items) (9.6%)

7. Cell phones (6.3%)
8. Home appliance (TV, DVD player,
Stereo system) (4.4%)
9. Portable gadgets (CD/MP3 players,
Camera) (2.4%)
10. Home goods (furniture, Kitchenware)
(2.1%)
10. Gift, including gift cards (2.1%)
12. Others (bill payment, mating,
automotive parts, etc.) (1.6%)
12. Foods (1.6%)
14. Toy (1.5%)
15. Financial service (stock investment &
trading) (1%)

Important
Considerations in
online purchase
(N/A= 2.6%)

1. Reliability & reputation of websites
(21.3%)
2. Delivery speed (13.8%)
3. Item price (13.3%)
4. Delivery cost (9.4%)
5. Large assortments of items (8.3%)
6. Service quality (customer service, free
or cheap return policy) (8%)

6. Recommendation & reviews (8%)
7. Web quality (easy to search, diverse
payment methods, web speed) (6%)
8. Web security (protection of privacy
and credit card information) (5.2%)
9. Promotional deals (discount, cashback,
coupon (4.1%)

Note: For each section of question, the total number of data set is 615 since the each section consists of
five questions and total respondents are 123 individuals (i.e., 123×5=615). The sequential numbering in
each section indicates percentile ranks, excluding a N/A category.

The result demonstrated that individuals entailed diverse online activities and various
informational considerations in purchasing items online as tabulated in Table 2.2. The coding
scheme decomposed into seven types of activities in the major online activities. More than 50%
of individuals aimed to do three major online activities, such as works or tasks (19.4%),
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browsing and searching for general information (16.7%) and social media activities (15.3%).
Ostensively, 26.9% of individuals forage for information (rank 2 and 7) and 30.8% of individuals’
activities are highly probable to include the information foraging during works and purchases
(rank 1 and 6), represented 57.7% in total. These results implied that online users have a higher
tendency to forage for information through online to accomplish various information needs.
Moreover, 21.6% individuals showed a somewhat higher purchase intention during the process
of the information foraging (rank 6 and 7), which indicated an importance of understanding
behavioral patterns of the information foraging to make a purchase online. The rest of the
activities included social media (15.3%), online communication (13.8%), online contents for
entertainments (13%), online shopping (11.4%), and gathering goods and services (10.2%).
Particularly, social media and communication essentially entailed interpersonal exchange of
information among consumers who have the same or similar interests, resulting in shaping the
process of consumer information foraging (Kettinger & Li, 2010; Kock, 2005).
For online purchase activities, the results demonstrated that individuals consider purchasing a
variety of items disintegrated into fifteen categories. Individuals tended to be interested in the
service category at the highest (rank 2, 4, and 15: 25.6%). The categorization based on the rank
followed in this order: electronics in total (rank 3, 7, 8, and 9: 25.5%), fashion items (rank 1:
17.7%), books and eBooks (rank 5: 10.6%), and health and personal care products (rank 6: 9.6%).
These five major categories of products and services represented 89% purchase among the
fifteen categories, which conjecture that the items in the online purchase is rather skewed to a
particular items and thereby leave the role of brick-and-mortal business.
When purchasing those kinds of products and services online, interestingly, participants believed
that the most important informational considerations were exceptionally delivery issues (rank 2
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and 4: 23.2% in total) rather than directly item-specific information (rank 3 and 5: 21.6%), which
surmise a concurrent consideration of both items and surroundings to acquire necessary
information as a unified information structure. Then, the website’s reliability and reputation
(21.3%) is one most considerable factor in online context when consumers intend to purchase
items. Taken together, these results demonstrated that consumers were more likely to consider
non item-specific attributes associated with item-specific attributes in the process of information
foraging. In other words, when researchers consider processes of information acquisitions, it
should simultaneously consider not only item-specific information but also non-item-specific
information (e.g., environmental factor), which calls for a holistic view of informational quantity.
General Tendencies of Online Activities among Goods and Services
Item Category-Specific Foraging Activities of Consumers in the Online Context
This section consisted of item’s category-specific questions for measuring purchase intention and
important consideration on the purchase in order to examine whether the item-specific
information structures require in the process of consumer information foraging (i.e., item
preference within each category and item-specific considerations). The classical distinctions in
economics between goods (tangible or material goods) and services (intangible or immaterial
goods) have widely been used to explaining consumption behavior (Hill, 1977). According to
Hill (1977), goods are classified accordingly as an “item’s relative duration of life” after
acquiring the good – i.e., durables and nondurables. Based on this classification, this study took
account of durables (e.g., electronic products), nondurables (e.g., health and personal care
products), and services (e.g., immaterial products) as specified categories of goods and services.
In addition to the classification, both foraging theory and information processing theory
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commonly assume that processes of information acquisition aims to accomplish final
consumptions of particular goals (e.g., purchase decisions). For attaining a particular goal, thus,
the current study expected different weights of informational compositions across categories of
item along with important attributes in common. That is, unique characteristics of item
categories would make different information structures in terms of importance of informational
consideration.
For each category, this study could obviously assign subcategories according to the total
percentile rank of online purchase in Table 2.2 (i.e., a category of the electronics as the durables
and a category of service as the services). To allocate the nondurables, on the other hand, this
study selected health and personal care items instead of fashion items, based on the rationale of
which the nondurables has a relatively short duration of time which the benefits from certain
services can be derived (Hill, 1977, p.321). In terms of use-by date, holding the frequency of
purchase as constant, fashion products would be considered as the durables because those tend to
serve a relatively long-durational benefit due to no expire dates, whereas health and personal
care products obviously serve as nondurable due to a relatively short-durational benefit due to
specific expire dates. From this perspective, this study assigned the electronics, the health and
personal care and the services as the three representative subcategories for durables, nondurables,
and services. The results by the three subcategories are delineated in Table 2.3 (for the openended questions, see Appendix A. Part II).
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Table 2.3 Online Purchase Activities on Categories of Goods and Services
Online Purchase Activities

Electronics

Purchase
(N/A= 1.6%)

1. Computers (Laptops, PC) (19.2%)
2. Cell phones (18.9%)
3. Tablets (12.8%)
4. Computer peripherals (HDD, RAM, Printer) (9.3%)
4. Home appliance (TV, home audio & theater) (9.3%)

6. Portable Players (CD, DVD, MP3) (8.8%)
7. Others (Calculator, GPS, Radio, etc.) (5.7%)
8. Headphones (earphone, earbud, headset) (4.2%)
9. Cameras & camcorders (3.7%)
10. Game consoles (3.4%)
11. Kitchen appliance (microwave, electronic kettle)
(3.1%)

Important
considerations
(N/A= 2.0%)

1. Brand of product (reliability, reputation, experience)
(20.5%)
2. Product Price (20.2%)
3. Product quality (performance, durability) (15.9%)
4. Product design (look, appearance) (14.1%)
5. Product functionality (number of function & features)
(5.9%)
6. Review (customer review, feedback, rating) (4.6%)

7. Online malls’ customer service (return policy,
warranty) (4.4%)
9. Product compatibility (3.3%)
10. Product novelty (newness) (2.8%)
11. Ease of use for items (2.0%)
12. Online malls’ promotional deals (discount,
cashback, coupon) (1.8%)
13. Online malls’ shipping cost (1.5%)
14. Product portability (weight, size) (1.3%)

Note: For each section of question, total number of data set is 615 since the each section consists of five questions and total respondents are 123 individuals (i.e.,
123×5=615). The sequential numbering in each section indicates percentile ranks, excluding a N/A category. N/A indicates no answer.
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Table 2.3 Online Purchase Activities on Categories of Goods and Services (Continued)
Online Purchase Activities

Health &
Personal
Care

Purchase
(N/A= 2.3%)

1. Multivitamins (vitamins & nutritional supplements)
(21.8%)
2. Oral care (toothpaste, toothbrush, gargle, floss)
(20.8%)
3. Soaps & cleansers (face, hand, body) (13.5%)
4. Hair care (shampoo, conditioner, treatment, etc.)
(13.2%)
5. Personal hygiene (shaving gel, deodorant, tampon,
sanitizer) (9.3%)

6. Lotions (face, hands, body) (8.1%)
7. Medical care (allergy, cold, prescription, etc.)
(4.1%)
8. Beauty care (Perfume, cosmetics cologne) (3.6%)
9. Others (air freshener, lens cleaner, detergent)
(1.8%)
10. Paper products (tissue, paper towel, diaper, etc.)
(1.5%)

Important
considerations
(N/A= 1.5%)

1. Product price (20%)
2. Brand of Product (reputation, company) (17.4%)
3. Product ingredients (natural, organic, eco-friendly)
(15.4%)
4. Product quality (efficacy, benefit, multi-functionality)
(15%)
5. Sensory factors about product (ingredient smell &
taste, package color) (5.9%)
6. Product safeness (side effect, hygienic) (4.6%)
7. Review (doctors’ recommendation, customer review,
rating) (4.4%)
8. Product popularity (availability, not assortment)
(3.3%)

9. Product volume (size, amount, bulk) (2.8%)
10. Prior experience (overall history of use) (2.1%)
11. Duration for use (expire date, manufacture date)
(2%)
12. Online mall’s promotional deals (discount,
cashback, coupon) (1.8%)
13. Online malls’ customer service (return policy,
warranty) (1.6%)
13. Ease of use for items (1.6%)
15. Online mall’s shipping cost (0.8%)
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Table 2.3 Online Purchase Activities on Categories of Goods and Services (Continued)
Online Purchase Activities
Purchase
(N/A= 3.3%)

Services

1. Hotel reservation (18.5%)
2. Transportation reservation (flight, train, taxi, bus)
(17.4%)
3. Travel package (travel or tour package) (13%)
4. Homecare service (fix, extermination,) (9.9%)
5. Entertainment reservation (movie, theme park, concert,
event, etc.) (8.8%)
6. Online contents (streaming, apps, game, education,
etc.) (5.9%)
7. Car rental (5.7%)

8. Healthcare service (insurance, appointment)
(5.2%)
9. Bill payments (mobile, internet) (3.1%)
10. Others (car maintenance, flower, etc.) (2.8%)
11. Restaurant (reservation, information) (2.6%)
12. Cruise reservation (1.5%)
12. Gift cards (restaurant, retailer, product) (1.5%)
14. Financial service (stock investment & trading)
(1%)

Important
1. Served item quality (25%)
considerations 2. Served item price (18.9%)
(N/A= 0.5%) 3. Served item location (geographical convenience,
attractiveness) (14.8%)
4. Item provider brand (hotel reputation) (10.6%)
5. Online mall’s convenience (availability, easy payment,
ease of web-use) (8.1%)
6. Online mall’s reputation (reliability, security) (7.2%)

7. Ambience of place (restaurant, accommodation)
(5.9%)
8. Reviews (review, feedback, recommendation)
(4.9%)
9. Online mall’s customer service (cancellation,
guarantee) (2.4%)
10. Online malls’ Promotional deals (discount,
cashback, coupon) (1.3%)
11. Prior experience (good memory) (0.5%)
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The results demonstrated that individuals were willing to purchase a variety of products and
services online. From the results of the coding scheme, the category of electronics were divided
into eleven subcategories; that of the health and personal care sorted into ten subcategories; and
that of the services classified into fourteen subcategories. Regarding the category of the
electronics, computers ranked first (19.2%), and sequentially following, were cell phones
(18.9%), tablets (12.8%), computer peripherals (9.3%), home appliance (9.3%), portable players
(8.8%), and so forth. These six top-ranked product categories represented 78.3% in total.
Exceptionally, individuals highly intended to purchase computer-related products and cellphones
(60.2%). In the category of the health and personal care, the ranking was formed in this order:
multivitamin (21.8%), oral care (20.8%), soaps and cleanser (13.5%), hair care (13.2%), personal
hygiene (9.3%), lotions (8.1%), and so forth. These six product categories occupied 86.7% in
total. Particularly, individuals had a higher interest in multivitamin and oral care product
(42.6%). The category of the services demonstrated five high ranked services: hotel reservation
(18.5%), transportation reservation (17.4%), travel package (13%), homecare service (9.9%), and
entertainment reservation (8.8%). These five high ranked service categories corresponded to
69.1% in total. Especially, individuals paid close attention to tourism-related services (46.2%).
Taken together, the three subcategories of goods and services did not seem to demonstrate the
overall distinctive patterns concerning the proportional change. Each subcategory had three topranked products/services, which commonly occupied more than 50% in total with the similar
proportion among them. These findings extrapolated that consumers tend to have commonly
preferred product and service through online purchase although they did purchase activities with
a variety of products and services. The results also implied that consumers were likely to have
stronger motivation to forage for the information about those preferred items than for the
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information about other items because the particularly favored items would have greater
attention and involvement to forage for information through using greater efforts compared with
the non-favorable items.
Regarding the important informational consideration in purchase decisions (i.e., priorities of
attributes), it generally consisted of various attributes from eleven to fifteen factors when
foraging information about products and services as capsulated in Table 2.3 (health and personal
care > electronics > services). As expected, individuals reported rather different priorities about
the most important informational considerations among the three subcategories. For example,
brand of item was the first in the electronics (20%); price of item was the highest ranking in the
health and personal care (20%); and quality of served item was the top ranking in the service
(25%). However, these three attributes in each category – price, brand, and quality – were
regarded as commonly important attributes in all categories, which represented 56.1% for the
electronics, 52.4% for the health and personal care, and 54.5% for the services. Figure 2.1
illustrated that those similar and dissimilar compositional priorities among the three categories.
While the price accounted for its importance evenly across categories (18.9% to 20.2%), the
importance of brand in the electronics (20.5%) and the health and personal care (17.4%)
outdistanced from its importance in the service (10.6%). Contrariwise, the importance of quality
in the service (25%) far surpassed its importance in the electronics (15.9%) and the health and
personal care (15%). Combining results about information consideration, the findings explicated
a coexistence of common and specific importance of informational components among the item
categories, which may provide an assumption of different degrees of information overload
depending on the categories of goods and services.
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Figure 2.1 Three Major Attributes among the Categories of Goods and Services

In addition, a considerable number of consumers were likely to weigh priorities to 4-8 attributes
across categories, representing around 70%, although somewhat different structures for weighing
attributes detected in the sample (Table 2.3). Furthermore, importantly, the results presented that
consumers considered not only directly item-specific attributes but also non item-specific (i.e.,
environmental) attributes as important informational considerations (Table 2.3: the electronics –
ranking 6, 7, 12, and 13 [12.3%]; health and personal care – ranking 7, 12, 13, and 15 [8.6%];
and the services – ranking 5, 6, 8, 9, and 10 [23.9%]). Interestingly, this finding showed that the
environmental attributes greatly influenced shaping the process of service information foraging
rather than that of goods, suggesting that information foraging strategy varies in the nature of
categorical differences (e.g., material goods vs. immaterial goods) (Hill, 1977). Taken together,
these results suggested that when consumers forage for information to make a purchase decision,
they are likely to consider direct attributes for goods and service themselves more than
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environmental attributes for them, yet both forms of informational attributes interactively
influence shaping the process of consumer information foraging. In other words, when
consumers evaluate and judge information about an item aimed to purchase, their minds for
making decision are not independently but reciprocally affected by the item-specific information
and the environmental information at the same time (i.e., ecological rationale) (Todd &
Gigerenzer, 2007).
Ecological Information Foraging in the Online Context
Strategic Process of Ecological Information Foraging
As suggested by prior research, the current study expected that consumers have an information
foraging strategy to acquire relevant information (Hantula, 2010, 2012) and they primarily use
online search engines (Jansen, Zhang, & Schultz, 2009). This is important to understand the
process of consumer information foraging in the Internet environment in terms of behavioral
patterns “how consumers acquire information through which sources” because information
foraging patterns may provide possible clues related with information overload. For example,
we may see how consumers reduce amounts of information and capture necessary information as
examining the foraging processes, and which information sources help consumers to make a
better decision through investigating information structures in the sources selected by consumers.
Hence, this section primarily explored general behavior of information foraging online so that we
understand overall patterns to acquire necessary information and structure of information sources.
To explore, this section consisted of three major processes: 1) the process of strategic
information foraging, 2) general tendencies of information foraging among the three
subcategories concerning navigating sources and time, and 3) relevant sources and initial point
among the three subcategories in the process of the information foraging (see all related open89

ended questions in Appendix A. Part III). First, the examined items for strategic information
foraging included favorable search engines and own-strategies (rules) on foraging for
information. For questions of the strategic information foraging, two follow-up questions
involved comprehending it in depth. Especially, this study conducted a three-step approach for
examining information foraging patterns, which was an aspect of repeated measures to detect
consumers’ own-strategies in their minds. Hence, all three steps would show relatively consistent
results on the assumption that rudiment of foraging mechanism would be solidified from prior
experience in an adaptive fashion. The first step proffered a simple question and asked a question
“In general, do you have any strategy for getting the necessary information when you begin a
search for product/service information” with three choice options: yes, no, and maybe. As a
detailed question of the first step, the second step consisted of open-ended questions and aimed
to understand much about the reason(s) for the choices in the first step. The questions separately
provided by each choice in the first step (yes, no, or maybe) and asked the questions “if you
chose yes from the previous question, can you explain what kinds of strategies or rules do you
use to obtain the relevant information” or “if you chose no (or maybe), please explain why.” As a
repeated question to the second step but from more general perspective, the third step included
an open-ended question to capture general process of information foraging and ask the question
“now tell us how you gather information about product or services in general.” The basic
classification schemes for step 2 and 3 were the same as the method in section 2.3. However, the
coding scheme here focused on the patterns of information foraging, and thus, the coding scheme
used schematic patterns rather than assigned dummy coding through numbering as presented in
Table2.4 (i.e., where an individual navigates from a source to another source in the process of the
information foraging).
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Table 2.4 Strategic Process Patterns of Ecological Information Foraging
Measurements

Descriptive Statistics

Search engine

Google (92.7%); Bing (3.3%); Yahoo (2.4%); Others (1.6%)

Own-strategy

Yes (73.2%); Maybe (13.8%); No (13.0%)

Choice Patterns of Strategic Information Foraging
Yes 1. NI (6)
16. IPC-SE (4)
2. BW-IPC-CR_ER
17. IPC-SE-BW
3. BW-PW-OF-PS
18. IPC-SE-CR
4. BW-SE-PW
19. IPC-SE-CR-BW
5. CR neg
20. IPC-SE-CR-BW-CR-PK
6. CR-ER
21. IPC-SE-CR (2)
7. CR-PS_OS (2)
22. IPC-SE-CR_ER
8. CR-PW
23. IPC_SE-CR-OS_BW
9. CR-SE-CR (2)
24. OF-CR-SE
10. DS (2)
25. PW prom
11. ER-BW-SE
26. PW-CR
12. ER_CR-OS_PW
27. ROS kwd
13. IPC (3)
28. ROS-CR
14. IPC-CM_TM_OF
29. ROS-CR neg
15. IPC-PW
30. ROS-CR-SE

31. ROS-CR-SE-IPC
32. ROS_PW-CR-OF_ER
33. ROS-SE-OF-CR
34. ROS-SE-OF-CR-SE-OS_PS
35. PS-OS-CR-SE-PW
36. SE
37. SE kwd (4)
38. SE kwd fp (2)
39. SE kwd-BW
40. SE kwd-CR
41. SE kwd-IPC (3)
42. SE kwd-PS-IPC
43. SE kwd-PW (2)
44. SE kwd-PW-CR (2)

45. SE kwd-PW-CR_IPC_OF
46. SE-BW-OS
47. SE-BW-PW
48. SE-CR-OS-CR
49. SE-CR-PW (3)
50. SE-ER-CR
51. SE-IPC-CR
52. SE-IPC-OS_PS
53. SE-OS (2)
54. SE-PW (3)
55. SE-PW-CR-OS_PS
56. SE-PW-ER
57. SE-CR-BW-IPC
58. TM-BW-ER-OS
59. TM_IPC

Maybe 1. NI (2)
2. DS (6)

3. PK
4. PK-IPC

5. SE kwd fp (2)
6. SE (4)

7. IPC

4. PK-SE (only if it needs, with
confidence or no hassle) (2)

5. PK (own idea-independent
choice)
6. PW (product in minds,
reliable sources) (2)

7. DS (item-specific, different
specification) (3)

No 1. NI (4)
2. SE (3)
3. SE kwd-PW (2)
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Table 2.4 Strategic Process Patterns of Ecological Information Foraging (Continued)
Categorized Codes in Strategic Information Foraging















NI: Not be identified to classify or merely say “no”
ALL: Do all browse and search information as much as possible
BW: Brand websites (companies and manufacturers, not retailers)
CR: Customer reviews & recommendation in OS or PW, excluding OF
DS: Very complex and flexible strategies that use different procedures according to categories of items (i.e., item-specific)
ER: Expert reviews & recommendation (product review from 3rd parties, companies, representatives)
IPC: Direct interpersonal communication (family and friends, and colleagues, associates, etc.)
OF: Online forum through social media, such as Facebook, twitter, forum sites, and so forth
ROS: Reputable online stores that is online basis (Amazon, Trip Adviser, EBay, etc.)
PK: Prior knowledge-or experience-based
PS: Physical stores (local stores, none of any online-origin stores; if a website mentions among PS, it regards as PW)
PW: Particular websites (mentioned websites or specific websites, other than ROS)
SE: Search engine (Google, Bing, web search)
TM: Traditional media (TV, newspaper, radio, Catalog/Brochure, etc.)






fp : “first page only” in search engine
kwd : only if it indicates using item-specific keyword(s) or merely says “keyword(s)” when searching
prom : only if any promotional offers mentions (deal, discount, coupon, et.c)
neg : only if it says negative reviews emphasizes; otherwise, positive or both types reviews

 Hyphen: a sequential flow of information foraging
 Underbar: and/or (i.e., the flow level is the same)
Note: N = 123. The number in parenthesis indicates the respondents who were categorized into the same foraging pattern.
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The results demonstrated that individuals dominantly prefer using Google as a main search
engine to other search engines (Jansen et al., 2009; Lu & Yuan, 2011) when they foraged for
information about products or services (92.7%). With respect to the first step, the result showed
that when foraging for information, a considerable number of individuals had “own-strategy”
(73.2%), and the rest of participants showed either “maybe have own-strategy” (13.8%) or “do
not have own-strategy” (13%). These results implied that consumers are likely to set up basic
strategic schemes before foraging for information rather than just randomly start foraging for
information (Hantula, 2010, 2012). This implication may suggest that, to a certain extent,
consumers employ deliberative information foraging to acquire the necessary information that
matches their purpose.
In the second step, this study examined reasons for the choice in the first step. To interpret the
information foraging strategies, the interpretation is based on the section of the categorizations of
abbreviated codes in Table 2.4. For example, an interpretation of the 45th code (SE kwd-PWCR_IPC_OF) in “Yes” can be: to forage for information, a consumer firstly uses search engine(s)
with keyword(s), goes to particular website(s), and then looks at customer reviews, consult
directly with person(s), or goes to social media website(s). For another example, the 34th code
(ROS-SE-OF-CR-SE-OS_PS) can be interpreted as to forage for information a consumer goes
firstly to reputable online store(s), uses search engine(s), goes to online forum website(s) such as
social media website(s), then looks at customer reviews and goes back to search engine(s), then
goes again to online store(s) or local store(s).
Among individuals who chose “yes,” their schematic strategies divided into fifty-nine processes
among ninety individuals. This result, generally speaking, indicated that consumers are likely to
use idiosyncratic strategies of information foraging from an individual to an individual.
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Nevertheless, several common patterns for the process of consumer information foraging found
in the data. First, twenty-three codes elucidated that the information foraging was begun with
search engines, and then other initial points came the interpersonal communications (eleven
codes), the reputable online stores (eight codes), and customer reviews (five codes) in that order.
Specifically, the search engine played a role as a transitional point in the process of consumer
information foraging as well. For example, many of individuals used search engines after
gathering initial information from interpersonal communication, brand websites, or reputable
online stores (twelve codes). Second, in conjunction with search engine, interpersonal
communication is one of the most important information sources to substantiate foraging
strategies. The findings also provided a clue that consumers tend to establish basic strategies to
capture necessary information, implying self-reduction processes of informational amounts to
achieve quality decisions. In combination, the results suggested that online search engines
played an important role not only as an initial gate of the process of consumer information
foraging (Lu & Yuan, 2011) but also as a transitional point to re-configure the information
foraging. Third, consumers foraged for necessary information through navigating several
different sources as the form of scatter-gather processes (Fu & Pirolli, 2007), which indicates
that the navigation would recursively implement in the process of the information foraging. This
result extrapolated that the recursive process of the information foraging would occur as a way of
self-determination or self-justification in order to reduce perceived risks from limited own
knowledge. However, the recursive process may increase informational ambiguity or conflict as
increasing not only quantities of information but also numbers of information sources (Daft &
Macintosh, 1981). Last, informatively, even though the rest of participants chose “maybe” or
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“no,” individuals seemed to have own-strategy (Table 2.4) but they might not regard their own
means of information foraging as a strategy or rule.
Taken together, overall findings in the second step suggested that online search engines help
outperforming information foraging with less effort and more efficient processing through
curtailing time and navigating costs. Moreover, interpersonal communication either online or
offline is also an important source to establish an initial information foraging strategy and justify
found information in the favorable search engines. These patterns of information foraging imply
that the Internet would be an efficient, effective tool to elicit necessary information from the
online sources (e.g., saving time and effort through filtering data) although the Internet sources
provide virtually endless information.
The third steps investigated general patterns of consumer information foraging, and the coding
scheme was the same as in the second step to provide the same interpretation. This investigation
aimed to repeat the second step but ruled out the term “strategy” to examine general patterns of
information foraging compared to the second step. In this regard, the current study predicts that
overall patterns in both the second step and the third step would demonstrate similar results. The
coding scheme classified the process of consumer information foraging into seventy-nine paths
as described in Table 2.5.
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Table 2.5 General Process Patterns of Ecological Information Foraging
General Patterns of Information Foraging
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

ALL (5)
BW
BW_PW-SE-ER
BW-ER-PW
BW-SE-PW-IPC
CR_ER
DS (2)
ER_SE-PW
ER-OF-PS-ER
IPC_SE-TM
IPC-ER-CR_ER
IPC-SE (2)
IPC-SE_ER-PS
IPC-SE-BW
IPC-SE-CR-PS
IPC-SE-ROS
NI
OF-CR
ROS (2)
ROS-CR
ROS-CR_ER
ROS-CR_ER_OF
ROS-CR_ER-PW
ROS-CR_ER-PW-IPC
ROS-CR_IPC-ER
ROS-CR-IPC
ROS-CR-OF_IPC

28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.

ROS-ER
PK
PK-SE (2)
PS
PS-ER-CR
PS-ROS-PW-SE
PW (2)
PW-CR
PW-ER
PW-IPC_OF_ER
SE (23)
SE fp
SE kwd (2)
SE kwd-CR-SE-PW_PS
SE kwd-PW (2)
SE_ER
SE_IPC
SE_IPC-ER
SE_IPC-PW
SE-BW
SE-BW-ER-IPC-PW_PS
SE-BW-ER-PS-PW
SE-BW-IPC-CR_ER
SE-BW-ROS
SE-CR
SE-PW-PS (2)
SE-ROS

55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.

SE-CR_ER (2)
SE-CR-ER
SE-CR-OF
SE-CR-PK
SE-ER_CR-ROS_PS
SE-ER_CR-PW_PS
SE-ER_CR-SE-PW
SE-ER_PW_BW
SE-ER-ROS
SE-ER-ROS_CR-IPC
SE-ER-ROS-CR
SE-IPC (3)
SE-IPC-CR_ER
SE-OF
SE-OF_CR
SE-OF_IPC
SE-ROS
SE-ROS-CR
SE-ROS-ER
SE-ROS-IPC
SE-ROS-PS
SE-PS-TM
SE-PW (7)
SE-PW-CR (2)
SE-PW-ER

Note: N=123. The number in parenthesis indicates the respondents who were categorized into the same foraging
pattern. The coding scheme is the same as the scheme in Table 2.4.

As expected, the results demonstrated that the general pattern of information foraging, by and
large, had similar patterns with the strategic patterns of information foraging in Table 2.4. For
example, the results underscored the importance of online search engines, reputable online stores,
and interpersonal communications as the same as the result in the second step. Moreover, after
acquiring some information toward interpersonal communications, consumers are likely to go
search engine to forage for necessary information, too. However, the results in the third step
provided some remarkable differences from the results in the second step.
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Although the important role of search engines was consistent with the result of the second step,
its use overwhelmingly dominated over other sources in the initial phase of the information
foraging, which occupied forty-two types of schemes out of seventy-nine schemes in total
(exceeding more than half among all foraging schemes). Moreover, after initial phase of the
information foraging, the reviews either from customers or from experts, perhaps, played an
important role to reconcile with the information gotten from the first phase, which imply
adaptive processes of the information foraging through activities of a self-determination or selfjustification about acquired information. Furthermore, as we conjectured in the second step, the
results demonstrated that the individuals who said “maybe and no” obviously have ownstrategies in general to forage for information (e.g., not identified [17th code] contained only one).
However, one might be considered that consumers might differently perceive the term “strategy”
as a very specific foraging process when acquiring information about products or services. This
consideration may suggest that the use of the term “strategy” should be more carefully applied to
examine the process of consumer information foraging because individual can differently
respond to the same or similar answers.
General Patterns of Ecological Information Foraging: Travelling Sources and Foraging Time
In the first part, the current research found that consumers tended to use a variety of processes of
strategic information foraging. The second parts, as a follow-up part, examined the number of
sources and the time-spent to understand “how many different sources consumers navigate and
how much time consumers spent to forage for information among the subcategories (i.e., the
electronics as durables, the health and personal care as non-durables, and the services).” As
detected recursive foraging patterns in the first part, this part would provide some clues about
recursive foraging pattern and total time-spent on foraging for information. The questions asked
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separately by the subcategories, “How many different websites do you typically visit when
buying an electronic product (a health and personal care product or service product)” and “how
many hours (approximately) do you usually spend finding an electronic product (a health and
personal care product and service product) that you want to purchase.” The results for each
subcategory of goods and services were summarized in Table 2.6.
Table 2.6 The Number of Sources and Foraging Time in the Information Foraging
Electronics

Health &
Personal Care

Services

Numbers of
Information
Sources

- M = 2.44 (SD = 0.83)
- 94% of individuals navigate 2-7 websites, up to more than 13
websites.

Information
Foraging
Hours

- M = 2.75 hours (SD = 1.28)
- 68% of individuals spent 1-3 hours, up to more than 5 hours
- An individual (0.8%) spent less than 1 hour

Numbers of
Information
Sources

- M = 1.87 (SD = 0.63)
- 87% of individuals navigate 1-4 websites, up to 10 websites

Information
Foraging
Hours

- M = 1.51 hours (SD = 0.72)
- 61% of individuals spent less than 1 hour, up to 3 hours
- 38.2% of individuals spent 1-3 hours

Numbers of
Information
Sources

- M = 2.32 (SD = 0.67)
- 88% of individuals navigate 1-7 websites, up to 13 websites

Information
Foraging
Hours

- M = 2.44 hours (SD = 1.14)
- 67% of individuals spent 1-3 hours, up to more than 5 hours
- 24.3% of individuals spent less than 1 hour

Note: N = 123. M = mean value; SD = standard deviation.

With respect to foraging the numbers of information sources and the time-spent, the results
showed that individuals were likely to process somewhat different foraging patterns among the
categories when examining means and standard deviations (Table 2.6). For example,
respondents tended to navigate smaller numbers of websites and shorter time-spent in acquiring
information about health and personal care products, compare with electronic products and
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services. Interestingly, consumers navigate similar numbers of websites in electronics and
services while they spent more time to forage for necessary information about electronics than
about services. Along with mean difference, the results of the standard deviation in the number
of websites and the time-spent demonstrated that the category of the electronics had larger
standard deviation than that of health and personal care, while that of services had similar but a
smaller dispersion on average.
Overall, in terms of travel and time costs, the combined results from the mean suggested that the
effort of the information foraging in purchasing an electronic product greater than in purchasing
a service and a health and personal care product respectively. Moreover, the combined results
from the standard deviation conjectured that the informational equivocality would be larger when
foraging for the information of an electronic product than when foraging for the information of a
service and a health and personal care product respectively. In support, this study independently
computed one-way ANOVA to examine the categorical difference on the numbers of
information sources, and on the time-spent. To run one-way ANOVA, this study aggregated the
separated three categories as a unified set (i.e., total population was equaled to 369 from 123
samples for each category multiplied with three categories) and generated three categorical
dummy variables. The results demonstrated that there existed different patterns for using the
number of information sources and for spending time among the three categories of goods and
services, when consumers forage for information – the numbers of information sources (F(2,366) =
21.58, p < 0.01) and the time-spent (F(2,366) = 44.31, p < 0.01). To examine “how the patterns are
different,” this study ran a post hoc test through computing the Tukey HSD that compares meandifferences between the categories in detail, and the results capsulated in Table 2.7.
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Table 2.7 Multiple Comparison of Mean Difference among Item Categories
Measured Item
The numbers of
information sources

Categories
1

2

3

Time-spent

1

2

3

Mean Difference

s.e.

p

2

.569

< .01

3

.114

n.s.

1

-.569

3

-.455

1

-.114

n.s.

2

.455

< .01

2

1.236

< .01

3

.309

.063

1

-1.236

3

-.927

1

-.309

.063

2

.927

< .01

.092

.137

< .01
< .01

< .01
< .01

Note: s.e. = standard error; n.s. = not significant; Category 1 = the electronic product; Category 2 = the
health & personal care products; and Category 3 = the services.

Overall, for the time-spent and the numbers of information sources, the electronic products and
services characterized as homogeneous subsets while the health and personal care products
remained as a heterogeneous set, based on the criteria of studentized range q = 2.35 (α=0.05).
However, it noted that the category between the electronic products and services resulted
marginally heterogeneous in the foraging time while clearly homogeneous in the numbers of
information sources (Table 2.7).
To take a close look the result from the Tukey tests, this study additionally examined the
proportion of densities among the categories, which represented the contribution of the group as
a proportion of the total at each measured factor level and indicated relative proportion among
the categories. The results demonstrated that the each category had relatively different patterns
in the numbers of information sources and the time-spent as shown in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2 Proportions of Densities among Categories of Goods and Service

Note: Horizontal-lined area represents the electronic products; no-lined area represents the health & personal care
products; and vertical-lined area represents the services.

To interpret the proportion of densities, for example in the foraging time with level 1 in the
horizontal axis, the electronic contributed about 8% and the service contributed about 13%,
while the health and personal care contributed about 79%. This result indicated that when
consumers intended to purchase a health and personal care product, their information foraging
time was much shorter than when intended to buy an electronic product or a service. That is, the
current study could know the contribution at each item category’s subcategories, and the
overview of the proportion provided general tendencies among all the subcategories. In general,
the more foraging time the more websites consumers were likely to navigate, and the ordering
for this was following the electronic products, the health and personal care products, and the
services in this order. Particularly, the category of health & personal care clearly showed
differences from the other two categories, which was characterized by short time-spent and
smaller numbers of information sources. Interestingly, the service likely characterized as a
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hybrid behavioral pattern between the electronic and the health and personal care in terms of
foraging efforts on time and sources.
General Patterns of Ecological Information Foraging: Relevant Sources and Initial Points
This section focused on examining “what information sources consumers generally consider as
informative sources in the process of information foraging” and “from which sources consumers
begin to forage information in each category of the goods,” respectively (for detail, see Appendix
A. Part III). The main purpose of these investigations is three folds: exploring 1) importance of
online sources, 2) reliability of online media, and 3) initial point of the process of consumer
information foraging to support the previous section, the strategic information foraging. From a
series of investigations, the current study expected that these investigations would help
understanding environmental structures of information sources, because consumers are likely to
have preferred sources commonly, and thereby, the sources’ characteristics influence shaping the
process of consumer information foraging (e.g., online sources vs. offline sources).
The generally preferred information sources provided eleven options in the part of the
information sources while the generally reliable media proffered seven options (excluding an
“others” option in all parts). Moreover, the general belief questions particularly allowed multiple
choices to understand consumers’ preferred sources, based on the assumption that consumers
tend to consider several sources to acquire relevant information (c.f., Table 2.2). With respect to
the general beginning points of the information foraging, this study provided 12-options for each
category but we imposed make a choice (excluding an “others” option in all categories of the
goods).
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Table 2.8 Information Foraging: Heterogeneity of Relevant Sources and Initial Points
Measurements

Foraging Sources

Preferred sources*
(M = 4.21 sources)

1.
2.
3.
4.

Online stores (93.5%)
Company websites (61.0%)
Family & friends (58.5%)
Third-party review websites
(49.6%)
5. Social media (37.4%)

6. Local stores (34.1%)
7. Online magazines (24.4%)
8. Magazines (22.8%)
9. Daily newspapers (18.7%)
10. Online news (17.1%)
11. Others (0.04%)

Reliable Media*
(M = 2.7 media)

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

Item Categories

Beginning Points of Information Foraging

Electronics

1.
2.
3.
4.

Online stores (45.5%)
Company websites (18.7%)
Search Engine (15.4%)
Third-party review websites
(6.5%)
5. Local stores (5.7%)

6. Family & friends (3.3%)
7. Online news (1.6%)
8. Magazines (1.6%)
9. Social media (0.8%)
10. Newspapers (0.8%)

Health &
Personal Care

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Search engines (23.6%)
Online stores (20.3%)
Local stores (18.7%)
Company websites (12.2%)
Family & friends (11.4%)

6. Third-party review websites
(7.3%)
7. Magazines (3.3%)
8. Catalogs & Brochures (3.3%)

Services

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Search engines (31.7%)
Online stores (19.5%)
Family & friends (13.8%)
Company websites (10.6%)
Third-party review websites
(9.8%)

6.
7.
8.
9.

Company websites (81.3%)
Social media (54.5%)
News/Magazines (48.0%)
TV commercials (38.2%)

Catalogs & Brochures (33.3%)
Radio (10.6%)
Others (0.02%)
No media (0.02%)

Local Stores (6.5%)
Social media (4.9%)
Catalogs & Brochures (2.4%)
Others (0.8%)

Note: The measured items that participants selected were only included in this table.
*
The measurements used multiple choices from the foraging sources (i.e., foraging sources) (Choice = 1 and no
choice = 0), and thus, the total sum of the foraging sources in each measurement is not a 100 percentile. That is,
each item of foraging source is mutually exclusive one from another in a measurement.

As expected, the results showed that the participants navigated diverse sources to foraging for
relevant information and they believed in several sources as reliable media (Table 2.8), which
support the part of the strategic information foraging. On average, consumers navigated 4.21
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sources and considered 2.7 sources as reliable sources to forage for relevant information, which
indicated that consumers tend to implement concurrent browse-search behavior (Xia & Monroe,
2005) and represent patch concepts travelling from a patch to another patch to complete the
process of the information foraging. Overall, most preferred information sources are online
sources (i.e., online stores, company websites, and third-party review websites), but a direct
communicational sources through interpersonal exchange of information are also considerable
(i.e., Family & Friends) (Kock, 2005). The role of the traditional information sources seemed to
be declined (i.e., daily newspapers and magazines). These results suggested that the role of
online information sources is crucial to provide necessary and/or relevant information to
consumers but that of the interpersonal communication sources is also critical to influence the
process of consumer information foraging. This foraging pattern is consistent with the result of
the strategic information foraging. This phenomenon may indicate that when they forage
information, consumers have a tendency not only to pursue multiple sources across online and
offline sources but to weight on convenience of information acquisition (e.g., efficiency through
minimization of travelling time to get information). For example, prior research suggested that
both online and interpersonal communication sources are considered as reliable and convenient
sources to acquire quality information (Johnson & Kaye, 2002; Woudstra & van den Hooff, 2008;
Zimmer, Henry, & Butler, 2007). Again, the results demonstrated that consumers tended to
navigate several resources in order to indulge their information-needs, which imply that
consumers are likely to process browse and search for information simultaneously. This
implication would be important because Xia and Monroe (2005) argued that prior research has
been focused more on search than on browse, and that studied separately for the two parts of
processing behavior (also, see Janiszewski, 1998). These authors suggested an integrated
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examination of browse and search because browsing and searching behavior should see as a
continuum. For explaining this continuum, a patch concept in foraging theory is useful to
understand simultaneous browse-search continuum during the navigation among information
sources because the term “foraging” contains both meanings of browse and search (e.g., travel
between patches and catch for targeted prey within a patch) (Hantula, 2010, 2012; Pirolli, 2007).
For the reliable media as shown in Table 2.8, individuals believed that the information provided
by company websites is the most reliable media (81.3%), and respectively the information
foraged in social media (54.5%), news and magazines (48.0%), TV commercials (38.2%),
catalogs and brochures (33.3%), and so on. The results indicated that most consumers have a
tendency to believe the company websites as objective sources for acquiring information.
Interestingly, consumers are likely to believe social media as reliable media to acquire objective
information rather than traditional media sources, such as news, magazines, TV commercials,
and catalogs & brochures. This result implied that consumers characterize as active foragers
rather than as passive receivers to acquire information, because they are likely to enhance
objectivity of information provided by companies through interpersonal communication (e.g.,
information exchange) (e.g., Kettinger & Li, 2010). Moreover, combined with the results from
the preferred sources, the fact of having several reliable media conjectured that consumers likely
confront equivocal situations including conflict opinions or ambiguous information (Daft &
Macintosh, 1981), which determine their decision types (i.e., choose one or several, or defer
choices). For example, when consumers have more than one informative data, they are prone to
face decisional dissonance (e.g., increase of indecisiveness). That is, the more a variety of the
sources the higher likelihood of idiosyncratic information contains, which result in increasing
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indecisive situations because consumers perceive conflict or ambiguity as a risk in decisionmaking (Daft & Macintosh, 1981; Frishammar, Floren, & Wincent, 2011; Neill & Rose, 2007).
Figure 2.3 Consumers’ Favorable Information Sources and Beginning Points

Note: N=123. The total sample size in the general information sources is based on each source while the total
sample size is in the initial point is based on the whole sources in each item category.

When foraging for information, individuals began with somewhat diverse sources, depending on
the three categories of items in this study as graphically delineated in Figure 2.3 (also, see Table
2.8), resulting in the same consequences with the strategic information foraging overall (also, see
Table 2.4 and 2.5). This result indicated that consumers are likely to have item-specific initial
points in the process of information foraging. Concerning the category of the electronics,
consumers outstandingly chose online stores (45.5%), and company websites (18.7%) and search
engine (15.4) sequentially followed. Combined those three sources covered 80% among the
twelve sources. Regarding the category of the health and personal care, consumers chose several
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resources rather evenly: search engines online stores (23.6%), local stores (20.3%), company
websites (18.7%), and family & friends (11.4%), which covered 86.4% in total. Respecting the
category of the services, consumers noticeably chose search engines (31.7%), and successively
online stores (19.5%), family & friends (13.8%), company websites (10.6%), and third-party
review websites (9.8%), which composed of 85.4% in total.
Combining all results in this section (Figure 2.3 and Table 2.8), several points are notable.
Overall, when consumer started to navigate sources to forage information, consumers
dominantly selected online sources (i.e., digital data) rather than traditional sources (i.e., analog
data). Nonetheless, consumers acquired relevant information in the traditional sources and
believed in traditional sources as reliable sources. Consistent with this result, the previous result
in the general online activities in the first section, a considerable number of individuals used the
Internet for browsing and searching for general information through news (c.f., Table 2.2).
These results imply two folds. 1) while consumers mainly acquire relevant information through
online sources, they are likely to consider the traditional sources as complementary sources to
justify or determine whether the selected item(s) are reliably correct; and 2) consumers may use
the traditional sources when browsing information, and then they tend to use the browsed
information from those sources as basic knowledge to form an initial point in the process of
information foraging for specific products or services.
The online store, overall, was a predominant source to acquire relevant information in the
process of consumer information foraging (Figure 2.3), which is consistent with the results in the
strategic information foraging (c.f., Table 2.4 and 2.5). Almost all consumers had a tendency to
forage for information in this source irrespective of the specific category of products and services.
Although this source has not been considered as an information source in tradition, the result
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suggested that its sources regarded as “a symbiotic medium” that contains objective and
somewhat subjective data (i.e., item information and individuals’ reviews).
For interpersonal communication sources, this study considered direct and indirect sources (i.e.,
family & friends and social media respectively). Individuals used both direct and indirect
interpersonal communication sources to satisfy their information-needs. In addition, they,
overall, believed in social media as a reliable source although these media include greater
subjective opinions. This point suggested that the information provider-receiver relationship
consists not only of company-consumer but also of consumer-consumer relationships. That is, to
form information structure of goods and services, reconsideration of information structure would
be necessary, as prior research suggested “informational exchanges” that means the existence of
different interpretation for the same information provided by companies (Kettinger & Li, 2010).
Although the indirect communicational sources did not much considered as an initial point to
foraging for information (Figure 2.3, also see Table 2.4 and 2.5), the direct sources, particularly,
played a role to shape an initial process of consumer information foraging about the health &
personal care and service products (c.f., Table 2.4 and 2.5). Interestingly, this pattern did not
much took account of foraging for the information about the electronic products, and thereby, it
perhaps connoted that consumers tended to forage for relevant information about the electronics
by individual with less communication with others or to have rather fixed preferred items in their
minds when compared with the categories of the other items.
Local stores would be an important source when consumers forage for information about the
health & personal care, which implied that consumers had a tendency to carry out relatively
short-time information foraging in the category of health and personal care products (c.f., Table
2.6). In addition, both information foraging and decision-making would be done simultaneously
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in local stores when consumers intended to purchase to health and personal care products.
However, the result also showed that consumers are slightly more prone to start foraging for the
information in this category through navigating search engines and online stores. This
phenomenon might be due to an integrated category between health and personal care, even
though consumers are familiar with this categorization, which suggest dividing health product
from personal care product (e.g., multivitamins vs. toothpastes).
Decisional Difficulty of the Specific Goods and Services
Decisional Difficulties among Four Products and Two Services
This section primarily explored decisional difficulties on the three categories of goods and
services (Hill, 1977) and these categories assigned into the three subcategories: electronics,
health and personal care, and services (c.f., Table 2.2). Among the three subcategories, finally
the current study selected six items (two items for each category), based on the priorities of
preference in the online purchase (c.f., Table 2.3).
Moreover, the selected two items in each category were divided by price levels (i.e., high and
low) in order to look behavioral patterns in depth. A rationale of specific categorizations is an
assumption of which the process of consumer information processing would be different by both
item categories and price levels. For example, prior studies suggested the price is one of the
most important factors to determine the purchase decisions (Grewal & Marmorstein, 1994) and
the degree of cognitive efforts in decision processes (Bettman, Luce, & Payne, 1998). Therefore,
this study conjectured that the price would affect the degree of decisional difficulty associated
with categories of goods and services and thereby this section investigated decisional difficulties
according to within- a subcategory (i.e., price based) and between-subcategories (i.e., item-
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category based). As examples, we considered laptop vs. mp3 player within the same category
and toothpaste vs. ticketing movie between categories.
Based on the above criteria, the current study selected “laptop” and “cellphone” as the durables,
“multivitamin” and “toothpaste” as the nondurables, and “travel package” and “hotel booking”
as the services. For the cellphone, especially, this study controlled through using a phase “the
service contract is equal among service providers” since cellphones typically have a hybrid form
of product and service. To examine overall decisional difficulties, this study conducted
descriptive analysis and computed one-way ANOVA and then Analysis of Means Method
(ANOM) as delineated in Table 2.9 (see Appendix A. Part IV).
Table 2.9 Difficulties of Decision Making in Each Product and Service
Category

Durables

Nondurables

Services

Subcategory

Electronics

Health & Personal Care

Services

Laptop

Cellphone

Multi-vitamin

Toothpaste

Travel
Package

Hotel
Booking

M

2.8

3.06

3.37

4.15

3.25

3.19

SD

1.15

1.28

1.0

0.75

1.12

1.03

(N = 123)

ANOM
(α = .05)

Note: Inverse 5-point Likert type scales (1 = very difficult – 5 = very easy). The smaller mean value, the greater
difficulty is. UDL = upper decision limits, and LDL = lower decision limits.
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As expected, the descriptive analysis demonstrated that participants were likely to have different
decisional difficulties among the six products and services overall. In general, for between
categories, individuals perceived that the purchase decision of electronic products were more
difficult than services and health & personal care product, respectively. Ostensively, consumers
perceived that the decision-making for purchasing a laptop (M = 2.8) was the most difficult
among the six products and services while that of purchasing a toothpaste (M = 4.15) was the
least difficult among them. On the other hand, consumers seemed similarly to perceive
decisional difficulties among other products and services (M range: 3.06 to 3.37). Interestingly, the
results of standard deviations showed rather similar patterns to the patterns of decisional
difficulties. That it, while the health and personal care products had the obviously smaller
deviations, the electronic products had the larger deviations and the services had locating in the
middle (Table 2.9). Regarding within each category, the price, by and large, would have an
important role to shape the process of consumer information foraging since two descriptive
statistics showed differences between two products in each category. The effect of the price was
the most dominant within the health and personal care (multivitamin vs. toothpaste), within the
electronics (laptop vs. cellphone), and the services (travel package vs. hotel booking)
respectively. A combined result from the two descriptive results suggested that foraging for the
information about the electronic products would have greater information equivocality than other
two products and services, yet the variation of the degree of information equivocality in the
electronics was much larger than others were. Moreover, even in the same category of product,
the process of consumer information foraging would vary in response to price levels. This result
implied that research for the information foraging should be examined with several categories of
goods and services to provide precisely plausible results, which is not much considered in
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previous studies under information overload paradigm – e.g., domain-specific dependency
(Tooby & Cosmides, 2005).
To investigate this phenomenon in detail, this study computed one-way ANOVA to examine the
product-specific difference on the decisional difficulty. To run one-way ANOVA, separated data
sets were aggregated into a data set (i.e., Total population was equaled to 738 data points from
four products and two services multiplied with 123 samples – i.e., 123 × 6 = 738) and created six
categorical dummy variables. The result showed that there was an overall difference of the
decisional difficulty among six products and services (F(5,732) = 24.4, p < 0.01). To decompose
overall differences, as post hoc method, this study used analysis of means (ANOM), which
compared each group mean to the overall mean (Nelson, Wludyka, & Copeland, 2005). The
result was described in Table 2.9 and supported the results from the descriptive analysis. When
consumers intended to purchase a laptop and a cellphone, they perceived greater decisional
difficulties than when intended to purchase other products and services at α = .05 significance
level. On the contrary to these, when consumers made a decision for purchasing a toothpaste,
they tended to perceive much easier than other products and services at α = .05 significance level.
As described in the descriptive analysis, by and large, the two services (travel package and hotel
booking) located between the electronic products and the health and personal care products.
However, the two services did not differently perceive the decisional difficulty from
multivitamins statistically, which may provide interesting points in terms of amounts of
information because there could have a different degree of intentional ignorance of information
or very selective consideration more highly in the categories of nondurables and services than in
the durables. In other words, we may actually do not know how much amount of information
(e.g., attributes) are actually different from one to another; nonetheless, consumers demonstrated
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general tendencies as a series of results among categories of items. This may suggest different
approaches are relevant to answer the question in the information overload paradigm.
In addition, complementally but informatively, this general descriptive pattern showed consistent
results from the previous sections in this chapter, and particularly in part of the number of
information sources and the time-spent in Table 2.6. Broadly, services are likely to process
similar patterns between electronic products and health and personal care products in the process
of consumer information processing. Moreover, the result possibly implied that the positive
relationship between the degree of effort and the decisional difficulty in the process of consumer
information foraging.
Conclusion
The results demonstrated consistent behavioral patterns in the process of consumer information
foraging, as expected in the current study. The results provide different perspectives within the
heated debate over information overload paradigm through integrating the concepts between
foraging and information processing theories. That is, the consideration of a holistic view of
information structure is likely to contribute plausible answers to the ontological issues in the
information overload paradigm. Consumers perceived quantity, quality, and environment as
components of information structures when they foraged for necessary (or relevant) information.
Based on the results, the exploratory study suggests remarkable points in the process of
consumer information foraging. First, consumers are likely to rely on online sources rather than
on traditional sources when they intend to purchase products or services, implying the
importance of online sources. Second, when consumers intend to purchase online, they consider
not only items’ attributes but also environmental attributes, implying postulation of a holistic
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perspective of information structure (reconciliation of quantity and quality interact with
surroundings). Third, consumers are proactively forage information through travel a variety of
sources in adaptive (or evolved) manner, not passively receive information in maladaptive (or
non-evolved) manner, which implies a prerequisite of integrative perspective between ecological
perspective (foraging theory) and importance of browse-search continuum (information
processing). Along with travelling a variety of sources, this result also implied a possibility of
informational conflicts (or ambiguity) from diverse sources for the same product or service in the
process of consumer information foraging. Fifth, consumers likely used item-specific strategy to
forage for information due mainly to different characteristics of goods and services categories,
such as durables, nondurables, services. Nonetheless, regardless of the characteristic of the
categories, search engine and interpersonal communication tend to play a role as the fundamental
communality to shape an initial point of the sequential foraging. Sixth, the combined results
suggested that the time pressure is an important issue in the process of consumer information
foraging, since consumers travelled different number of sources and spent different foraging time
among product categories. Therefore, the results in the exploratory study demonstrated the
relevance of the theoretical integration between foraging and information processing under
information overload paradigm. The results suggested several consideration to examine the
effects, such as the issues of information structure, equivocal information, types of decisions (i.e.,
decision-related alternatives), and consequences (i.e., decision-related responses), associated
with time pressure. Those issued variable will consider as main interests in the next chapter, and
the next chapter will propose some hypotheses and conduct empirical tests.
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CHAPTER 3. PROPOSED HYPOTHESES AND PILOT STUDIES
A Proposed Hypothetical Framework for Testing Empirical Study
From the exploratory study, the current study captured importantly considered points among
three categories of goods and services, such as information structures, equivocality of
information, decision-related responses (satisfaction, or dissatisfaction and regret), and decisionrelated alternatives (one choice, choice deferral, or no choice), associated with different time
pressure. The current research proposed a hypothetical model from the results of the exploratory
research as described in Figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1 Hypothetical Framework of Empirical Tests

Note: The current study empirically uses laptop computers (durables), Multivitamins (nondurables), and travel
packages (service) in order to represent each category of item. Solid lines indicate hypothesis 1 and 2 related
expectations and dotted lines represent hypothesis 3 and 4 related expectations. Lower-case letters in the circle
designate the sub-hypotheses 1 and 3.
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Regarding the quantity of information, the current study focuses on the large amount of
information since previous studies suggest that information overload widely occurs in this
situation, resulting in negative emotional consequences (Scheibehenne et al., 2010). In addition,
the complexity of information (i.e., conflict and ambiguity of information) also affects
information overload in terms of information quality (Bidkar, 2012; Greifeneder et al., 2010;
Mengis & Eppler, 2012). To differentiate from previous studies, the current study use the
quantity of information as total quantity of information and the quality of information as total
quality of information because both dimensions in information structure interact with
environmental components to influence our minds (Todd & Gigerenzer, 2007). For example
based on the results in Chapter 2, the quantity of information is accumulated by the information
provided from diverse sources, including heterogeneous opinions or reviews, although its
information relates with the same item. The quality of information interplays with information
arrangements or important considerations in foraging for information, such as indirectly related
factors with a targeted item (e.g., delivery fee or website design). That is, consumers are
ameliorators that follow an adaptive method to consider dynamic surroundings in terms of an
ecological perspective, which contains both spontaneity and strategy in the process of consumer
information foraging. In addition, the hypothetical framework will use three representative
goods and services, including laptop computers, multivitamins, and travel packages as suggested
by the result of decisional difficulty in Chapter 2. Therefore, the current study proposed four
main hypotheses under the two philosophical perspectives in Chapter 1, and then formulated
several sub hypotheses under the results of the exploratory study in Chapter 2.
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Hypotheses
Hypothesis 1. As the total amount of information is presented differently in the sequential
foraging phase, the amount of information will have different effects on information overload
– the perceived equivocality of the information, the number of decision related alternatives,
decision-related responses and the likelihood of purchase. The effect of the amount of
information will be heterogeneous across item categories (durables, nondurables, and
service).
H1a: The greater amount of information presented, the greater the perceived equivocality of
the information.
H1b: As the perceived equivocality increases, the positive decision-related responses
decrease.
H1c: The more perceived equivocality, the more decision-related alternatives will be
considered.
H1d: As more decision-related alternatives are considered, the positive decision-related
responses decrease.
H1e: The number of decision-related alternatives mediates the relationship between the
perceived equivocality and decision-related responses.
H1f: As positive decision-related responses decrease, the likelihood of purchase decreases
(purchase vs. purchase deferral or no purchase).
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Hypothesis 2. Time pressure will accelerate the effect of the total amount of information on
information overload. This effect of the amount of information under time pressure will be
heterogeneous across categories of items (durables, nondurables, and service).
Hypothesis 3. As the quality of information is presented differently in the sequential foraging
phase, the quality of information will have different effects on information overload – the
perceived equivocality of the information, the number of decision related alternative,
decision-related responses and the likelihood of purchase. The effect of the quality of
information will be heterogeneous across item categories (durables, nondurables, and
service).
H3a: The higher quality of information presented, the lower the perceived equivocality of
the information.
H3b: As the perceived equivocality decreases, the positive decision-related responses
increase.
H3c: The lower perceived equivocality, the fewer decision-related alternatives will be
considered.
H3d: As fewer decision-related alternatives are considered, the positive decision-related
responses increase.
H3e: The number of decision-related alternatives mediates the relationship between the
perceived equivocality and decision-related responses.
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H3f: As positive decision-related responses increase, the likelihood of purchase increases
(purchase vs. purchase deferral or no purchase). The impact of this result will be
greater than that of H1f.
Hypothesis 4. Time pressure will attenuate the effect of the quality of information on
information overload. This effect of the quality of information under time pressure will be
heterogeneous across item categories (durables, nondurables, and service).
Pilot Studies
The pilot study aims to test how consumers differently perceive various information structures
that particularly appeal to the online environment. In detail, what kind of structures of item
specification consumers prefer in the online environment (e.g., features and benefits) and how
much amount of informational attributes is appropriate to consumers. Therefore, the pilot study
includes both information structures within-patch and between-patch, which concurrently cover
information quantity, quality and environment. Since existing literature has emphasized on the
amount of information, this pilot study provided little amount of information set (i.e., 7 attributes)
to compare with large amounts of information sets (33 to 54 attributes), based on the real
information sources for the same product (e.g., different descriptions of the same product among
online shopping malls). The quantity of information consists of the item-specific attributes and
those attributes with including non-item-specific information, including both within-patch and
between-patch information. To the quantity of information, this study adopts the “chunk”
concept as measuring the amount of information (Simon, 1974). A chunk is one unit of
informational attribute (e.g., 3rd generation Intel Core i7 3520M, a type of CPU, as a unit of
informational attributes) as traditional manipulated in the existing marketing literature. The
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concept of informational layout (e.g., layer) applies to elucidate the information arrangement,
which indicates the hierarchy of contents such as the information structure from detailed
specifications to unified specifications and the structural dimension of contents. Regarding the
hierarchy of contents, for example, the processor, the display and graphic are the same level of
hierarchical information layer that compose of a computer. Each of these layers includes detailed
specifications as a subordinate layer (e.g., a processor consists of CPU, Socket, performance
level, etc.). Regarding the structural dimension, the dimensions can divide into item-related
specifications (item-specific and non-item-specific chunks), environmental information (reviews
and metaphor), and visualized specifications (pictures and metaphors) (See Appendix B.
displayed types of product’s specifications).
In addition to the layers, the pilot study considered five types of informational structures: the
little amount of information (set 1 – 2), the random-list of item-specific attributes only (set 3 – 4),
the random-list of item-specific attributes plus non-item-specific attributes (set 5), the arrangedlist attributes through categorizing individual items (set 6 – 7), and arranged attributes using
traffic-light metaphors (set 8 – 9) (For detail about its concept, see Bittman, 2012). Notes that the
sets from 6 to 9 include non-item-specific attributes, called environmental attributes (e.g.,
delivery information within an online shopping mall and reviews from internal customers and
external experts). Hence, each participant deals with 313 chunks in total through reviewing nine
types of product specifications (between information patches). The pilot study randomized
display orders from the set 1 to 9 independently to examine an individual set of information
structure (i.e., within-patch) and then to investigate all sets of information structures showed at
the same time (i.e., between-patch). This examining procedure allows measuring formulation of
different information structures that would answer the conflict results of the information
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overload, based on consumers’ perception of the displayed information structures (i.e.,
specifications of the same product). Therefore, this study expected that there exists perceptual
differences among the five different types of information structures to understand a product’s
benefits and features and to determine the degree of information amount in purchase decisionmaking. In other words, consumers would prefer larger information sets when the information
structure in the set when specification is well-arranged and includes environmental information
associated with item-specific information. To examine the expected hypotheses above, the
questions in the within-patch consist of sufficiency and adequacy of information to understand a
displayed product while the questions in the between-patches include usefulness, confusion, and
satisfaction of displayed information (For detail, see Appendix B).
One hundred eighteen individuals participated in the pilot study through Amazon Mechanical
Turk (Mturk), but 5 individuals were excluded due to a violation of screening question (i.e.,
please answer this question “neutral”). Therefore, the current study captured 113 individuals and
was retained to use in analyses. The retained individuals were 32.5 year-old on average (range:
18 to 66; SD = 10.44), and 52% were male and 48% were female. In addition, 100 individuals
were American and 13 individuals were non-American including Indian, Korean, etc.
The results in the within-patch demonstrated that, as informational chunks increased, participants
tend to become not only better understanding about product's benefits and features but also to
have adducible gauge of whether purchase or not (Table 3.1). These results implied that
consumers are likely to prefer the situation with more information when foraging for information.
On the other hand, the results in the between-patch suggested that the interpretation in the
within-patch is true if or only if the displayed information was well-arranged and the
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environmental information interplayed with item-specific information (the section of usefulness
and satisfaction regarding the specification of products). For example, many of participants
perceived that a little amount of information is not useful and satisfactory to understand a
product’s benefits and features. Nevertheless, the confusability to understand specification
showed rather conflict results. On one hand, forty-four participants (39%) did not feel confused
from the small amounts of informational attributes containing basic features only (set 1 – 2)
while fifty-nine participants (52%) did not feel confused from the large numbers of chunks
including the well-arranged specifications, especially in utilizing traffic-light metaphor (set 6 and
9). On the other hand, fifty-five participants (49%) felt confusing from the large number of
chunks provided with random-listed specification (set 3 –5); moreover, 26 participants (20%)
also felt confused from the large number of chunks composing of the greatest quality
specifications (set 9).
To examine the results of between-patch data sets, Chi-square test used to measure perceptual
differences among nine types of information structures. Regarding three dimensions among
between-patch measurements (see Table 3.1), the results demonstrated that consumers differently
perceived informational usefulness (the most useful structures: χ2(8)= 104.19, p < .001, and the
least useful structures χ2(8)= 326.09, p < .001), informational confusion (the most confusing
structures: χ2(8)= 66.33, p < .001, and the least useful information structures χ2(8)= 69.15, p
< .001), informational satisfaction (the most satisfactory structures: χ2(8)= 94.00, p < .001, and
least satisfactory structures χ2(8)= 220.48, p < .001).
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Table 3.1 Overall Results of the Pilot Study
Within-Patch
Grouped
Structures
Sets of
Specifications
Understanding
specifications

1

2

2.59
(1.29)

Determining
purchase-decision

2.00
(1.06)

0

1

2

3

4

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

2.76
(1.19)

3.73
(.98)

3.92
(.83)

3.98
(.83)

4.2
(.62)

4.23
(.76)

4.21
(.81)

4.26
(.78)

2.08
(.99)

3.13
(.91)

3.26
(.88)

3.53
(.85)

3.45
(.85)

3.45
(.85)

3.65
(.90)

3.67
(.85)

Between-Patch
Most useful

4

4

3

4

5

12

26

15

40

Least useful

72

3

8

5

12

2

1

1

9

Perceptual difference between most and least usefulness: M = 3.98 (SD = 1.09)
Most confusing

11

6

23

4

28

4

5

6

26

Least confusing

27

17

2

3

5

9

15

5

30

Perceptual difference between most and least confusion: M = 3.65 (SD = 1.14)
Most satisfactory

4

7

3

8

6

10

25

10

40

Least satisfactory

60

5

15

1

14

1

3

3

11

Perceptual difference between most and least satisfaction: M = 4.06 (SD = .94)
Note: N=113. In the within-patch, the numbers indicate mean values and the numbers in parentheses indicate
standard deviations (5-point Likert type scale). In the between-patch, the numbers are based on counting participants,
except for the perceptual differences (5-point Likert type scale). Grouped structure bases on the amount of
information, the degree of arrangement, and the use of traffic-light metaphor.

The somewhat conflicting results may suggest that traffic-light metaphor should be formed with
a simple structure containing fewer colors to avoid information overload (e.g., color overload,
Alton & Manining, 2012). Among the information structures with information chunks with
random-list and item-specific information only (Set 1 – 4), participants tend to perceive the
information structure adding a picture as better information structures to understand the product's
benefits and features when comparing the same amount and structure of information.
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The overall results suggested that participants prefer including non-item-specific information in
association with item-specific information to item-specific information only. The overall result
implied that information structure would be a great concern to determine whether more
information is better or less information is better. This implication indicated the role of
ecological perspective – i.e., interaction between item-specific information and non-item-specific
information (environmental information) to answer the ontological issues of information
overload. In detail, by aggregating the data set from the separated within-patch data sets (113
samples × 9 specifications = 1017), ANOVA conducted to examine groups of information
structures and computed analysis of means (ANOM) to measure perceptual differences among
five types of informational structures (Figure 3.2). The results of ANOVA suggested that there
exists an overall difference in information structures as classified into 5 groups and 9 groups
when consumers perceived those information structures. When information structures were
divided into five groups, there existed perceptual differences as information structures changed
(F(4,1012) = 109.3, p < 0.01 for the degree of understanding product information; F(4,1012) = 107.85,
p < 0.01 for the degree of informational sufficiency). These results showed the same pattern
when the information structure was divided into nine product specifications (F(8,1008) = 55.25, p <
0.01 for the degree of understanding product information; F(8,1008) = 59.98, p < 0.01 for the
degree of informational sufficiency). The results of ANOM, as a technique of decomposing
overall differences, suggest that there are broadly three different information structures: the
structure with a small set, the structure with a random-list large set, and the structure with a wellarranged large set including graphical metaphor as an option (Figure 3.2).
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Figure 3.2 Different perceptions in the variety of Information Structures

In detail, correlation analysis between the dependent variables conducted and the result showed
in Table 3.2. The results demonstrated that three measurement dimensions are consistent with the
expectation of the current study.
Table 3.2 Spearman Correlations among the Between-Patch Measurements
(N = 113)

MU

LU

MC

LC

MS

Most useful (MU)
Least useful (LU)

-.421

Most confusing (MC)

-.351

.143

Least confusing (LC)

.345

-.231

-.451

Most satisfactory (MS)

.791

-.398

-.286

.373

Least satisfactory (LS)

-.467

.514

.208

-.153

* Bold = p < .01, Italic = p < .05
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-.475

The correlations would support that the directional relationship in the proposed hypotheses, as
useful information structures (holistic information structure under ecological perspective)
negatively relate with confusing information structures (equivocality) positively relate with
satisfactory information structures (decision related alternatives and responses). For instance, the
specification structure of informational usefulness has a positive, strong correlation with that of
informational satisfaction (r = .791), negative, moderate correlation with that of informational
confusion (r = -.351). Positive-negative relationships among three dimensions were mostly clear
to look at hypothetical relationship since most directional relationships are statistically
significant. Cautiously, the statistical significance in the correlation matrix suggests that the least
useful information structures may not be perceived as the most confusing structures, or the least
confusing information structures may not be perceived as the least satisfactory structures. These
results may be because the information structures include small number of products
specifications (c.f., Table 3.1). In addition, the Spearman correlation matrix regarding
nonparametric variables reflected an overview of relationships in the proposed hypotheses, and
those correlations provided some clue about the expectations of the proposed hypotheses as
shown in Table 3.2.
Regarding the somewhat conflicting results between 5 (random list) and 9 (categorization with
traffic-light metaphor), this study created a modified traffic-light metaphor in the information
structure so as to check its effect (see Appendix B). Regarding this new structure, the expectation
is that the new one should become the dominant structure in the three structures when testing the
greatest usefulness, confusedness and satisfaction among the information structures. Eight-two
individuals participated in this comparison study examining differences among three information
structures. Consistent with the expectation, the results of the additional study indicated that the
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new one is the dominant structure in the three informational structures (Figure 3.3). The
frequency test showed that the new structure of information demonstrates obvious difference (the
highest usefulness and satisfaction while the lowest confusedness). The χ2-tests showed
statistical significance for three measurements. These results suggested that the information
structure with the new traffic-light metaphor proves this metaphor’s effect.
Figure 3.3 Additional Manipulation-Checks of Information Structures

As a result, the pilot study suggested that the overall manipulation of information structures is a
reasonable way to answer the question of the ontological issues of information overload and that
the possibility of information overload is not only an issue of information quantity, but also a
result of information quality and environmental information. These results suggest that the
holistic view of information structures is necessary to explain the ontological issues of
information overload. The pilot study guided direction for manipulation of information structures
for conducting the empirical test in the next chapter (i.e., confusion of information structure) and
provided some clue that the format of information structures helps reduce information overload
among consumers when foraging for information. Thus, when taking these theoretical factors
into account, the current study justified a purpose to conduct a series of empirical tests.
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CHAPTER 4. EMPIRICAL TESTS OF PROPOSED HYPOTHESES
Overview
The paradigm of information overload focuses primarily on the mere quantity of information and
the decision-making stage to determine a response to the issue “more information is better; less
information is better.” While a series of studies under this paradigm have contributed to
explorations for consumer choices of products and services, those studies have, to a degree,
overlooked adscititious environmental information (e.g., structural differences of information
and categorical differences of items) as prerequisites. Based on the theoretical, philosophical
perspectives and the findings of exploratory and pilot studies, several notions may aid
responding to the information overload paradigm. First, the item's information structure
represents one important cue to responding to the issues (Scheibehenne et al., 2010). Neither the
amount of individual information overload nor the quality alone is significant; the holistic
structure of information is. Second, the adscititious environmental information influences the
purchase decision (Hantula & Wells, 2010). In addition to the amount and quality of information,
the environmental information influences the acquisition of the necessary information for
purchase decision. Third, along with the item's information structure, foraging behavioral
patterns for information acquisition are significant influences for determining whether or not
inforagers suffer from information overload during a certain period (e.g., Hantula, 2012; Kock et
al., 2008), because the information has a subjectively communicative characteristic (Kettinger &
Li, 2010). Fourth, Tooby and Cosmides (2005) emphasized domain-specific dependency, which
suggests that a situation of overload situation should differ according to an item’s category (e.g.,
durables, nondurables, and services) (Hill, 1977). Fifth, numerous studies among many
disciplines emphasized an important role of time pressure during decisions, and showed
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informative consequences, such as Choice vs. No Choice (Dhar & Nowlis, 1999), decision
strategy (Payne et al., 1988), risky choice behavior (Ben Zur & Breznitz, 1981), selective vs.
comparative judgment (Sanbonmatsu et al., 2011). Last, the traditional and ecological
methodological differences of deriving the information structure affect the degree of information
overload (e.g., Fantino, 1985). Consequently, the current study examines the role of iconic
information on the searched page including different proximal cues (H2 and H4) in association
with generic search icons (H1 and H2). Thus, previous chapters that conducted a series of
investigations revealed some clues for the assertion of the current study and provided efficacious
procedures for empirical testing. In turn, the purpose of Chapter 4 is to examine the proposed
hypotheses, which focus on the effect of diverse information structures on the resultant decision
processes through integrating Darwinian and Non-Darwinian perspectives (Kock, 2009, 2010b).
These theoretical and methodological integrations suggest a large, comprehensive perspective for
experimental design (between-within mixed model) through integrating the theoretical between
the Darwinian based framework (domain-specific condition among item categories within an
individual) and the non-Darwinian based framework (the amount of information among
information structures). In addition, the current study focuses on everyday decision-making (i.e.,
an ecosystem with virtually endless of information.) This condition provides fruitful insight into
the consequences of real consumer behavior by demonstrating the function of information in real
markets (see the behavior of inforagers in Chapter 2).
Information Structures for the Three Categories of Items
The current study uses three categories of items (laptop computers as durables, multivitamins as
nondurables, and travel packages as services), based on the results in Chapter 2 (Hill, 1977). To
select these three item categories, various online and offline sources provided data for these
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goods and services. The criteria for selection consist of three factors, fitting vignettes for each
category item: items' performance factor, risk factor, and convenience factor. To encourage
consumers’ sound purchase decisions for food, a created traffic-light metaphor as a graphic label
(Bittman, 2012) representing criteria, emphasized the informational labeling of foods from “the
perspective of consumers” and provided three dimensions (i.e., nutrition, foodness, and welfare).
The intention of this labeling and its metaphor is to assist consumers’ avoiding choices with
unhealthy consequences (i.e., obesity). The examples of the traffic-light metaphor appear in
Appendix B. The quality issue is important in consumers’ decision-making since no normative
definition of the concept of quality exists, and consumers have a habitual tendency toward
assuming more information would be better (see the pilot study’s results) (c.f., Rust, Thompson,
& Hamilton, 2006; Thompson et al., 2005, for the number of item's functionalities). Those three
factors become common considerations for choosing goods and service (see the exploratory
study). First, the performance factor consisted of the factors that indicate the degree of the
appropriateness to accomplish the main purposes arising from purchase decisions (laptop:
performance; multivitamin: potency; and travel package: relaxation/scenery). Second, the
safeness factor, as an inverse factor, consists of the perception of safety from anticipated risks
(laptop: durability; multivitamin: potential safeness; and travel package: outdoor safety). Third,
the convenience factor consists of accessibility and convenience (laptop: portability;
multivitamin: consumability; and travel package: accessibility). Based on the three item
categories (laptop computers, multivitamins, and services), the items employed in the empirical
tests selects 10 items in each item category to develop the structure of informational attributes as
described in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1 Three Categories of Items in the Empirical Tests
Item Laptop Computers

Multivitamins

Travel Packages

1

MacBook Pro Retina 15"

Ideal multivitamin

Phuket, Thailand

2

MSI GT70 17"

Xtendlife Total Balance

Pattaya, Thailand

3

HP ENVY TouchSmart 14"

DouglasLab Ultra Preventive X

Bora Bora, French Polynesia

4

Lenovo Idea Flex 14"

TraderJoe's Super Crusade

Lahaina, USA

5

ASUS ZenBook 15"

Pseudo-ideal

La Romana, Dominican Republic

6

Sony Vaio Z Series 13"

Shaklee Vitalizer Gold

Acapulco, Mexico

7

Lenovo ThinkPad X230t 12"

Vital4U Vitamin

San Pedro, Belize

8

Samsung ATIV Book 9 15"

Centrum multivitamin

Paradise Island, Bahamas

9

MacBook Air 13"

UP&UP multivitamin/mineral

St. John, US Virgin Islands

10

Sony Vaio Duo 13"

One-A-Day VitaCraves

Isla Mujeres, Mexico

Note: Multivitamins include two fictitious products to create an ideal product recommended by doctors or
nutritionists (Item 1) and to create a pseudo-ideal product likely to have acceptance among consumers (Item 5).

Experts’ reviews from leading hi-tech websites (e.g., Cnet.com, Gartner.com, PCmag.com,
PCworld.com, Tomshardware.com, ZDNet.com, etc.) and each product’s websites formed the
basis for selection and classification of laptop computers. Experts’ articles and forums (e.g.,
drugs.com, hsph.harvard.edu, multivitaminguide.org, naturalnews.com, webmd.com,
wikipedia.com, etc.) and each product’s website provided the basis for selection of multivitamins.
Selection of travel packages used websites: Aboutourism.wordpress.com, CNN.com,
Examiner.com, Expedia.com, Familygetaway.com, Nationalgeographic.com,
Travelleadersgroup.com, TripAdvisor.com, etc.). Along with the specifications and expert
reviews for the chosen items, the adscititious environmental attributes and customer reviews
referred to a variety of online shopping malls (e.g., Amazon.com, eBay.com, Expedia.com,
Newegg.com, TripAdviser.com, Hotwire.com, etc.). In addition, obtaining the information for
those products, including all categories, occurred during the same time-period to minimize the
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changeability of the selling prices and to maximize the marketability of the current products.
Particularly, travel packages are sensitive to seasons and points of departure, thus, this study
maintained a consistent seasonal date (2nd week of November, 2013) and the departing location
as John F. Kennedy Airport, New York, USA. While many websites influenced the composition
of the data for this study, the featured websites in each item category contained relatively similar
components that are considered as important information structures, suggesting forming the
informational chunks, categorizations and structures.
Structures of information in Hypotheses 1 and 2 represent a random-list format as treatment for
the amount of information (i.e., attributes), and the information on the search page has no
representation for communicative format (a generic type of icon), for example, the style of
Mouselab’s search page (e.g., Payne et al., 1988). In other words, no communicative formats
influence an increase of the informational amount on the search page (see Appendix F, Part I).
Each category of products contain ten different brands, and each brand has three different
information structures: Item-specific attributes (IS) includes certain attributes that directly
involve an item (e.g., attributes from laptop computer itself, and from hotel and flight
themselves); second, IS with adscititious environmental attributes (ISE) contains a seller’s
information, such as delivery and customer service information; and, third, ISE with item
pictures (ISEP) involves a representation of the item (see Appendix F, Part II). Based on the
condition of virtually infinite information, these incremental structures for the displaying
information automatically allow the condition of more information and yield a more holistic
structure for information, allowing a decision.
Hypotheses 3 and 4 basically use the same informational chunks as Hypotheses 1 and 2; however,
the structure of information in Hypotheses 2 and 4 has three differences to render quality to the
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information: 1) An arrangement that classifies informational chunks into same/similar categories
(e.g., Scheibehenne et al., 2010); 2) Use of the traffic-light metaphor (Bittman, 2012); and 3) Use
of proximal cues on the search page (Fu & Pirolli, 2007). In addition, the difference in
information foraging between Hypotheses 1 and 2 and Hypotheses 3 and 4 is equivalent to the
conditions between an artificial condition (generic approach) and a realistic condition (ecological
approach) in terms of browsing and searching for necessary information (e.g., a synergistic
coupling between the ecological and behavior analytic approaches: Fantino, 1985). Accordingly,
the displayed information structures in Hypotheses 3 and 4 not only change the information
search pages (between-patches) but also the each information set page (within-patch) so as to
investigate inforagers’ (i.e., consumers) ecological foraging for information. For example, the
search page includes three different types of proximal cues (i.e., communicative formats): text
only, text and brief reviews, and text and product icons (see Appendix F, Part III). These
different types of proximal cues allow inforagers’ heterogeneous foraging activities, resulting in
browsing information between patches by the degree of the scent of information and searching
for necessary information within a patch that has a strong scent (e.g., Fu & Pirolli, 2007; Pirolli,
2005). The displayed format of search pages follows the style of Google’s search engine, as
suggested by the results in the exploratory study (Chapter 2: Table 2.4) and by the findings in
existing literature (e.g., Jansen et al., 2009; Lu & Yuan, 2011). The displayed formats for three
categories of items appear in Appendix F, Part III.
Information of items has four different structures (Appendix F, Part IV): categorized itemspecific information (CIS), CIS with pictures (CISP), CIS with environmental information
(CISPE), and CISPE with reviews and the traffic-light metaphor (CISPERT). To create
informational categories for goods and service, the current study explores many different
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websites (Chapter 2, pp. 131-132). Then, this study classifies apparently nonstandard forms of
information into a standardized form by identifying commonality of used terms. For example, in
many cases, the specifications of multivitamins assign nutritional information in the same
information area without distinction among vitamin, minerals, other nutrients, additives, and so
forth. Moreover, categories may use rather different ingredient names for vitamins (e.g., biotin
[Vitamin H], or folic acid [Vitamin B9], etc.), perhaps resulting in confusion of an ingredient’s
characteristic, such as vitamin or mineral. Furthermore, the current study did not display the
detailed information of original ingredients in vitamins due to an exponential increase of
informational chunks. Vitamin A, as a conjunctive or a disjunctive form, can consist of retinol,
retinal, four carotenoids, beta-carotene, and so on. Therefore, through reducing informational
chunks, the current study standardized those kinds of unorganized nutritional information
structures as one of the ways to increase the quality of information (Appendix F, Part IV). Based
on some evidence in the exploratory and pilot studies, the image of items could represent higher
quality of information or not (for review, see Alton & Manining, 2012; Mengis & Eppler, 2012).
Since categorization is a default from the perspective of the quality of information, only the CIS
information structure has no images of the items (Scheibehenne et al., 2010) and the other sets
with higher degrees of information quality have images of the items when examining H3 and H4.
With respect to the review of the structure in CISPERT, this study displays overall scores only to
provide a concise structure of the displayed information. The reviews include customer reviews
and expert reviews. The reviews from customers arise from online stores, while those from
experts appear on professional review/forum websites or the product’s websites examined for the
experiments.
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Vignettes for the Three Categories of Items
The current study provides a specific vignette for each product category along with the findings
from the exploratory study (e.g., different types of searching for information among three
categories of products and different considerations for decision-making: Chapter 2) (vignettes
appear in Appendix C). The scenario of purchasing a laptop computer has two considerations
important for ordinary consumer: performance and entertainment. To minimize budgetary
considerations, this study characterizes the situation to include a person who is a high-salary
consultant and enjoys entertainment (Appendix C, Part I). Purchasing a multivitamin has one
purpose: to restore energy due to a busy work schedule and heavy workload in the office
(Appendix C, Part II). Under these circumstances, this study proffers that the hectic work
schedule motivates an online purchase, despite the exploratory study’s finding that acquiring
information begins in physical stores in many cases (Table 2.8 and Figure 2.3 in Chapter 2).
Purchasing a travel package also has two purposes: stress relief and obtaining pleasurable
memories with the family. Since the information presented is real, the expense was quite high for
purchasing an international travel package. To minimize the concern for cost, this study provides
the condition of a high salaried participant, allowing make the travel package to be affordable
(Appendix C, Part III). In addition to the specific purpose and situation, this study removes any
names to eliminate any possible preferences toward specific brands, agencies, hotels, and
destinations (Swait & Erdem, 2007, for the cases of durable and nondurable goods; Wänke,
Herrmann, & Schaffner, 2007, for the case of travel service agencies). However, the exception to
these specifications is the brand of CPU processor (i.e., Intel) in the laptop computer category
since the Intel CPU processor has a near monopoly in the current market for laptop computers.
Very few recent laptops and computers include AMD processors and none of them satisfies the
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requirement as a market standard (see http://reviews.cnet.com/laptop-buying-guide/: accessed in
December 16, 2013).
Before beginning investigating the series of hypotheses, the current study combined H1 and H2
as Study 1, and H3 and H4 as Study 2 in terms of the information arrangements (arranged and
unarranged informational displays), which have the same structured experimental group. In the
meantime, H1 and H3 were investigated in a condition of no time pressure while H2 and H4
were examined in a condition of time pressure.
Constructs
Perceived Equivocality of Information
Equivocality of information is a perceived risk factor, which affects decision-related alternatives
and responses. The factors include a variety of information sources from organizations, such as
informational conflicts and ambiguities in media-rich environments (Daft et al., 1987; Daft &
Macintosh, 1981). According to Daft and Lengel (1986), equivocality indicates multiple and/or
conflicting interpretations in risky organizational decision-making environments. In other words,
the information given in immediate environments has meaning beyond the data per se; instead,
that information is rather a communicational exchange between providers and receivers
(Kettinger & Li, 2010). Applying this concept to consumers’ decision-making, this informational
exchange should include perceptual subjectivities from one person to another person for the
item’s same data, based on experiences with the item’s provided information (Hoch, 2002). The
perspective of informational exchange suggests that viewing information equivocality would be
(or “is”) according to a domain-specific perspective rather than a universal perspective.
Therefore, the current study adopts the term “equivocality” as an important consideration in the
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information overload paradigm. As depicted in Figure 1.3 (Chapter 1), this equivocality should
occur in foraging for necessary information before forming consideration sets and making
decisions. To measure the degree of information equivocality, this study adopts questionnaires
from existing literature (Daft & Macintosh, 1981; Smerecnik, Mesters, Candel, De Vries, & De
Vries, 2012; Wang & Shukla, 2013), with modification to align with this study’s purposes
(Appendix D, Part II).
Decision-related Alternatives: Ecological Size of Consideration Sets
Many situations in consumer choices commonly entail the formation of consideration sets
(Hauser et al., 2010; Hauser & Wernerfelt, 1990; Kim, Di Benedetto, & Hunt, 2012). During
acquisition of information for a particular product’s category, consumers do not seem to choose
one at a time; instead, they compare alternatives for the best decision, whether choose
immediately, defer the choice, or make no choice. To measure the size of consideration sets (i.e.,
decision-related alternatives), the current study adopts the questionnaire from prior research
(Jung & Kim, 2005) and also generated additional questions after foraging for necessary
information among ten information sets (Appendix E, Part II). In association with this
measurement, this study includes, in each informational set among the three categories of items,
two questions: purchase intention and informational value (Appendix E, Part I).
The current study adopts the concept of relativity to compute the sizes of consideration sets. The
emotionally perceived gap between actually perceived size and considered size by individuals
forms the relativistic size of consideration sets, and the current study terms this relative size:
“ecological size of consideration sets.” The ecological size of consideration sets, therefore,
derives from the human mind that is an internal regulatory mapping of individuals’ feelings and
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behavior (for the review of the role of emotion, see Tooby & Cosmides, 2008). For example,
Jung and Kim (2005) found that when examining the set size on the consumer innovativeness,
the size of consideration sets is different according to product category (i.e., laptop computer and
cellphone) due, perhaps, to differences in knowledge or familiarity with each item. This result
suggests that domain-specific dependency exists to form the size of consideration sets, and
therefore, the standardization of the size of the sets becomes a concern for use across
heterogeneous items (e.g., generalizability of measurement in terms of operationalization). To
acquire the ecological size of consideration sets, this study’s questionnaire included two
questions for response after individuals completed an information foraging phase in each
category of items: the number of actually involved item(s) and the number of considered item(s)
in mind. Since the current study accentuates ecological information foraging linked with
normative information processing, this study calculates the relative value of consideration sets in
terms of the relativistic perceptual gap between actual numbers of information sets and perceived
sizes of consideration sets as described in the equation (1):
The ecological size of consideration sets (%) =
𝑇ℎ𝑒 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑡 𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑦 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑

𝑇ℎ𝑒 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑑 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑡 𝑖𝑛𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑣𝑒𝑑 𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑔

……… (1)

Unlike the normative size of a consideration set, the ecological size of a consideration set yields
individual differences according to emotional states by adjusting perceived size(s) from an
absolute size(s) and information overload reflecting emotional pressure from the provided
information. For example, the current study expects that if a consumer perceives the actual
number of informational sets to be five and the number of the consideration sets to be four in a
decision process, then the relative value (80 percent) is equivalent to the condition of
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consideration sets size to eight of ten of the actual number of information sets. That is, the
emotional state between two consumers is the same in terms of decisional difficulty. As
determined in Chapter 2, consumers feel differently toward the difficulty of decision-making
among six items in the three categories of goods and services (Table 2.9). Moreover, the timespent and the number of navigated information sources is somewhat heterogeneous among the
three categories of goods and services (Tables 2.6 and 2.7). In other words, an individual’s
perception of a particular product varies, dependent upon the item category. In other words, an
individual’s perception of a particular product varies, dependent upon the item category. In the
literature of consumers’ familiarity with innovation and related information vary according to
gender. Apparently men are more knowledgeable regarding the product category of computers
than women, while women are more informed regarding refrigerators than men (Tellis, Yin, &
Bell, 2009). Although this study does not focus on gender differences, the finding of Tellis et al.
(2009) implies that consumers’ heterogeneity for acquiring information acquisition should
include consideration receptive capacities to explain categorical differences (for the gender
differences in online information searches, see Stenstrom et al., 2008). From a methodological
aspect, by determining individuals’ heterogeneous adaptedness for item categories, the
ecological sizes of consideration sets aid improving generalizability.
Decision-related Responses: Emotional Decision Accuracy and Final Decision: Likelihood of
Purchase
Unlike traditional measurements of decisional accuracy from the perspective of normativity, the
current study focuses on emotions to measure the decisional accuracy because accuracy of
everyday purchases is difficult to determine without knowing consumers’ emotional states (e.g.,
satisfaction/dissatisfaction and regret). In addition, determining that one’s choice is objectively
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inaccurate compared to another’s is difficult because evaluation suffers from incomplete
information and subjectivities when judging a particular purchase decision. As provided in the
example of cellphones in Chapter 1 (iPhone 5s vs. Galaxy IV), no normative dominance exists in
terms of the decisional accuracy between one and the other (e.g., software performance oriented
vs. hardware performance oriented). Instead, the decisional accuracy in a choice between two
products, determined by an individual’s emotional state, includes satisfaction, dissatisfaction, or
regret during foraging for necessary information. An accurate choice arises from consumers’
satisfaction a purchase from given information in an immediate environment. An inaccurate
choice arises from consumers’ lack of positive emotion in a sequential decision-making process
(e.g., processing experience; see relevant literature in Chapter 1, p.58). These emotional states
during information foraging determine the decision-related alternatives. The determined
decision-related alternatives account for a consumer's decision-related responses to be one state
of mind: positive, negative, regretful or disappointed (e.g., Creyer & Ross, 1999; Simonson,
1992). Hence, the current study considers an emotional decision accuracy to reflect a more
ecological perspective than normative perspective. To measure the degree of satisfaction and
regret (or disappointment) during information foraging, this study adopts measurement scales
from existing literature, modified for appropriateness: regret during foraging for an anticipated
decision (Creyer & Ross, 1999) and satisfaction including confidence during foraging (Bearden,
Hardesty, & Rose, 2001; Mano & Oliver, 1993).
Regarding the final decision, the current study considered three types of decisions: purchase, no
purchase, and purchase deferral. This is because consumers in everyday decision-making occurs
three of them in any cases. To measure the three conditions of final decisions, the question asked,
“Based on items’ information that you evaluated, did you find the best item for you to make a
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purchase NOW?” Then, participants selected one of the following answers: (1) Purchase – yes, I
found the best option as a result of my information search; (2) Purchase deferral – maybe, I am
still thinking which one I should purchase among displayed products; (3) No purchase – no, I
would not make a choice at this time. The questionnaire appears in Appendix E, Part II.
Empirical Study 1: Hypotheses 1 and 2
The purpose of Hypothesis 1 is to investigate the effect of the total amount of information on the
equivocality of information, ecological size of consideration sets, and emotional decision
accuracy among the three categories of items in relation with a series of phases for information
acquisition. These tests of relationships maintain the condition that emphasizes the virtually
endless information available for everyday decision-making. Based on the Hypothesis 1,
Hypothesis 2 aims to examine the effect of time pressure in the same experimental framework as
Hypothesis 1. In the examination of Hypothesis 2, this study aggregates the data used in
Hypothesis 1 and the data newly obtained for comparing the effect of time pressure. The
difference of perspective from previous studies is the method for considering the amount of
information (i.e., holistic vs. atomistic) and reflects daily confronted conditions of information
(i.e., endless). While the conventional perspective generally treats the amount of information in
an independent set of information (e.g., atomistic perspective: Thompson et al., 2005), this study
accounts for the amount in the total of sets of information in a sequential time-period for
acquisition of information (e.g., holistic perspective: Hutchinson et al., 2008). For example,
consumers accumulatively store the acquired information from different information patches to
assist a future decision rather than treat the gathered information independently when making a
purchase decision (e.g, a blank-slate set of information; for this concept, see Cosmides & Tooby,
1987; Tooby & Cosmides, 2005). This information acquisition during a certain time iterates prior
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to the final purchase decision, while the repeated information acquisition adaptively influences
the final decision to be the best choice with those conditions. Moreover, traditional studies of
information overload overlooked the perspective of information foraging (i.e., integration of
browsing and searching). In other words, the degree the information on the search page provides
proximal cues becomes important for understanding consumer information foraging within the
overload paradigm (e.g., browsing and searching continuum, see Xia & Monroe, 2005).
Therefore, the current study combines within- and between-patches of information to
conceptualize the quantity of information, while existing studies focused independently on
within-patch information to access the information overload paradigm. The current study’s
perspective reflects a holistic view of information acquisition behavior in the ecosystem of
everyday purchasing situations, allowing a mirroring of actual foraging behavior during
information acquisition via different sets of information.
Method
Research design and procedure: Hypotheses 1 and 2
The examination of Hypotheses 1 and 2 utilized between-within mixed factorial designs. An
Examination of Hypothesis 1 used a 3 × 3 factorial design: 3 (Structures of information: IS, ISE,
and ISEP) by 3 (Categories of items: laptop computers, multivitamins, and travel packages), and
an investigating Hypothesis 2 used 3 × 3 × 2 factorial design: 3 (Structures of information: IS,
ISE, and ISEP) by 3 (Categories of items: laptop computers, multivitamins, and travel packages)
by 2 (time pressure vs. no time pressure). The structures of information sets and the condition of
time pressure, used as between-subjects factors, examine perceptional differences among
information structures and the effect of time pressure on the subsequent outcomes of consumers’
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decision-related alternatives and responses. On the other hand, the category of the item,
employed as the within-subjects factor, investigates whether or not the domain-specific effect
exists in information foraging behavior on subsequent consequences. The current studies consist
of ten different sets of information for each structure of information among three different
categories of items. Consequently, participants evaluate 30 informational sets (10 for each item
category). Table 4.2 provides the details of the amounts of information.
Table 4.2 Study 1: The Quantity of Provided Information Chunks
Types of
Structures
1
Laptop Computers
IS
38
ISE
50
ISEP
54
Multivitamins
IS
68
ISE
81
ISEP
83
Travel Packages
IS
122
ISE
192
ISEP
198

Items
5
6

7

8

9

10

Total
Amount

37
49
53

44
51
56

39
47
51

32
40
46

46
55
60

408
492
536

68
82
84

78
91
93

86
99
101

45
58
60

82
91
93

49
56
58

687
808
828

166
211
216

81
137
142

118
163
169

108
157
163

96
143
148

71
155
161

1165
1679
1733

2

3

4

51
58
62

39
48
52

41
49
53

41
45
49

92
103
105

71
86
88

48
61
63

101
157
162

139
145
150

163
219
224

Note: These sets of information were extracted from real online shopping malls. Among the three categories of
items, participants in this study confronted 2,260 chunks of information in the IS structure, 2,979 chunks of
information in the ISE structure, and 3,097 chunks of information in the ISEP structure.

To adjust the amount of information, this study used structures of different information and
assigned the structure contained item-specific information only (IS) as a base quantity, and then
imposed environmental information (ISE) and item’s images (ISEP) on the base structure of
information sets. This condition generically formed an incremental quantity of information
chunks in the sets, resulting in the total amount of information having the same incremental
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structure (Table 4.2). Regarding structures of information sets, the samples appear in Appendix F.
Part II.
For the search page of the information, the studies for testing Hypotheses 1 and 2 provide a
generic form of information, considered the least meaningful information on the search page (i.e.,
no information scents or proximal cues; Fu & Pirolli, 2007), to minimize the quality of
information (i.e., little indicative information) (Appendix F: Part II). Thus, this study did not
include this generic information when calculating the total amount of information, despite the
possibility of intrinsic information processing by semantic memory association with generic texts
of each items’ category, for example, general characteristics’ retrieval for a particular category
of an item (e.g., ACT theory, see Anderson, 1983a, 1983b). This study randomized the displayed
information chunks and items’ images at the bottom in each information set to establish the mere
quantity of information with minimizing the quality of information. To control for a possible
endogenous effect, all of the displayed information used the same font, sentence interval,
resolution, and displayed location of the item’s pictures within the same structure of information.
Moreover, the displayed information used neutral colors (i.e., black for textual information and
white for background) to minimize the possible effect from color (e.g., the role of colors in
information overload: Alton & Manining, 2012; Mengis & Eppler, 2012). Based on these
structures of information, Figure 4.1 depicts the procedure of the experiment.
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Figure 4.1 Procedure of Mixed-Model Experimental Design: H1 and H2

Note: In the experimental procedure, dotted-lined boxes indicate orthogonally randomized blocks while lined boxes
represent fixed blocks.

First, a pre-question block inquired for participants’ preliminary online behavioral characteristics
in relation to the three categories. Second, one of the three structures of the information sets was
randomly assigned at a 33.3% chance to participants. Third, one of the three categories of items
was also randomly allocated at an 11.1% chance to participants. Fourth, a related vignette for a
selected item category was provided to participants, and then they moved to the information
search page and ranked, from 1 to 10 (most preferred to least preferred), ten sets of generic
informational individual icons. This mechanism allowed random assignments and ecological
procedures to determine sequential display orders among the ten sets of information according to
individuals’ proactive behavior (without proffered explicit proximal cues in the generic
information). Fifth, participants evaluated each displayed information set until all sets of
information in the category of item presented. Sixth, when finishing evaluations for the ten sets
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of information within an item category, individuals moved to the next sequential block of
question for the displayed item category (i.e., decision-related alternatives, equivocality of
information and decision-related responses). Seventh, this procedure iterated until completion of
answers for the three categories of items. Consequently, an individual evaluated 30 sets of
information. Last, this study requested overall evaluations of the displayed information and
simple demographic information. The detailed questionnaire appears in Appendix D, Parts I and
II, and Appendix E, Parts I and II.
Ecological Condition of Time Pressure in Hypothesis 2
In relation to the framework of trials, this study determines the ecological aspect of time
pressures for each information structure and each category of items. Therefore, based on the
results for Hypothesis 1, Hypothesis 2 considers nine conditions of time pressure. The rationale
for this is that universal time pressure is nonexistent for all products and services (e.g., domainspecific time pressures). Previous studies, for example, have used several types of conditions for
time pressure to measure the effect of time pressures on decision-making (for different types of
time pressure conditions, see Dhar & Nowlis, 1999; Duggan & Payne, 2009; Payne et al., 1988;
Payne, Bettman, & Luce, 1996; Sanbonmatsu et al., 2011). To determine time pressure
conditions, both mean and median values from the results of Hypothesis 1 provided
operationalization of time pressure. The rationale is that everyday information foraging varies
from one item category to another, from an ecological perspective, due to domain-specific
behavior (e.g.,Tooby & Cosmides, 2005; see also the results in Chapter 2 [paricularly, Table 2.6,
2.7 and 2.9, and Figure 2.2]). In other words, relatively large variances of foraging time exist
both the structure between information sets and the category between items. Accordingly, either
solely using a mean value or median value would distort the ecologically reasonable condition of
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the time pressure among information structures and item categories. Similar to previous
operationalization, this study generate relatively mild conditions for time pressure that would not
significantly affect negative conditions (c.f., Dhar & Nowlis, 1999), which may occur in many
contexts of decision-making. Therefore, this study operationalized the mean value of the sum of
the mean and median values at 85% (c.f., for different strategies of time pressure with percentiles,
see Payne et al., 1988). The equation for generating the ecological time pressure is:
𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ 𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑜𝑟𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚 + 𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ 𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑜𝑟𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚
2

× .75 ……… (2)

This equation (2) applies to nine conditions. This study expects that differences for time for
foraging exist among the information structures and the item categories.
Participants: Hypotheses 1 and 2
H1. Participants for testing Hypothesis 1 were via Amazon Mechanical Turk (Mturk) with a
small reward and an additional bonus. The current study expected that this scheme in Mturk
would encourage individuals to provide quality data, compared no offered bonus, as Mturk
suggested. Two-hundred-seventy-one individuals participated in the online experiment, but
excluded eight individuals who provided incorrect answers to screening questions (6 individuals)
or did not read the conditions for entire vignettes and information sets in less than 3 seconds (2
individuals) (for screening questions, see Appendix D, Part II and Appendix E, Part II).
Therefore, the current study captured 263 individuals’ correct answers for analyses. The retained
individuals were 34.16 years old, on average (range: 19 to 72; SD = 13.37), and 129 male (49%)
and 134 female (51%). Two hundred-three individuals were Caucasian, and Hispanic American
(n = 21), African American (n = 16), Asian/Pacific islander (n = 14), multiple ethnicity (n = 6),
American Indian/Alaskan Native (n = 2), and others (n = 1). As to the online environment, most
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individuals (n =182) used the computer operation system (OS), Windows (n = 233), Macintosh
(n = 24), Linux (n = 3) and Ubuntu OS (n = 3). In addition to the OS, the individuals connect to
the Internet via Chrome (n = 119), Firefox (n = 85), Internet Explorer (n = 40), Safari (n = 17),
and Opera (n = 2). The preliminary characteristics of participants’ online behavior in the current
study appear in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3 Study 1: Participants’ Online Behavioral Characteristics According to Items
LC
Measurement
Knowledge

H1
H2*
Total
Online purchase frequency
H1
H2*
Total
Purchase plan near future
H1
H2*
Total
Online information seeking
H1
H2*
Total
Likability of information seeking
H1
H2*
Total
Time-spent of information seeking H1
H2*
Total

M
5.49
5.46
5.48
4.61
4.82
4.37
3.86
4.11
3.98
5.16
5.31
5.23
5.17
5.37
5.27
4.77
5.18
4.98

MV
SD
1.19
1.32
1.25
1.91
1.83
1.87
1.97
1.97
1.97
1.77
1.63
1.70
1.69
1.57
1.64
1.92
1.67
1.81

M
4.40
4.71
4.55
3.42
3.81
3.61
4.24
4.55
4.39
3.92
4.24
4.08
3.91
4.13
4.02
3.56
3.94
3.75

SD
1.65
1.43
1.55
1.95
1.98
1.97
2.01
1.93
1.98
2.00
1.94
1.98
1.86
1.84
1.85
1.82
1.85
1.86

TP
M
3.66
3.91
3.79
4.49
4.61
4.55
3.25
3.41
3.33
4.11
4.20
4.16
4.37
4.46
4.41
3.88
4.16
4.02

SD
1.59
1.61
1.60
1.86
1.78
1.82
1.72
1.87
1.80
2.03
2.00
2.01
1.91
1.91
1.91
2.00
1.92
1.97

Note. NH1 = 263 for no time pressure condition; NH2* = 258 for time pressure condition; NTOTAL = 521. Bold numbers
indicate that differences exist between-subjects at .05 significance level, using a univariate t-test. LC = laptop
computer, MV = multivitamin, and TP = travel package.
* H2 indicates the result from newly obtained participants, only.

H2. New participants for testing Hypothesis 2 followed the same procedure as for Hypothesis 1.
This study then combined participants from Hypothesis 1 and newly acquired participants in
order to aggregate the data sets to measure the effect of time pressure. Regarding the newly
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added participants, 265 individuals participated but elimination of seven individuals was due to
the same reasons in H1, hence, retaining 258 individuals’ responses for analyses. The retained
individuals were 36.84 years old on average (range: 18 to 76; SD = 13.1), and 124 male (48.1%)
and 134 female (51.9%). The ethnicity was: Caucasian (n = 193), Asian/Pacific islander (n = 27),
African American (n = 21), Hispanic American (n = 8), multiple ethnicity (n = 7), American
Indian/Alaskan Native (n = 1), and others (n = 1). Most individuals used Windows (n = 228),
plus Macintosh (n = 28), Linux (n = 2). In addition to the OS, those individuals connect to the
Internet via Chrome (n = 141), Firefox (n = 86), Internet Explorer (n = 40), Safari (n = 12) and
Opera (n = 1). Therefore, 521 participants constituted the population for examining Hypothesis 2
(NH1 = 263 for no time pressure condition, and N NEW = 258 for time pressure condition). Overall,
participants in both H1 and H2 tended to have similar degrees of knowledge of the three items
(LC > MV > TP). Similar to the results in Chapter 2 (Figure 2.3), the purchase frequency of
multivitamins was the lowest when compared to laptop computers and travel packages. The
results in Table 4.3 suggest that online information sources are likely to be important to
determine consumers’ purchase decisions regardless of online or offline purchase because the
tendency is to forage for necessary information via online. Moreover, foraging patterns are
highly likely to be different among the three categories of items, perhaps inducing a different
level of information overload.
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Results
Effects of the Generic Information Search Page in H1 and H2
As a beginning to investigate information foraging, this study includes a search page to
determine browsing behavior in information acquisition process. The concept applied is
between-patch (for related issue, see Chapter 2). The current study expects that the generic
information would influence the condition of information overload very little because the
presented information might not include enough of the necessary content (e.g., information
scents as proximal cues). In other words, significantly heterogeneous patterns of foraging would
not appear to deem necessary information acquired (i.e., homogeneous search pattern across
participants). To examine this between-patch foraging pattern, participants, ranked preferences
from 1 to 10 with the question, “Please rank the laptop computers below from 1 - 10 in the order
you want to view them (1 = first, 10 = last).” This question allowed participants to choose the
searching order among ten information sets in an item category (i.e., within-patch).
As expected, the rankings of the search page resulted in consumers’ not likely capturing
information scents from the individual generic icons as described in Table 4.4. This result
suggests no informational scents influenced foraging patterns at the browsing stage, and thus, no
proximal cues induce very similar foraging patterns between patches. Most individuals tended to
use a simple scheme with a sequential ranking from 1 to 10 (or 10 to 1). For example, the result
demonstrated a clear X-shaped pattern regardless of the item categories. This sequential ranking
might suggest that the experimental design that used a generic icon induced overlooking causes
of aspects of information overload in everyday foraging. In addition, this experimental design
assumes consumers to be passive organisms when acquiring the necessary information,
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indicating how researchers see humans in the perspective of the rational choice paradigm (see
Table 1.1). The perspective of which human is passive organisms is a result of the generic
information restricting proactive characteristics of consumers’ foraging for necessary
information. The results from the generic information suggest that, under information overload
paradigm, both information browsing/searching (Xia & Monroe, 2005) and information scents
(Fu & Pirolli, 2007; Pirolli, 2005) would be a concern in the behavior of consumer information
acquisition. In other words, online information search pages in the real world do not use generic
information, and thus consumers begin to acquire some proximal information in this browsing
stage to advance to a particular webpage. This browsing behavior has an effect on the degree of
information overload.
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Table 4.4 Consumers’ Preference of Search Ranking in H1 and H2*
H1
LC 1
LC 2
LC 3
LC 4
LC 5
LC 6
LC 7
LC 8
LC 9
LC 10

1
198
14
4
5
5
7
7
3
20

2
8
192
21
6
6
4
4
3
16
3

3
5
9
192
11
8
7
8
19
2
2

4
8
6
6
191
5
6
23
8
7
3

5
4
5
5
5
193
25
5
7
7
7

6
5
2
3
5
21
191
8
11
6
11

7
5
5
20
6
9
192
8
7
11

8
5
7
16
12
5
3
7
194
10
4

9
8
19
8
3
9
4
6
4
194
8

10
22
4
3
5
5
7
3
9
11
194

H2*
LC 1
LC 2
LC 3
LC 4
LC 5
LC 6
LC 7
LC 8
LC 9
LC 10

1
211
4
4
1
3
5
4
2
1
23

2
5
207
6
4
4
1
4
4
22
1

3
8
8
208
5
6
2
2
17
2
-

4
3
7
5
205
6
4
23
4
1

5
6
1
4
4
209
16
7
4
7
-

6
1
1
2
7
18
210
2
4
4
9

7
3
4
17
5
4
209
9
3
4

8
3
1
17
8
1
6
5
210
3
4

9
4
21
3
5
3
6
2
2
206
6

10
17
5
5
2
3
4
2
10
210

MV 1
MV 2
MV 3
MV 4
MV 5
MV 6
MV 7
MV 8
MV 9
MV 10

1
206
10
7
3
5
5
3
3
5
16

2
5
194
15
10
1
6
6
5
18
3

3
1
14
196
11
9
5
6
14
3
4

4
10
7
11
194
8
10
20
3
-

5
6
4
2
9
195
19
6
5
12
5

6
3
1
7
4
20
194
10
6
6
12

7
3
5
1
17
4
7
198
12
3
13

8
2
8
16
10
5
4
5
199
12
2

9
2
18
5
4
5
10
5
7
194
13

10
25
2
3
1
11
3
4
9
10
195

MV 1
MV 2
MV 3
MV 4
MV 5
MV 6
MV 7
MV 8
MV 9
MV 10

1
221
4
3
1
4
3
2
5
1
14

2
2
214
10
1
4
2
5
4
14
2

3
6
8
208
7
5
4
2
14
3
1

4
6
5
2
209
4
4
18
6
2
2

5
2
4
4
3
208
15
7
5
5
5

6
3
1
3
6
11
206
5
2
12
9

7
4
3
3
14
6
8
208
3
2
7

8
2
4
12
5
9
7
5
207
6
1

9
12
8
6
3
5
5
3
210
6

10
12
3
5
6
4
4
1
9
3
211

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
1
2
3
TP 1
206
8
5
6
2
4
4
3
1
24 TP 1
213
8
10
TP 2
8 196
9
4
1
3
5
12
21
4 TP 2
9 212
5
TP 3
4
7 198
5
4
7
7
19
8
3 TP 3
2
2 212
TP 4
6
11
8 193
7
5
21
6
2
4 TP 4
3
8
5
TP 5
9
2
8
8 196
19
4
5
8
5 TP 5
10
2
3
TP 6
2
12
5
6
21 193
6
1
12
5 TP 6
2
6
5
TP 7
5
3
7
22
7
4 189
13
6
7 TP 7
4
1
6
TP 8
3
6
19
7
8
7
9 189
8
7 TP 8
1
6
8
TP 9
1
18
4
3
11
8
9
8 191
10 TP 9
1
12
2
TP 10
19
8
6
13
9
8
6 194 TP 10
13
1
2
Note. H1: N=263 and H2*: N=258. LC = laptop computers; MV = multivitamins; and TP = travel packages.
* The newly obtained data for H2 only.

4
6
8
7
208
5
2
14
4
2
2

5
1
7
6
3
211
10
2
11
4
3

6
2
1
3
2
7
218
2
5
9
9

7
3
2
14
5
2
218
5
5
4

8
2
3
15
9
5
1
3
210
9
1

9
2
10
6
2
6
6
4
2
211
9

10
11
3
3
4
4
6
4
6
3
214
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Ecological Time Pressure in Hypothesis 2
This study expects that foraging-time differences among the structures of information and the
item categories exist, based on differences among individuals to adapt phenotypically to
particular product categories (i.e., domain-specific contextual dependency) (Tooby & Cosmides,
2005, p.6; also, see the results in Chapter 2 of the current study). Consistent with the expectation,
the results of foraging-time in each within-patch demonstrates that individuals, on average, spend
time differently when foraging for necessary information in each information set. The time-spent
foraging for information was, from lowest to highest, multivitamins, laptop computers, and travel
packages. Although this study did not examine the precise reasons, the overall result clearly
suggests that the universally normative condition of time pressure is inappropriate for all item
categories. Instead, the different degrees of time pressure are appropriately applicable for
reflecting the real world, at least for randomly arranged structures of information. Interestingly,
individuals spend more time to evaluate travel packages than for the other two categories. From
the perspective of amounts of information, the reason is likely that travel packages contain much
larger amounts of information than the other categories (see Table 4.2). However, this
interpretation requires caution because the amount of information for multivitamins is much
larger than for laptop computers but no such difference for time-spent exists among the
information structures (Figure 4.2). Moreover, particularly in travel packages, the amount of
information in IS structure is much less than that in ISEP structure (see Table 4.2). Therefore, the
application of equation (2) is appropriate to establish the ecological condition of time pressures
by the three types of information structures and the three categories of items.
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Figure 4.2 Difference of Ecological Time Pressure for Hypothesis 2
25

20

LC
MV
TP

15

10
IS

ISE

ISEP

Note. N = 263. The time unit is seconds. LC = laptop computers; MV = multivitamins; and TP
= travel packages.

The result in Figure 4.2 suggests an application of comparative time pressure when designing an
experiment. For example, this study considers both different structures of information sets and
different categories of items to establish the comparative condition of the time pressure (i.e.,
domain-specific conditions). In addition, solely using either mean value or median value would
be misguided to determine the level of time pressure when examining the difference of time
constraints in information searches, because individuals’ variances for time spent for foraging is
relatively large (for the different time scales in behavioral analysis, see Pirolli, 2007, p.19).
Therefore, the ecological time pressure for laptop computers is 15 seconds (IS), 14 seconds (ISE),
and 15 seconds (ISEP); for multivitamins, 14 seconds for all structures of information sets, for
travel packages, 23 seconds (IS), 23 seconds (ISE), and 22 seconds (ISEP). The detailed results
of the different times for foraging appear in Table 4.5.
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Table 4.5 Foraging Time Differences of Information Patches for H2
SI

%

LC 1

LC 2

LC 3

LC 4

LC 5

LC 6

LC 7

LC 8

LC 9

LC 10

AVG

IS
(15)*

75
50
25
M

43.715
26.773
16.294
33.560

33.396
21.513
10.771
26.121

30.904
19.062
10.812
25.715

27.019
18.234
9.532
21.896

29.964
17.881
9.311
22.021

25.524
15.930
8.765
20.514

24.664
13.899
8.518
17.902

23.778
14.145
10.031
20.945

21.950
12.994
7.971
17.396

23.123
15.722
8.876
20.208

28.404
17.615
10.088
22.628

ISE
(14)*

75
50
25
M

43.838
26.028
12.532
34.606

36.453
20.314
8.618
27.184

28.307
15.862
8.219
20.967

26.252
14.914
8.376
21.630

29.682
13.494
7.5195
21.927

27.272
13.042
7.122
21.571

28.260
14.501
7.429
22.536

24.681
13.164
6.740
18.677

21.152
11.688
6.564
16.881

32.204
13.766
6.401
23.370

29.810
15.677
7.952
22.935

ISEP
(15)*

75
50
25
M

44.068
23.745
11.862
34.376

38.355
21.019
10.311
28.136

32.658
14.914
9.596
25.482

28.685
16.336
7.975
26.650

27.853
15.850
8.749
25.797

22.946
15.179
7.602
20.876

28.963
15.92
7.223
22.534

26.744
11.924
6.525
19.966

25.584
13.993
7.657
22.153

31.663
12.043
7.728
22.745

30.752
16.092
8.523
24.872

SI

%

MV 1

MV 2

MV 3

MV 4

MV 5

MV 6

MV 7

MV 8

MV 9

MV 10

AVG

IS
(14)*

75
50
25
M

39.952
21.403
11.749
30.921

27.115
16.336
9.459
25.014

30.572
17.212
9.438
24.885

27.581
15.403
8.349
23.549

25.613
13.645
8.538
22.289

26.654
14.240
7.441
21.309

21.564
13.588
7.649
18.816

22.855
11.600
7.158
18.181

24.172
11.893
7.082
20.488

22.018
10.860
6.459
18.224

26.810
14.618
8.332
22.368

ISE
(14)*

75
50
25
M

39.420
21.394
9.954
33.435

38.463
15.665
9.083
29.531

33.915
14.820
7.553
28.070

28.408
14.124
7.521
21.813

32.257
13.432
7.141
25.030

31.792
14.471
7.693
24.060

22.663
13.056
6.849
19.452

20.038
12.074
6.152
16.880

26.239
10.281
6.195
20.739

21.546
12.304
6.293
20.845

29.474
14.162
7.443
23.986

ISEP
(14)*

75
50
25
M

40.656
17.784
11.606
31.145

38.139
17.429
10.638
28.397

28.751
14.514
8.938
23.554

26.278
13.939
7.682
21.025

29.208
14.779
9.201
21.961

24.954
13.068
7.284
22.775

24.843
14.909
6.953
21.261

23.034
11.365
6.343
19.287

24.255
13.185
8.171
17.991

21.879
12.836
7.506
16.668

28.200
14.381
8.432
22.406

SI

%

TP 1

TP 2

TP 3

TP 4

TP 5

TP 6

TP 7

TP 8

TP 9

TP 10

AVG

IS
(23)*

75
50
25
M

63.384
32.446
16.115
50.293

53.222
28.603
15.688
40.805

63.823
36.350
15.106
45.917

47.851
30.149
12.638
39.176

41.359
21.968
12.438
36.500

38.095
18.424
11.329
30.887

36.504
23.246
10.124
29.417

39.502
22.012
10.748
32.662

28.588
16.375
9.374
27.211

41.695
22.490
9.610
34.527

45.402
25.206
12.317
36.740

ISE
(23)*

75
50
25
M

84.287
36.859
12.856
61.606

54.574
24.757
10.712
45.748

57.935
24.031
10.366
40.639

53.81
21.204
9.904
40.318

46.283
17.551
8.049
38.361

43.551
16.307
8.680
29.750

46.319
19.073
8.617
35.679

40.530
18.613
7.684
31.320

51.562
21.604
8.821
32.529

47.371
21.993
10.035
33.664

52.622
22.199
9.572
38.961

75 66.854 46.748 51.626 34.367 33.052 33.587 34.454 31.168 31.394
37.091 40.034
50 29.223 20.008 22.868 21.657 17.144 18.221 19.032 18.335 17.186
17.128 20.080
25 17.217 12.307 11.471 11.195 10.406
8.568
9.156 10.868
8.643
9.408 10.924
M 62.055 45.676 43.705 38.377 44.551 28.397 34.796 33.130 27.983
28.315 38.699
Note. N= 263. The time unit is seconds. 50 = median; M = mean, and AVG = average. SI = structure of information;
IS = sets of item-specific information; ISE = sets of IS with environmental information; ISEP = sets of ISE with
items’ images; LC = laptop computers; MV= multivitamins, and TP= travel packages.
* The numbers in parentheses in the first column indicate the condition of time pressures by information structures
among item categories and the equation (1) – e.g., [(17.615 + 22.628) / 2] × .75 =15.09 derived those numbers
approximately 15 seconds.
ISEP
(22)*
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Results of Hypotheses
Study 1 empirically examines the integrative theoretical assumptions between Darwinism and
Non-Darwinism perspectives with an unarranged information structure (quantity-concentrated).
In the test of Hypotheses 1 and 2, the main concern was the amount of information (main
Hypothesis 1) and that of information according to the condition of time pressure (main
Hypothesis 2). The additional important concern (Sub-hypotheses 1) is the overall causal
relationship in each stage of the sequential decision process. Particularly in testing Hypothesis 2,
the data used in Hypothesis 1 has the “no time pressure” condition and the new, under “time
pressure” condition to examine the effect of the time pressure (see Figure 3.1). This combined
experiment involved main Hypothesis 1, Sub-hypotheses 1, and Hypothesis 2.
Main Hypothesis 1. The purpose of main Hypothesis 1 is to understand the effect of the three
different structures of information (IS, ISE, and ISEP) on perceived equivocality of information,
decision-related alternatives (ecological size of consideration sets), and responses (emotional
decision accuracy) among the three different categories of items (LC, MV, and TP). As
discussed in the previous section, this experimental design allows an expansive view of the links
between the theoretical frameworks of Darwinian-based framework (domain-specific condition
among item categories within an individual) and a non-Darwinian-based framework (the amount
of information among information structures). The structure of information has an incremental
characteristic in terms of the amount of information, achieved through adding environmental
information and then images as information chunks to the item-specific information set.
Therefore, main Hypothesis 1 is a between-within mixed model design and conducts one-way
repeated-measures analysis of variance, ANOVA (3 information structures ×3 item categories).
The three structures of information are assigned as a fixed variable between subjects, while the
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three categories of items are allocated as a random variable within subjects. In addition to main
Hypothesis 1, Sub-hypotheses 1 aims to understand the individual causal relationship at each
stage of the sequential decision process (see Figure 3.1). To investigate the hypotheses, SPSS
19.0 (repeated measure ANOVAs and multinomial regression in the main hypotheses) and JMP
Pro 10 (regressions and maximum likelihood estimation: MLE in the sub-hypotheses) were the
statistical tools.
Prior to conducting the examination of Hypothesis 1, means, standard deviations, and Pearson
and Spearman correlation matrices appear in Table 4.6 to show basic characteristics of measured
variables in association with demographics. In Table 4.6, participants perceived a somewhat
higher equivocality of information, larger ecological size of consideration sets, and greater
emotional accuracy than the nominal mean (i.e., 3.5 of 7). In general, the dependent variables
among item categories relatively correlate, and some demographic variables relatively interrelate
with dependent variables. However, the structure of information rarely correlates with the
dependent variables, and negatively correlates with age, only.
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Table 4.6 Hypothesis 1: Means, Standard Deviations, and Correlation Matrices

EQV
ECS
EDA
LP
EQV
ECS
EDA
LP
EQV
ECS
EDA
LP
SI
GND
Age
Races
EDU
INC

M
4.16
.48
4.42
4.32
.46
4.31
4.30
.50
4.39
34.16
-

LC
MV
TP
Demographics
SD EQV ECS EDA
LP EQV ECS EDA
LP EQV ECS EDA LP
SI GND Age Races EDU INC
.72
.28 -.65 -.17
.39
.17 -.30 -.07
.43
.04 -.27 -.04 -.03
0 -.09
-.05
.03 .08
-.12 .03
.29
.27
.09
.39 -.04 .20
.09
.40
0 .05 .04 -.04 -.14
.08 -.07 -.02
1.29 -.64 -.13
.20 -.26 -.07
.33 .16 -.33
.03
.41 .14 .07 -.03 .04
.10 -.11 -.11
-.15
- -.16
.02
.20
.18
.19 .27 -.14 -.07 .15 .26 -.03
.03 .04
-.02 -.03 -.07
.73
.40
.10 -.24 -.14
.27 -.55 -.03
.48
.10 -.27 -.11 -.01 -.07 -.02
.03
.07 .13
.31
.18
.40 -.08 .14
.23
-.22 .21
.04
.34 -.06 -.05 .08 -.12 -.07
.06
.03 .01
1.28 -.25 -.05
.28 .20 -.59 -.22
.06 -.28 -.10
.38 .07 -.08
.05 .21
.07
0 -.04
-.12
- -.07
.17
.17 .28 -.08
.19
.07
.03
.17 .25 -.02
.05 -.13
-.03
.06 .02
.69
.42
.07 -.29 -.14
.51
.04 -.28 -.17
.18 -.56 -.10 .01
.01 .03
.05
.10 .14
.30
.06
.39
.03 -.08
.08
.34 -.08 .01
.16
-.23 .03 .09 -.09 -.09
.09
.02 -.09
.14 -.06
1.26 -.28
.03
.39 .16 -.27 -.05
.35 .19 -.56 -.22
.03 .06
.00 -.12 -.01
- -.03
.06 .13 .29 -.13 -.07
.08 .26 -.12 -.02
.18
-.05
.09 -.02
.00 -.04 -.17
- -.02
.03
.07 -.03
.01
.10 -.10 -.02
.03
.08 -.08 -.06
-.03 -.15
-.06
.01 .06
.02 -.06 -.03 .04 -.10 -.13 .05 .04
0 -.09
.02 .09 -.03
.17
.01 -.01 -.09
13.37 -.04 -.10
0 .02 -.03 -.08
.17 -.13
.03 -.10
.06 -.03 -.15
.19
.03
.17 -.04
- -.04
.06
.09 .02 -.02
.05
.12 -.02
0
.06
0 .03 -.08
.03 .02
-.11 -.06
.01 -.06 -.11 -.03
.07
.04 -.02 .04 .13
.03 -.14 -.07 .01
0 .14
-.11
.26
.07 -.03 -.13 -.09
.16
.03 -.09 .01 .14 -.07 -.05 -.23 .06 -.11 -.05
-.04
.28

Note. N = 263 (IS: n = 87; ISE: n = 89; ISEP: n = 87). Based on the empty diagonal empty, left-side numbers indicate Pearson correlations while right-side
numbers indicate Spearman correlations. LC = laptop computers; MV = multivitamins; TP = travel packages; EQV = perceived equivocality of information;
ECS = ecological sizes of consideration sets; EDA = emotional decision accuracy; LP = likelihood of purchase as a final decision; SI = structures of
information; GND = gender; EDU = education; and INC = income.
- Bold = p < .01; Italic = p < .05; Under-bar = p < .1
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Prior to conducting repeated measure one-way ANOVA, computing Box’s M test for
homogeneity of variance-covariance matrices across dependent variables (the criterion at p
< .001) and Levene’s F test for the homogeneity of variance of each dependent variable (the
criterion at p < .05) tested the assumption of homoscedasticity (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007, p.252
and p.315). After conducting the assumption tests, the procedure for repeated measure ANOVA
was: 1) multivariate test (Pillai’s Trace statistics), 2) within-subjects test (Huynh-Feldt statistic)
and within-subject contrast test, 3) between-subject test and between-subject contrast test, and 4)
post-hoc test using the Bonferroni test. Concurrently, the procedure for multinomial regression
was: 1) model fit test by providing pseudo-R2 (Cox and Snell, Nagelkerke, and McFadden
statistics) and 2) parameter estimates. A summary of the results of testing the main hypotheses
appear in Table 4.7, which shows only statistically significant results. In addition, partial eta
squared (η2p), provided in SPSS computes effect sizes. Executing simple contrast test in the
within-subjects examine the detailed results. The entire study employs these procedures.
As shown in Table 4.7, in general, the results of main Hypothesis 1 showed that the amount of
information in foraging phases was not influential in inducing information overload in a
sequential decision process. However, to some degree, the item category was influential in
determining different levels of information overload. These combined results lead to a partial but
minimal support for main Hypothesis 1. First, regarding perceived equivocality of information,
the effect of the item category, per se, is statistically significant (Pillai’s Trace = .043; F(2,259) =
5.78, p = .003, η2p = .043 ) while the effect of item structures is not. Although the effect size of
domain-specific dependency is small, domain-specific dependency did exist in different item
categories in an individual participant, while the universality of the amount of information did
not exist across consumers. In addition, the result of the contrast test suggests that consumers
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tend toward different degrees of EQV for laptop computers’ information compared to
multivitamins’ information (MV vs. LC: F(1,260) = 10.349, p = .001, η2p = .04) and compared to
travel packages’ information (TP vs. LC: F(1,260) = 7.854, p = .005, η2p = .03). Particularly,
according to the result of pairwise comparisons among categories, the degree of perceived
equivocality for laptop computers is significantly different from the other two categories (Table
4.7).
Table 4.7 Summary of Main Hypothesis 1
Hypotheses
EQV: SI and CI
Assumption Tests satisfied.

Results (Full factorial design)
Multivariate test
- CI (Pillai’s Trace = .043; F(2,259) = 5.78, p = .003, η2p = .043 )
Within-subjects
- CI (Huynh-Feldt: F(1.99, 518.21) = 6.6, p = .002, η2p = .025 )
Within-subjects contrast test
- CI: MV vs. LC (F(1,260) = 10.349, p = .001, η2p = .04)
- CI: TP vs. LC (F(1,260) = 7.854, p = .005, η2p = .03)

ECS: SI and CI
Assumption Tests satisfied, except
for Levene’s F test (TP: p = .045)

No results were statistically significant.

EDA: SI and CI
Assumption Tests satisfied.

Within-subjects contrast test
- CI×SI: MV vs. LC (F(2,260) = 2.6, p = .076, η2p = .02)

LP: SI and CI

No results were statistically significant.

Note. N = 263 (IS: n = 87; ISE: n = 89; ISEP: n = 87); NLP = 789 (263 × 3CI). EQV = perceived equivocality of
information; ECS = ecological size of consideration sets; EDA = emotional decision accuracy; LP = likelihood of
purchase; SI = structure of information; CI = category of item; LC = laptop computers (reference); MV =
multivitamins; and TP = travel packages.

Next, in the examination of ecological size of consideration sets, the assumption test in travel
package did not satisfy the homogeneity of variance assumption according to Levene’s F test
(F(2,260) = 3.14, p = .045) while the rest of other assumptions were satisfied among item
categories. Although preferable methods were utilized to solve this issue (e.g., logarithmic or
squared root transformations for positive data), the author’s standpoint over a series of studies is
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“the research should test the behavior of people, not the behavior of distribution.” Therefore, the
current study attempts to minimize altering the original values and transform the data only when
both Box’s M and Levene’s F tests are concurrently not satisfied the homoscedasticity of
variance-covariance. Thus, in this case, an examination of the standard deviation is a relevant to
check the robustness of data under a violation of Levene’s F test, alternative method to check
this assumption’s robustness through comparing the largest and the smallest standard deviations
with criterion that its difference is four times larger or not (Howell, 2010, Chapter 11). These
philosophical and theoretical logics are applied to the entire study. None of the standard
deviations in TP was larger than that criterion, and thereby, the univariate test of TP would be
robust in this case (Table 4.8). Therefore, the data in the travel package was considered to be
usable data for conducting this study. Despite satisfying the assumption tests were satisfied, the
result revealed that there existed no effect of the structure of information on the ECS among the
item categories. Moreover, in general, the ECS was not different from category to category.
Table 4.8 Detailed Descriptive Statistics for Main Hypothesis 1
EQV
CI
LC

MV

TP

SI
IS
ISE
ISEP
Total
IS
ISE
ISEP
Total
IS
ISE
ISEP
Total

ECS

EDA

LP

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

4.188
4.154
4.147
4.163
4.318
4.312
4.335
4.321
4.272
4.284
4.330
4.295

.640
.761
.754
.718
.755
.728
.721
.732
.662
.739
.674
.691

.484
.464
.506
.485
.428
.452
.507
.462
.490
.466
.549
.502

.294
.268
.301
.287
.294
.306
.335
.313
.298
.268
.319
.296

4.306
4.435
4.520
4.421
4.467
4.317
4.149
4.311
4.504
4.381
4.272
4.385

1.396
1.269
1.212
1.293
1.325
1.270
1.248
1.283
1.216
1.289
1.267
1.257

Categories
LP

SI

CI

NP
PD
P
IS
ISE
ISEP
LC
MV
TP

%

233
352
204
261
267
261
263
263
263

29.5
44.6
25.9
33.1
33.8
33.1
33.3
33.3
33.3

Subpopulation = 9 (NLP = 789)

Note. N = 263 (IS: n = 87; ISE: n = 89; ISEP: n = 87). The abbreviation used here refers to Table 4.7.
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n

In turn, investigation considers the effect of the structure of information on the EDA. The result
indicated that the EDA depending on the item category is not significantly influenced by
different structures of information. The other follow-up tests produced no effect. However, the
contrast test of the within-subjects suggests that when the structure of information coincides with
the item category, the EDA for laptop computers was marginally different from the EDA for
multivitamins (MV vs. LC: F(2,260) = 2.604, p = .076, η2p = .02).
As the last part of main Hypothesis 1, computation of multinomial regression investigates the
effect of different structures of information on the likelihood of purchase (LP). To conduct
multinomial regression, this study aggregates the data of LP among the item categories to create
unified data, and then with new categorical variables of the item category by allocation of three
dummies. This aggregated data allows measurement of a between-within effect for a full
factorial model (both main and interaction effects of item categories and information structures
on LP). The result of the multinomial regression suggests a significant difference exists for the
likelihood of purchase (χ2(16) = 16.991, ns [Cox and Snell = .021; Nagelkerke = .024; McFadden
= .01]), and no statistical significance appears in the parameters’ estimates. The classification
result reveals that 11% of consumers would make no purchase decision as a final choice, and 89%
of them are likely to defer the purchase decision. Informatively, No consumers would purchase
in the unarranged information structure, implying that the unarranged information structure with
relatively large volume of chunks provokes the decisional overloaded condition.
In the main results of Hypothesis 1, the different structures of information had no effect on the
subsequent decision-related alternatives and responses, considered to be consequences of
information overload. Since the structure of information has incremental structures from IS
structure to ISEP structure, simply the quantity of information is less likely to influence whether
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or not information overloads consumers. Instead, the item’s categorical differences are more
likely to have an effect on that overload condition such as item-specific dependency as suggested
by Tooby and Cosmides (2005). The combined results suggest that solely the information
structure does not clearly explain the debate that “more information is better or less information
is better.” This suggestion might provide some clues that the result of “the effect size is nearly
zero” (Scheibehenne et al., 2010) because categorical differences between items varied
according to durables, nondurables, and service. That is, possible effects of information
structures are diluted by different item categories. Therefore, to assess the ontological issue of
information overload, caution is necessary for a simple approach: Using one reason may
misguide the interpretation of consumers’ foraging behavior under an overload paradigm (e.g.,
amount only, item category only, or information structure only). In addition to the statistical
investigation, a visualization of results of mean differences among the structures of information
and among item categories appears in Figure 4.3.
Regarding the perceived equivocality of information, multivitamins show the highest, travel
packages second, and laptop computers third, but with a relatively lower level of equivocality
compared to the other items. While laptop computers show a decremental tendency for
equivocality as the amount of information increased, multivitamins and travel packages show an
incremental tendency for equivocality as information increased. These tendencies may provide a
clue that the degree of perceived equivocality differs according to the item categories, and
consequently the influence of the effect size is zero, as Scheibehenne et al. (2010). In other
words, the differently perceived equivocality from the given product information results in
differing information overloads.
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Figure 4.3 H1: Structures of Information and Categories of Items

Note. N = 263 (IS: n = 87; ISE: n = 89; ISEP: n = 87). EQV = perceived equivocality of information; ECS =
ecological size of consideration sets; EDA = emotional decision accuracy; SI = structures of information; IS =
item-specific information; ISE = IS with environmental information; ISEP = ISE with item images; CI =
categories of items; LC: laptop computers; MV = multivitamins; and TP = travel packages.

In terms of the ecological size of consideration sets, the visualized result was interesting. The
ecological size of consideration sets (ECS) increases as images of items displayed in the
information set of ISEP and the averaged ECS in the travel package category is the highest
compared with the other two categories. These results imply that the image of item would have
an ambivalent characteristic that affects the degree of information overload. The reason why this
study implies ambivalent characteristic is the following. Some research argued that the image
helps reduce the degree of information overload as a focal “indicative factor” (Alton & Manining,
2012), while other research argued that too many choice options lead to choice overload (Fasolo,
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Hertwig, Huber, & Ludwig, 2009) caused by the ambiguity for the best option (White &
Hoffrage, 2009). Either condition would be a basis in an individual’s prior knowledge or
experience of a particular category of item. Regarding emotional decision accuracy, positive
emotion increases as the amount of information in the category of laptop computers increases.
However, this relationship reversed for the other two categories of items. This may be due to
consumers’ being more knowledgeable of laptop computers than the other two items when
connecting the visual result the results in Table 4.3.
In addition, the results in emotional decision accuracy may be a key resultant factor to gauge
accuracy of everyday decision-making, as emphasized by Scheibehenne et al. (2010). Moreover,
determination of an answer to the debate between more information vs. less information may be
according to the item category (e.g., item-specific dependency), not simply the amount of
information (e.g., universality). In other words, the property of domain-specific dependency
likely affects determining the degree of information overload in association with other factors
such as informational structures (e.g., image of items and amount of information).
Sub-hypotheses 1. Sub-hypotheses 1 used aggregated data among the categories of items to
allow examination of the overall tendency of the causal relationships in each phase of a series of
sequential decision processes. A summary of the results appears in Table 4.9.
Regarding sub-hypotheses in H1, the testing of H1a thru H1e used a series of regression analyses,
while testing H1f used MLE (Maximum Likelihood Estimation). The summarized results appear
in Table 4.8. As expected, most results showed a statistically significant causal relationship in
each phase of sequential decision processes (H1b, c, d, e and f), excepting H1a.
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Table 4.9 Summary of Sub Hypotheses 1
Sub Hypotheses
H1a (SI on EQV)

Causality in Each Phase
F(2,786) = .057, ns
β_ISE–IS = -.006, ns
β _ISEP–ISE = .014, ns

Results
Not supported

H1b (EQV on EDA)

F(1,787) = 429.89; p < .001 (Adj-R2 = .353)
β = -.594; t = -20.73; p < .001

Supported

H1c (EQV on ECS)

F(1,787) = 39.68; p < .001 (Adj-R2 = .048)
β = .219; t = 6.3; p < .001

Supported

H1d (ECS on EDA)

F(1,787) = 28.51; p < .001 (Adj-R2 = .035)
β = -.187; t = -5.35; p < .001

Supported

H1e (EQV via ECS on EDA) Step 1: H1c satisfied (β = .219)
Step 2 H1b satisfied (β = -.594)
Step 3: Significance satisfied
F(2,786) = 220.03; p < .001 (Adj-R2 = .363)
β_EQV = -.581; t = -19.82; p < .001;
β_ECS = -.06; t = -2.03; p = .042
(As a result, β_EQV = |-.594| > β_EQV = |-.581|)
H1f (EDA on LP)

Supported

χ2(2) = 139.23; p < .001 (R2* = .083)
Supported
Log-odds of NP/P
∆χ2= 110.48; ln(ψ) = -1.01; s.e. = .096; p < .001
Log-odds of PD/P
∆χ2= 42.72; ln(ψ) = -.53; s.e. = .081; p < .001

Note. N= 789. β = standardized coefficient; ln(ψ) = the log-odds; and s.e. = standard error. EQV = perceived
equivocality of information; ECS = ecological size of consideration sets; EDA = emotional decision accuracy; SI =
structures of Information; IS = item-specific information; ISE = IS with environmental information; ISEP = ISE
with item images (reference); LP = likelihood of purchase; NP = no purchase; PD = purchase deferral; and P =
purchase (reference).
* Rsquare (U), R2, is a psuedo-R2 “the ratio of this test statistic to the background log-likelihood is subtracted from 1
to calculate R2 (computation: -loglikelihood for difference / -loglikelihood for reduced).” (Source. Retrieved from:
http://www.jmp.com/support/help/Statistical_Details_for_the_Logistic_Platform.shtml).

The differences of information structures did not influence the equivocality of information
(F(2,786) = .057, ns). The sign of coefficients reveals that perceived equivocality can increase
according to the amount of information only if no items’ images are available. (β_ISE–IS = -.006,
ns; and β_ISEP–ISE = .014, ns). In turn, the perceived equivocality of information has a positive
relationship with the ecological size of consideration set (β = .219, p < .001) while this
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equivocality had a negative relationship with the emotional decision accuracy (β = -.594, p
< .001). That is, equivocality caused an increase of consideration set size, while a decrease of
emotional decision accuracy. In addition, the increase in ecological size of consideration sets
caused a negative emotional decision accuracy (β = -.187, p < .001).
To test H1e, this study follows a traditional method for testing the ESC’s effect for mediating the
relationship between EQV and EA through a three-step approach (Baron & Kenny, 1986). To
test the mediating effect, each relationship of EQV on ECS (Step 1), and EQV on EA (Step 2)
should be significant. Then, the relationship of both EQV and ECS on CS should be significant
(Step 3), when comparing the coefficients of EQV in Step 2 and Step 3. The coefficient of EQV
in Step 2 should be larger than that of EQV in Step 3. As expected, the results were statistically
significant while satisfying all steps of the testing procedures. Since this result shows that the
direct (EQV on EDA) and indirect (EQV via ECS on EDA) relationships were significant, the
ecological size of consideration sets would partially mediate the relationship between the
perceived equivocality and the emotional decision accuracy. However, the direct effect was
larger than the indirect effect (EQV: β = -581; t = -19.82; p < .001, and ECS: β = -.06; t = -2.03;
p = .042). Regarding the likelihood of purchase, the coefficient of log-odds of no purchase by
purchase is -1.01 (no choice over purchase: ∆χ2= 110.48; p < .001), given the other variables are
constant. Meanwhile, log-odds of purchase deferral by purchase is -.53 (purchase deferral over
purchase: ∆χ2= 42.72; p < .001) for one unit change in emotional decision accuracy. To interpret
the coefficients of log-odds, this study transformed those coefficients to the odds. As a result, the
odds’ ratio of no purchase to purchase is 𝑒 −.101 = .364, while that of purchase deferral to
purchase is 𝑒 −.53 = .589. That is, as a unit of emotional decision accuracy increases, the

probability of no purchase decreases by 63.6% (1 – P = 1 – .364 = .636) and that of purchase
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deferral decreases by 41.1%. Consequently, as consumers’ emotional decision accuracy
decreases, the greater the likelihood of deferring or even forgoing a purchase decision in the final
stage of sequential decision processes. That is, the stronger the negative emotional decision
accuracy, the more prone consumers are to forgo purchase decision, rather than defer the
decision.
In conclusion, when providing unarranged information structures, the series of results in
Hypothesis 1 and its sub-hypotheses indicate that only the amount of information is not likely to
provide a precise explanation to resolve the ontological issues of the paradigm of information
overload. Instead, the precise answers should take into account the difference of item categories
(domain-specific dependency) and information structures (universality) at the same time. Then,
the answer is beneficial to understanding consumers’ complicated behavior in any decision
process covering from information foraging to final purchase decision. The reason for the
concurrent consideration is that one universal factor cannot represent the entire of the
information overload paradigm in the consumer decision process during a certain time. Moreover,
to achieve an optimized decision, the emotional state of consumers formed through a sequential
phase is likely to play an important role in determining patterns of information foraging and final
decisions in association with differently provided informational contexts. Nonetheless, the
detailed causal relationship in each phase of the sequential decision process demonstrates that the
causality in each phase strongly influences the final decision to purchase, to defer or to forego
(also see interrelationships in Table 4.6).
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Hypothesis 2. Hypothesis 2 investigates the effect of time pressure with the same conditions of
main Hypothesis 1. To compare the effects of time pressure, this study is a between-within
mixed design conducting repeated measures two-way ANOVA measurements through
combining data between the data used in Hypothesis 1 (3 categories of items × 3 structures of
information × 2 conditions of time pressure). This combination of data allows for the condition
of no time pressure (reference group, coded as 0) and newly obtained data for the condition of
time pressure (compared group, coded as 1). Prior to beginning a series of tests, a comparison of
the descriptive statistics and correlation matrices in Table 4.10, combined and compared with the
data in Table 4.6 reveal a similar mean value and standard deviation for each variable. However,
the degree of interrelationships seems attenuated when compared with the significance of
coefficients among the main variables.
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Table 4.10 Hypothesis 2: Means, Standard Deviations, and Correlation Matrices
LC
M
EQV
ECS
EDA
LP
EQV
ECS
EDA
LP
EQV
ECS
EDA
LP
CTP
SI
GND
Age
Races
EDU

SD

4.19
.71
.47
.29
4.41 1.26
4.36
.74
.46
.32
4.23 1.29
4.37
.71
.50
.29
4.24 1.27
35.49 13.29
-

EQV

.24
-63
-.07
.45
.11
.31
-.04
.45
.05
-.28
.01
-.03
-.07
.06
.06
-.02
.13
.04

MV
ECS

.25
-.16
.08
.09
.22
-.08
.04
.05
.22
.03
.07
.04
-.06
-.03
-.07
.02
-.02
-.03

EDA

TP

LP

EQV

ECS

-.63 -.07
-.16 .12
-.16
-.16
-.25 -.02
.05 .11
.35 .02
.04 .11
-.29 -.09
.4 .03
.40 .15
.06 .17
.01 .05
.05 -.01
-.06 -.05
-.05 -.12
.01 -.5
-.16 -.03
-.06 .02

.45
.09
-27
0

.10
.23
.04
.11
.14

.14
-.58 -.11
-.07 .11
.49 .02
.06 .28
-.25 -.02
.01 -.02
-.06
0
-.10 .07
-.05 -.09
0 -.01
-.03
0
.09 .02
.08 -.02

EDA

Demographics

LP

EQV

ECS

EDA

LP

CTP

SI

-.33 -.05
-.08 .06
.39
4
.01 .10
-56 -.07
-.10 .15
.09
.09
-.35 -.03
-.02 -.06
.39 .05
.01 .27
.07 -.03
.03 -.01
-.02 .04
.08 .04
.08 .01
-.08 -.03
0 -.06

.44
.06
-.31
-.06
.47
.01
-.35
-.03

.04
.24
.03
.04
.07
.38
-.04
-.05
.10

-.28
.04
.42
.13
-.25
-.02
.39
.04
-.58
-.12

0
.07
.06
.17
.01
0
.02
.26
.01
.07
.04

-.02
.06
.01
.04
-.05
.01
.08
-.03
-.11
.01
.13
.09

-.07
-.05
.06
-.02
-.13
.06
.05
-.01
-.07
.09
.03
-.07
.03

.09
-.58
0
-.11
-.06
.04
.10
.05
.12
.10

-.11
.03
.01
.09
-.06
-.04
.04
-.04
-.08

.07
.12
.02
0
-.04
-.07
-.13
-.01

.09
-.08 .03
.07 -.01 -.04
-.05 -.10 -.10
.07 .06 -.02
-.07 -.14
0
-.12 .03 .05

GND

Age

Races

EDU

INC

.06 .01
-.02 -.11
-.07 -.02
-.05 -13
-.04 -.03
-.08 -.01
-.01 .12
.04 .06
.04 .09
-.06 -.06
0 -.05
.07 -.05
-.01 -.14
-.04 -.10
.17
.18
.07 .10
-.01 .13
-.07 -.02

-.03
.01
.03
-.06
-.01
.01
.07
-.01
.09
.04
-.07
.06
.03
-.01
.06
.08

.13
-.02
-.15
-.02
.08
.03
-.07
-.03
.12
-.05
-.13
-.05
-.14
0
-.01
.19
-.10

.04
-.03
-.05
.03
.07
.01
0
-.04
.10
-.09
-.01
-.11
.01
.06
-.06
.02
-.01
.26

-.12
0

INC
.25
Note. N=521 (TPN: n = 263; TPY: n =258; IS: n = 179; ISE: n = 177; ISEP: n = 165). Based on the diagonal empty-line, left-sided numbers indicate Pearson
correlations while right-sided numbers indicate Spearman correlations. LC = laptop computers; MV = multivitamins; TP = travel packages; EQV = perceived
equivocality of information; ECS = ecological sizes of consideration sets; EDA = emotional decision accuracy; SI = structures of information; LP = likelihood of
purchase as a final decision; CTP = condition of time pressure; GND = gender; EDU = education; and INC = income.
- Bold = p < .01; Italic = p < .05; Under-bar = p < .1
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Prior to conducting validation of Hypothesis 2, execution of assumption tests for
homoscedasticity used computations according to Box’s M for checking the homogeneity of
variance-covariance between-subjects variables and Levene’s F for testing the equality of
variance within-subjects variables. Those two criteria satisfied variables used for testing
Hypothesis 2, except for Levene’s F test of the multivitamins category when examining the time
pressure effect of structure of information on EDA (F(5,515) = 2.44, p = .033). This study again
adopted Howell’s suggestion for methodological consistency (Howell, 2010), to examine the
difference between the smallest and the largest standard deviations. The detailed descriptive
results appear in Table 4.11. Comparing the largest standard deviation to the smallest standard
deviation with the criterion determines whether or not differences are four times larger. The
results show that none of the standard deviations appears to be over four times as large
throughout the category of the travel package items. Therefore, based on Howell’s suggestion,
the assumption for travel package’s data achieves robustness.
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Table 4.11 Detailed Descriptive Statistics for Hypothesis 2
EQV
CI
LC

CTP
TPN

TPY

Total

MV

TPN

TPY

Total

TP

TPN

TPY

Total

SI

M

ECS
SD

M

EDA
SD

M

LP
SD

Categories

%

IS

4.188

.640

.484

.294

4.306

1.396

NP

503

32.2

ISE

4.154

.761

.464

.268

4.435

1.269

PD

520

33.3

ISEP

4.147

.754

.506

.301

4.520

1.212

P

540

34.5

Total

4.163

.718

.485

.287

4.421

1.293

TPN

789

50.5

IS

4.233

.635

.507

.289

4.504

1.173

ISE

4.337

.682

.477

.305

4.118

1.247

ISEP

4.034

.745

.397

.272

4.622

Total

4.208

.694

.463

.292

4.408

LP

n

CTP

TPY

774

49.5

IS

537

34.4

1.210

ISE

531

34.0

1.224

ISEP

495

31.7

SI

IS

4.211

.636

.496

.291

4.408

1.287

LC

521

33.3

ISE

4.245

.727

.471

.286

4.278

1.264

MV

521

33.3

ISEP

4.094

.749

.454

.292

4.568

1.208

TP

521

33.3

Total

4.185

.706

.474

.289

4.414

1.258

IS

4.318

.755

.428

.294

4.467

1.325

ISE

4.312

.728

.452

.306

4.317

1.270

ISEP

4.335

.721

.507

.335

4.149

1.248

Total

4.321

.732

.462

.313

4.311

1.283

IS

4.559

.788

.455

.319

4.016

1.417

ISE

4.454

.720

.451

.314

3.889

1.062

ISEP

4.163

.687

.483

.326

4.563

1.295

Total

4.403

.751

.462

.319

4.138

1.295

IS

4.442

.780

.442

.307

4.235

1.388

ISE

4.382

.726

.451

.309

4.105

1.188

ISEP

4.254

.708

.496

.330

4.345

1.283

Total

4.362

.742

.462

.315

4.226

1.291

IS

4.272

.662

.490

.298

4.504

1.216

ISE

4.284

.739

.466

.268

4.381

1.289

ISEP

4.330

.674

.549

.319

4.272

1.267

Total

4.295

.691

.502

.296

4.385

1.257

IS

4.475

.721

.458

.287

4.101

1.334

ISE

4.626

.717

.506

.294

3.719

1.074

ISEP

4.203

.683

.520

.296

4.471

1.270

Total

4.444

.726

.493

.292

4.082

1.263

IS

4.376

.698

.474

.292

4.297

1.290

ISE

4.454

.746

.486

.281

4.052

1.230

ISEP

4.270

.679

.536

.308

4.366

1.269

CI

Subpopulation = 18 (NLP = 1563)

Total
4.369
.712
.498
.294
4.235
1.268
Note. N = 521 (TPN – IS: n = 87; ISE: n = 89; ISEP: n = 87, and TPY – IS: n = 92; ISE: n = 88; ISEP: n = 78). The
abbreviation used here refers to Table 4.12.
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Table 4.12 Summary of Hypothesis 2
Hypotheses
EQV: CTP, SI and CI
Assumption Tests
satisfied

ECS: CTP, SI and CI
Assumption Tests
satisfied

EDA: CTP, SI and CI
Assumption Tests
satisfied, except for
Levene’s F test (MV:
p = .033)

Results (Full factorial design)
Multivariate test
- CI (Pillai’s Trace = .07; F(2,514) = 19.33; p < .001; η2p = .07)
Within-subjects
- CI (Huynh-Feldt: F(2,514) = 19.84; p < .001; η2p = .04)
Within-subjects contrast test
- CI: MV vs. LC (F(1,515) = 25.58; p < .001; η2p = .05)
- CI: TP vs. LC (F(1,515) = 31.17; p < .001; η2p = .06)
Between-subjects
- CTP (F(1,515) = 2.75; p = .098; η2p = .01)
- SI (F(2,515) = 3.91; p = .021; η2p = .02)
- CTP×SI (F(2,515) = 4.87; p = .008; η2p = .02)
Between-subjects contrast test (K-matrix)
- SI: ISEP vs. IS = -1.39 (s.e. = .061); p = .024
Post-hoc test (Bonferroni test)
- ISEP vs. ISE = -.15; p = .037; and ISEP vs. ISE = -.14; p = .077
Multivariate test
- CI (Pillai’s Trace = .12; F(2,514) = 3.07; p = .047; η2p = .01)
- CI×SI (Pillai’s Trace = .042, F(4,1030) = 2.09; p = .08; η2p = .01)
Within-subjects
- CI (Huynh-Feldt: F(2,1029.89) = 2.71; p = .067; η2p = .01)
- CI×SI (Huynh-Feldt: F(2,514) = 2.31; p < .056; η2p = .01)
Within-subjects contrast test
- CI×SI: MV vs. LC (F(1,515) = 2.95; p = .053; η2p = .01)
- CI×SI: TP vs. LC (F(1,515) = 3.66; p = .027; η2p = .01)
Multivariate test
- CI (Pillai’s Trace = .022; F(2,514) = 5.67; p = .004; η2p = .02)
- CI×CTP (Pillai’s Trace = .011; F(2,514) = 2.75; p = .065; η2p = .01)
- CI×CTP× SI(Pillai’s Trace = .02; F(4,1030) = 2.66; p = .032; η2p = .01)
Within-subjects
- CI (Huynh-Feldt: F(2,514) = 5.66; p = .004; η2p = .01)
- CI×CTP (Huynh-Feldt: F(2,1030) = 2.6; p .074; η2p = .01)
- CI×CTP× SI (Huynh-Feldt: F(4,1030) = 2.74; p = .027; η2p = .01)
Within-subjects contrast test
- CI: MV vs. LC (F(1,515) = 25.58; p < .001; η2p = .05)
- CI: TP vs. LC (F(1,515) = 31.17; p < .001; η2p = .06)
Between-subjects
- CTP (F(1,515) = 3.18; p = .075; η2p = .01)
- SI (F(2,515) = 3.96; p = .02; η2p = .02)
- CTP×SI (F(2,515) = 5.93; p = .003; η2p = .02)
Between-subjects contrast test (K-matrix)
- SI: ISE vs. IS = -.173 (s.e. = .102); p = .089
Post-hoc test (Bonferroni test)
- ISEP vs. ISE = .28; p = .02
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Table 4.12 Summary of Hypothesis 2 (Continued)
LP: CTP, SI and CI

Model fit: χ2(34) = 148.66; p < .001
(Cox and Snell = .091; Nagelkerke = .102; McFadden = .043)
Likelihood ratio: CTP×SI×CI (χ2(8) = 15.636; p = .048)
Parameter Estimates
NP(IS): ln(ψ) = -.59 (ψ = .56); s.e. = .35; p = .097
NP(LC): ln(ψ) = -.65 (ψ = .52); s.e. = .38; p = .091
NP(ISE×LC): ln(ψ) = 1.43 (ψ = 4.17); s.e. = .51; p = .005
PD(TPN): ln(ψ) = 1.44 (ψ = 4.2); s.e. = .42; p = .001
PD(ISE×LC): ln(ψ) = -1.1 (ψ = .33); s.e. = .61; p = .071
PD(TPN×ISE×LC): ln(ψ) = 1.33 (ψ = 3.78); s.e. = .81; p = .098

Note. N= 521 (TPN: n = 263; TPY: n =258; IS: n = 179; ISE: n = 177; ISEP: n = 165); NLP = 1563 (521 × 3CI).
ln(ψ) = the log-odds and ψ = the odds. CTP = condition of time pressure; TPN = no time pressure (reference in the
repeated measure ANOVA); TPY = time pressure (reference in the multinomial regression); EQV = perceived
equivocality of information; ECS = ecological size of consideration sets; EDA = emotional decision accuracy; LP =
likelihood of purchase; CI = categories of items; LC = laptop computers (reference); MV = multivitamins; TP =
travel packages (reference); SI = structure of information; IS = item-specific information (reference); ISE = IS with
environmental information; ISEP = ISE with item images; NP = no purchase; PD = purchase deferral; and P =
purchase (reference).

Table 4.12 contains the summarized results of main Hypothesis 2 and demonstrates somewhat
different results from testing Hypothesis 1, resulting in a considerably significant effect from the
item category in association with item structures and time constraints (i.e., coexistence of
universality and domain-specific dependency). However, more importantly, the different
conditions of time pressure result in conflicting effects depending on both information structures
and item categories (e.g., increasing or decreasing the overload’s consequences by the
incremental information structures and item categories interactively). These combined results
indicated that Hypothesis 2 is supported partially but conflictingly. This overall result suggests
that with this inconclusive consequence related to the amount of information, another possible
factor for responding to the ontological issues of information overload should have consideration
at the same time. The detailed explanations of Hypothesis 2’s results are: First, this study
examines the effect of time pressures on the perceived equivocality of information as the
incremental structure of information changed. The multivariate test suggests that the perceived
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equivocality is significantly different among the three categories of items (Pillai’s Trace = .07;
F(2,514) = 19.33; p < .001; η2p = .07). This result arises from the within-subjects effect (HuynhFeldt: F(2,514) = 19.84; p < .001; η2p = .04). While examining more closely, the contrast test
results reveal that the perceived equivocality in the information of laptop computers is
significantly different from the equivocality for multivitamins or travel packages (MV vs. LC:
F(1,515) = 25.58; p < .001; η2p = .05, and TP vs. LC: F(1,515) = 31.17; p < .001; η2p = .06). In the
test of the between-subjects, the effect of time pressure is marginally significant at p < .1 (F(1,515)
= 2.75; p = .098; η2p = .01) and also the structure of information is significant at p < .05 (F(2,515) =
3.91; p = .021; η2p = .02). More importantly, the interaction between the condition of time
pressure and the structure of information is significant, with synergistic effect (F(2,515) = 4.87; p
= .008; η2p = .02). The result of the contrast test indicates that consumers perceive the ISEP
structure differently from the IS structure in terms of informational equivocality (ISEP vs. IS = 1.39 [s.e. = .061]; p = .024). That is, consumers, in general, perceive greater equivocality of
information in IS than ISEP. Along with the contrast test, post-hoc testing reveals that consumers
tend to perceive the structure of ISEP as having weaker equivocality than that of IS and ISE;
however, the difference in equivocality between ISEP and ISE is marginally different (ISEP vs.
ISE = -.15; p = .037, and ISEP vs. ISE = -.14; p = .077). Taken together, the perceived
equivocality results suggest that consumers are likely to perceive equivocality of information
differently with the condition of time pressure compared to no time pressure. Moreover, this
different perception of the equivocality varied among information structures and item categories.
Time pressure is likely enhancing the equivocality in association with the large amount of
information, and these relational effects are different among durable goods, nondurable goods,
and services. Accordingly, the complex combination of influential factors in everyday decision-
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making symbiotically increases the perceived equivocality of information. Therefore, the
information overload would derive from the complexity of the confronted context rather than
from one single factor.
Next, Examination considered the difference in ecological size of consideration sets by the
structures of information with time pressure. Again, the multivariate test demonstrates that the
ecological size of consideration sets is different among item categories (Pillai’s Trace = .12;
F(2,514) = 3.07; p = .047; η2p = .01), and the differences are also heterogeneous according to the
given amount of information (i.e., marginal interaction effect) (Pillai’s Trace = .042, F(4,1030) =
2.09, p = .08, η2p = .01). This result is similar in the test of effect for of within-subjects (HuynhFeldt: F(2,1029.89) = 2.71; p = .067; η2p = .01 for item category; and Huynh-Feldt: F(2,514) = 2.31; p
< .056, η2p = .01 for interaction between item category and information structure). As in the
result of the contrast test in EQV, the ecological size of consideration sets for laptop computers
was marginally, but significantly different from the size for multivitamins (F(1,515) = 2.95; p
= .053, η2p = .01) and the size for travel packages (F(1,515) = 3.66; p = .027, η2p = .01). Although
a significant joint effect of the information structure for item categories exists, the effect of
between-subjects did not present a statistically significant difference.
In the decision stage, the multivariate test provides interesting results. The emotional decision
accuracy was not only significantly different according to the difference of the itemcategory
(Pillai’s Trace = .02; F(2,514) = 5.67; p = .004; η2p = .02), but also marginally by interacting with
time conditional differences (Pillai’s Trace = .11; F(2,514) = 2.75; p = .065, η2p = .01). Moreover,
the emotional decision accuracy gained significant influence from three-way interaction term
with added information structures (Pillai’s Trace = .02; F(4,1030) = 2.66; p = .032; η2p = .01). The
multivariate test result shows the same outcomes for the effect of within-subjects: item
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categories (Huynh-Feldt: F(2,514) = 5.66; p = .004; η2p = .01); the interaction between item
categories and condition of time pressure (Huynh-Feldt: F(2,1030) = 2.6; p .074; η2p = .01) and the
interaction among item categories, condition of time pressure, and information structures
(Huynh-Feldt: F(4,1030) = 2.74; p = .027; η2p = .01). These effects indicate that the categorical
differences would be a crucial factor in determining the emotional state in consumers’
subjectively optimal decision-making via information foraging. Aligned with the results from
EQV and ECS, the contrast test of within-subjects demonstrated that the emotional decision
accuracy is quite different from the other two items: multivitamins (F(1,515) = 25.58; p < .001; η2p
= .05) and travel package (F(1,515) = 31.17; p < .001; η2p = .06). In the test of between-subjects,
the result shows that time pressure marginally influences the emotional decision accuracy (F(1,515)
= 3.18; p = .075; η2p = .01) while that information structure significantly influences the
emotional decision accuracy (F(2,515) = 3.96; p = .02; η2p = .02). Similar to same result in EQV,
the effect of time pressure interacting with structure of information becomes stronger than its
sole effect (F(2,515) = 5.93; p = .003; η2p = .02). In the contrast test of the between-subjects, when
consumers confronted the ISE structure of information, marginally, they are less likely to
accurately decided compared to the IS structure (ISE vs. IS = -.173 [s.e. = .102]; p = .089). The
post-hoc test reveals that the emotional decision accuracy is greater in ISEP than in ISE (ISEP vs.
ISE = .28; p = .02). The cause of this result from the post-hoc test may not be the amount of
information, but by the items’ images, since the effect is solely from the amount of information.
Last and relatively consistently, the results of the multinomial regression reveal existence of
significant difference in the likelihood of purchase from information structures in association
with item categories and time constraints (χ2(34) = 148.66; p < .001 [Cox and Snell = .091;
Nagelkerke = .102; McFadden = .043]). The likelihood ratio test reveals that the model fit for the
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three-way interaction term is better than the full factorial model when comparing the log
likelihood ratio (2×[180.67-165.04] = 15.636), resulting in χ2(8) = 15.636 at p = .048. This result
suggests that the likelihood of a consumer’s final decision being no purchase, purchase deferral,
or purchase is contingent on consideration of item categories, the structure of information and
time constraint’s conditions, simultaneously. In detail, with a fixed purchasing condition as a
reference group, the overall likelihood of no purchase in the IS structure of information is
marginally 44% lower than that for purchase, holding the other information structures constant
(ln(ψ) = -.59 [ψ = .56]; s.e. = .35; p = .097), and of the likelihood of no purchase for a laptop
computer is marginally 48% lower for purchase, holding the other item categories constant (ln(ψ)
= -.65 [ψ = .52]; s.e. = .38; p = .091). However, when the ISE structure forms the laptop
computer’s information, the likelihood of no purchase is 317% higher than for purchase (ln(ψ) =
1.43 [ψ = 4.17]; s.e. = .51; p = .005). Regarding the likelihood of purchase deferral with holding
purchase as reference, the overall likelihood of purchase deferral is 320% higher in the condition
of no time pressure than for the condition of time pressure. Interestingly, when laptop computer’s
information structure has ISE compared with the likelihood of purchase in ISE, holding the
others as constant, the likelihood of purchasing deferral decreases by 67%. However, the
likelihood of purchasing deferral when laptop computer’s information structure has ISE with no
time pressure is 278% higher than for purchase with other conditions constant. Based on a series
of results for the likelihood purchase, these results suggest that the likelihood ratio will differ,
depending on the conditions of: time pressure, information structure, and items’ categories, in
general. However, when considering these conditions concurrently, the accuracy of predicting
the likelihood of purchase increases. In addition to the overall result, the overall classification
result predicts 10.6% no purchase, 50.5% purchase deferral, and 38.9% purchase. Interestingly,
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the overall result of classification indicates that the condition of time pressure provokes
purchasing when compared to no time pressure. In detail, time pressure likely stimulates
consumers who intended to defer the purchasing decision to purchase in most cases, unlike those
inclined toward no purchase (c.f., the result of LP in main Hypothesis 1).
The visualized pattern of the effect of a time constraint, this study depicts the differences of time
constraint according to information structures and item categories in Figure 4.4. Related to the
result of Hypothesis 2, the graphic results demonstrate somewhat intricate relationships. As seen
in Figure 4.4, in general, the effect of time pressure clearly exists, dependent upon item
categories and information structures. Regarding the categories of items, each item category has
relatively idiosyncratic item-specific properties on the dependent variables (EQV, ECS, EDA,
and LP). Particularly the properties of laptop computers are different from multivitamins and
travel packages (see second column of graphs). The categories of multivitamins (nondurables)
and travel packages (service) sensitively respond to the dependent variables (EQV, ECS and
EDA). This relationship, arguably, is a consequence of information foraging. For example, these
item categories are negatively responsive to increasing EQV and decreasing EDA with time
pressure. However, the category of laptop computer (durables) is negligibly responsive to EQV
and EDA, with time pressure. The ECS for laptop computers and travel packages decreases with
time pressure, while the ECS for multivitamin does not respond to time pressure. These results
are consistent with results presented in Chapter 2. That is, the item’s categorical characteristic
differently affects the time spent and number of information sources (short and small: MV vs.
long and large: LC and TP).
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Figure 4.4 H2: Time Pressure and No Time Pressure

Note. CTP = condition of time pressure; TPN = no time pressure; TPY = time pressure; EQV = perceived equivocality of information; ECS = ecological size of
consideration sets; EDA = emotional decision accuracy; CI = categories of items; LC = laptop computers; MV = multivitamins; TP = travel packages; SI =
structure of information; IS = item-specific information; ISE = IS with environmental information; and ISEP = ISE with item images.
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Figure 4.4 H2: Time Pressure and No Time Pressure (Continued)
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Figure 4.4 H2: Time Pressure and No Time Pressure (Continued)
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With respect to the structures of items, the ISEP structure shows reversed results on EQV, ECS
and EDA when compared with IS and ISE structures on those dependent variables. Forcing time
pressure, ISEP structure decreases EQV and ECS, but increases EDA; however, IS and ISE
structures increase EQV and ECS, but decrease EDA. In addition, the change of ISE variation
was much greater than the variations in IS structure. These results suggest that the mere quantity
of information does not determine the debated issue: “more information is better or less
information is better.” Instead, the components of information provide a better explanation of the
debate. Simply said, for example, the ISEP structure contains larger amounts of information
chunks than the other two structures. However, the ISEP structure only includes items’ images
that help reduce information overload. However, interpreting this apparent outcome requires
caution. Since the ISEP structure increased the relative size of consideration sets, while
decreasing the perceived equivocality and increasing the emotional decision accuracy, the items’
images create a double-sidedness, depending on item categories in this study. The items’ image
may help to reduce information overload (EQV, ECS and EDA), but this effect likely occurs
with time pressure. This is, results whether the image can be either a focal “indicative factor”
leading informativeness of that option is the best (Alton & Manining, 2012) or a central
“inconclusive factor” leading conflict and ambiguity of which option is the best (White &
Hoffrage, 2009). Whether or not the item’s image is an indicative factor or inconclusive factor is
subject to the experience with item categories, such as purchase frequencies of an item,
knowledge of an item, or likability of information seeking (c.f., Table 4.3).
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Conclusion: Unarranged Information Structures among Three Item Categories
A series of examinations in Study 1 (hypothesis 1 and 2) suggested several points. First, the
generic information search page, in general, is not likely to affect consumer information overload;
however, the evidence detected that consumers tend to activate their foraging instinct before
beginning evaluating each information set in some cases. This result suggests that the issues in
information overload paradigm should contain the information browsing stage in the aspect of
browsing-searching continuum. Second, the Study 1’s result suggested that solely the quantity
issue under information overload paradigm is likely exaggerated in order to solve the ontological
issue. That is, to answer the raised issues precisely, the category of item (e.g., domain-specific
dependency) and the structure of information sets (e.g., quality of information sets) would be of
considerable concern, not the mere quantity of information. Even though there is an impactful
factor, no single factor answers the question of the ontological issues under the information
overload paradigm. In other words, many influential factors are interweaved at the same time in
a sequential decision process when investigating information foraging to final decision phases in
association with resultant outcomes affected by information overload.
The result for Hypothesis 1 suggests that the level of equivocality is more important than the
amount of information, as an important cause inducing information overload. Moreover, the
degree of equivocality is different from one item category to another implying that the domainspecificity for universality should be a concern when proffering more precise answers the causes
of information overload. Third, the causal relationships in each stage are obvious in an
unarranged information structure (i.e., the quantity-focused information structure) regardless of
the amount of information. This finding suggests that information overload arises from combined
results from holistic information foraging, not just from information searching or item-specific
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information. Fourth, the effect of time pressure clearly influences variations of information
overload, but importantly, the effect of time pressure is likely to vary among item categories
(durables, nondurables and service) and the structures of information presented (IS, ISE and
ISEP).
Consistent with the results in main Hypothesis 1, the combined results in Hypothesis 2 indicate
that the beneficial answers for the ontological issue of information overload cannot be explicated
by one simple cause but rather by interwoven several causes. When exploring the information
overload paradigm with the implementation of unarranged information structures, this
convolutedness suggests the necessity to not focus on the issue of informational quantity, but to
focus on the issue of holistic information structures by the item category. The consequence is
crystallization of the potential causes for information overload in the paradigm in connection
with immediate environmental factors. To answer precisely the raised issues, the category of an
item (e.g., domain-specific dependency) and the structure of information sets (e.g., both quantity
and quality of information sets) become considerable concerns, not simply the amount of
information. Moreover, the relationships among examined factors (between and within factors)
interact intricately, while the complexity of consumer behavior from interwoven influential
factors are also of interest, beyond focusing on one influential factor.
Next, Study 2 constitutes the arranged informational structures to examine the quality-focused
information structure associated with the incremental information structure. This has the same
conditions as in Study 1.
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Empirical Study 2: Hypotheses 3 and 4
The purpose of Study 2 is to identify the effect of different qualities of informational structures
in the different item categories. To test Hypotheses 3 and 4, Study 2 only considered the
condition of “more information,” similar to Study 1, and the fundamental default condition for
information overload. Another default condition in Study 2 is the classification of each
information chunk in representative categories, in contrast of Study 1. Based on these two
defaults, the information search page includes both generic and ecological icons to examine the
role of the proximal cue for the information overload paradigm. The used information structures
are particularly explained in pages 135 and 136.
Method
Research design and procedure: Hypotheses 3 and 4
The study of testing Hypothesis 3 employs a 4 (SI) × 3 (CI) between-within mixed model design
for examining Hypothesis 4 applies a 4 (SI) × 3 (CI) × 2 (CTP) between-within mixed model
design. The differences from Study 1 are: First, the information search page consists of generic
and ecological search pages (no proximal cue vs. proximal cue). Second, reviews by customers
and experts added an internal environmental component, and the appended traffic-light metaphor
added an external environmental component in the information structure. Accordingly, the
quality of information in the within patch has four different information structures among the
three item categories (pp.135-136 in Chapter 4). Regarding the structures of information, being
the same as Study 1, this condition has the symmetrical structure for both increasing quantity and
improving quality of information chunks in the sets. Regarding structures of the informational set,
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samples appear in Appendix F, Part III and Part IV. In addition, Table 4.13 describes the amount
of information in detail.
Table 4.13 Study 2: The Quantity of Provided Information Chunks
Types of
Structures
1
Laptop Computers
Search Page
2
CIS*
38
CISP
42
CISPE
54
CISPERT
66
Multivitamins
Search Page
2
CIS*
68
CISP
70
CISPE
83
CISPERT
95
Travel Packages
Search Page
2
*
CIS
122
CISP
128
CISPE
198
CISPERT
210

Items
5
6

7

8

9

10

Total
Amount

2
37
41
53
65

2
44
49
56
68

2
39
43
51
63

2
32
36
46
58

2
46
51
60
72

20
408
469
556
676

2
68
70
84
96

2
78
80
93
105

2
86
88
101
113

2
45
47
60
72

2
82
84
93
105

2
49
51
58
70

20
687
727
848
968

2
166
171
216
228

2
81
86
142
154

2
118
124
169
181

2
108
114
163
175

2
96
101
148
160

2
71
77
161
173

20
1165
1239
1753
1873

2

3

4

2
51
55
62
74

2
39
43
52
64

2
41
45
53
65

2
41
45
49
61

2
92
94
105
117

2
71
73
88
100

2
48
50
63
75

2
101
106
162
174

2
139
144
150
162

2
163
168
224
236

Note: Those sets of information are extractions from real online shopping malls.
*
The twenty information chunks in the search page are not applied in the CIS when calculating the total amount of
information chunks.

Among the three item categories, participants in Study 2 confronted 2,260 chunks of information
in the CIS structure, 2,435 chunks of information in the CISP structure, 3,157 chunks of
information in the CISPE structure, and 3,517 chunks of information in the CISPERT. In the
search page, to simplify, regardless of included pictured icons or a reviewed stars, the number of
informational chunks counts as two chunks for two-lined information because this iconic
information is proximal cues characterized as informational incompleteness.
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Using the same procedure as Study 1, participants navigated ten products with the three
categories of items. The only differences are the probabilities of participating in one of the four
information structures (25% chance) and of the three item categories (consequently, 8.3%). The
visualized procedure in Study 2 appears in Figure 4.5 (for detailed explanations of the procedure,
refer to pp.147-148).
Figure 4.5 Procedures of Mixed-Model Experimental Design: H3 and H4

Note: In the experimental procedure, dotted-lined boxes indicate orthogonally randomized blocks while lined boxes
represent fixed blocks.

Participants: Hypotheses 3 and 4
H3. Amazon Mechanical Turk (Mturk) obtained participants for the test of Hypothesis 3, and the
maintained the conditions of reward as in Study 1. Four-hundred-twenty-two individuals
participated in this experiment, but filtering eliminated 7 individuals through the screening
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questions (4 individuals) and for unread whole vignettes and information sets (i.e., less than 3
seconds [3 individuals]) (for screening questions, see Appendix D, Part II and Appendix E, Part
II). Therefore, the current study captured 415 individuals for analyses. The retained individuals
were 36.48 year-old, on average (range: 19 to 68; SD = 11.75); 238 individuals (57.3%) were
female, and 177 individuals (42.7%) were male. Three hundred twenty-two individuals were
Caucasian, Asian/Pacific islander (n = 38), African American (n = 29), Hispanic American (n =
13), multiple ethnicities (n = 11), and American Indian/Alaskan Native (n = 2).
H4. Mturk, with the same conditions for H3, provided newly obtained participants for testing
Hypothesis 4 in association with the participants for Hypothesis 3. Four hundred forty
individuals participated in this experiment with 5 eliminated by filtering from the screening
questions, resulting in 435 retained individuals. The retained individuals’ average age was 37.04
(range: 18 to 76; SD = 13.58); 260 individuals (59.8%) were female, and 175 individuals (40.2%)
were male. The ethnic profile consisted of Caucasian (n = 332), African American (n = 40),
Asian/Pacific islander (n = 28), Hispanic American (n = 17), multiple ethnicities (n = 16),
American Indian/Alaskan Native (n = 4), and others (n = 1).
In addition to the basic demographics, the current study provides an online environment for this
experiment. The summarized results of the online environment in Study 2 appear in Table 4.14.
The combined results reveal that Chrome is the most popular web-browser, and Firefox ranked
second. Overall, both web-browsers covered over 85% of the population in Study 2. Regarding
OS, Windows system dominated other systems at over 82%, and Macintosh covered more than
12%. This trend across the four studies presents the same compositional patterns.
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Table 4.14 Study 2: Participants’ Browsers and Operating Systems
Browsers
n
%
H3
Chrome
204 49.2
(N = 415) Firefox
152 36.6
Internet Explorer 41 9.9
Safari
16 3.8
Opera
2 0.5

Operating Systems
n
%
Windows
354 85.3
Macintosh
50 12.0
Linux
7 1.7
Chrome
2 0.5
Ubuntu
2 0.5

H4
Chrome
220 50.6
(N = 434) Firefox
150 34.5
Internet Explorer 30 6.9
Safari
32 7.4
Opera
2 0.5

Windows
Macintosh
Linux
Chrome
Ubuntu

358 82.3
61 14.0
6 1.6
7 1.4
2 0.5

Note. In H4, 1 participant’s information is not recorded.

Table 4.15 Study 2: Participants’ Online Behavioral Characteristics According to Items
LC
Measurement
Knowledge

Online purchase
frequency
Purchase plan near
future
Online information
seeking
Likability of
information seeking
Time-spent of
information seeking

H3
H4*
Total
H3
H4*
Total
H3
H4*
Total
H3
H4*
Total
H3
H4*
Total
H3
H4*
Total

M
5.48
5.50
5.49
4.94
4.78
4.86
3.97
3.98
3.97
5.35
5.42
5.39
5.40
5.34
5.37
5.09
4.94
5.02

MV
SD
1.14
1.20
1.17
1.82
2.05
1.94
1.91
2.03
1.97
1.68
1.62
1.65
1.55
1.56
1.55
1.81
1.80
1.80

M
4.77
4.63
4.70
3.58
3.45
3.52
4.75
4.44
4.59
4.27
4.11
4.19
4.13
3.99
4.06
3.80
3.71
3.75

TP
SD
1.42
1.53
1.48
1.98
2.02
2.00
1.83
1.97
1.91
1.97
2.01
1.99
1.85
1.89
1.87
1.88
1.88
1.88

M
3.93
3.81
3.87
4.88
4.73
4.80
3.52
3.47
3.49
4.54
4.45
4.49
4.82
4.61
4.71
4.17
4.11
4.14

SD
1.63
1.62
1.62
1.81
1.90
1.86
1.90
1.87
1.88
2.03
2.05
2.04
1.89
1.91
1.95
2.02
2.03
2.02

Note. NH3 = 415 for no time pressure condition; NH4* = 435 for time pressure condition; NTOTAL = 850. Bold numbers
indicate differences between-subjects at .05 significance level, using a univariate t-test. LC = laptop computer; MV
= multivitamin; and TP = travel package.
* H4 indicates the result of the newly obtained participants only.
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In Table 4.15, individuals were similar in both groups of Study 2; except, purchasing
multivitamins in the near future has a significant difference. Similar to the results of Study 1,
individuals had generally more knowledge of laptop computers than the other two items (LC >
MV > TP). The purchase frequency online demonstrates the same results as Study 1, even in the
exploratory study (Chapter 2) (LC > TP > MV). Individuals tended to seek actively the necessary
information, online (LC > TP > MV), and enjoyed the activity. Throughout the results in the
exploratory study and empirical studies, the time for information foraging reveals the same
patterns. Laptop computers were first, the travel packages were second, and the multivitamins
were last. The result from the series of studies suggested that consumers spend more time for a
purchase decision for durables than in the services and nondurables, respectively.
Results
Effects of the Generic vs. Ecological Information Search Page in Study 2
As described in Table 4.16 and Table 4.17, the pages for ecological information searches were
very different from the generic pages, among the three item categories. The result suggests the
necessity of foraging theory to account for the continuum of information acquisition from
browsing to searching. Accordingly, the browsing stage not the searching stage starts to affect
informational overload. In other words, the result reveals the important role of proximal cues on
the search page, determining individual’s foraging patterns. That is, consumers are not passive
but proactive inforagers because they attempt to communicate with the incomplete and imperfect
information to participate subjectively in optimal information acquisition for a purchase decision.
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Table 4.16 Consumers’ Preference of Search Ranking in H3
H3 GIS
LC 1
LC 2
LC 3
LC 4
LC 5
LC 6
LC 7
LC 8
LC 9
LC 10

1
78
6
2
2
4
1
2
2
6

2
5
78
2
7
2
2
6
1

3
2
3
80
3
1
6
5
3

4
1
4
5
74
5
4
7
3
-

5
4
4
6
73
6
1
5
1
3

6
4
1
1
2
7
76
4
3
4
1

7
1
4
6
5
4
78
1
2
2

8
1
7
7
3
77
5
3

9
1
5
2
5
4
2
76
8

10
7
1
3
1
2
3
3
7
76

MV 1
MV 2
MV 3
MV 4
MV 5
MV 6
MV 7
MV 8
MV 9
MV 10

1
78
5
2
2
4
1
5
6

2
4
80
4
6
1
2
1
4
1

3
3
2
82
4
2
1
1
3
2
3

4
5
7
1
77
3
2
3
1
2
2

5
3
2
2
3
79
5
4
3
2
-

6
1
3
1
7
76
5
5
1
4

7
5
2
5
2
5
78
3
3
-

8
2
7
3
4
3
80
3
1

9
5
2
4
7
99
-

10
4
2
4
5
6
4
78

H3 EISP
LC 1
LC 2
LC 3
LC 4
LC 5
LC 6
LC 7
LC 8
LC 9
LC 10

1
68
51
47
30
26
24
17
14
18
18

2
36
50
32
36
32
28
23
20
25
32

3
23
31
41
39
34
34
30
25
30
26

4
30
20
13
43
39
22
35
30
38
43

5
33
35
47
30
40
30
24
31
21
22

6
48
30
33
35
26
39
29
30
25
18

7
24
21
28
18
32
27
46
44
42
32

8
19
31
25
25
28
45
38
45
33
25

9
21
21
28
25
23
34
41
32
42
46

10
11
23
20
32
34
31
30
42
39
51

MV 1
MV 2
MV 3
MV 4
MV 5
MV 6
MV 7
MV 8
MV 9
MV 10

1
43
32
18
32
33
29
33
25
22
36

2
19
29
32
35
39
38
26
28
37
30

3
47
38
41
30
28
27
30
28
25
19

4
15
30
39
42
29
36
41
37
23
21

5
43
44
25
25
25
37
33
31
29
21

6
36
28
28
29
23
34
32
32
45
26

7
23
29
33
29
42
29
38
39
28
23

8
28
29
43
47
36
36
29
36
22
7

9
9
10
21
19
22
29
29
41
55
78

10
50
34
33
25
36
18
22
16
27
52

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
TP 1
TP 1
78
8
3
3
3
1
1
2
4
54
14
93
44
17
6
24
26
24
TP 2
TP 2
8
77
5
3
3
3
4
38
39
31
40
30
11
24
42
25
TP 3
TP 3
4
4
77
3
2
4
1
4
1
3
39
24
48
35
26
13
27
30
28
TP 4
TP 4
4
1
5
79
1
1
9
1
1
1
34
29
39
53
33
31
22
26
21
TP 5
TP 5
6
1
1
76
11
2
2
4
19
31
26
37
48
31
33
32
20
TP 6
TP 6
1
3
2
9
76
2
3
5
2
23
26
26
29
29
56
33
30
32
TP 7
TP 7
4
7
2
76
6
2
6
30
38
24
22
43
31
39
36
20
TP 8
TP 8
2
5
1
5
2
7
75
3
3
32
39
24
21
38
42
29
41
27
TP 9
TP 9
1
5
2
2
5
4
3
78
3
17
50
16
18
26
43
44
32
44
TP 10
TP 10
5
2
2
3
1
3
5
5
77
27
23
16
14
23
49
38
18
72
Note. N = 415 (GISP: generic information search page [n = 103] and EISP: ecological information search page [n = 313]). LC = laptop computers; MV =
multivitamins; and TP = travel packages.

10
41
33
43
25
36
29
30
20
23
33
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Table 4.17 Consumers’ Preference of Search Ranking in H4*
H4 GIS
LC 1
LC 2
LC 3
LC 4
LC 5
LC 6
LC 7
LC 8
LC 9
LC 10

1
91
5
2
3
4
2
1
3
7

2
6
91
3
1
3
3
3
7
1

3
4
2
91
4
1
3
4
8
1
-

4
1
4
3
94
3
8
5
-

5
1
1
4
1
91
10
1
6
3

6
2
2
2
12
91
4
1
2
2

7
2
1
1
8
5
2
91
2
4
2

8
2
3
9
1
1
3
4
92
3

9
1
7
2
1
3
3
2
90
9

10
10
2
1
3
1
1
3
6
91

MV 1
MV 2
MV 3
MV 4
MV 5
MV 6
MV 7
MV 8
MV 9
MV 10

1
98
5
3
1
1
10

2
2
96
4
2
3
1
9
1

3
5
3
98
2
1
7
1
1

4
1
2
2
100
1
8
4
-

5
1
2
3
99
10
3
-

6
2
1
2
10
98
3
1
1
-

7
2
1
7
2
5
100
1
-

8
3
8
1
2
101
2
1

9
7
2
2
-

10
8
1
1
1
1
3
103

H4 EISP
LC 1
LC 2
LC 3
LC 4
LC 5
LC 6
LC 7
LC 8
LC 9
LC 10

1
95
38
27
32
32
21
22
15
15
20

2
30
62
40
34
37
25
23
19
21
25

3
24
34
51
32
28
43
30
33
23
19

4
25
18
29
45
32
29
30
22
33
54

5
23
36
35
35
48
39
20
35
29
17

6
37
31
35
43
35
43
34
25
20
14

7
15
19
27
24
28
31
67
42
32
33

8
29
28
30
31
24
29
29
58
35
24

9
20
28
22
22
27
31
34
33
66
34

10
19
23
21
19
26
26
28
35
43
77

MV 1
MV 2
MV 3
MV 4
MV 5
MV 6
MV 7
MV 8
MV 9
MV 10

1
67
27
30
31
24
26
23
18
30
41

2
22
57
39
34
24
25
39
29
38
20

3
33
42
66
27
33
20
22
29
18
27

4
23
25
24
65
30
39
32
40
25
14

5
47
49
23
26
54
26
24
27
22
19

6
33
21
34
19
38
60
37
25
25
25

7
17
25
29
31
35
49
49
36
22
24

8
14
29
39
47
31
26
37
54
27
13

9
12
20
9
16
25
24
34
29
81
67

10
49
22
34
21
23
22
20
30
29
67

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
TP 1
TP 1
96
4
2
3
2
3
1
2
5
64
16
44
31
21
13
30
30
22
TP 2
TP 2
6
94
1
3
2
3
2
1
4
2
29
44
40
51
23
14
25
28
23
TP 3
TP 3
1
4
94
4
2
1
4
7
1
31
26
49
36
31
22
20
34
25
TP 4
TP 4
2
3
5
93
4
1
5
3
2
29
22
38
64
31
32
24
28
25
TP 5
TP 5
3
1
3
1
95
7
2
2
2
2
29
32
35
33
59
23
31
29
25
TP 6
TP 6
3
2
7
97
1
4
2
2
30
37
31
19
37
60
22
27
25
TP 7
TP 7
1
4
2
7
2
97
1
2
2
31
36
25
27
29
30
68
33
20
TP 8
TP 8
1
1
6
2
1
3
2
95
5
2
20
26
26
22
34
40
41
59
29
TP 9
TP 9
3
5
1
1
3
2
2
95
6
32
45
14
21
29
31
30
35
56
TP 10
5
2
1
2
2
1
2
3
4
96
TP 10
22
33
15
13
23
52
26
14
67
Note. N = 435 (GISP: generic information search page [n = 118] and EISP: ecological information search page [n = 317]). LC = laptop computers; MV =
multivitamins; and TP = travel packages.
* The newly obtained data for H4 only.

10
46
40
43
24
21
29
18
20
24
52

3
102
2
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Despite the current study’s superficial explanation of the exact patterns, the overviewed results
suggest that consumers are prone to using pictured icons and reviewing stars as priority proximal
cues. For instance, in personal discussion with participants, some participants said, “I ranked the
pictured icons as the first priority, and the reviewed icons as the second priority, then the textual
icons as the last” when asked for reason to rank a search page.
Ecological Time Pressure in Hypothesis 4
The procedure as in Hypothesis 2 follows Equation (2). As depicted in Figure 4.6, the ecological
time pressure for laptop computers and multivitamins produce similar average times to acquire
the necessary information as in Hypothesis 3, while travel packages show somewhat dynamic
patterns depending on the information structure. Possible explanations might be the positive
effect of pictures (CIS vs. CISP) and that of the traffic-light metaphor (CISPE vs. CISPERT) to
help reduce the overload.
Figure 4.6 Ecological Time Pressure for Hypothesis 4
25

20

LC
MV
TP

15

10
CIS

CISP

CISPE

CISPERT

Note. N = 415. The time unit is seconds. LC = laptop computers; MV = multivitamins; and TP = travel
packages.
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Aligned with Figure 4.6, Table 4.18 describes the detailed time for informational evaluation in
each within-patch. The result indicates overall evaluating times for Hypothesis 3 are slightly
longer than for Hypothesis 1, particularly for displays of highest quality information sets.
Table 4.18 Foraging Time Differences of Information Patches for H4
SI

%

LC 1

LC 2

LC 3

LC 4

LC 5

LC 6

LC 7

LC 8

LC 9

LC 10

AVG

CIS
(15)*

75
50
25
M

38.462
22.458
11.146
32.548

28.051
16.540
7.261
20.565

21.415
12.873
7.296
18.039

20.165
11.484
6.302
16.359

19.755
11.072
6.578
18.623

16.681
9.014
5.451
14.965

17.263
9.564
6.095
14.616

18.824
10.227
6.091
14.380

16.008
8.248
5.475
14.127

15.713
8.578
5.950
15.189

21.234
12.006
6.765
17.941

CISP
(15)*

75
50
25
M

38.510
23.175
12.117
28.857

24.531
14.986
7.148
20.056

22.138
11.261
7.101
15.426

21.194
12.581
6.902
15.838

18.561
11.382
6.441
14.640

19.318
9.497
6.123
13.673

18.778
11.659
6.649
16.264

16.558
8.836
5.621
15.049

17.320
9.282
6.213
14.054

18.214
10.341
6.444
14.804

21.512
12.300
7.076
16.866

CISPE
(16)*

75
50
25
M

37.653
21.874
10.376
29.313

29.457
15.460
9.113
21.081

25.860
14.898
8.350
19.274

25.170
15.444
8.288
19.053

21.232
12.489
7.763
17.996

22.145
11.052
7.293
16.117

19.150
9.883
7.072
15.664

18.772
11.441
6.885
16.752

19.353
10.733
7.634
16.225

18.780
11.093
7.050
14.562

23.757
13.436
7.982
18.604

CISPERT
(18)*

75
50
25
M

46.885
25.187
12.054
33.554

38.851
15.679
8.973
29.625

26.050
12.473
8.371
19.990

25.529
13.272
7.893
20.971

20.938
11.975
6.769
18.090

22.588
11.619
7.939
18.214

22.039
12.539
7.015
18.620

20.110
10.692
6.598
17.880

22.442
11.592
6.955
17.921

18.796
10.098
6.743
15.153

26.423
13.512
7.931
21.002

SI

%

MV 1

MV 2

MV 3

MV 4

MV 5

MV 6

MV 7

MV 8

MV 9

MV 10

AVG

CIS
(16)*

75
50
25
M

34.902
20.732
10.128
26.203

27.087
15.460
8.085
23.254

23.701
12.891
6.989
18.818

22.109
11.138
7.086
22.096

19.459
10.814
5.897
17.663

18.030
10.973
7.323
15.919

17.269
10.421
6.807
17.010

13.684
9.070
6.112
13.358

19.312
10.953
6.892
19.008

13.771
9.307
6.422
11.503

20.932
12.176
7.174
18.483

CISP
(15)*

75
50
25
M

36.155
19.204
12.188
26.751

21.390
14.150
8.591
17.480

20.149
11.721
7.926
16.135

17.632
10.645
7.626
18.095

17.474
11.026
6.993
17.275

18.698
10.712
6.907
15.466

16.154
9.807
6.520
13.667

15.306
9.917
6.027
14.702

14.849
8.584
5.984
13.080

15.820
9.395
6.668
13.685

19.363
11.516
7.543
16.634

CISPE
(16)*

75
50
25
M

35.210
21.693
10.078
26.119

25.678
17.110
8.708
23.775

23.444
11.660
7.193
20.445

22.698
12.756
7.568
23.441

20.992
11.291
6.965
17.130

18.474
10.300
6.703
21.127

16.455
9.943
6.467
15.767

16.388
10.936
6.893
14.916

18.469
10.220
7.115
14.989

15.852
10.068
6.803
13.478

21.366
12.597
7.449
19.119

CISPERT
(19)*

75
50
25
M

55.704
28.835
13.141
38.883

26.952
13.881
9.245
22.415

25.692
14.214
8.148
23.451

24.269
14.228
7.499
30.088

19.425
12.615
7.565
20.977

23.398
10.237
7.154
19.480

23.701
10.808
7.384
19.909

19.821
12.409
6.612
17.918

19.395
10.593
6.335
15.137

20.680
13.134
6.742
20.544

25.904
14.095
7.982
22.880
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Table 4.18 Ecological Time Pressure for H4 (Continued)
SI

%

TP 1

TP 2

TP 3

TP 4

TP 5

TP 6

TP 7

TP 8

TP 9

TP 10

AVG

CIS
(22)*

75
50
25
M

53.069
33.402
17.272
42.702

43.445
21.918
9.375
31.867

25.455
12.932
6.869
25.915

32.784
15.908
8.302
27.663

28.849
15.729
7.799
24.543

21.420
11.209
7.286
22.357

27.032
13.153
7.415
24.078

24.731
11.844
7.242
22.200

23.978
12.852
6.671
20.363

31.398
10.847
6.697
21.978

31.216
15.979
8.493
26.367

CISP
(19)*

75
50
25
M

49.615
27.778
14.870
43.143

25.783
16.435
11.598
24.264

26.606
14.880
9.189
21.233

29.064
15.243
8.310
23.317

23.191
11.410
8.051
20.530

20.610
11.206
7.203
18.200

24.117
13.865
8.169
19.768

20.489
11.303
7.282
16.691

25.442
13.518
7.817
23.738

19.121
10.465
7.025
17.210

26.404
14.610
8.951
22.810

CISPE
(25)*

75
50
25
M

70.509
40.963
21.034
57.604

47.608
19.344
11.663
34.361

34.729
18.227
10.295
25.922

32.987
15.979
9.449
33.937

32.738
15.091
9.367
25.112

24.583
13.948
8.381
49.022

25.836
15.823
8.529
24.138

26.988
13.839
7.541
19.617

26.891
14.117
7.455
22.525

24.410
14.043
7.586
19.156

34.728
18.137
10.130
31.139

CISPERT
(24)*

75
50
25
M

75.494
38.548
20.996
53.980

41.810
23.302
12.155
32.305

32.888
18.389
8.752
31.362

29.937
16.255
8.460
40.194

36.373
17.711
6.904
29.206

30.087
15.466
6.583
24.932

23.983
14.823
8.027
20.057

23.986
12.506
7.308
23.395

24.972
11.870
6.873
21.470

26.620
13.272
7.056
21.262

34.615
18.214
9.311
29.816

Note. N = 415. The time unit is seconds. 50 = median, M = mean, and AVG = average. SI = structure of information;
CIS = sets of categorized item-specific information; CISP = sets of CIS with items’ images; CISPE = sets of CISP
with environmental information; CISPERT = sets of CISPE with reviews and traffic-light metaphor; LC = laptop
computers; MV = multivitamins, and TP = travel packages.
* The numbers in parentheses in the first column indicate the condition of time pressures by information structures
among item categories. Obtaining those numbers follow from Equation (1).

Results of Hypotheses
Study 2 investigates the integrative theoretical assumptions between Darwinism and NonDarwinism perspectives with an arranged information structure (quality-focused). Through
testing Hypotheses 3 and 4, the major interest is the quality of information (main Hypothesis 3)
and that of information depending on the condition of time pressure (main Hypothesis 4). The
subsidiary interest (Sub-hypotheses 3) is the overall causal relationship, in each stage of the
sequential decisional process. Likewise, in Study 1, the test of Hypothesis 4 holds the data used
in Hypothesis 3 as “no time pressure” and obtains the new data from the condition of “time
pressure” to examine the effect of time pressure (see Figure 3.1). As a result, Study 2
sequentially examines main Hypothesis 3, Sub-hypotheses 3, and Hypothesis 4.
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Main Hypothesis 3. The purpose of testing main Hypothesis 3 is to determine the effects of the
four structures of information sets (CIS, CISP, CISPE, and CISPERT) on the subsequent
outcomes (EQV, ECS, EDA, and LP) among the three item categories (LC, MV, and TP). While
the information structures are between-subjects, the item categories are within-subjects. As a
result, main Hypothesis 3 is a mixed model design, resulting from conducting repeated one-way
ANOVA measurements (4×3 between-within subjects experimental design). Along with main
Hypothesis 3, Sub-hypotheses 3 has a goal identifying independent causal relationships in each
stage of the sequential processes for decisions. To examining the main and Sub-hypotheses 3,
SPSS 19.0 (repeated measure ANOVA and multinomial regression for the main hypotheses) and
JMP Pro 10 (regression and maximum likelihood estimation: MLE for the Sub-hypotheses) were
the statistical tools employed.
Prior to conducting the test of Hypothesis 3, an account of interrelationships from measurements
was described in Table 4.19, including means, standard deviations, and Pearson and Spearman
correlations.
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Table 4.19 Hypothesis 3: Means, Standard Deviations, and Correlation Matrices

EQV
ECS
EDA
LP
EQV
ECS
EDA
LP
EQV
ECS
EDA
LP
SI
GND
Age
Races
EDU
INC

M
3.95
.39
4.83
4.52
.37
3.85
4.59
.44
3.85
36.48
-

LC
MV
TP
Demographics
SD EQV ECS EDA LP EQV ECS EDA
LP EQV ECS EDA LP
IS GND Age Races EDU INC
.72
.15 -.55 -.20
.31
.05
.18 -.11
.39 -.03
.19 -.09 -.04
.09 -.06
-.01
.02 .02
.23
.14
-.05 .04
.00
.31
.02
0
.02
.40 -.01 -.01 -.08
.01 -.06
-.09
.02 .00
1.13 -.54 -.08
.44 -.02
.02 -.17 .27 -.10
0 -.24 .22 .02 -.09 .08
-.04 -.05 -.01
-.10
- -.20
.02
.44
.08
.04 .12 .35
.05
.05
.06 .43 -.01 -.22 -.02
.01 .04
.66
.31
.02 -.01 .09
.28
.16 -.08
.51
.04
.22 -.05 .02
.03 -.01
-.01 -.04 -.01
.10 -.07
.25
.04
.39
0 .07 -.22
.14
.43 .12 -.07 .05
.03 -.01
-.02 -.03 -.06
.76
.08
.01 -.05 .13 -.01
.03
.08
.17
.07
.38
0 .13 -.10 -.06
-.09 -.02 -.05
.01
- -.10
.01
.25 .35 -.09 -.07
.16
0 -.04 .44
0 -.03 -.01
-.07 -.03 .02
.60
.41
0 -.12 .03
.49 .11
.16 .01
.08
.15 -.09 -.05
.05 -.05
-.02
.00 -.03
.25 -.01
.51
0 .05
.04
.48
.05 -.01
.02
.02 -.08 .06
.06 -.01
-.03
.08 -.01
.77 .11
0 -.15 .10
.22 .11
.22 .01
.02
.03
.05 .09 -.09 -.07
-.03 -.07 -.06
- -.09 -.02 .20 .42 -.05 -.03
.04 .45 -.19 -.06
.15
-.03
0 -.04
-.07 -.01 .06
- -.06 -.06
.01
0
.02
.06
.13
0 -.03
.06
.14 -.04
-.04 .03
-.06
.00 -.02
.08
.02 -.09 -.22
.03 .04 -.07 -.03
.05
.03 -.05
0 -.04
.07
.05 -.03 -.11
.11
11.75 -.01 -.07
.05 -.04
.05 -.04 -.09 -.02
.02 -.05 -.04 -.05 .04
.08
.05 .15
- -.03 -.07 -.02 -.08
.03 -.02 -.12 -.07
0 -.04 -.06 -.09 -.07
.05 .10
-.19 -.08
.02
.02 -.05
0 -.05
0 -.01 -.05 -.01
.05 -.10 -.01
0 -.03 .04
-.21
.29
.04 -.02 -.03 .01 -.03 -.05 -.04 .03 -.03
.01 -.05 .05 -.02 -.08 .10
-.08
.27

Note. N = 415 (CIS: n = 103; CISP: n = 98; CISPE: n = 108; CISPERT: n = 106). Based on the diagonal empty-line, left-sided numbers indicate Pearson
correlations while right-sided numbers indicate Spearman correlations. LC = laptop computers; MV = multivitamins; TP = travel packages; EQV = perceived
equivocality of information; ECS = ecological sizes of consideration sets; EDA = emotional decision accuracy; LP = likelihood of purchase as a final decision;
SI = structures of information; GND = gender; EDU = education; and INC = income.
- Bold = p < .01; Italic = p < .05; Under-bar = p < .1
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Despite the insignificant results, depending on the information structure, the structure positively
relates with EDA. This result suggests that consumers’ satisfaction with a decision tends to
increase as the quality of information increases. The perceived equivocality of information
(EQV), broadly, has significant interrelationships with subsequent outcomes among the item
categories, such as ecological size of consideration sets (ECS), emotional decision accuracy
(EDA) and the likelihood of purchase (LP). Nevertheless, interestingly, similar results in Study 1
for travel package show a somewhat different, less significant interrelationship with the
subsequent outcome; moreover, the correlation between EQV and ECS for multivitamins is
negative. Compared with Study 1, one of the most interesting differences the gender-effect,
which was not conspicuously detectable for laptop computers in Study 1. However, the
Spearman correlation shows considerably significant difference in Table 4.19. This result
provides evidence that domain-specific dependency exists in durables by gender, if and only if in
the presence of a furnished arranged information structure (c.f., Tellis et al., 2009, for the innate
differences between males and females in research of consumer innovativeness).
The current Study 2 follows the same procedure as Study 1, for conducting the assumption tests
for main Hypothesis 4 (Table 4.21); a capsulation of the descriptive statistics appears in Table
4.20. While the criteria satisfied the test result for EQV (Levene's F test: Howell, 2010; Box’s M
test: Tabachnick & Fidell, 2007), that for ECS and EDA gained partially satisfaction. In the
diagnoses of the statistical inappropriateness, the results of Levene’s F test reveal that ECS for
travel packages does not have equal variance between the four information structures and that
EDA for travel packages, as well. Based on Howell’s suggestion, the largest variance for travel
packages does not exceed four times greater than the smallest standard deviation among the four
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information structures, resulting in an appropriately balanced variance of the data (see ECS and
EDA separately in Table 4.20).
Table 4.20 Detailed Descriptive Statistics for Main Hypothesis 3
EQV
CI
LC

SI

LP

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

n

%

CIS

3.961

.768

.402

.225

4.783

1.129

NP

293

23.5

CISP

3.994

.674

.401

.229

4.962

1.102

PD

559

44.9

CISPE

4.029

.691

.390

.228

4.706

1.143

P

393

31.6

CISPERT

3.818

.737

.367

.258

4.892

1.152

CIS

309

24.8

Total

3.950

.721

.390

.235

4.833

1.133

CISP

294

23.6

4.443

.620

.356

.242

3.688

.631

CISPE

324

26.0

CISP

4.547

.648

.365

.256

3.895

.810

CISPERT

318

25.5

CISPE

4.628

.673

.361

.235

3.809

.701

LC

415

33.3

CISPERT

4.450

.675

.405

.274

4.009

.851

MV

415

33.3

Total

4.518

.657

.372

.252

3.851

.759

TP

415

33.3

CIS

4.599

.583

.425

.265

3.692

.657

CISP

4.541

.624

.419

.232

3.869

.728

CISPE

4.718

.537

.424

.226

3.795

.606

CISPERT

4.494

.626

.472

.290

4.044

.979

Total

4.589

.597

.435

.255

3.850

.765

MV CIS

TP

EDA*

ECS

Categories
LP

SI

CI

Subpopulation = 12 (NLP = 1245)

Note. N = 415. The abbreviation used here refers to Table 4.21.
*
Although transformed data uses to test main hypothesis 3, the descriptive results remain with the original
values for allowing interpretational equitability to maintain interpretational consistency.

Neither Levene’s test nor Box’s M test (Table 4.21) satisfied the homogeneity assumption of
EDA. As apparent from Figure 4.7, the variance plot for laptop computer among information
structures has a relatively different shape of dispersion, with relatively higher means and larger
standard deviations than the other two items (Table 4.20). While the degree of dispersion for
laptop computers is relatively small among information structures, that of multivitamins is
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equidistant, and that of travel packages is mostly equally spaced, excluding the CISPERT
structure.
Figure 4.7 H3: Scatter Plots of Variances – EDA

As addressed before (see pp.161-163 in this chapter), the current study’s assertion is that the
conduct of data transformation occurs only when the criterion does not satisfy the Box’s M test.
Commonly accepted, the three data transformations – logarithmic and square root (for positive
data), and inverse (for non-zero data) – are adjustments for this heterogeneity of variancecovariance in EDA among item categories. That is, the current study transforms the data of EDA
only in the repeated one-way ANOVA measurements so that the interpretation applies equally to
the other tests. Accordingly, this study conducted data transformation, despite this violation of
the assumption being minimal when the difference of the sample size between the largest and the
smallest groups is less than 1.5 times (Hair, Black, Babin, Anderson, & Tatham, 2006, pp.409410). Among techniques for transformation, this study chose logarithmic data transformation due
to wide acceptance for data closed to theoretical normal distribution (i.e., accurate statistical
inference via variance stabilizing). Description of the results of assumption tests after
transformation appears in the later part that does not meet the sufficient condition during the test
of Hypothesis 3.
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Table 4.21 Summary of Main Hypothesis 3
Hypotheses
EQV: SI and CI
Assumption Tests
satisfied

ECS: SI and CI
Assumption Tests
satisfied, except
for Levene’s F
test (TP: p = .016)

EDA: SI and CI*
Assumption Tests
satisfied, except
for Box’s M test
(p < .001) and
Levene’s F test
(TP: p < .001)

Results (Full factorial design)
Multivariate test
- CI (Pillai’s Trace = .447; F(2,410) = 165.89; p < .001; η2p = .45)
Within-subjects
- CI (Huynh-Feldt: F(2,410) = 54.074; p < .001; η2p = .32)
Within-subjects contrast test
- CI: MV vs. LC (F(1,411) = 201.07; p < .001; η2p = .33)
- CI: TP vs. LC (F(1,411) = 323.85; p < .001; η2p = .44)
Between-subjects
- SI (F(3,411) = 2.96; p = .032; η2p = .02)
Between-subjects contrast test (K-matrix)
- CESPE vs. CIS = .124 (s.e. = .071); p = .077
Post-hoc test (Bonferroni test)
- CISPERT vs. CISPE = -.20; p = .02
Multivariate test
- CI (Pillai’s Trace = .063; F(2,410) = 13.865; p < .001; η2p = .06)
Within-subjects
- CI (Huynh-Feldt: F(1.997,820.96) = 13.274; p < .001; η2p = .03)
Within-subjects contrast test
- CI: TP vs. LC (F(1,411) = 14.13; p < .001; η2p = .03)
- CI×SI: MV vs. LC (F(1,515) = 2.16; p = .093; η2p = .02)
- CI×SI: TP vs. LC (F(1,515) = 2.91; p = .034; η2p = .02)
Multivariate test
- CI (Pillai’s Trace = .309; F(2,410) = 91.514; p < .001; η2p = .31)
Within-subjects
- CI (Huynh-Feldt: F(1.699,698.459) = 120.904; p < .001; η2p = .24)
Within-subjects contrast test
- CI: MV vs. LC (F(1,411) = 170.043; p < .001; η2p = .29)
- CI: TP vs. LC (F(1,411) = 152.236; p < .001; η2p = .27)
Between-subjects
- SI (F(3,411) = 6.057; p < .001; η2p = .04)
Between-subjects contrast test (K-matrix)
- CISP vs. CIS = .02 (s.e. = .007); p = .008
- CISPERT vs. CIS = .026 (s.e. = .007); p < .001
Post-hoc test (Bonferroni test)
- CISPERT vs. CISPE = .21; p = .013; CISPERT vs. CIS = .26; p = .001
- CISP vs. CIS = .19; p = .05

Note. N = 415 (CIS: n = 103; CISP: n = 98; CISPE: n = 108; CISPERT: n = 106); NLP = 1245 (415 × 3CI). ln(ψ) =
the log-odds and ψ = the odds. CI = categories of items; LC = laptop computers (reference); MV = multivitamins;
TP = travel packages; SI = structure of information; CIS = sets of categorized item-specific information (reference);
CISP = sets of CIS with item images; CISPE = sets of CISP with environmental information; CISPERT = sets of
CISPE with reviews and traffic-light metaphor; EQV = perceived equivocality of information; ECS = ecological
size of consideration sets; EDA = emotional decision accuracy; LP = likelihood of purchase; NP = no purchase; PD
= purchase deferral; and P = purchase (reference).
*
The statistics derive from the results of logarithmic transformation, except for the result of the assumption tests.
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Table 4.21 Summary of Main Hypothesis 3 (Continued)
LP: SI and CI

Model fit: χ2(22) = 39.274; p = .013
(Cox and Snell = .031; Nagelkerke = .035; McFadden = .015)
Parameter Estimates
NP(LC): ln(ψ) = .66 (ψ = 1.935); s.e. = .37; p = .074
NP(CISPE×MV): ln(ψ) = -.995 (ψ = .37); s.e. = .542; p = .005

Overall, the results of main Hypothesis 3 provide dynamically greater support than those of main
Hypothesis 1 as evident in Table 4.21 (i.e., the statistical outcomes in both information structures
and item categories in the resultant consequences of information overload). The results partially
but mostly support main Hypothesis 3. The detailed results are:
First, the results for the multivariate test of perceived equivocality of information (EQV)
demonstrated that the differences between of item categories is statistically significant (Pillai’s
Trace = .447; F(2,410) = 165.89; p < .001; η2p = .45) but that for information structures is not.
However, in general, both tests of the within-subjects and between-subjects reveal statistically
significant differences for the item categories (Huynh-Feldt: F(2,410) = 54.074; p < .001; η2p = .32)
and the information structures (F(3,411) = 2.96; p = .032; η2p = .02). In the contrast test of the
within-subjects, the results demonstrate that the category of laptop computers shows significant
differences compared to multivitamins (MV vs. LC: F(1,411) = 201.07; p < .001; η2p = .33) and
travel packages (TP vs. LC: F(1,411) = 323.85; p < .001; η2p = .44). This difference for item
categories suggests that consumers tend to have different degrees of informational equivocality
for laptop computers compared to the other two items. Combined with Table 4.20, this result
indicates that consumers are less likely to perceive equivocality during foraging for laptop
computers’ information than foraging for multivitamins’ and the travel packages’ information
(also, see Figure 4.8). In Figure 4.8, the EQV is the highest in the CISPE structure, above the
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other information structures. However, the degree of EQV in the CISPERT is lower than the
other information structures, indicating that the degree of EQV is a matter of the structure of
information rather than the amount of information associated with the item categories if or only if
the arranged information displayed. Interestingly, the role of items’ pictures seem diluted by the
arrangement of the information when consumers forage for laptop computers and multivitamins,
although the effect of the picture clearly exists in EDA.
Figure 4.8 H3: Structures of Information and Categories of Items

Second, Levene’s F test for ecological size of consideration sets (ECS) indicate that the
information structures are significantly different (TP: F(3,411) = 3.462; p = .016); however, no
difference exists for standard deviation compared to Howell’s suggestion (2000). Therefore, the
data is robust. The multivariate test result of ECS reveals that the item category is significant
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(Pillai’s Trace = .063; F(2,410) = 13.865; p < .001, η2p = .06), while that of the item structure did
not statistically exist. The test of within-subjects resulted in supporting the multivariate test result
(Huynh-Feldt: F(1.997,820.96) = 13.274, p < .001; η2p = .03), suggesting importance for the
difference for ECS, depending on the item categories within the arranged information structures.
In other words, the ecological size of sets of consideration is importantly more likely to form by
the difference of the item categories than the item structures. As depicted in Figure 4.8, this
tendency according to the item categories is apparently clear. For example, the CISPERT
structure is dominantly different from the other three information structures. Unexpectedly but
interestingly, in general, the ECS in the categories of multivitamins and travel packages consists
of larger sets than for the category of laptop computers. Especially, as the quantity and quality of
information increased, the pattern according to the information structure in multivitamins and
travel packages had an exponentially increasing shape in the CISPERT structure, while this
pattern for laptop computers has a gradually decreasing shape. Depending on the item category,
ECS is clearly different among the categories. ECS of laptop computers is the smallest,
multivitamins is in the middle, and travel packages is largest. On the other hand, for the other
three information structures, ECS of the multivitamins is smallest, laptop computers is in the
middle, and travel packages is largest. However, the ECS gap between laptop computers and
travel packages is narrow.
In the contrast test of the within-subjects, the ECS of travel packages is statistically different
from laptop computers (TP vs. LC: F(1,411) = 14.13; p < .001; η2p = .03) (also see Figure 4.8).
Moreover, as discussed previously, the different ecological size of consideration set, depending
on the item category, significantly varied depending on the information structures (MV vs. LC:
F(1,515) = 2.16; p = .093; η2p = .02; and TP vs. LC: F(1,515) = 2.91; p = .034; η2p = .02). However,
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the information structure, solely, did not provide statistical significance for ECS. Combined with
all results of ECS, the effect of the item category clearly determines ecological size of
consideration sets, but that of the information structure does not exist despite the existence of
interaction with the item category.
Third, for emotional decision accuracy (EDA) tests using Box’s M and Levene’s F produced
significant results (see Table 4.20), requiring conversion of the original data to logarithmic data.
Using Howell’s suggestion (the largest standard deviation ÷ the smallest standard deviation < 4)
satisfied Levene’s F test for travel packages. Next, the original value of Box’s M is 59.688
(F(18,590513.414) = 3.272; p < .001) and the log transformed value of Box’s M is 39.442
(F(18,590513.414) = 2.162; p > .001). The Levene’s F test for travel packages also achieved Howell’s
suggestion and improved the statistics from the F-statistics of the original data for TP (F(3, 411) =
7.139; p < .001) to transformed TP data (F(3.411) = 3.687; p = .012). As depicted in Figure 4.9, the
variance plots among the item categories among information structures gained improvement
from the logarithmic transformation, indicating no serious unequal variances in the data (c.f.,
Figure 4.7).
Figure 4.9 H3: Scatter Plots of Variances – Logarithmic EDA
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Therefore, transforming the data resolved the issue of homogeneity of variance. Notably, only
the repeated one-way ANOVA measurements used the result from the transformed EDA data for
testing, while analyses used the original data (i.e., descriptive, correlation, and visual
comparison), which allows fairly consistent comparison with the other measurements with the
same conditions. Moreover, the results between the original data and the transformed data do not
change any paternal result nor statistical results, except for the value of statistics in the result of
the main hypothesis (Table 4.21).
From the main results of EDA, the multivariate test shows statistically significant differences
throughout item categories (Pillai’s Trace = .309; F(2,410) = 91.514; p < .001; η2p = .31), and the
test of the within-subjects also demonstrates the differences among item categories (Huynh-Feldt:
F(1.699,698.459) = 120.904; p < .001; η2p = .24). In detail, the result from the contrast tests reveal
that the category of laptop computers has different EDA from multivitamins (MV vs. LC: F(1,411)
= 170.043; p < .001; η2p = .29) and travel packages (TP vs. LC: F(1,411) = 152.236; p < .001; η2p
= .27). In conjunction with Figure 4.8, The EDA for laptop computers is noticeably higher than
the other two items. The combined results suggest that consumers tend to have higher EDA when
foraging for laptop computers’ information than for multivitamins and travel packages. The
result from the between-subjects test generally reveal statistically significant difference among
information structures (F(3,411) = 6.057; p < .001; η2p = .04). For example, as quantity and quality
of information increased, the level of EDA fluctuated, producing a wave-shaped pattern (↗↘↗)
(see Figure 4.8). Coinciding with the overall result of EDA, the contrast tests show that
compared with the CIS structure, consumers tend to have higher EDA with the CISP structure
(CISP vs. CIS = .02 [s.e. = .007]; p = .008) and even more with the CISPERT structure
(CISPERT vs. CIS = .026 [s.e. = .007]; p < .001). A post-hoc Bonferroni test produced this
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difference for information structure, suggesting that consumers have higher EDA when provided
CISPERT than when encountering a display of the CISPE structure (CISPERT vs. CISPE = .21;
p = .013) or the CIS structure (CISPERT vs. CIS = .26; p = .001). Compared with the CIS
structure, the CISP structure has greater EDA than the CIS structure (CISP vs. CIS = .19; p
= .05). In Figure 4.8, when providing one of the four information structures for multivitamins
and travel packages, the CISPERT structure has the highest EDA, CISP, CISPE and CIS.
Although the overall pattern is the same for these two items, the result is slightly different when
the sequential order is: CISP, CISPERT, CIS and CISPE.
Last, related to the final decision, the multinomial regression result shows that the likelihood of
purchase is different depending on the information structures in association with the item
categories (χ2(22) = 39.274; p = .013 [Cox and Snell = .031; Nagelkerke = .035; McFadden = .015]).
The result from the test for likelihood produced that a ratio test does not significantly improve
from full model fit to the two-way interaction term model fit (reduced model), when comparing
the fit of these two model (χ2(12) = 8.238, ns). Pointedly, the parameter estimates demonstrates
that holding the other item categories constant, renders the likelihood of no purchase of laptop
computers marginally higher (93.5% ) than for purchase (ln(ψ) = .66 [ψ = 1.935]; s.e. = .37; p
= .074). In addition, with a fixing reference group with the likelihood of purchase condition, the
likelihood of no purchase of multivitamins in the CISPE structure is marginally lower (63%)
than for purchasing the other items in the CISPE structure, holding other items and information
constant (ln(ψ) = -.995 [ψ = .37]; s.e. = .542; p = .066). Combining multinomial regression
results indicate the likelihood of purchase significantly but marginally varies by the item
categories in consort with information structures. In other words, comprehensive but domainspecific foraging patterns in the decision process, affect consumers’ likelihood of the purchase
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because neither an item category nor the informational structure simply determines the
probability of purchase. Based on the result of multinomial regression, the predicted outcome of
classification indicate that consumers’ likelihood of purchase deferral is 83.5% and purchase is
16.5%. Simultaneously, the regression’s model anticipates consumers are not likely to make no
purchase decision, implying the arranged structure of information mitigates information overload
(c.f., the result of LP in main Hypothesis 1).
In conclusion, according to the resultant consequences of information overload, the results of
main Hypothesis 3 are more likely to support the assumptions of the current studies since the
effect of the information structure exists interactively with the item categories. Moreover, the
arranged structure of information, in general, aids the reduction of information overload;
however, the degree of the overload from a given item’s information varies when consumers
forage for the necessary information prior to a final decision. In addition to the overall results,
interestingly, the result of ECS (contingent on the incremental information structure) provides
potential evidence that “too many good things” can either provoke information overload as
feature fatigue situation or generate an enjoyable situation as a “good problem” situation.
Sub-hypotheses 3. Sub-hypotheses 3 uses the same aggregated data for the multinomial
regression to examine an overall tendency for causal relationships in each phase of the sequence
of decisions, regardless of the three different item categories, as shown in Table 4.22.
Testing sub-hypotheses 3, H3a thru H3e, uses a series of regression analyses, while H3f uses
MLE (Maximum Likelihood Estimation). The results for Sub-hypotheses 3 reveal support for
three hypotheses (H3a, H3b, H3c and H3f) and no support for two hypotheses (H3d and H3e).
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Table 4.22 Summary of Sub Hypotheses 3
Sub Hypotheses
H3a (SI on EQV)

Causality in Each Phase
F(3,1241) = 4.433; p = .004
β_CISP–CIS = .016; ns
β _CISPE–CISP = .068; p = .092
β _CISPE–CISPERT = -.124; p < .001

Results
Supported

H3b (EQV on EDA)

F(1,1243) = 212.08; p < .001 (Adj-R2 = .145)
β = -.382; t = -14.56; p < .001

Supported

H3c (EQV on ECS)

F(1,1243) = 22.26; p < .001 (Adj-R2 = .018)
β = .133; t = 4.72; p < .001

Supported

H3d (ECS on EDA)

F(1,1243) = .864; ns
β = -.026; t = -.93; ns

Not supported

H3e (EQV via ECS on EDA)

Step 1: H1c satisfied (β = .133)
Step 2 H1b dissatisfied (β = -.382)
Step 3: Significance dissatisfied with ECS
F(2,786) = 106.47; p < .001 (Adj-R2 = .145)
β_EQV = -.385; t = -14.56; p < .001;
β_ECS = .025; t = .93, ns
(As a result, β_EQV = |-.382| < β_EQV = |-.385|)

Not supported

H3f (EDA on LP)

χ2(2) = 45.82; p < .001 (R2* = .017)
Log-odds of NP/P (ψ = .603)
∆χ2= 38.52; ln(ψ) = -.506; s.e. = .082; p < .001
Log-odds of PD/P (ψ = .73)
∆χ2= 23.71; ln(ψ) = -.315; s.e. = .065; p < .001

Supported

Note. N= 1245. β = standardized coefficient; ln(ψ) = the log-odds; s.e. = standard error. EQV = perceived
equivocality of information; ECS = ecological sizes of consideration sets; EDA = emotional decision accuracy; LP =
likelihood of purchase as a final decision; SI = structures of information; CIS = sets of categorized item-specific
information; CISP = sets of CIS with item images; CISPE = sets of CISP with environmental information; CISPERT
= sets of CISPE with reviews and traffic-light metaphor (reference); NP = no purchase; PD = purchase deferral; and
P = purchase (reference).
* Rsquare (U), R2, is a psuedo-R2.

First, testing H3a determines the causality from information structure for perceived equivocality
of information. The overall model fit indicates that the information structure affected the degree
of perceived equivocality of information (F(3,1241) = 4.433; p = .004). More in depth, the CIPE
structure had greater EQV than the CISP structure (β _CISPE–CISP = .068; p = .092) and CISPERT
structure (β _CISPE–CISPERT = -.124; p < .001), while statistically no difference in EQV exists
between CIS and CISP structures (β_CISP–CIS = .016, ns). Combined results indicate that the
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CISPE structure has the greatest EQV, on average, compared to other information structures, and
then for CISP, CIS, and CISEPRT (see Table 4.20). The result of EQV suggests that the quality
and quantity in an information structure interactively influence determining the degree of EQV
since the four structures of information have an incremental form in terms of both quantity and
quality.
The causal relationship from EQV to EDA (H3b) is statistically significant (F(1,1243) = 212.08; p
< .001 [Adj-R2 = .145]), resulting in a decrease in emotional decision accuracy by increased
perceived equivocality of information (β = -.382; t = -14.56; p < .001). Consistent with the
previous results, EQV is an important predictor to determine the degree of EDA. Supporting H3c,
EQV has an effect on predicting an ecological consideration set size (F(1,1243) = 22.26; p < .001
[Adj-R2 = .018]). The coefficient sign indicates that as ECS increases, EQV becomes stronger.
Unexpectedly, H3d did not gain support; ECS did not predict EDA well (F(1,1243) = .864; ns)
despite the coefficient’s sign being consistent with this study’s expectation (β = -.026; t = -.93,
ns). This result suggests that although the ecological size of consideration sets has an inverse
relationship with emotional decision accuracy, the effect is likely to be statistically negligible in
terms of the ability to predict. For testing the mediation effect of ECS in the relationship between
ECS and EDA (H3e), the results indicate that Step 2 remains unsatisfied with the mandatory
execution of Baron and Kenny’s procedure, resulting in an absence of a moderating effect. This
result suggests the role of ECS in the arranged information structures do not assist better
understanding of the nature of the relationship between EQV and EDA.
As the unit of EDA increases, the likelihood of no purchase compared to purchase decreased by
39.8% (∆χ2= 38.52; ln(ψ) = -.506 [ψ = .603]; s.e. = .082; p < .001), and the probability of
purchase deferral compared to purchase decreased by 27% (∆χ2= 23.71; ln(ψ) = -.315 [ψ = .73];
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s.e. = .065; p < .001), resulting in support for H3f that expected a reversed relationship between
EDA and LP. As a result, as EDA decreases, consumers are more likely to defer or abandon the
intention to purchase in the final stage of sequential process for decision. Moreover, in a
situation with an arranged information structure, consumers display a stronger tendency to defer
the purchase decision than to forgo it, holding the purchase as a base condition.
In conclusion, the results of sub-hypotheses 3 are generally consistent with the current study’s
expectation, except for an attenuated role of ECS. In other words, the degree of EQV predicts the
ECS and EDA; however, the ECS did not predict the degree of EDA or a mediating role for ECS
in the relationship between EQV and EDA (c.f., the results of ECS in main Hypothesis 3).
In summary, the series of results in Hypothesis 3 and its sub-hypotheses reveals the importance
of an arranged structure of information and the increase of the quality of information, leading to
a reduction in information overload. In addition, a holistic view of information structure is
crucial to the accurate demonstration of the overload situation, which is consistent with the
results in Study 1. That is, the explanation regarding information overload can be more accurate
when the factors between universality and domain-specific dependency are simultaneously taken
into account.
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Hypothesis 4. The purpose of testing main Hypothesis 4 is to examine the effect of time pressure
with the same conditions applied for main Hypothesis 3. For testing the effect of time constraint,
according to the procedure in the examination of Hypothesis 2, this study combined the data used
in Hypothesis 3 with the variation of no time pressure and the newly obtained data with the
variation of time pressure. As a result, this study is a 4 (SI) × 3 (CI) × 2 (CTP) between-within
subjects mixed model, and conducts repeated measures two-way ANOVA. The same statistical
tools used previously test main and Sub-hypotheses 4 (see p.198).
Identical to previous procedures, an overview of descriptive statistics and interrelationships
between measurements appear in Table 4.23. Overall results for Hypothesis 4 are more dynamic
than results for Hypothesis 3. Likewise in the results for Hypothesis 3, often the information
structures did not interrelate with a series of dependent variables, and the significant relationship
between SI and EDA diminished. This may suggest that time pressure predicts a reduction in
consumers’ emotional decision accuracy. The effect of the perceived equivocality of information
(EQV) is ubiquitous among the items’ categories. The impact of the item categories is critical
when examining both Pearson’s and Spearman’s correlations, and the time constraint is
apparently crucial to change the patterns of consumer behavior in the sequential process of
decisions (see CTP in Spearman correlation). Informatively, the correlation between EQV and
ECS for multivitamins changed from negative to positive. The effect of gender for laptop
computers is significantly consistent with the results in Table 4.19, which signals strong
evidence of gender differences for durables with arranged information structures.
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Table 4.23 Hypothesis 4: Means, Standard Deviations, and Correlation Matrices
LC
M

SD

EQV

MV
ECS
.15

EDA

EQV

3.96

.74

ECS

.39

.24

.14

EDA

4.74

1.16

-.55

-.10

LP

-

-

-.19

-.13

.32

EQV

4.24

.77

.35

.04

-.13

LP

EQV

TP
ECS

EDA

LP

EQV

Demographics
ECS

EDA

LP

CTP

SI

GND

Age

Races

EDU

INC

-.55

-.19

.34

.04

-.05

-.07

.38

.02

-.09

-.11

0

-.02

.07

-.03

.01

.07

.03

-.10

-.14

.056

.33

-.04

-.02

.05

.35

-.02

-.02

-.03

-.06

0

-.04

-.04

.04

.01

.31

-.14

-.05

.14

.19

-.19

-.01

.14

.15

-.07

.02

-.06

.08

-.04

-.11

-.07

.05

-.02

.01

.01

.28

-.10

.02

-.20

-.03

-.12

-.02

0

-.41

.02
.08

0

.23

.25
-.08

-.27

-.01

-.37

-.01

-.01

-.02

-.01

.04

.01

-.04

-.11

.09

.37

.02

-.02

-.02

-.04

-.03

.01

-.03

-.01

0

.11

-.31

.03

.55

.02

.42

.05

0

.01

-.07

-.08

0

.04

-.02

-.02

.30

-.13

.04

-.08

0

-.07

-.01

.01

.06

-.48

-.03

-.44

0

-.03

-.02

-.03

.07

.01

.03

-.10

.01

0

-.04

-.05

-.01

.01

0

.05

.45

.01

.01

-.02

-.02

-.11

-.01

-.19

.01

-.03

-.02

-.09

-.06

.01

-.02

.03

-.01

0

-.01

.03

-.05

.02

0

-.02

0

.02

.02

-.06

.10

.09

.07

-.13

-.06

.05

ECS

.37

.25

.04

.40

-.05

.01

.19

EDA

4.32

1.10

-.08

-.05

.19

.02

-.47

-.06

LP

-

-

-.05

0

.19

.25

-.09

-.07

.14

EQV

4.27

.73

.39

.03

-.20

-.01

.56

.05

-.33

.04

.55

ECS

.43

.25

.02

.42

-.01

.02

.06

.45

.02

-.01

.03

EDA

4.34

1.09

-.11

-.02

.20

.03

-.29

.01

.55

0

-.53

.05

LP

-

-

-.11

-.01

.16

.28

-.02

.01

.03

.30

-.05

-.07

.10

CTP

-

-

.01

-.01

-.07

-.09

-.36

-.02

.41

-.14

-.42

0

.43

-.18

SI

-

-

-.04

-.04

.02

.02

-.01

-.02

.05

.04

.01

-.01

.02

.01

-.02

GND

-

-

.07

-.01

-.07

-.20

-.02

-.02

.01

-.08

-.02

-.04

.03

-.03

.03

-.05

Age 36.77

12.72

.01

-.06

.04

-.05

.01

-.01

.03

-.02

-.01

-.08

.01

-.02

.02

.02

.05

Races

-

-

-.01

-.04

-.02

-.10

-.01

-.03

-.07

-.06

-.04

-.02

-.01

-.09

.01

-.02

.03

.11

EDU

-

-

.08

.04

-.11

-.03

.03

0

-.08

-.01

.08

-.01

-.13

-.06

-.02

-.01

.02

.08

-.15

-.07
INC
.05
-.02 -.08 -.02
0
-.02
-.01
.01
.02
-.01
-.02
.01
.04
.01
-.06
.02
.23
Note. N = 850 (TPN: n = 415, TPY: n = 435; CIS: n = 221; CISP: n = 193; CISPE: n = 226; CISPERT: n = 210). Based on the diagonal empty-line, left-sided
numbers indicate Pearson correlations while right-sided numbers indicate Spearman correlations. LC = laptop computers; MV = multivitamins; TP = travel
packages; EQV = perceived equivocality of information; ECS = ecological sizes of consideration sets; EDA = emotional decision accuracy; LP = likelihood of
purchase as a final decision; SI = structures of information; CTP = condition of time pressure; GND = gender; EDU = education; and INC = income.
- Bold = p < .01; Italic = p < .05; Under-bar = p < .1
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As a mandatory procedure, the tests for assumptions used by Box’s M and Levene’s F prior to
testing main Hypothesis 4. The results appear in Table 4.24.
Table 4.24 Results of Assumption Tests for Hypothesis 4
Original Data of H4
EQV

ECS

EDA

Box’s M = 87.62; F = 2.062, p
< .001
TP: Levene’s F = 3.178, p = .003

TP: Levene’s F = 2.252, p
= .028

Box’s M = 312.14; F = 7.345, p
< .001
MV: Levene’s F = 17.688, p
< .001
TP: Levene’s F = 15.333, p < .001

Box’s M test: df 1 = 42 and df 2 = 1132685.718, and Levene’s F test: df 1 = 7 and df 2 = 842
Note. Only dissatisfactory results for the tests of assumptions appear in this table.

The results show that the homoscedasticity remains unsatisfied with the criteria either both Box’s
M and Levene’s F tests at the same time (EQV and EDA), or only Levene’s F test (ECS). To
diagnose the assumption tests, this study examines an equal variance of within-subjects variables
in each stage of sequential process for decisions, as suggested by Howell (2000). As shown in
Table 4.25, the lowest standard deviation for travel packages in EQV is not above four times as
large throughout the category of travel packages, indicating that the current study can assume
equal variance for travel packages among information structures in EQV. Moreover, the same
robustness for travel packages appear throughout the category of the travel packages, which
indicates attainment of equal variance in the data of ECS and EDA.
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Table 4.25 Detailed Descriptive Statistics for Hypothesis 4
EQV
CI
LC

CTP
TPN

TPY

Total

MV

TPN

TPY

Total

SI

M

ECS
SD

M

EDA
SD

M

LP
SD

Categories

n

%

CIS

3.961

.768

.402

.225

4.783

1.129

NP

847

33.2

CISP

3.994

.674

.401

.229

4.962

1.102

PD

934

36.6

CISPE

4.029

.691

.390

.228

4.706

1.143

P

769

30.2

CISPERT

3.818

.737

.367

.258

4.892

1.152

TPN

1245

48.8

Total

3.950

.721

.390

.235

4.833

1.133

TPY

1305

51.2

CIS

3.958

.748

.379

.255

4.619

1.227

CIS

663

26.0

CISP

3.982

.784

.392

.241

4.674

1.141

CISP

579

22.7

CISPE

4.035

.720

.398

.255

4.591

1.168

CISPE

678

26.6

CISPERT

3.886

.757

.362

.231

4.774

1.214

Total

3.967

.750

.383

.246

4.660

1.188

CIS

3.960

.756

.390

.241

4.695

CISP

3.988

.728

.396

.235

CISPE

4.032

.705

.394

CISPERT

3.852

.746

Total

3.959

CIS
CISP

LP

CTP
SI

CISPERT

630

24.7

LC

850

33.3

1.183

MV

850

33.3

4.820

1.128

TP

850

33.3

.242

4.646

1.155

.365

.244

4.833

1.182

.735

.386

.241

4.745

1.164

4.443

.620

.356

.242

3.688

.631

4.547

.648

.365

.256

3.895

.810

CISPE

4.628

.673

.361

.235

3.809

.701

CISPERT

4.450

.675

.405

.274

4.009

.851

Total

4.518

.657

.372

.252

3.851

.759

CIS

4.061

.767

.399

.245

4.708

1.244

CISP

3.970

.801

.362

.250

4.799

1.202

CISPE

3.849

.804

.361

.266

4.743

1.191

CISPERT

4.020

.695

.326

.218

4.815

1.153

Total

3.974

.770

.363

.247

4.763

1.196

CIS

4.239

.726

.379

.244

4.232

1.126

CISP

4.263

.781

.363

.253

4.340

1.115

CISPE

4.221

.839

.361

.251

4.296

1.091

CISPERT

4.237

.716

.366

.251

4.408

1.087

CI

Subpopulation = 24 (NLP = 2550)

Total
4.239
.767
.367
.249
4.317
1.104
Note. N = 850 (TPN: n = 415, TPY: n = 435; CIS: n = 221; CISP: n = 193; CISPE: n = 226; CISPERT: n = 210); .
LC = laptop computers; MV = multivitamins; TP = travel packages; EQV = perceived equivocality of information;
ECS = ecological sizes of consideration sets; EDA = emotional decision accuracy; LP = likelihood of purchase as a
final decision; SI = structures of information; CIS = sets of categorized item-specific information; CISP = sets of
CIS with item images; CISPE = sets of CISP with environmental information; CISPERT = sets of CISPE with
reviews and traffic-light metaphor; CTP = condition of time pressure; TPN = no time pressure; TPY = time pressure;
NP = no purchase; PD = purchase deferral; and P = purchase.
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Table 4.25 Detailed Descriptive Statistics for Hypothesis 4 (Continued)
EQV
CI
TP

CTP
TPN

TPY

Total

ECS

EDA

SI

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

CIS

4.599

.583

.425

.265

3.692

.657

CISP

4.541

.624

.419

.232

3.869

.728

CISPE

4.718

.537

.424

.226

3.795

.606

CISPERT

4.494

.626

.472

.290

4.044

.979

Total

4.589

.597

.435

.255

3.850

.765

CIS

3.937

.659

.449

.240

4.868

1.123

CISP

3.942

.751

.468

.272

4.895

1.131

CISPE

4.071

.806

.421

.232

4.624

1.207

CISPERT

3.934

.662

.403

.245

4.835

1.164

Total

3.973

.722

.434

.247

4.800

1.159

CIS

4.246

.706

.437

.252

4.320

1.103

CISP

4.246

.750

.443

.253

4.374

1.076

CISPE

4.380

.761

.423

.229

4.228

1.051

CISPERT

4.216

.701

.438

.270

4.436

1.143

Total

4.274

.732

.435

.250

4.336

1.094

From the original data, nonetheless, the results of the tests of assumptions show that EQV and
EDA tests did not achieve concurrent homogeneity of variance-covariance in the betweensubjects’ variable or variance in the within-subjects’ variables. Hence, the current study
transforms the data to stabilize variance among the variables. However, both results from the
tests of assumptions create an unexpected result: no improvement from a logarithmic
transformation to attain equality for variance-covariance among the information structures.
Figure 4.10 presents a visual representation for the potential reason for the inequality of
variance-covariance among the information structures for the three categories of items. As
Figure 4.9 indicates, the variance among information structures appears homogeneous in the
category of laptop computers irrespective of the condition of time constraint; however, the
categories of multivitamins and travel packages show heterogeneous variance depending on the
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time constraint. For example, with the condition of no time pressure, the variance of the
information structures in EQV and EDA has similar plots for the three categories of items (also,
refer to the result of main Hypothesis 3). However, with the condition of time pressure,
information structures for in EQV and EDA have dissimilar dispersion in which the variance for
laptop computers differs from multivitamins and travel packages.
Figure 4.10 H4: Scatter Plots of Variances – EQV and EDA

Scrutinizing these unexpected results from the assumption tests provides results from the
transformed data and the comparative data according to the time constraint as tabulated in Table
4.26. The results with the transformed data reveal no improvement, from the results of the
original data (c.f., Table 4.24). More importantly, the results of Box’s M test in EQV worsened
after conducting a logarithmic transformation, while that of Box’s M test in EDA slightly
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improved (i.e., F-statistics). Hence, the current study suspects that the effect of the time
constraint significantly distorts the results of the assumption tests since the same test produces no
violation of the equal variance-covariance for main Hypothesis 3.
Table 4.26 Decomposed Results of Assumption Tests by Time Constraints
Data of H4
Transformed Data

EQV
Box’s M = 153.64; F = 3.615, p < .001
MV: Levene’s F = 4.491, p < .001
TP: Levene’s F = 6.955, p < .001

EDA
Box’s M = 290.11; F = 6.827, p < .001
MV: Levene’s F = 9.97, p < .001
TP: Levene’s F = 7.709, p < .001

Box’s M test: df 1 = 42 and df 2 = 1132685.718, and Levene’s F test: df 1 = 7 and df 2 = 842.
Decomposed Data by Time Constraints
(TPN)

EQV

EDA

Original Data

N/A

Box’s M = 59.688; F = 3.272, p < .001
TP: Levene’s F = 7.139, p < .001

Transformed Data

N/A

Box’s M = 39.443; F = 2.162, p = .003
TP: Levene’s F = 3.687, p = .012

Box’s M test: df 1 = 18 and df 2 = 590513.414, and Levene’s F test: df 1 = 3 and df 2 = 411.
(TPY)

EQV

EDA

Original Data

Box’s M = 23.36; F = 1.128, ns

Box’s M = 27.338, F = 1.499, ns

Box’s M test: df 1 = 18 and df 2 = 614037.358, and Levene’s F test: df 1 = 4 and df 2 = 431.
Note. Only dissatisfied results in the assumption tests appear in this table, except for the original data in TPY to
compare with TPN.

Box’s M test is significant and produces three causes for concern, since the Levene’s F test
shows partial significance or no significance among the item categories. The caused may be the
large amount of data arising from combining H3 data and the newly obtained data, resulting in
oversensitivity for Box’s M test. Moreover, another cause may be the characteristic of Box’s M
test’s procedure, which may produce a result from a multivariate test simply differing from a
univariate test. Furthermore, an additional cause may be the normal distribution of each variable
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is sufficiently different from multivariate normal distribution of variables to cause Box’s M test
to be statistically significant. Based on the possible causes, this study decomposed the entire
dataset for Hypothesis 4 depending on the condition of no time pressure (i.e., H3 data) and that
of time pressure (i.e., the newly obtained data) as a treatable solution for investigating
heterogeneity of variance-covariance, as the SPSS manual suggests
(http://pic.dhe.ibm.com/infocenter/spssstat/v21r0m0/index.jsp?topic=%2Fcom.ibm.spss.statistics
.cs%2Fglmm_patlos_homcov.htm). With the condition of no time pressure, the current study
already examined the issue of homoscedasticity, and the results provide suggestive treatments,
resulting in achieving equality of variance and covariance. Moreover, previously conducted
Levene’s F test, and thus, eliminates ECS from this procedure due to gaining satisfied results
from Box’s M tests for equal variance-covariance for all cases in Study 2.
From the results in the decomposed data, EQV and EDA with the condition of time pressure
show that both Box’s M and Levene’s F tests clearly achieved equality of variance and
covariance in the homoscedasticity test. The result indicates no violation of the equal variance
assumption, and clarifies that the data for EQV and EDA do not need transformation to
logarithmic data. Consequently, the results from EQV should use the original data in association
with the results from the data with the time pressure, because neither data violated the
homogeneity of variance and covariance, proven by the F-statistics in the transformed data being
much larger than the original data. This factor suggests no alteration of the original data is
necessary. Conversely, a decision to use original data or transformed data for testing EDA is
necessary because of the data used in the previous of testing main Hypothesis 3 (i.e., Table 4.21).
To resolve the issue, Hair et al. (2006) suggested that the effect of unequal variance and
covariance are minimal when the difference of the sample size between the largest and the
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smallest groups is less than 1.5 times (pp.409-410). Following this suggestion, the current
maintains its position: we do not test the behavior of the distribution but the behavior of the
people. From a nominal perspective, Figure 4.11 creates a visualization of the variance
scatterplots for EQV and EDA.
Figure 4.11 H4: Scatter Plots of Variances – Nominal EQV and EDA

As depicted in Figure 4.11, the result from the original scale of the X-axis and the same
magnitude of Y-axis (about 2 times) detects no serious differences of variance. Therefore, this
study maintains the original data to test Hypothesis 4, with results summarized in Table 4.27.
The overall result demonstrates that the differences from time constraint (or none) exceptionally
influence the overall result associated with the item category and information structure. However,
the results are mixed as to their effect on information overload (i.e., opposite, conflicting, or
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supporting the expected relationships in Hypothesis 4), leading to partial but complex support for
Hypothesis 4.
Table 4.27 Summary of Hypothesis 4
Hypotheses
EQV: CTP, SI and
CI

Results (Full factorial design)
Multivariate test
- CI (Pillai’s Trace = .168; F(2,841) = 85.10; p < .001; η2p = .17)
- CI×SI (Pillai’s Trace = .014; F(6,1684) = 1.99; p = .063; η2p = .01)
- CI×CTP (Pillai’s Trace = .162; F(2,841) = 81.49; p < .001; η2p = .16)
- CI×SI×CTP (Pillai’s Trace = .014; F(6,1684) = 1.99; p = .064; η2p = .01)
Within-subjects
- CI (Huynh-Feldt: F(1.97,1658.1) = 93.32; p < .001; η2p = .1)
- CI×SI (Huynh-Feldt: F(5.91,1658.1) = 1.9; p = .079; η2p = .01)
- CI×CTP (Huynh-Feldt: F(1.97,1658.1) = 89.0; p < .001; η2p = .1)
- CI×SI×CTP (Huynh-Feldt: F(5.91,1658.1) = 1.97; p = .068; η2p = .01)
Within-subjects contrast test
- CI: MV vs. LC (F(1,842) = 107.97; p < .001; η2p = .11)
- CI: TP vs. LC (F(1,842) = 157.0; p < .001; η2p = .16)
- CI×CTP: MV vs. LC (F(1,842) = 100.78; p < .001; η2p = .11)
- CI×CTP: TP vs. LC (F(1,842) = 151.76; p < .001; η2p = .15)
- CI×SI×CTP: MV vs. LC (F(3,842) = 2.49; p = .059; η2p = .01)
Between-subjects
- CTP (F(1,842) = 99.82; p < .001; η2p = .11)
Between-subjects contrast test (K-matrix)
- TPY vs. TPN = -.382 (s.e. = .038); p < .001

ECS: CTP, SI and
CI

Multivariate test
- CI (Pillai’s Trace = .067; F(2,841) = 30.36; p < .001; η2p = .07)
- CI×SI×CTP (Pillai’s Trace = .013; F(6,1684) = 1.8; p = .095; η2p = .01)
Within-subjects
- CI (Huynh-Feldt: F(2,1684) = 29.45; p < .001; η2p = .03)
- CI×SI×CTP (Huynh-Feldt: F(6,1684) = 1.84; p = .089; η2p = .01)
Within-subjects contrast test
- CI: MV vs. LC (F(1,842) = 4.47; p = .035; η2p = .01)
- CI: TP vs. LC (F(1,842) = 28.34; p < .001; η2p = .03)
- CI×SI×CTP: MV vs. LC (F(3,842) = 2.45; p = .063; η2p = .01)
- CI×SI×CTP: TP vs. LC (F(3,842) = 2.34; p = .072; η2p = .01)

Note. N = 850 (TPN: n = 415, TPY: n = 435; CIS: n = 221; CISP: n = 193; CISPE: n = 226; CISPERT: n = 210);
NLP = 2550 (850 × 3CI). ln(ψ) = the log-odds and ψ = the odds. CTP = condition of time pressure; TPN = no time
pressure (reference in the repeated measure ANOVA); TPY = time pressure (reference in the multinomial
regression); CI = categories of items; LC = laptop computers (reference); MV = multivitamins; TP = travel
packages (reference); SI = structure of information; CIS = sets of categorized item-specific information (reference);
CISP = sets of CIS with item images; CISPE = sets of CISP with environmental information; CISPERT = sets of
CISPE with reviews and traffic-light metaphor; EQV = perceived equivocality of information; ECS = ecological
size of consideration sets; EDA = emotional decision accuracy; LP = likelihood of purchase; NP = no purchase; PD
= purchase deferral; and P = purchase (reference).
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Table 4.27 Summary of the Main Hypothesis 4 (Continued)
EDA: CTP, SI and CI

Multivariate test
- CI (Pillai’s Trace = .111; F(2,841) = 52.72; p < .001; η2p = .11)
- CI×CTP (Pillai’s Trace = .171; F(2,841) = 86.79; p < .001; η2p = .17)
Within-subjects
- CI (Huynh-Feldt: F(1.86,1568.41) = 68.16; p < .001; η2p = .08)
- CI×CTP (Huynh-Feldt: F(1.86,1568.41) = 111.76; p < .001; η2p = .12)
Within-subjects contrast test
- CI: MV vs. LC (F(1,842) = 91.61; p < .001; η2p = .1)
- CI: TP vs. LC (F(1,842) = 86.68; p < .001; η2p = .09)
- CI×CTP: MV vs. LC (F(1,842) = 138.6; p < .001; η2p = .14)
- CI×CTP: TP vs. LC (F(1,842) = 154.24; p < .001; η2p = .16)
Between-subjects
- SI (F(3,842) = 2.954; p = .032; η2p = .01)
- CTP (F(1,842) = 114.19; p < .001; η2p = .12)
Between-subjects contrast test (K-matrix)
- TPY vs. TPN = .567 (s.e. = .053); p < .001
- CISPERT vs. CIS = .169 (s.e. = .074); p = .024

LP: CTP, SI and CI

Model fit: χ2(46) = 208.23, p < .001
(Cox and Snell = .078; Nagelkerke = .088; McFadden = .037)
Parameter Estimates
NP(CISPE): ln(ψ) = .572 (ψ = 1.772); s.e. = .34; p = .093
NP(TPN): ln(ψ) = -.716 (ψ = .489); s.e. = .37; p = .051
NP(CISPE×MV): ln(ψ) = -.812 (ψ = .444); s.e. = .47, p = .083
PD(CIS): ln(ψ) = -.609 (ψ = .544); s.e. = .36; p = .089
PD(CISP): ln(ψ) = -.806 (ψ = .447); s.e. = .41; p = .049
PD(CIS×LC): ln(ψ) = 1.651 (ψ = 1.912); s.e. = .51; p = .001
PD(CISP×LC): ln(ψ) = 1.282 (ψ = 1.179); s.e. = .57; p = .024
PD(CISP×MV): ln(ψ) = 1.121 (ψ = 1.036); s.e. = .55; p = .043
PD(CISP×TPN): ln(ψ) = .959 (ψ = 2.61); s.e. = .52; p = .066
PD(CIS×LC×TPN): ln(ψ) = -1.298 (ψ = .273); s.e. = .69; p = .059
PD(CISP×MV×TPN): ln(ψ) = -1.432 (ψ = .239); s.e. = .72; p = .046

The first investigation conducted, examined the effect of the information structure with the
condition of different time constraints on the perceived equivocality of information among the
items’ categories. The multivariate test revealed that the function of the item category is solely
critical for determining the degree of EQV (Pillai’s Trace = .168; F(2,841) = 85.10; p < .001; η2p
= .17) but this exclusive function is not found in the information structure. Moreover, all
interactive terms in conjunction with item categories show statistical significance for EQV: the
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interaction effect of CI and SI (Pillai’s Trace = .014; F(6,1684) = 1.99; p = .063; η2p = .01); the
interaction effect of CI and CTP (Pillai’s Trace = .162; F(2,841) = 81.49; p < .001; η2p = .16), and
the interaction effect of CI, SI and CTP (Pillai’s Trace = .014; F(6,1684) = 1.99; p = .064; η2p
= .01). When the item category interacts with the condition of time pressure, the item category’s
statistical power is the most significant among the interaction terms for determining the level of
perceived equivocality of information. Aligned with the results of the multivariate test, the
results of the within-subjects demonstrate the same statistical results: the main effect of CI
(Huynh-Feldt: F(1.97,1658.1) = 93.32; p < .001; η2p = .1), the interaction effect of CI and SI (HuynhFeldt: F(5.91,1658.1) = 1.9; p = .079; η2p = .01), the interaction effect of CI and CTP (Huynh-Feldt:
F(1.97,1658.1) = 89.0; p < .001; η2p = .1), and the interaction effect of CI, SI and CTP (Huynh-Feldt:
F(5.91,1658.1) = 1.97; p = .068; η2p = .01). Cumulatively, both results from multivariate and withinsubjects tests suggest importance for the item category for determining the degree of consumers’
perceived informational equivocality. Combining the condition of time constraint and the
information structure, the item category remarkably changed consumers’ perceived equivocality
levels (also, see Figure 4.12). In other words, the difference between item categories is likely to
be a baseline for determining the level of EQV in association with the condition of time
constraint and the information structure
In detail, the contrast test for within-subjects describe that the level of EQV for laptop computers
is quite different from that of multivitamins and travel packages (MV vs. LC: F(1,842) = 107.97; p
< .001; η2p = .11, and TP vs. LC: F(1,842) = 157.0; p < .001; η2p = .16). The differences of EQV
depending on items’ categories also show a considerably varying degree of EQV according to
time constraint (MV vs. LC: F(1,842) = 100.78; p < .001; η2p = .11, and TP vs. LC: F(1,842) = 151.76;
p < .001; η2p = .15). Even this interactional difference between multivitamins and laptop
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computers is heterogeneous and relies on the information structure (MV vs. LC: F(3,842) = 2.49; p
= .059; η2p = .01), but this difference is not apparent for travel packages. Along with the results
of multivariate and within-subjects tests, the detailed results reveal that consumers, overall, have
a differing EQV level when acquiring information for laptop computers than for gathering
information for multivitamins or travel packages (see Figure 4.12). In Figure 4.12, the item
category, depending on time constraints, shows the variation of EQV level for laptop computers
is almost stable, but variations decline steeply for the other two items, indicating an
inconsistency for the expectation that time pressure increases EQV level.
Regarding the test for between-subjects, the EQV level with time pressure differs from the EQV
level with no time pressure (F(1,842) = 99.82; p < .001; η2p = .11). Precisely but unexpectedly,
when consumers acquire the necessary information, the level of EQV with time pressure is lower
than with no time pressure (TPY vs. TPN = -.382 [s.e. = .038]; p < .001). The sole effect of the
information structure does not gain statistical significance. This result indicates that the effect of
the time constraint greatly affects consumers’ EQV level when acquiring information; however,
the arranged information structure, alone, is less likely to affect determining EQV level. In
addition, the post-hoc result did not find any difference between the information structures
among item categories. The visualization of the effects of CTP and SI on EQV appear in Figure
4.12. In conjunction with statistical results, the visualized results also show very interesting,
informative graphical patterns. Upon exertion of time pressure, the EQV level tends to decrease
for the item’s category and the information structure, except for laptop computers. That is,
consumers were more likely to perceive an informational equivocality during acquisition of
necessary information with no time pressure, compared to the presence of time pressure.
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Figure 4.12 EQV in H4: Time Pressure and No Time Pressure

Especially, when confronting the CISPE structure, consumers are prone to perceive higher EQV
than for other structures, excepting in the category of multivitamins with time pressure.
Moreover, the EQV level is likely to decline with CISPERT structure, as informational chunks
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increase. These relationships resultr from the lower or similar EQV level in the CISPERT
structure than the EQV level in the CIS or CISP structures.
The second test examines the effects of the information structure and different time constraints
on the ecological size of consideration sets among item categories. The multivariate test shows
that the ratio of ECS is significantly different, depending on the item category (Pillai’s Trace
= .067; F(2,841) = 30.36; p < .001; η2p = .07). Besides, the ECS is also statistically but marginally
different when the item category associates concurrently with condition of time constraint and
the information structure (Pillai’s Trace = .013; F(6,1684) = 1.8; p = .095; η2p = .01). The withinsubjects test confirms the results in the multivariate test (CI: Huynh-Feldt [F(2,1684) = 29.45; p
< .001; η2p = .03]; and CI×SI×CTP: Huynh-Feldt [F(6,1684) = 1.84; p = .089; η2p = .01]). Precisely
in the contrast test of within-subjects, the ECS for both multivitamins and travel packages was
different from the ECS for laptop computers (MV vs. LC: F(1,842) = 4.47; p = .035; η2p = .01; and
TP vs. LC: F(1,842) = 28.34; p < .001; η2p = .03) (see Figure 4.13). For the effect of three-way
interactions, the ECS of laptop computers is different from that of multivitamins (F(3,842) = 2.45;
p = .063; η2p = .01) and travel packages (F(3,842) = 2.34; p = .072; η2p = .01) in association with
both the information structure and time constraints at the same time. Combined results from the
multivariate and within-subjects tests indicate that the item category is a major factor for altering
the ECS ratio. However, the information structure and the time constraint are able to affect the
ECS ratio when, or only when, those factors simultaneously interweave and associate with the
item category (Figure 4.13).
Despite the existence of effect from the three-way interaction, neither the between-subjects test,
depending on the information structure and the time constraint, nor the post-hoc test show any
statistical significance for a change in the ECS ratio. The results in these cases indicate that
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neither the information structure nor time pressure alone affects the change of ECS ratio.
Nevertheless, the effects of CTP and SI on ECS graphically show some interesting outcomes as
apparent in Figure 4.13.
Figure 4.13 ECS in H4: Time Pressure and No Time Pressure
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By enforcing time pressure, the ECS ratio dramatically decreases in the CISPERT structure but
this ratio increases in the other structures (CIS > CISP > CISPE). With time pressure, the ECS
ratio generally decreases by the incremental information structure; however, such a tendency,
dependent upon the information structure, is stable for CIS, CISP and CISPE structures or, more
importantly, increases for the CISPERT structure. In association with the item category, this
increment of ECS ratio in CISPERT appears when consumers’ forage for the information for
multivitamins and travel packages with no time pressure. On the other hand, the ECS ratio, when
acquiring information for laptops, gradually decreases by the incremental information structure
with the no time pressure. With time pressure, the change of ECS ratio has a different pattern for
information structures depending on the item category. By enforcing time pressure, the ECS ratio
in the CISPERT structure is the lowest, regardless of item’s categorical differences. More in
depth, the ECS ratio for laptop computers increases with the CIS structure to the CISPE structure,
but the ratio decreases with CISPERT structure at a level lower than for the CIS structure.
Meanwhile, the ECS ratio for multivitamins shows a tendency for steady decrease from CIS to
CISPERT, and the ECS ratio for travel packages indicates a similar tendency, except for the
CISP structure, which has the highest ECS ratio.
The third test examines the effect of information structure and the different time constraints on
the emotional decision accuracy among item categories. The multivariate test reveals that the
degree of emotional decision accuracy is different according to the item category (Pillai’s Trace
= .111; F(2,841) = 52.72; p < .001; η2p = .11) and by the item category interacting with the
condition of time pressure (Pillai’s Trace = .171; F(2,841) = 86.79; p < .001; η2p = .17). The
within-subjects test also reveals that the degree of EDA is different from one item to another
among item categories (Huynh-Feldt: F(1.86,1568.41) = 68.16; p < .001; η2p = .08), as well. Even the
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item category in company with time constraint affects determination of the degree of EDA
(Huynh-Feldt: F(1.86,1568.41) = 111.76; p < .001; η2p = .12). Delving into the contrast test of the
within-subjects, the degree of EDA in foraging for laptop computers’ information is different
from the EDA in foraging for multivitamins’ information (MV vs. LC: F(1,842) = 91.61; p < .001;
η2p = .1) and travel packages (TP vs. LC: F(1,842) = 86.68; p < .001; η2p = .09). Furthermore,
these differences of EDA among item categories also vary by time constraint (MV vs. LC: F(1,842)
= 138.6; p < .001; η2p = .14, and TP vs. LC: F(1,842) = 154.24; p < .001; η2p = .16). Unexpectedly
but strikingly, the combined results suggest that consumers are likely to have greater emotional
decision accuracy during time pressure than during no time pressure. These results indicate an
inconsistency with some studies (e.g., Haynes, 2009; also, see Conlisk, 1996) but reveals
consistency of results with other studies (Lipshitz et al., 2001; also, see Puvathingal & Hantula,
2012). However, the general tendency differs according to the item’s category (see Figure 4.14).
For example, precise EDA, when acquiring information of laptop computers, slightly declines,
but the EDA for gathering information for both multivitamins and travel packages steeply rise,
during enforcement of time pressure. This antithetical result indicates an obvious item-specific
dependency among individuals.
Although no effect from information structure on EDA is apparent from the tests, both betweensubjects variables are statistically significant for affecting the degree of EDA (SI: F(3,842) = 2.954;
p = .032; η2p = .01, and CTP: F(1,842) = 114.19; p < .001; η2p = .12). In detail, the degree of EDA
with time pressure is greater than with no time pressure (TPY vs. TPN = .567 [s.e. = .053]; p
< .001), which is consistent with the results of the multivariate and within-subjects tests. With
respect to the information structure, the degree of EDA with the CISPERT structure is stronger
than for CIS (CISPERT vs. CIS = .169 [s.e. = .074]; p = .024), while no such relationship
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appears for the other structures. In addition, the post-hoc test reveals existence of no difference
of EDA level among the information structures.
Figure 4.14 EDA in H4: Time Pressure and No Time Pressure
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Nonetheless, graphical results show visible changes among informational structures (Figure
4.14). Regardless of time constraints, consumers are likely to higher EDA with the CISPERT
and CISP structures than with CIS and CISPE structures. This result suggests that the trafficlight metaphor and the reviews are factors for increasing the EDA throughout information
structures. In addition, information with items’ pictures affirmatively stimulates an increase for
EDA compared to information without pictures. This patterned change remained rather static
with no time pressure depending on the items’ categories; however, change is dramatic with time
pressure, and the change is more clearly apparent depending on the item category. Moreover, the
EDA of travel packages steeply declines for the CISPE structure compared to the other two
categories.
The last investigation tests the likelihood of purchase decisions depending on the variables: the
information structure, item category, and time constraint. As previously discussed, this procedure
inserts an item category into the unified data by assigning dummy codes (i.e., 1 = laptop
computers, 2 = multivitamins, and 3 = travel packages [a reference group]).
The result showed that the overall model fit is statistically significant, indicating that the
likelihood of purchase is different according to information structures depending on the item
categories with different time constraints (χ2(34) = 208.23; p < .001 [Cox and Snell = .078;
Nagelkerke = .088; McFadden = .037]). Since the three-way interactions of model are not
statistically significant (χ2(12) = 11.28; ns), the likelihood ratio test indicated that the full
factorial model is better than the reduced model. This result of the likelihood ratio test suggests
that each predictor plays an important role not only by individual properties but also in
association with other properties. With purchase as a reference, the estimations of parameters as
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predictor variables, this study first considers the likelihood of no purchase and then scrutinizes
purchase deferral compared to the decision to purchase.
When foraging for the necessary information in the CISPE structure, consumers were 77.2%
more, but marginally prone, toward a final decision of no purchase, compared to consumers
deciding to purchase in the CISPERT structure, holding the other variables constant (ln(ψ) = .572
[ψ = 1.772]; s.e. = .34; p = .093). With other variables constant, no purchase, as a final decision,
is less likely with no time pressure compared to a condition with time pressure at 51.1% (ln(ψ) =
-.716 [ψ = .489]; s.e. = .37; p = .051). Especially, when comparing CISPE structure to CISPERT
structure for the laptop computer, consumers are 55.6% less likely to decide not to purchase
decision but its statistical significant is marginal (ln(ψ) = -.812 (ψ = .444); s.e. = .47; p = .083),
holding the other variables constant. The combined results of no purchase vs. purchase with time
pressure, the CISPE structure is more likely to induce no purchase than the other information
structures. This trend with information structures for laptop computers would be less than for
multivitamins and travel packages when foraging for information.
Considering purchase deferral versus purchase, the results show quite complicated consequences
during the final phase of consumers’ decisions. Holding other variables constant, the likelihood
of purchase deferral in the CIS structure is marginally smaller than that of purchase in the
CISPERT structure at 45.6% (ln(ψ) = -.609 (ψ = .544); s.e. = .36; p = .089), and the probability
of purchase deferral in the CISP structure is also smaller than for purchase in CISPERT structure
at 55.3% (ln(ψ) = -.806 (ψ = .447); s.e. = .41; p = .049).
Moreover, when the information structure interacts with the item category, the purchase deferral
versus purchase with the CIS structure for laptop computers is 91.2% more likely to occur than
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with the CISPERT structure for travel packages, holding the other variables constant (ln(ψ) =
1.651 (ψ = 1.912); s.e. = .51; p = .001). Also, When consumers confronted CISP for laptop
computers, they tend to defer a decision by 17.9% compared to those confronting CISPERT for
travel packages, holding the other variables constant (ln(ψ) = 1.282 [ψ = 1.179]; s.e. = .57; p
= .024). This result also appears for multivitamins, and the result shows that the likelihood of
purchase deferral in CISP for multivitamins was 3.6% higher compared to a purchase in
CISPERT for travel packages, holding the other variables constant (ln(ψ) = 1.121 [ψ = 1.036];
s.e. = .55; p = .043).
Furthermore, when the information structure associates with time constraint, the purchase
deferral versus purchase is marginally prone to rise 161 % with no time pressure compared to a
condition with time pressure (ln(ψ) = .959 [ψ = 2.61]; s.e. = .52; p = .066). More deeply, with a
three-way interaction, holding the other variables constant, the likelihood of purchase deferral is
marginally lower, 72.7%, than the probability of purchase when this likelihood relationship is
compared consumers confront the CIS structure for laptop computers with no time pressure to
those who encounter CISPERT for travel packages with time pressure (ln(ψ) = -1.298 (ψ = .273);
s.e. = .69; p = .059). The same result for probability appears when consumers confront CISP for
multivitamins with no time pressure, 76.1% lower, than when confronting CISPERT for travel
packages with time pressure (ln(ψ) = -1.432 [ψ = .239]; s.e. = .72; p = .046).
In detail, with purchase is a fixed reference, the overall likelihood of no purchase for the IS
structure of information is marginally lower, 44%, than for purchase, holding the other
information structures constant (ln(ψ) = -.59 [ψ = .56]; s.e. = .35; p = .097), and the overall
probability of no purchase for laptop computers is marginally lower, 48%, than for purchase,
holding the other items’ categories constant (ln(ψ) = -.65 [ψ = .52]; s.e. = .38; p = .091).
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However, when the ISE structure forms laptop computer’s information, the likelihood of no
purchase is 317% higher than for purchase (ln(ψ) = 1.43 [ψ = 4.17]; s.e. = .51; p = .005).
Regarding the likelihood of purchase deferral with purchase as reference, the overall likelihood
of purchase deferral is 320% higher with no time pressure than with time pressure. Interestingly,
the likelihood of purchase deferral decreases by 67% when laptop computer’s information
structure is ISE compared with the likelihood of purchase with ISE, holding the other variables
constant. However, the likelihood of purchase deferral when laptop computer’s information
structure is ISE with no time pressure is 278% higher than for purchase, with other conditions
constant. The series of results for the likelihood of purchase suggest that the likelihood ratio
would differ, depending on: time pressure, information structure, and item categories in general.
However, when concurrently considering those conditions, the accuracy of predicting the
likelihood of purchase increases. In addition to the overall result, the overall result of
classification predicts 41.9% no purchase, 45.4% purchase deferral, and 12.7% purchase.
Interestingly, the overall result of classification indicates that time pressure provokes no
purchase when compared with no time pressure. In detail, time pressure is likely to stimulate
consumers who intend to defer the purchase decision to actually no purchase in most cases. The
effect of time pressure in the relationship of purchase deferral vs. no purchase is stronger than
the relationship of purchase deferral vs. purchase.
In sum, although the overall results shows statistical significance in many ways (F and χ2 tests),
the detailed results suggest that the main hypothesis 4 be more likely to become convoluted (see
the graphical results from Figure 4.10 to Figure 4.12 regarding EQV, ECS and EDA, and the
predicted classification regarding LP). This conclusion is attributed to unexpected consequences
from the study’s expectations, which results from the simultaneous, complex combinations
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between the information structure and the item category with the time constraints. Overall, time
pressure does not induce greater EQV, larger ECS, and weaker EDA compared to no time
pressure. Regarding LP, as time pressure executes, the likelihood of purchase increases; the
probability of purchase deferral decreases; and no purchase increases.
Lastly, the following summarizes the overall examination between unarranged and arranged
information structures on the five perceptual dimensions of consumers’ responses.
Overall Evaluations of Unarranged vs. Arranged Information Structures
Prior to closing the section of empirical tests, the current study examined the overall perceptions
of inforagers regarding information structures throughout all studies for five dimensions: reality
of information display, usefulness of search for necessary information, difficulty to get necessary
information, effectiveness of displayed information, and likability of displayed information (for
detailed questions, see Appendix E. part III.). The purpose of this examination is to disclose the
inforagers’ perceptions among seven information structures. To achieve the purpose, this study
first conducted between–subjects, three-way multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) via
full factorial design: 7 SI (all displayed information structures) × 2 CIS (unarranged information
structure [Study 1] vs. arranged information structure [Study 2]) × 2 CTP (no time pressure vs.
time pressure). Then, this study executed analysis of means (ANOM) as a univariate test to
analyze the overall data of each predicted variable, providing a difference of each information
structure’s mean from the grand means across the information structures. Since this combined
data encompasses all empirical tests, the sample represents unbalanced, large sets, and therefore,
the current study expects violations in the tests of assumptions with respect to homoscedasticity
(Box’s M and Levene’s F tests), and consequently might inflate the MANOVA result. To
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compensate, this study briefly demonstrates the result from the corrected model. To verify
statistical dissatisfaction, a follow-up test uses ANOM since this method is very flexible for
measuring group differences regardless of parametric or nonparametric nature (Nelson et al.,
2005).
Figure 4.15 Overall Evaluations of the Information Structures

Note. N_SI = 1371 (IS: n = 179; ISE: n = 177; ISEP: n = 165; CIS: n = 221; CISP: n = 193; CISPE: n = 226;
CISPERT: n = 210). UIS = unarranged information structure in Study 1 and AIS = arranged information structure in
Study 2. Assumption tests (all are p < .001): Box’s M test is 435.354 with df 1 = 195 and df 2 = 1226500.438; F =
2.188, and Levene’s F test with df 1 = 13 and df 2 = 1357. For reality of information display (F = 5.74), usefulness
of search for necessary information (F = 7.578), difficulty to get necessary information* (F = 5.055), effectiveness
of displayed information (F = 7.344), and likability of displayed information (F = 3.317).
* Within this note, inverse interpretation required (i.e., the highest difficulty = 1 to the lowest difficulty = 7).
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Not surprisingly, concurrently, both tests of assumptions did not gain satisfaction from the
criteria of all variables, as shown in Figure 4.15. The result of the corrected model reveals that all
dependent variables are statistically significant with degrees of freedom, 7 and 1370. The results
of MANOVA are: The reality of information display (F = 12.244; p < .001; η2p = .105),
usefulness of search for necessary information (F = 12.184; p < .001; η2p = .105), difficulty to get
necessary information (F = 13.703; p < .001; η2p = .116), effectiveness of displayed information
(F = 15.214; p < .001; η2p = .127), and likability of displayed information (F = 15.002; p < .001;
η2p = .126). Also, the multivariate analysis reveals existence of extraordinary differences in the
evaluation between unarranged vs. arranged information structures (Pillai’s Trace = .039; F(25,6785)
= 2.122; p = .001; η2p = .008) and existence of marginal differences in the evaluation between no
time pressure vs. time pressure (Pillai’s Trace = .007; F(5,1353) = 1.859; p = .099; η2p = .007), but
no meaningful statistical significance appears for the other independent variables. In detail, the
result for the information structures depends on the condition of time constraints as graphically
shown in Figure 4.16.
In general, the result of the test of between-subjects indicates that the information structure
affects the five overall evaluations irrespective of the time constraints. The results of each overall
evaluation depending on the information structure are: reality of information display (F(5,1357) =
2.547; p = .026; η2p = .009), usefulness of search for necessary information (F(5,1357) = 2.465; p
= .031; η2p = .009), difficulty to get necessary information (F(5,1357) = 3.337; p = .005; η2p = .012),
effectiveness of displayed information (F(5,1357) = 3.438; p = .004; η2p = .013), and likability of
displayed information (F(5,1357) = 4.937; p < .001; η2p = .018). In addition, only the results for
difficulty to get necessary information depending on time pressure are statistically significant
(F(1,1357) = 5.523; p = .019; η2p = .004). The result of time sensitivity indicates that consumers are
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time sensitive when attempting to forage for necessary information and that they are likely to
obtain the sub-optimized necessary information with time pressure.
Figure 4.16 Overall Evaluation: Time Pressure vs. No Time Pressure

Note. N_SI = 1371 (IS: n = 179; ISE: n = 177; ISEP: n = 165; CIS: n = 221; CISP: n = 193; CISPE: n = 226;
CISPERT: n = 210). UIS = unarranged information structure in Study 1 and AIS = arranged information structure in
Study 2.

In combination of the previous results, the scores from evaluation of the arranged information
structures are much higher than the scores for the unarranged information, resulting in pattern of
evaluation being closely consistent with the results from empirical studies (c.f., Scheibehenne et
al., 2010). Based on Figure 4.15, the overall score from evaluation is lowest when consumers
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faced the ISE structure. In contrast, the overall score from evaluation is highest when consumers
confront the CISPERT structure. Importantly, the overall role of the items’ pictures is quite
important for both unarranged and arranged information structures allowing consumers to reduce
information overload. More importantly, with provided items’ pictures, the traffic-light metaphor
with reviews is more critical than for other structures. Along with the multivariate test, the
results of the univariate test results (ANOM) appear graphically in Figure 4.17.
Figure 4.17 ANOM: Overall Evaluation According to Information Structures

Note: α = .05. UDL = upper decision limits and LDL = lower decision limits. Regarding information structures: 1 =
IS; 2 = ISE; 3 = ISEP; 4 = CIS; 5 = CISP; 6 = CISPE; and 7 = CISPERT.
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The mean of each information structure on the overall evaluation is significantly different from
the grand mean at a significance level of α = .5. In accordance with the multivariate test results,
the results of ANOM show that the unarranged information structures (IS, ISE, and ISEP) have
much lower scores than the arranged information structures (CIS, CISP, CISPE, and CISPERT),
with presenting overall perceptions of the displayed information structures (i.e., reality,
usefulness, difficulty [inverse direction], effectiveness, and likability). The result of ANOM
reveals that the structural issue is a fundamental problem in the information overload paradigm
and it is more important than the quantity issue in displayed information.
Consequently, the series of results provides evidence that the issue of information overload is a
matter of holistic information structure, rather than a matter of atomistic informational quantity,
quality or environment.
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CHAPTER 5. GENERAL DISCUSSION
The current study develops an integrative theory through bridging information processing theory
and foraging theory in order to respond to the issues arising from the information overload
paradigm: More is better vs. less is better. Moreover, the current study examines the ontological
issues from the decision process includes a succession of phases of the information foraging
(ecological information foraging, online encompasses browsing and searching to acquire
necessary information) and resultant consequences (perceived equivocality of information,
ecological size of consideration sets, emotional decision accuracy, and the likelihood of a
purchase). The results from integrating philosophy and theory better explains consumer behavior
in everyday instances of acquiring information for decision-making. Moreover, not one single
factor explains the entirety of information overload in the real world (e.g., quantity of
information); instead, a variety of influential factors incorporate to illustrate information
overload (e.g., information structures and item categories). That is, the phenomena of
information overload have explanation in ecologically interacting between domain-specific and
universal factors in immediate environments, not by a simple universal factor in blank-slate
contexts. This chapter summarizes the findings from a series of studies, provides theoretical and
empirical implications for daily life information acquisition in the decision process, and proffers
limitations for future studies and a conclusive statement for the current study.
Major Findings
The findings in the exploratory study (Chapter2) include: The impact of the online environment
is vast for consumers’ everyday marketing behavior, such as information acquisitions,
informational communications, purchase-related decisions, and official and personal task-related
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interests (refer to Table 2.1 and 2.2). Particularly for purchase-related activities, consumers tend
to preferred online purchases vs. offline purchases. This finding is significant for marketing
managers in terms of effective allocations of resources to improve organizational performance
(e.g., sales volume). Second, consumers tend to consider the environmental factors of online
shopping malls as an important for purchase decisions of particular items (e.g., shopping mall’s
shipping and handling fees). This finding implies that consumer purchasing decisions do not
simply rely on the item-specific information, but on the item-specific information interplaying
with non-item-specific information. Third, consumers show item-category-specific foraging
patterns online, indicating the importance of the domain-specific dependency suggested by
Tooby and Cosmides (2005). When consumers choose a particular item, weighting importance
for a particular item differs across three item categories (i.e., durable goods, nondurable goods,
and service) (refer to Table 2.3 and Figure 2.1). Although important considered attributes appear
somewhat idiosyncratic among the three product categories, three main considerations have
broad homogenous importance in information foraging and purchase decisions: price of items,
brand of items and sellers, and quality (or reliability) of items and/or sellers. Over fifty percent of
participants consider these three aspects to be important attributes in foraging for necessary
information, which subsequently influences the entire of decision process. Notably, consumers
concurrently considered both item-specific attributes and non-item-specific attributes. Again, this
finding implies that adscititious environmental attributes represent prerequisite components of
items’ important attributes. Fourth, as inforagers, consumers have individually tailored strategies
to forage for the necessary information in order to optimize information acquisition activities
(see Table 2.4, 2.5 and 2.8, and Figure 2.3). These personalized foraging strategies are generally,
the relative beginning points of the information acquisition process (i.e., Search engine first,
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interpersonal communications online and offline first, or online stores first). This finding
suggests that the role of online foraging is far more important to information gathering than
offline foraging; however, also suggested is that any type of interpersonal communication is a
timeless important resource for gathering essential information in the decision-making process.
Fifth, not only do consumers allocate time differently, but also they navigate a heterogeneous
number of sources when gathering necessary information among three categories of goods and
services (see Table 2.6 and 2.7, and Figure 2.2). Consumers spend relatively longer and navigate
more sources when acquiring electronic products’ information versus services’ information or
health and personal care products’ information. The finding indicates that when acquiring
information, electronic product information is more likely to overload consumers than
information of the other two item categories because the vigorous activities of information
foraging may positively associate with increasing an individual’s information set sizes (i.e., the
increase of informational quantities). The implication of this finding is that the degree of the
information overload depends on the three categories of items. Moreover, different foraging
patterns are important because different foraging patterns affect the condition of whether or not
the received information is an overload, inhibiting consumer decision processes. Sixth,
consumers tend to perceive durable goods present a more difficult buying decision compared to
nondurable goods and services (See Table 2.9). The different perceptions of decisional difficulty
suggest that the degree of information overload is different from one product/service to another
(i.e., importance of domain-specific dependency). In the combined findings in the exploratory
study, both the item categories and the information structures are mutually important for foraging
the needed information rather than solely the amount of information, which interactively
determine the level of information overload in consumer decision process.
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Based on the findings in Chapter 2, the pilot study (Chapter 3) focused on durable goods (i.e., a
laptop computer) that perceives as the most difficult to forage for the necessary information and
on the nine different structures of information sets in terms of amounts, qualities and
environmental factors. These information structures is measured by utilizing a patch concept for
evaluating information sets throughout displaying within-patch formation by surveying the each
displayed item’s understandability and decision-making among the nine items, and betweenpatch formation by surveying the informational usefulness, confusedness, and satisfaction across
the nine items at the same time (Table 3.1). As the amount of information increased, not only did
consumers tend to understand the item’s features and benefits better, but they were also more
likely to confirm purchase decision when executing this test in the within-patch (Figure 3.2). The
findings of the between-patches generally reflect the findings of the within-patch (e.g., Table
3.1); however, the interpretation that shows reciprocally similar result between within-patch and
between-patch requires care for between-patches’ results. The preference for more information is
generally true if or only if the displayed information is, at least, arranged, resulting in a positive
relationship with informational satisfaction (e.g., most confusing section and both most and least
satisfactory sections in Table 3.1, and the correlations of the measured questions in Table 3.2).
These conflicting findings suggest that the problem in the information structure is more critical
issue for exploring the ontological issues of information overload than the problem of the amount
of information, which coincides with the result of the exploratory study. The level of confusion
from information captures another unexpected finding when using the traffic-light metaphor due
perhaps to the color overload (e.g., Alton & Manining, 2012). To deploy this issue related with
the metaphor, the result of the additional test demonstrates that the metaphor should be concise
in terms of the informational visualization by using small numbers of colors with detail
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explanations of the metaphor (Figure 3.3). Although a structural contestation of the displayed
information arising from a use of a different information structure may exist, the information
structure, including the traffic-light metaphor is outstandingly dominant over the other two
controversial structures of the displayed information.
Regarding the empirical study (Chapter 4), a summary of the entire study appears in Table 5.1
and systematically demonstrates the findings, due to conducting numerous tests of hypotheses
with using different statistical analyses, and the results from the tests provide copious, complex
findings. The main hypotheses gain partial support for all cases according to the expectations of
the current study because of the conflicting results, while the sub-hypotheses gained support
according to expectation for most cases (10 out of 12).
Table 5.1 Summary of the Entire Study
Study 1: Unarranged Information Structures
Hypotheses

Hypothetical
Relationships

Conclusions

Main Reasons of the Conclusions

Main Hypothesis 1

EQV: SI, CI
ECS: SI, CI
EDA: SI, CI
LP: SI, CI

Regard as
minimally
partial support

- Significance of CI according to EQV only
- Non-significance of SI in all resultant
consequences
- Consistent expectation with the result from
proportion of Predicted classification

Sub Hypothesis 1
H1a
H1b
H1c
H1d
H1e
H1f

SI on EQV
EQV on EDA
EQV on ECS
ECS on EDA
EQV via ECS on EDA
EDA on LP

Not Supported
Supported
Supported
Supported
Supported
Supported

- Significance of subsequent causalities in each
phase, except for SI on EQV
- Satisfaction of directional magnitude of
coefficient in most cases
- Existence of a partial mediation effect

Hypothesis 2

EQV: CTP, SI, CI
ECS: CTP, SI, CI
EDA: CTP, SI, CI
LP: CTP, SI, CI

Regard as
conflicting
partial support

- Significance of CTP for EQV, EDA and LP;
but, some conflicting result depending on SI
and CI
- Inverse expectation with the result from
proportion of Predicted classification

Note. SI = structure of information; CI = category of item; EQV = perceived equivocality of information; ECS =
ecological size of consideration sets; EDA = emotional decision accuracy; LP = likelihood of purchase; and CTP =
condition of time pressure.
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Table 5.1 Summary of the Entire Study (Continued)
Study 2: Arranged Information Structures
Hypotheses

Hypothetical
Relationships

Conclusions on
the Expectation

Major Criteria regarding Conclusions

Main Hypothesis 3

EQV: SI, CI
ECS: SI, CI
EDA: SI, CI
LP: SI, CI

Regard as
mostly partial
support

- Significance of SI and CI according to EQV,
EDA and LP; but conflicting results in ECS
- Consistent expectation with the result from
proportion of Predicted classification

Sub Hypothesis 3
H1a
H1b
H1c
H1d
H1e
H1f

SI on EQV
EQV on EDA
EQV on ECS
ECS on EDA
EQV via ECS on EDA
EDA on LP

Supported
Supported
Supported
Not Supported
Not Supported
Support

- Significance of subsequent causalities in each
phase
- Satisfaction of directional magnitude of
coefficient in most cases
- No existence of significant causal
relationship between ECS and EDA, and of a
partial mediation effect of ECS

Hypothesis 4

EQV: CTP, SI, CI
ECS: CTP, SI, CI
EDA: CTP, SI, CI
LP: CTP, SI, CI

Regard as
conflicting
partial support

- Significance of CTP according to ECS; but,
some conflicting results depending on SI and
CI
- Consistent expectation with the result from
proportion of Predicted classification

Generally, the combined results of the main hypotheses suggest that consumer information
foraging broadly respond according to the structure of information (e.g., the degree of
information arrangement). Moreover, the behavioral patterns for information foraging
dramatically changed in conjunction with item categories and the time constraints, resulting in
unexpected behavioral consequences. On the other hand, the combined results of the subhypotheses suggest that, in the decision process, the causal relationship of each sequential phase
is quite strong and generalizable regardless of item categories. Taken together, the entire results
imply necessity for an integrative perspective of information acquisition encompassing domainspecific dependency (item categories) and universality (information structures). That is,
consumers proactively, strategically interact with the immediate information to minimize
information overload and optimize final decisions, rather than just passively receive information
without own effort (e.g., survival), providing evidence that proactive consumers cope with
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encountered difficulties in the process of decision-making. The detailed findings of the empirical
study in Chapter 4 demonstrate: general characteristics of consumers; the comparisons of generic
information search pages and ecological information search pages; the role of information
structure, item category and time constraint from the main hypotheses; and the overall causal
relationship in each phase on the sequential process of decision-making from the sub-hypotheses.
First, the findings for the preliminary characteristics of consumers show considerably consistent
behavioral tendencies compared to the findings of the exploratory study (Table 4.3 and 4.15).
When comparing the categories of multivitamins and travel packages to the category of laptop
computers, consumers are highly knowledgeable, frequently purchase online, frequently seek
information, enjoy seeking for information, and spend considerable time for information
foraging. In contrast, these behavioral tendencies for the category of multivitamins are the
minimum, and travel packages are between the other two. Despite the similar findings for the
exploratory and empirical studies, a possible discrepancy may be a result of the dichotomic
relationship of knowledge of an item and an associated decisional difficulty (c.f., Table 2.9).
This finding is rather inconsistent with the finding for decisional difficulty because consumers
believed that a purchase decision for a laptop computer is very difficult despite being highly
knowledgeable. This is counterintuitive; consumers with knowledge of a particular product are
likely to choose more easily than the consumers who with no or little knowledge. Underlying the
overload paradigm, the possible reason may have explanation by either which choice causes
overload for between items (between-patches) or which item’s informational attributes cause
overload for within-an item (within-patch). For example, the choice overload from betweenitems can derive from too many favorable items creating a situation of indecisiveness (e.g.,
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Fasolo et al., 2009) while the information overload from within-item can arise from too many
incomprehensible attributes causing confusedness or ambiguity (e.g., Lee & Lee, 2004).
In terms of the structure of the online environment, the current study finds that one predominant
operating system (Windows) covers more than 80 percent of all other operating systems in use
such as Macintosh, Linux, Chrome, and Ubuntu. However, the current study determines that two
web browsers, Chrome and Firefox, dominate, by over 85% with Internet Explorer, Safari, and
Opera following in order of preference. The findings from the online environment suggest that
the technological fitness of information structures, online, are a concern for providing necessary
information to avoid technical incompatibility and time retardation (e.g., Dennis & Taylor, 2006;
Soman, 2004; Wang & Wyer, 2002).
Second, the different types of information scents form heterogeneous patterns for consumers’
information browsing before searching for the necessary information. When the generic
information search page provides the least information scent (generic item names only), most
consumers simply, consecutively ranks a preferable search-order for particular information patch
from 1 to 10 (or 10 to 1) to begin searching for the necessary information, resulting in artificial,
unrealistic information foraging patterns (Table 4.4, 4.16 and 4.17). This behavioral pattern is
consistent throughout the entire study (Study 1 and 2). However, when the ecological
information search page provides three different types of information scents (text only, text with
iconic pictures, and text with review scores), most consumers assign a ranking for the searchorder depending on the types of information scents, indicating that consumers proactively
browse for the necessary information by the degree of provided scents (Table 4.4, 4.16 and 4.17).
These findings suggest that the research of real-world information overload should account for
“a browsing-searching continuum” for acquiring information (Xia & Monroe, 2005). The
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implication is that consumers invest in somatic energy to utilize the scented information for
between-patch browsing, and then, devote the remaining energy to acquiring the necessary
information for within-patch searching (Hantula, 2012). As a result, the browsing behavior for a
search page provides a clue that affects resultant outcomes related to information overload in the
decision process.
Third, the finding from all main hypotheses suggests that the item category is quite important
consideration when responding to the ontological issues underlying the information overload
paradigm, implying a requirement for paying attention to domain-specific dependency (the item
category) in conjunction with universality (the information structure) (see Table 4.7, 4.12, 4.21
and 4.27). Nevertheless an importance of domain-specific dependency, the current study also
finds that, in the decision process, consumer behavior for information foraging concurrently
interacts with item categories, information structures, and time constraints (see Table 4.7, 4.12,
4.21 and 4.27). This interactive relationship complicates the inseparable mixture necessary to
expound upon subsequent outcomes related to information overload (including choice overload).
In Study 1, with no time pressure, to describe information overload, the finding with an
unarranged information structure suggests that an item category is the greatest concern, while the
incremental information structure (IS, ISE, or ISEP) is a relatively minimal matter (Table 4.7 and
Figure 4.3). This finding implies that consumers initially become overloaded by unarranged
information structure, leading to conjecturing that consumers mostly defer choices (89%) or do
not choose (11%) as a final decision when the predicted classification result examines in the
multinomial regression (Table 4.7). However, with time pressure, this relational finding
dramatically changes, emphasizing the role of information structure depending on item
categories (Table 4.12 and Figure 4.4). In detail, with exertion of time pressure, overall EVQ
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increases for each item category, while overall ECS and EDA decrease for each item category
(Table 4.11). Regarding the information structure, the function of the item’s pictures remarkably
reduced EQV and increased EDA (i.e., ISEP structure). The role of pictures helps decrease ECS
for laptop computers, while increasing ECS for the other two items. Combined findings imply
that item’s pictures generally indicate information that reduces EQV and increases EDA,
especially when time to acquire information has restriction; however, this indicative role
diminishes for forming ECS when consumers encounter less knowledge of an item (Figure 4.4 in
association with Table 4.3 and 4.15).
The finding of Study 2 is interestingly different from those of Study 1, although maintaining the
importance of the item category (Table 4.21 and 4.27, and Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.12, 4.13, and
4.14). In other words, the information structure (CIS, CISP, CISPE, or CISPERT) also plays a
significant role upon implementation of the arranged information structure, irrespective of time
constraints, which suggests that the CISPERT structure has the lowest EQV and the highest EDA
while the CISPE structure has opposite effects, on average. However, when the information
structure associates with the item category and the time constraint, the CISPE structure for
multivitamins had the lowest EQV, and the CISPERT structure has a relatively higher EQV
(Figure 4.12). Moreover, EDA for travel packages steeply decreased when consumers
encountered the CISPE structure with time pressure. The finding from the combined results
implies, again, an entangled relationship between the item category, the information structure,
and the time constraint. This inseparable influence implies that prerequisite delineation of
information overload is not from a single factor independently, but from complicated,
interwoven factors simultaneously. In other words, the finding suggests that the one single factor
approach to clarify the information overload paradigm leads to interpretational exaggeration or
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overlooking important influential factors. Furthermore, unexpectedly, the EDA across the
information structures increases from exerting time pressure, while the EQV across the
information structures decreases from applying time pressure, especially for multivitamins and
travel packages (Figure 4.12 and 4.14). For these anomalous patterns, the current study
extrapolates that a mechanism of “effort-justification” applies to the condition of a shortage of
time, regarded as the behavior of self-risk-reduction with a high risk environment. In other words,
consumers experiencing time pressure are prone to award themselves a high scored to determine
the degree of a difficult task (e.g., generous self-justification or self-determination due to the
time-sensitive characteristic of humans) (Hantula, 2012; Klein et al., 2005; Schwartz, 2000).
Regarding ECS (Figure 4.13), the finding is interesting because ECS depending on the
information structure is different during the interplay of different time constraints and item
categories. For example, with no time pressure, ECS for multivitamins and travel packages in the
CISPERT structure exponentially increases, while the ECS for the laptop computers in that
structure gradually decreases. On the other hand, with time pressure, the increased patterns with
no time pressure switches to gradual decreases for the categories of multivitamins and travel
packages. From this tendency, the current study surmises that no time pressure causes consumers
reconsider over and over the provided information, causing either information overload or choice
overload depending on individual’s level of knowledge or degree of preference. On the other
hand, the time pressure restricts endless considerations of the displayed information, resulting in
decreasing ECS via emphasizing the most importantly considered attributes. In conjunction with
the predicted classification of the final decision (Table 4.27), the reasoning to describe the ECS
patterns are clear although this pattern regards as indicates biased or irrational decision-making
from a normative perspective. The 83.5% of purchase deferral with no time pressure decreases
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by 45.4% with time pressure, while 16.5% of purchase made deceases by 12.7%. Informatively,
the fact that 0% of no purchase with no time pressure increases by 41.9% with time pressure
implies an affirmative characteristic of no choice for decision-making. That is, consumers are
able to choose “no choice” in order to achieve optimization of a purchase decision to eliminate
the potential high risk, instead of making a choice. For example in the real world, decisionmaking sometimes induces a “give-up” condition with little negative emotion rather than
deferring a decision or reluctantly deciding (e.g., self-justification or self-determination).
Last, the findings for the sub-hypotheses throughout all studies suggests that the relationship
between EQV and EDA has the strongest causality and the relationship between EQV and ECS
has the second strongest causality. In conjunction with the finding in the main hypotheses, the
findings for the sub-hypotheses imply that the perceived equivocality of information is one of the
most important predictors of information overload (Table 4.9 and 4.22). The effect of the
information structure does not affect EQV level with implementation of an unarranged
information structure; however, the effect of the information structure influences determination
of EQV level with implementation of an arranged information structure. This antithetical result
depending on the arrangement of information suggests that information overload causes by EQV
only lessens by a well-arranged information structure, especially when applying the traffic-light
metaphor in association with customer and expert reviews (i.e., CISPERT structure) (Bittman,
2012; Mudambi & Schuff, 2010). Cautiously, the finding in the main hypothesis suggests that
the positive effects of the metaphor in the CISPERT structure are not consistent, depending on
the item category with time pressure (Figure 4.12) (e.g., Mudambi & Schuff, 2010, for the
heterogeneous effects of online reviews by item categories). In addition, the effect of ECS on
EDA suggests that the ecological size of consideration sets is not likely to predict the degree of
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EDA when the information structure is well–arranged, while predicting well a degree of EDA
when the information is not arranged well (Table 4.11 and 4.25). The descriptive results reveal
that the grand mean in each item category strikingly decreases in the arranged information
structure, compared to the unarranged information structure. Accordingly, this decline triggers
elimination of the mediating role of ECS in the relationship between EQV and EDA. The result
in the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) suggests that the likelihood of purchase decision
generally decreases as EDA decreases, and this likelihood is stronger in the unarranged
information structure than in the arranged information structure. This finding suggests that
consumers strategically confirm purchase decisions when feeling that the decision is accurate.
However, combining the result in the main hypotheses, the no choice option has an ambivalent
characteristic. For example, consumers do not make a purchase decision either when confronting
low decisional accuracy from fatigued, give-up situations to make the best decision caused by
too much of information to be considered or when encountering high decisional accuracy to
optimize a decision derived from a firmed awareness of insufficient essential information. This
double-edged characteristic of the no-choice condition implies a reconsideration that a choice is
only the optimality in the traditional decision research area.
In sum, the holistic information structure determines the degree of information overload rather
than the amount of information because the information set having an incremental structure does
not show steadily accrual patterns. The results of the overall evaluation reveals an importance for
the holistic information structure in terms of the informational reality, usefulness, difficulty,
effectiveness and likability (Figure 4.15, 4.16 and 4.17). Moreover, when the universal
information structure links with the domain-specific dependent item category, this linkage
produces a relevant assessment of the ontological issues of the information overload paradigm.
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Theoretical and Empirical Implications
Yadav (2010) raised issues for the importance of conceptual research in response to a decrease in
marketing journals during the past thirty years (1978-2007). Yadav (2010) argued that
conceptual study is necessary to develop intellectual knowledge and thus encourages academia to
revitalize interest through two contexts for developing a theory: The contexts of discovery and
justification. Aligned with the Yadav (2010) suggestion, Kock (2010b) underscored a theoretical
integration between two paradigms: evolutionary paradigm and non-evolutionary paradigm, due
to a lack of explanation of the information foraging using each paradigm only (also, see Flavián
et al., 2012). In addition, Fantino (1985) emphasized a methodological integration of two
perspectives: behavioral ecology and behavioral analysis as a “synergistic coupling” to provide
potential values for an interdisciplinary approach, using foraging theory. Particularly, Fantino
(1985) emphasized natural selection for foraging efficiency, and behavioral ecology as a
desirable complementary approach to explain human behavior in association with traditional
approaches.
Recently, several studies recommended and underscored the importance of interdisciplinary
research with a “Darwinian Framework” to extend behavioral research in various disciplines:
anthropology, archaeology, behavioral ecology, behavioral science, biology, economics,
ethnology, ethology, marketing, management information systems, linguistics, organization
studies, psychology, sociology, and so forth (for great references, see Kock, 2010a; Saad, 2011a;
Wells & Foxall, 2012). The current study integrates two dominant theoretical perspectives for
the information acquisition theory, foraging theory from Darwinism and information processing
theory from Non-Darwinism, to explain information overload in consumer decision process
during a certain time. Especially, the current study shows that behavioral ecology is appropriate
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for explaining consumers’ marketing activities through integrating atomic perspective of
consumer behavior in marketing discipline (i.e., a blank-slate condition) with the holistic
processing view of consumer information foraging in human behavioral ecology. The
consequence of the integration suggests, “The integrated perspective improves explanation for
the ontological issue of the information overload paradigm through investigating the process of
consumer information foraging.” Therefore, the current series of studies contributes to both
theoretical and empirical perspectives, following the suggestion of Yadav, and encompassing
theoretical integration, exploratory study, and empirical study.
Theoretically, first of all, the current study interweaves two philosophical and theoretical
paradigms to provide a better explanation for the ontological issue of information overload
paradigm by toward exploring consumer information foraging in the phased process of consumer
decision. That is, with information overload, synthesis of the paradigms of normative rationality
and ecological rationality responds to the two theories of foraging and information processing
under information acquisition theory. This theoretical conjunction assists investigating
consumers’ behavioral reasoning more precisely, in many ways, including clarifying the reasons
for limitations of the normative perspective for explaining consumers’ naturalistic behavior in
comparison to the ecological perspective. For instance, in Chapter 2, consumers, intending to
purchase, are likely to interact with immediate environments that encompass targeted items when
foraging for a particular item’s information (Table 2.2 and 2.3). The results support consumers’
propensity to interact with environmental attributes associated with directly item-specific
attributes. That is, the results suggest that when investigating information overload, the holistic
perspective of information structure is a prerequisite requirement for plausible explanations,
indicating an item interacting with environments in consumer decision making. Moreover,
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consumers tend to use personalized strategic information foraging, and this strategy has
relatively large variations (e.g., Table 2.4 and 2.5). The results suggest that the information
foraging in ordinary purchase situations is best viewed the ecological perspective rather than
normative perspective, because the large variation among consumers implies no single optimal
strategic foraging to gather the necessary information to end in a decision. Furthermore,
consumers navigate various information sources which contain relatively different information.
The theoretical integration also suggests methodological integration, which provides a larger
perspective for experimental design (between-within mixed model) through integrating the
theoretical framework between a Darwinian based framework (domain-specific condition among
item categories) and a non-Darwinian based framework (the quantity of information among
information structures). This between-within subjects design allows concurrent examination of
both consumers’ domain-specific dependent behavior and universal behavior from a holistic
perspective (i.e., quantity, quality, environment of information according to the information
structures and the homogeneity and heterogeneity depending on the item categories).
Existing marketing literature concentrated on the quantity dimension as factual information, but
the current exploratory and empirical studies use the foraging theory to allow for an individual's
perception regarding information during an exchange of information to explain holistic
information structures including quantity, quality and environment dimensions throughout the
three item categories (durables, nondurables, and services). This methodology assists
understanding the application of foraging theory to consumer behavior. Particularly for the
dimension of quantity, composing its characteristics should consider heterogeneous information
structures for the same items from diverse information patches along with the classical meaning
of quantity of information (e.g., nominally number of attributes), thereby combining the concepts
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of within-patch and between-patches for explaining a single item (i.e., environmental
heterogeneity for a single item). The dimension of quality, consisting of the symbiotic
information of both immediate item and environment to communicate data determines
consumers’ attitude toward the information (e.g., Hantula & Bryant, 2005; Häubl & Trifts, 2000;
Scheibehenne et al., 2010; Stenstrom et al., 2008; Stevenson et al., 2000). In other words, when
judging the quality of information, consumers are likely to consider both an item’s qualities and
environmental qualities as important attributes to evaluate whether the quality of information is
relevant (refer to the results in the exploratory and empirical studies). The conclusive result
suggests that the dimension of quality is likely to assist decreasing information overload more so
than the dimension of quantity (see Study 1 vs. Study 2 in the empirical study), but both
dimensions concurrently interact with environmental attributes to shape the process of consumer
information foraging and to determine the level of information overload.
Second, the current study demonstrates the methods and the reasons that foraging theory is
applicable to describing consumer information processing through foraging as a component of
consumer decision process. According to Hantula (2010), foraging theory complements the
explanation of patch and stochastic natures of environment in consumer decision making, and the
literature of behavioral ecology provides solid theoretical propositions and empirical models for
predators’ decision-making. In origin, regardless of being human or non-human, organisms
analogically choose based on ecological rationales in order to achieve a self-determined
optimization, in contrast to pursuing one normatively idealistic optimality. For instance, the
current study considers one important component of foraging theory, that is, a patch concept
which allows total amounts of information, thereby creating a bridge between two perspectives
of marketing and behavioral ecology. Since consumers do not usually calculate all available or
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possible combinations, the tendency is toward selective choices of the necessary information
based on prior beliefs in response to immediate environments (e.g. priority).
As described in the quality dimension of information according to differences in information
structures, consumers tend to formulate rather heterogeneous sets of important considerations, as
indicated throughout Chapter 2, and the results show consistent patterns, in general of the sizes
of consideration sets. Moreover, those considerations show different compositions of
informational attributes among the categories of goods and services (Table 2.3 and Figure 2.1).
These results imply that the set of important considerations may involve selective or intentional
ignorance of information, based on the currency assumption, which renders some information
less valuable. In other words, the role of mere quantity of information is perhaps offset by those
attributes that are highly important (e.g., selective hypothesis testing) to make satisfactory
judgmental decisions (Kardes, Sanbonmatsu, Cronley, & Houghton, 2002; Sanbonmatsu,
Posavac, Kardes, & Mantel, 1998). That is, information foraging always yields necessary
information when consumers’ decisions respond to immediate environments, and consequently
produces a higher tendency for determining the degree of information overload. For this
perspective, Hantula (2012) argued that a “behavioral ecology perspective rejects machine
metaphor” and corroborates a new viewpoint: “look outside in the environment, not inside the
organism” for consumers’ naturalistic decision-making (p.550) (for a brief review, see
Kamleitner, 2012). Along with the results of the exploratory study, the results of the empirical
study also find the domain-specific dependency links to the item category when considering
influential components in the holistic information structure that include different levels of
information quantities and qualities. These combined findings suggest that domain-specific
dependent behavior is a crucial factor beyond universal behavior for determining the level of
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information overload, although both activities simultaneously formulate the overload situation in
consumer decision process.
Third, aligned with Hantula’s argument, another claim involves ecologically unusual situations
(or ecologically irrational situations) in the final decision phase (Dhar, 1997; Schwartz, 2000).
Much of prior research provided either “must one choice” or “a binary choice” as a condition for
optimal decision making. To attempt to overcome this artificial situation, the current study
applies the three different options in the final decision, naturalistic selections, for ordinary
consumer decision making. These options include no purchase, purchase deferral, and purchase.
Moreover, providing a “not applicable” option for all open-ended questions retains an
individual’s freedom of choice. It is the role of the Darwinian Theory: to describe human
behavior, perhaps in response to Newtonian Theory, as suggested by the notion that Darwinianbased framework is useful for integrating different theories and paradigms into a framework of
coupled perspective (Flavián et al., 2012; Kock, 2010b; Saad, 2008). For instance, in many cases,
“no purchase” option indicates that it is not an optimal choice from the perspective of a
normative. However, findings in the empirical study imply that “no purchase” option is a
potential optimal choice when consumers are relatively confident with the notion that the given
information does not fit in with personally optimized criteria of the purchase decision (i.e., not an
overload situation physically and emotionally). In contrast, “no purchase” option also can be the
relinquishment of purchase when consumers use much somatic energy during information
foraging, causing a state of extreme fatigue (i.e., an overload situation physically and/or
emotionally). The current study notes that “no choice” differs from “choice deferral” in the
decision process during a certain time. No choice is the final decision in the end, while choice
deferral is the postponement of a final decision to later (refer to Figure 1.3). Accordingly, the
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ecologically optimized final decision can be either purchase or no purchase, depending on how
much individual’s somatic energy remains in the final phase of the purchase decision.
Fourth, associated with previous contribution, the current study examines two influential
pressures applicable to any decision-making context (i.e., time and motivation). As numerous
researchers emphasized, time and motivation pressures undoubtedly affect shaping the process of
consumer information foraging (Hantula, 2012; Pirolli, 2007; Stephens & Krebs, 1986). Much of
research studied those two pressures, insisted importance for consumer information foraging and
encouraged investigation of the ontological issues of information overload (Scheibehenne et al.,
2010). Particularly, the current study, unlike prior research, applies the two influential pressures
simultaneously to the process of consumer information foraging to assess the ontological issues
in information overload. The exploratory study examines the number of information sources and
the time-spent to explore effort and time expended in the process of consumer information
foraging. The findings suggest that the categorical difference among goods and services
promotes heterogeneous variations for foraging efforts, which determines the level of pressures
from time and motivation (i.e., travelling, sources, and time). Moreover, this pattern is consistent
with the result from decisional difficulty associated with four products and services (Table 2.9),
and affects the level of effort and time necessary to forage for information and the degree of
information overload. For example, when foraging for information regarding laptops, consumers
are likely to use larger numbers of sources and more time than for other products or services.
This result implies that the occurrence of information overload is different according to
categories of products and services. However, these results for decisional difficulty reverse when
an item’s information combines with quality and environment dimensions of attributes (e.g.,
multivitamins: smaller amounts of information but with medical terminologies).
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In the empirical study, the time constraint directly utilizes as an independent variable of a
between-subjects component. The time pressure condition differently applies in an immediate
information environment depending on the information structure and the item category, which
allows ecologically relevant conditions of the temporal dimension (refer to Table 4.5 and 4.18,
and Figure 4.2 and 4.6). For instance, in measuring information foraging time for each
information patch, the results broadly suggest that there is no universal condition to establish
time pressure in foraging for the necessary information. It is because the temporal dimension has
relatively large variance of individual foraging time depending on the combination of the item
category and the information structure. The finding suggests a requirement of a methodological
integration between domain-specific dependency and universality so as to provide better
elaborate experimental design and more accurate explanation of time pressure effect with
ordinary decision process (see the equation [1]).
The motivational constraint indirectly measures as preliminary characteristics of consumers’
online behavior according to the three categories of items (refer to Table 4.3 and 4.15). The
motivational constraint implements in the interpretation of the empirical study’s results so that
the preliminary characteristics contributes to the better understanding of item categorical
differences as the information structure and time pressure change. For instance, when explaining
the idiosyncratic findings with the item category on the resultant consequences, the result of the
preliminary characteristic provides possible answers in a better way to delineate item categorical
idiosyncrasies (e.g., the potential effect of an item’s knowledgeability). Especially, the result of
the idiosyncrasy helps proffer the possible causes of differences between choice overload (e.g.,
too many good things in the within-patch and between-patch) and information overload (i.e., the
understandability of informational attributes in the within-patch).
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Fifth, this study provides an alternative path to explain consumer behavior, especially for
marketing (i.e., the paradigm of information overload) in response to recent studies’ requests for
conceptualization, integration, extension, and repetition (Fantino, 1985; Flavián et al., 2012;
Gigerenzer & Goldstein, 2011; Kalenscher & van Wingerden, 2011; Scheibehenne et al., 2010;
Wells, 2012; Yadav, 2010). Particularly, Kock (2010b) emphasized an integration of theories of
evolutionary and non-evolutionary information systems to precisely explain human behavior.
Kock argued that the integration should be selective, because the evolutionary approach cannot
fully cover phenomena of information research (p.3). The implication is that behavioral ecology
provides a synergistic integration with consumer information foraging, as behavioral ecology
literature suggested (e.g., Fantino, 1985). For contributions to theory, the current study attains
scientific solidification and academic pluralism that are pursuits of social science, resulting in
this study’s response to important philosophical questions in social science, by following the
procedural suggestion of Yadav for theoretical development (Yadav, 2010). Therefore,
synergistic integration of interdisciplinary perspectives considerably contributes to extending
theories of consumer behavior for marketing.
Empirically, first, the current study provides a monograph in the holistic process of consumer
decision making, covering from information foraging to a final decision making (e.g., application
of phased decision process). In addition, the procedure of examinations execute from broad to
detail in the exploratory study (Chapter 2), and application of the findings in the exploratory
study develops hypothetical assumptions and empirically test those assumptions (Chapter 4), as
opposed to marketing’s proclivity to concentrate on the dyadic aspect for a simple phase (e.g.,
the relationship of information-choice). Although the current study does not consider all issues
related with information overload, notably, the macro-visional process is of value to marketing
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managers for establishing strategic perspectives when composing information structures and for
communicating with existing and potential customers (e.g., advertising). The value arises from
consumers’ perceptions that provided information is an exchange (Kettinger & Li, 2010),
indicating consumers perceive information holistically in response to the immediate environment
of information that allows optimum final decision. The perspective of informational exchange
provides some insight for marketing managers when considering not only product or service
information but also the structural environment of that information. The reason is that the
information per se has double-edged characteristics, either positive or negative, when consumers
forage for information (e.g., the effect of the picture and traffic-light metaphor depending on
item categories). In this respect, the results provide direction to marketing managers for
manipulating proper structures to provide information that elicits the most positive and least
negative responses among consumers. That is, the information set that affirmatively interacts
with structural components of information improves efficiency of consumer information foraging
and reduces information overload or choice overload. For instance, the exploratory study proffers
the holistic view of information structure, and results consistently show that information is not a
unidirectional communication from providers but an interactive communication between three
components of information structure (e.g., companies’ websites and online stores, but also
reviews or interpersonal communication). In addition to the exploratory study, the empirical
study provides plausible evidence that consumers proactively and differently communicate with
particular, displayed information structures depending on the item category. In other words,
consumers proactively exchange information because information contains both objective facts
and subjective perceptions, resulting in purposeful interaction with environments that coincide
with the immediate environment of information. For instance, the effect of picture is positive
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when consumers perceive item-related pictures as indicative information; otherwise, the effect of
the pictures reverses. Moreover, the effect of traffic-light metaphor is affirmative regardless of
item categorical differences. To obtain positive effects as indicative information, the cautious
application requires when demonstrating the traffic-light metaphor. Broadly speaking, its
demonstration should have a concise structure with using possibly minimum colors and include
customer and expert reviews. Therefore, marketing managers should simultaneously rethink not
only methods for improving information structures but also methods for decreasing information
overload thereby achieving consumers’ decisional wellness (i.e., emotional well-being) through
reducing deliberation costs and perceived risks (Hantula, 2012; Winterhalder et al., 1999).
Second, the current study provides insight for new product announcements for markets in terms
of information structures are attractive to consumers. Since the Internet is ubiquitous, most
companies introduce new products and advertise online. Indeed, many consumers forage for
necessary information online before purchasing goods and services and believe online sources
provide reliable information, regardless of ultimately using physical purchase-points or online
sources (Table 2.4, 2.5, 2.8, 4.3 and 4.15, and Figure 2.3). This environmental change is drastic
in comparison to two decades ago and suggests that marketing managers should provide
information appropriate for the commercial environment because consumers are very timesensitive and effort-justifiable for information foraging (Hantula, 2012; Klein et al., 2005;
Schwartz, 2000). From this viewpoint, marketing managers need to consider the provided
information as communication channels that require interactional relationships because
consumers are proactively adaptive inforagers rather than normatively rational actors or passive
reactors. In other words, when marketing managers provide information to consumers, the
information structure should be holistic which allows consumers’ foraging by interacting with
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the immediate environments of information rather than focusing only on the item-specific
information independently from other information. That is, when introducing the new product,
marketers should concentrate on the communicative efficiency from the holistic information
structure rather than just demonstrate the new product’s nominal information (i.e., data of
features or attributes). It is because consumers’ perception with those data would differ from
marketers’ perception because consumers forage for the necessary information holistically, not
restrict item’s data-like attributes. It is a case if information providers does not demonstrate the
characteristic of interactive communication to persuade information receivers.
In conclusion, the author explains the ontological issues of the information overload paradigm
through investigating the process of consumer information processing. That is, the integrative
perspective decreases the curious aspects of unresolved issues in prior research. For instance,
previous literature commonly provides a one-sided angle for information structures in terms of
either quantity or quality when explaining consumer information foraging, and excluding
environmental information. In addition, previous studies provided rather artificial decisionmaking contexts, which impose must-be-one-choice, and overlook choice deferral and no choice
in the paradigm of information overload. Consequently, ecologically irrational situations offer
limited insight for academia and practitioners, although the contextual settings in previous
experiments are theoretically correct (i.e. normatively rational). In response to these limitations,
the current study provides plausible considerations of information structures and consumer
information foraging to reduce information overload and negative decision-related responses by
creating a bridge between two theoretical perspectives: marketing and behavioral ecology.
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Limitations
Although the current study conducts rigorous theoretical solidification and empirical tests, some
concerns regarding valuable results for responding to the ontological issues of the paradigm of
information overload remain. Although the current study presents an overview of the issues
suggested by Yadav to provide a larger view, an atomic examination at each stage is necessary to
for detail and clarification that the holistic perspective does not consider. In doing so, the atomic
examination of unexplored causes and components of the paradigm of information overload
provides precise description of the veiled area with clearer exposition of consumer behavior. For
example, the current study asserts an overall role for browsing for information and a requirement
for integration between browsing and searching by adopting foraging theory in conjunction with
information processing theory. While several important findings result, a limitation of the current
study is a lack of unveiling the causal factors with the potential to integrate browsing patterns
that influence patterns of searching. Also, the study leaves unconsidered the types of proximal
cues in the browsing stage might encourage consumers to retrieve a particular information patch
first in the searching stage or the types of heuristics might associate with this foraging procedure
to be added into consideration sets. From a holistic perspective, accessing measurement is
difficult due to the complexity of methodological issues. Consequently, the atomic perspective is
an additional necessity for precise examination. In addition, a comparative study is a valuable
consideration for future research since the current study’s limit is online only. As the current
study shows, some extrapolated clues exist that differentiate behavioral patterns depending on
item categories in the exploratory and empirical studies. Some different foraging patterns may
exist between online and offline environments. Although the online environment is very
important to understand consumers’ current behavior, the findings surmise that the consumer
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behavior in the offline environment is different from their behavior in the online environment.
Since the current study provides an overview of raised issues for the paradigm of information
overload, the more detailed potential causalities within each stage in consumer decision process
requires exploration to proffer valuable evidence to find the factors that influence overload
situation.
Conclusive Statement
The current study is interdisciplinary directed at explaining consumer information acquisition by
linking two theoretical foundations: marketing (information processing theory from a nonDarwinian framework) and behavioral ecology (foraging theory from a Darwinian framework).
This study demonstrates that theoretical integration provides a more holistic explanation of
consumer behavior than does each theory does individually. Particularly, this study describes the
role of an ecological perspective. Currently, some scholars, such as Donald Hantula, Ned Kock,
Gad Saad, Peter Todd, and others attempted to explore consumer behavior by applying a
Darwinian framework. Their endeavors theoretically and empirically provide some evidence to
precisely and plausibly explain consumer behavior. As the current study shows, a series of
findings, in part, contribute to answering the ontological issues of the paradigm of information
overload. Therefore, the current study encourages that future researchers infuse the ecological
perspective into marketing to clarify consumer behavior for everyday consumption not
previously elucidated. Consequently to that avenue of inquiry marketing scholars can conduce to
help improve consumers’ decisional wellness.
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APPENDIX A
QUESTIONNAIRE OF EXPLORATORY STUDY
Part I. General Behavioral Tendencies of Online Activities
*The following questions are about "the Internet usage." The questions will ask you very general activities related
to Internet use. Please carefully read the following questions and answer each question.
How many hours do you use internet per day?

Approximately ________ hours

In general, do you frequently use internet websites to purchase any product or service?
Rarely use

(1) ------- (2) ------- (3) ------- (4) ------- (5)

Frequently use

When did you do last purchase a product or a service online?
1) Today 2) More than 1day ago – less than 1 week ago 3) More than 1 week ago - less than 2 weeks ago
4) More than 2 weeks ago - less than 3 weeks ago 5) More than 3 weeks ago - less than 1 month ago 6)
More than 1 month ago - less than 6 months ago 7) More than 7 months ago - less than 1 year ago 8)
More than 1 year ago 9) Never used
*The following questions are about your general demographics. Please answer each question. Again, your
responses will NOT be identified with you personally, nor will anyone be able to determine who you are.
What is your gender?

1) Male

2) Female

What is your current age?
1) 18 to 19

2) 20 to 24

3) 25 to 34

4) 35 to 44

5) 45 to 54

6) 55 to 64

7) 65 or over

What is your income range?
1) Below $20,000 2) $20,000 - $29,999 3) $30,000 - $39,999 4) $40,000 - $49,999
5) $50,000 - $59,999 6) $60,000 - $69,999 7) $70,000 - $79,999 8) $80,000 - $89,999
9) $90,000 or more
On average, my monthly spending of money is approximately … (c.f. exclude “fixed costs” like housing and insurance,
etc.)
$ ______________ per month
What kind of activity do you generally do on the Internet? (ex. browse or search for information about something, go
shopping, visit blog, etc.). If you do less than FIVE activities, please leave N/A in the blank.
What kinds of products or services do you usually buy online? (ex. Laptop, Multivitamin, hotel-booking, etc.). If you
do less than FIVE activities, please leave N/A in the blank.
What are the most important factors when you are shopping online? (ex. Reliability of websites, Item’s brand,
Recommendation, etc.) If you do less than FIVE activities, please leave N/A in the blank.
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Part II. General Tendencies of Online Activities among Goods and Services
*The following questions are about your preference of “electronic product information search.” The questions will
ask your preference of information sources. Please carefully read the following questions and answer each
question.
Suppose that you NOW plan to buy electronic products (ex. Laptop computer, TV, Cellphone, etc.). Which products
do you REALLY want or need to buy? Please fill out the below of the blank. If you consider less than FIVE
electronic products, please leave N/A in the blank.
What are the most important considerations when you purchase an electronic product? If you do less than FIVE
activities, please leave N/A in the blank.
*The following questions are about your preference of “Health & personal care product information search.” The
questions will ask your preference of information sources. Please carefully read the following questions and answer
each question.
Suppose that you NOW plan to buy health & personal care products (ex. Multivitamin, Lotion, Toothpaste, etc.).
Which products do you REALLY want or need to buy? Please fill out the below of the blank. If you consider less
than FIVE electronic products, please leave N/A in the blank.
What are the most important considerations when you purchase a health & personal care product? If you do less
than FIVE activities, please leave N/A in the blank.
*The following questions are about your preference of “service product information search.” The questions will ask
your preference of information sources. Please carefully read the following questions and answer each question.
Suppose that you NOW plan to buy Service products (ex. Vacation product, Ticketing, hotel-booking, etc.). Which
products do you REALLY want or need to buy? Please fill out the below of the blank. If you consider less than
FIVE electronic products, please leave N/A in the blank.
What are the most important considerations when you purchase a service product? If you do less than FIVE activities,
please leave N/A in the blank.
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Part III. Ecological Information Foraging in the Online Context
*The following questions are about “information sources in the Internet.” The questions will ask your preference of
information media. Please carefully read the following questions and answer each question.
In general, when you find information on a particular product or service, which search engine do you prefer?
Google
2) Yahoo
3) Bing
4) Others __________

1)

In general, do you have any strategy (or search rule) for getting the relevant information when you begin a search for
product or service information? (ex. start to use search engines with keywords, directly go to store, ask your family
or friends first)
1) Yes
2) No
3) Maybe
If you chose YES from the previous question, can you explain what kinds of strategies or rules do you use to obtain
the relevant information?
If you chose NO to the previous question, please explain why?
If you chose MAYBE to the previous question, please explain why?
Now tell us how you gather information about products or services in general, for example what source of information
do you use, when do you rely on that source (ex. Search for particular websites, go online search engine, go local
store, ask someone, etc.).
In general, which information source(s) do you MOSTLY use to obtain necessary (or relevant) information about
products and services? Please choose as many as you like in the following answers.
1) Company websites (ex. Apple, Crest, US Airway) 2) Online stores (ex. Amazon, eBay, Expedia) 3) Online
product review websites (ex. CNET) 4) Online product review websites (ex. CNET)
5) Local stores (ex. Walmart, BestBuy, Staples) 6) Online magazines (ex. Consumer Report, ZAGAT, Vogue)
7) Online news (ex. NYT online) 8) Online blogs (ex. Personal blog, Facebook) 9) Newspapers (ex. New
York Times) 10) Magazines (ex. Consumer Report, ZAGAT, Vogue) 11) Family and friends (ex. Face-to-face
communication) 12) Others __________
In general, what kinds of media do you believe that it is USEFUL to obtain information? Please choose as many as
you like in the following answers.
1) Company websites 2) TV commercials 3) Brochures/Catalogs 4) Newspapers/Magazines
5) Radio commercials 6) Social media 7) No media 8) Others __________
How many different website do you typically visit when buying an electronic product (health & personal care product,
service product)?
1) 1 website 2) 2-4 websites
6) More than 13 websites

3) 5-7 websites

4) 8-10 websites

5) 11-13 websites

How many hours (approximately) do you usually spend finding an electronic product (health & personal care product,
service product) that you want to purchase?
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1) Less than 1 hour 2) 1 hour - less than 2 hours 3) 2 hours - less than 3 hours
4) 3 hours - less than 4 hours 5) 4 hours - less than 5 hours 6) 5 hours or more
In general, when I start to gather electronic product (health & personal care product, service product) information, I
am a person who …
1) Goes first to a product company website 2) Goes first to an online store 3) Goes first to a local store 4)
Goes first to a search engine 5) Goes first to a 3rd party review website 6) Goes first to an online magazine
website 7) Looks first to a magazine 8) Goes first to an online news website
9) Looks first to newspapers 10) Goes first to a social media website 11) Asks first family or friends 12)
Looks first brochures for product advertisement 13) Others __________

Part IV. Decisional Difficulty of the Specific Goods and Services
Please rate the difficulty of making each of the follow purchasing decisions. (Ex. deciding one brand of computer over
another).
Items

Very Difficult

Difficult

Neutral

Easy

A. Laptop
B. Multivitamin
C. Travel Package
D. Toothpaste
E. Cellphone*
F. Hotel Booking
* The condition of service contract is equal to all the service providers (i.e., consider a product only).
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Very Easy

APPENDIX B
PILOT TESTS
Example: Laptop Computer: Different Qualities of information in a within-patch
- For each type of information in a within-patch
INSTRUCTIONS: Now, imagine that you intend to purchase a new laptop computer. You want a computer that is
very reliable and powerful. You begin your search for this new computer by looking online for information, features
and benefits. The survey asks you about nine types of product information, features and benefits for the laptop.
Please review each piece of information and then answer the following questions. Each consists of 2 questions.
1. I think that the information provided here is sufficient for me to understand the laptop's features and benefits. (1:
Strongly disagree – 5: Strongly agree)
2. To determine my purchase decision, I think that the amount of information provided here is sufficient for me to
understand the laptop's features and benefits. (1: Too little – 3: Appropriate – 5: Too Much)
- After reviewing product information in a between-patch
INSTRUCTIONS: The survey will now show you the different types of product information displays that you saw in
the previous section. The information displays are numbered 1 – 9 (ex. Information display type 1 – Information
display type 9). The survey will ask you some questions about this different information displays.
1. Which one of these information displays was the most 1) useful, 2) confusing, and 3) satisfactory to understand
product information? (Choosing one from Information display type 1 to 9)
2. Which one of these information displays was the least 1) useful, 2) confusing, and 3) satisfactory to understand
product information? (Choosing one from Information display type 1 to 9)
3. In your opinion, how different was the most 1) useful, 2) confusing, and 3) satisfactory product features and
benefits, and the least 1) useful, 2) confusing, and 3) satisfactory product features and benefits? (1: Marginally
different – 5: Very different)
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- Nine sets of displayed products’ information by different structures
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- The new structure of information with the modified traffic-light metaphor

- The traffic-light metaphor for goods and service
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APPENDIX C
VIGNETTES FOR THE CATEGORIES OF ITEMS
Part I. Vignette for information acquisition of purchasing durable goods: Laptop Computers
Currently you have to buy a new laptop computer because your old laptop malfunctions frequently, and it is out-ofdate. Moreover, you use your laptop computer quite a lot, for both personal entertainment and for your work on
different professional consulting projects. You require a well-equipped laptop. To find the laptop that best fits your
needs, you begin to search online to gather the necessary information to help you make the best purchase decision
that satisfies the requirements fit use for professional project and entertainment. Using your favorite search engine
with search terms “High performance entertainment laptop”, you found the following 10 sets of information about
different laptop computers. Please remember that the results presented came from actual product specifications
among well-known brands. However, the provided search engine results will not show any brand names. Now, let’s
start to evaluate the different laptop computer information before making your decision(s)!
Part II. Vignette for information acquisition of purchasing nondurable goods: Multivitamins
Lately you get tired easily and you are considering taking a nutritional supplement. When you talk to several friends
and colleagues about your situation, they suggest that you should take a multivitamin to restore your energy, based
on their experience. Generally speaking, many healthcare experts also recommend that a daily multivitamin can
provide nutritional benefits to help improve physical and mental health. According to the credible news reports, most
doctors recommend over-the-counter multivitamins that are readily obtainable in ordinary places like online or local
stores. Based on those suggestions, you plan to buy a nutritious multivitamin online since your schedule does not
give you enough time travel to local stores to get sufficient information about multivitamins. Using your favorite
search engine with search term “Daily multivitamin”, you found the following 10 sets of information about different
multivitamins. Please remember that the results presented came from actual product specifications among wellknown brands. However, provided search engine results will not show any brand names. Now, let’s start to evaluate
the different multivitamin information before making your decision(s)!
Part III. Vignette for information acquisition of purchasing services: Travel Packages
Recently you planned to take a vacation with your family at a “Sun-Spot” destination (e.g., warm sunny weather,
beachside). For a long time, you have not had a chance to take a vacation because of your hectic work schedule.
Although you are compensated well at your job, it contributes a great deal of stress in your routine life. While thinking
of this vacation, you vividly reminisce about the good old days of which your family spent a pleasant time at the
beach and enjoyed summer recreation. Hence, not only do you want recreate these memories again with your family,
but you also need to get away from the stress at work. Several of your friends have recommended traveling abroad
to get away, relieve the stress and create new memories with your family. Based on the recommendations and your
nostalgia, you now begin to gather information for your next family vacation. Using your favorite search engine with
keyword “Family beach vacation package”, you found the following 10 results different travel packages for your next
vacation. Please remember the results presented came from actual travel package specifications among well-known
travel agencies in the current market. However, provided search engine results will not show any travel agency’s
name and destination. Now, let’s start evaluating the different travel package information before making your
decision(s)!
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APPENDIX D
PRE-QUESTIONS AND EQUIVOCALITY OF INFORMATION IN THE ECOLOGICAL
INFORMATION FORAGING
Part I. Pre-questions for laptop computers, multivitamins, and travel packages
(7-point Likert-type scales: Strongly disagree – Strongly agree; * inverse coding)
1. I feel very knowledgeable about the following products:
2. I usually buy the following products online when I need them:
3. I plan to buy the following products soon:
4. I usually seek the information for the following products online:

Part II. Equivocality of information
• The equivocality includes two components: ambiguities within a patch and conflicts between patches.
(7-point Likert type scale: Strongly disagree – Strongly agree; * inverse coding)
Screening questions included: In this item we would like you to check the strongly disagree (and the neither agree
nor disagree) button.
1. The information I reviewd seemed conflicting when I was making my purchase decisions.
2. Different information sources had conflicting opinions about the best selection for this product or service.
3. Most information sources clearly agreed on what information was important or unimportant for this product or
service.*
4. I think that various information sources had a different influence on my purchase decision.
5. The sources of information I received did not contain any one decisive piece of data.
6. The information needed to complete this purchase decision was contained in the sources provided to me.*
7. In making this purchase decision, applying my personal criteria to the data was easy.*
8. The information displayed offered several acceptable purchase choices.
9. The interpretation of information I reviewed could have a different meaning to different people.
10. In general, I think there is more than one satisfactory answer the every decision.
11. Too much conflicting information about products or services confused me about what information I should choose.
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APPENDIX E
CONSUMERS’ DECISION-RELATED ALTERNATIVES AND RESPONSES AFTER
CONDUCTING AN ECOLOGICAL INFORMATION FORAGING
Part I. Decision-related alternatives after completing information foraging (7-point bipolar-type scales)
• In foraging each set of information among three product categories
1. How likely are you purchase this product? (Very likely – Undecided – Very likely)
2. Would you use this information to help you decide your next purchase of a laptop computer?
(Definitely no – Uncertain – Definitely yes)
3. How would you rate this information set?
(Unuseful – Useful; Uninformative – Informative; Difficult to understand – Easy to understand)
• After foraging 10 sets of information in each categories of information
1. How many different types of travel packages do you think were ACTUALLY involved in the evaluation? _____
2. To make your purchase decision, how many multivitamins are considered in your mind after completing your
information evaluation?
3. Based on items’ information that you evaluated, did you find the best item for you to make a purchase NOW?
(1) Yes, I found the best option as a result of my information search.
(2) Maybe, I am still thinking which one I should purchase among displayed products.
(3) No, I would not make a choice at this time.
4. When you were evaluating for the information of the items (multivitamins, and travel packages), what were your
important considerations for making your decision? __________________
Part II. Decision-related responses for the process of information foraging
•

Emotional qualities as accuracies after decision-making (i.e., satisfaction, dissatisfaction, or anticipated regret).
(7-point Likert type scale: Strongly disagree – Strongly agree; * inverse coding)

A screening question included: In this item we would like you to check the strongly agree button.
1. After making my decision, I regretted how I search for information.*
2. Before making a choice, I was confident that I could make an excellent decision.
3. I am confident I made the best choice based on the information I had available.
4. I think I made some mistakes in searching for information.*
5. I knew that I should made a different choice.*
6. I really feel that I missed some relevant information in making my choice based on the information I had available.*
7. I am satisfied with the way I searched for information.
8. If I could make a decision again, I would reconsider how I searched for information.*
Part III. Overall evaluation of the displayed information (7-point bipolar scales)
1. Reality of information display (Unrealistic – Realistic)
2. Usefulness of search for necessary information (Unuseful – Useful)
3. Difficulty to get necessary information (Difficult – Easy)
4. Effectiveness of displayed information (Ineffective – Effective)
5. Likability of displayed information (Unlikable – Likable)
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APPENDIX F
EXAMPLES OF INFORMATION STRUCTURES
Part I. The generic information search pages for the items in H 1 and H2
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Part II. The examples of three structures of information for the same product in H1 and H2
(One product among ten products in each category; the author will provide all sets of information on request)
- Laptop Computer: IS (Item-specific information)

- ISE (IS + Environmental information)
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- ISEP (ISE + Pictures)

- Multivitamin: IS (Item-specific information)

- ISE (IS + Environmental information)
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- ISEP (ISE + Pictures)

- Travel Package: IS (Item-specific information)

- ISE (IS + Environmental information)
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- ISEP (ISE + Pictures)

Part III. The information search pages in H3 and H4
- Laptop Computers: Type 1
- Laptop Computers: Type 2
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- Laptop Computers: Type 3

- Multivitamins: Type 1

- Multivitamins: Type 2

- Multivitamins: Type 3
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- Travel Packages: Type 1

- Travel Packages: Type 2
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- Travel Packages: Type 3

Part IV. The examples of four structures of Information for the same product in H3 and H4
(The examples is the same products in each category of the item in H1 and H2)
- Laptop computer: CIS (Categorized item-specific information)

- CISPE (CISP + Environmental information)

- CISP (CIS + Pictures)

- CISPERT (CISPE + Reviews and Traffic-light metaphor)
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- Multivitamin: CIS (Categorized item-specific information) - ISP (CIS + Pictures)

- CISPE (CISP + Environmental information)

- CISPERT (CISPE + Reviews and Traffic-light metaphor)
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- Travel package: IS (categorized item-specific information) - ISP (IS + Pictures)

- CISPE (CISP + Environmental information)

- CISPERT (CISPE + Reviews and Traffic-light metaphor)
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